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ABSTRACT 
This thesis explores how boundaries can be changed during a merger. Change 
literature has generally assumed boundaries are an unproblematic aspect of 
organisation life; readily definable and easily changed. Evidence from the 
emerging field of boundary theory suggest otherwise with boundaries seen as 
socially constructed, complex and ever-shifting. 
The thesis adopts an action-orientated methodology, drawing from three sources 
of theory building; existing theory, fieldwork and from practice. Defining 
boundaries as any difference between groups, the thesis categorises boundaries 
as physical, behavioural and cognitive and uncovers specific tensions that are 
unique to each boundary category and which require specific management 
interventions to resolve. Developing these insights, the action research study, a 
five-year process of merging two hospitals, explored how boundaries changed in 
practice, showing how boundary salience was influenced by two sets of 
interrelated strategies. One set drove integration and the other set drove 
separation. 
The thesis concludes with five theoretical insights into boundary change. 
Principal among these is the insight that boundary change can only come about 
when the boundary tensions are reduced and when the strategies supporting 
integration are dominant. 
The thesis contributes to the theoretical understanding of boundaries and M&A 
integration but also to the practising manager by providing a framework for the 
analysis of boundaries and the determination of actions that reduce tensions and 
create the appropriate environment for effective boundary change. 
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1 Introduction to Thesis 
1.1 Introduction 
Merger and Acquisition (M&A) integration is the management task of bringing 
together two distinctive organisations into a single unified entity. It has been 
suggested that one out of every three employees will experience a merger during 
their working life (Feldman and Spratt 1999) and that they will experience stress 
and uncertainty (Marks and Mirvis, 1998) as well as significant cultural 
(Cartwright and Cooper, 1997), organisational justice (Hubbard 200 1) identity 
(Terry, 2001) and emotional (Kusstatscher and Cooper, 2005) challenges. There 
has been little discussion, until recently (e. g. Angwin 2007b; Stahl and 
Mendenhall, 2005), about our theoretical understanding of merger integration. 
This thesis will add to the emerging theoretical perspectives by considering the 
integration task from the perspective of boundaries. A boundary approach is 
appropriate because boundary conflicts are commonplace during merger 
integration; them-and-us situations often occur where differences in practices, 
beliefs or group membership hinder communication or cooperation and provide 
the basis of inter-group conflict. In addition boundaries also demarcate 
organisations from each other and must be disturbed or changed if two 
organisations come together as a new entity (Haspeslagh and Jemison, 1991). 
Boundaries are therefore at the centre of M&A integration. Little is know about 
how boundaries change, become salient or remain dormant within a merger. 
Boundary theory is a relatively new emerging field of study. Many different 
disciplines have usefully studied boundaries to explore issues of identity, 
belonging and inter-group conflicts but until recently (e. g. Paulsen and Hernes, 
II 
2003) there has been no attempt to develop a cohesive 'theory of boundaries'. 
The main objective of this thesis is to develop theoretical insights on how 
managers can change boundaries during a merger as a means of improving 
outcomes. 
This chapter will set out the landscape of the thesis explaining the importance of 
the work and how the theoretical insights will be developed. The chapter will 
explain the importance of this research identifying the contributions that it 
intends to make to the fields of boundary theory and M&A integration. 
1.2 Merger Integration and Boundaries 
Boundaries are everywhere. Our lives are shaped by reference to physical and 
notional constructs that define what we can or cannot do, to what groups we 
belong or don't belong, what is work or play, home or office, family or stranger 
and so on. The distinguishing factor for these constructs is a boundary that allows 
individuals or groups locate themselves vis-a-vis others. In organisational terms 
boundaries define the organisation (Scott, 1998) and its identity (Haslam, 2001) 
codifying what is inside or outside the organisation or who is or is not a member 
of that organisation. It has been recognised that some organisational 
combinations whether merger, acquisition or other arrangement, involve changes 
to existing boundaries (Haspeslagh and Jemison, 1991). In such cases the 
existing organisational boundaries must be displaced (Haspeslagh and Jemison, 
199 1) and new boundaries must be created as people, technologies and cultures 
come together in the combined organisation. This thesis argues that boundaries 
are a much under explored component of merger integration. Boundaries and 
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integration are related insofar as integration is about building unity and 
boundaries are about separation. However to date no evidence has been collected 
on what actually happens to boundaries during a merger. M&As are a 
particularly fitting and fertile context for the exploration of boundaries and the 
application of a boundary perspective. When a high level of integration is 
required post-merger then the managerial task represents a distinctive boundary 
challenge. Two (or more) previously bounded groups must join together and 
create a new group combining their structures, people, processes and technology 
to transcend their existing boundaries and formulate new boundaries. The 
importance of organisation integration in delivering on merger and acquisition 
outcomes has been well documented (Pritchett, 1997; Datta, 1991; Ravenscraft 
and Scherer, 1989; Shrivastava, 1986) as have the ongoing problems that are 
often encountered. Shrivastava (1986), for instance, suggests that one-third of all 
acquisition failures are a result of integration problems. The myriad of 
dysfunctional outcomes identified as arising from poor integration processes 
include increased levels of stress (Marks and Mirvis, 1997a; 1997b), low 
productivity levels (Hambrick and Cannella, 1993), staff turnover (Hayes and 
Hoag 1974), senior management turnover (Angwin, 2000), loss of identity (van 
Kippenberg and van Leeuwen 2001) and poor overall performance (Selden and 
Colvin, 2003; Hall and Norbum, 1987). This thesis takes as its starting point that 
the decisions on structural realignment have been made. The focus is therefore 
on the behavioural responses at individual and group levels that result in new 
structures being accepted (or rejected) rather than on the design of those 
structures. 
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1.3 Objectives of the Thesis 
This thesis addresses a new theoretical area building from the intersection of two 
distinct fields of study, an emerging field of boundaries and an established field 
of M&A' integration. The thesis explores how a boundary approach can be used 
to design management interventions to improve merger outcomes. Boundaries 
have received little attention in the M&A literature, often relegated to a minor 
component of organisational design that can be readily determined by M&A 
planners. Hence boundaries are described in terms of the decision to change them 
or maintain them (Haspeslagh and Jemison, 199 1). Such views are, it will be 
argued, oversimplifications of a complex social phenomenon that can provide a 
source of potential conflict. In this regard researching boundaries offers an 
opportunity to explore M&A integration from a new perspective and address a 
gap in the literature. This thesis will develop new theory on boundaries, how they 
operate within merger integrations and more importantly how they might be 
managed to improve merger outcomes. 
Increasingly attention has been paid to the role of boundaries in affecting 
organisational processes (e. g. Paulson and Hernes, 2003). Diverse fields of 
literature have addressed boundaries as enabling groups to separate, join and 
transcend social and physical structures. These are the very processes at the heart 
of M&A integration, yet no direct attention has been paid by M&A scholars to 
the impacts boundaries have on integration success. When boundaries are 
discussed they are usually defined as unproblematic, capable of being drawn and 
redrawn by managers at will. Evidence from other fields however suggests that 
1 For the purpose of this thesis the terms merger and acquisition will be used interchangeably. 
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boundaries have more complex interactions and outcomes. This work is a 
systematic attempt to codify boundaries in an M&A and to build theoretical 
insights that will assist managers to manage boundaries to improve merger 
outcomes. 
The conceptual link between boundaries and M&A integration emerged as much 
from personal practice as from literature reviews. Resistance to change is often 
expressed in terms of definable boundaries, whether they are historical practice, 
limitations on current systems or philosophical objections. I have on many 
occasions had change initiatives fail for such reasons. I have struggled to 
understand how these barriers emerge, particularly, when they are set against 
rationally expressed logic (at least to me). My interest in boundary management 
is therefore not just theoretical but also personal and practical. 
The philosophical tradition adopted in the study emphases the important link 
between theory and practice and the need to ground research in practical outputs 
and outcomes that impact on and improve the lives of people. This tradition is 
based on the Organisation Development movement and the work of Lewin 
(1946), Dewey, (199 1) Greenwood and Levin (1998) and Coghlan and 
McAuliffe (2003). Drawing on the traditions of action research the work will use 
a multi-method approach that draws together multiple strands of data and 
experience to impact on real-life outcomes. A clearly expressed measure of 
success for the theory building is therefore its capacity to impact on merger 
outcomes in practice. The overall question posed by this thesis is: 
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How can we change boundaries during an M&A integration to 
improve the potential for success post-merger? 
Answering this question is not a simple task given the dearth of existing 
knowledge on boundaries in M&As. However, a number of diverse fields of 
study have addressed boundaries from which a boundary construct can be 
developed. There is no published work on what types of boundaries exist in an 
M&A nor on how they in turn become salient or remain dormant during an 
integration. To address the question of how to change boundaries it is therefore 
important to develop four ancillary questions: 
1. How can we conceive boundaries and how can management act to impact 
on them? 
2. What boundaries have the potential to exist during an M&A integration? 
3. How do boundaries become salient during an M&A integration? 
4. How can management support changes that create new boundary 
configurations in line with the objectives of the M&A? 
These questions represent a cumulative approach to theory building starting with 
the need to understand the concept of boundary leading to an understanding of 
the types of boundaries that may exist and their potential to impact on merger 
integration (the financial services study) and finally to understand how 
management interventions can reduce the potential impact of boundaries and 
foster new boundary configurations (the hospital study). This iterative process 
represents the design of the thesis (see table 1.1). 
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Table 1.1: The research objectives and their pathway 
Understanding how we can change boundaries during 
an M&A integration to improve the potential for success 
(Chapter 10) 
A 
Pillar I 
Building Theory 
from existing 
Theory 
(Ch pter 2) 
Pillar 2 
A 
4 
Building Theory 
from the Field 
(Chapters 5 and 6) 
Pillar 3 
Building Theory 
from Practice 
(Chapters 6,7 and 8) 
Research question(s) What are boundaries, What boundaries have How do boundaries 
addressed how can they be the potential to exist become salient and 
conceived and what in an M&A and how how can we use 
actions (interventions) do the interventions boundary theory to 
can impact on impact on them change boundaries 
boundaries 
Why is the pillar Develops an Translates the Engages the theory in 
needed understanding of a boundary solving a practical 
new area of study. understanding problem to develop 
Boundaries in M&A developed in theory to theory in practice and 
are unexplored the M&A context by to explore how 
extending it through boundaries operate 
fieldwork I I 
1.4 Importance of this Work 
It is well established that success rates in M&As are poor, whatever measure of 
success is adopted (Angwin, 2007a; Cartwright and Cooper, 1997; Feldman and 
Spratt, 1999; Hall and Norburn 1987; Kitching, 1974), and on average at least 
50% of mergers are likely to incur sub-optimal outcomes. Furthermore over the 
past decade research in M&As have moved from pre-acquisition planning to 
post-acquisition integration as explanations of the poor performance statistics. By 
developing our understanding of the post-merger phase it is expected that more 
light can be shed on the causes of failure and on the actions that can improve 
outcomes. Post-mergcr integration however is a complex change activity with 
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impacts across human, technical and cultural systems. It is anticipated that 
adopting a boundary perspective will help develop understanding and 
explanation and will serve to extend the current debates on post-merger 
integration, identity and outcomes. 
A second reason why the research is important is that it presents a new 
conceptualisation of M&A integration through an understanding of boundary 
management. Boundaries are an underdeveloped and under-explored aspect of 
organisational life, usually defined as static, determined by design and readily 
changed by system and organisational theorists (Checkland, 1999; French and 
Bell, 1995; Scott, 1998). Heracleous (2004) has suggested that there has been 
little serious attention to boundaries within the management literature and that 
boundaries are most often conceived as 'unproblematic. ' Theories of boundary 
have, however, been fruitfully adopted across many other disciplines to explain 
phenomena at the heart of M&A integration notably resistance, control and 
growth. By addressing the boundary conditions within mergers this thesis opens 
up new and exciting avenues of organisational exploration and provides for new 
organisational paradigms to emerge. 
Finally, I argue that the importance of research lies in the impact that it has on 
the understanding and practice of individuals and groups. Following in the action 
research tradition (Greenwood and Levin, 1998; Coghlan and Brannick, 2005 
and Dewey, 199 1) 1 take the position that the defining character of good research 
is that it systematically tests our theories (both in use and espoused) and leads us 
to new and improved practices. This is the action and organisation development 
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orientation that is adopted as the underlying theoretical frame of the research. By 
conducting research in practice rather than on practice it is possible to integrate 
theoretical and practice insights and provide stronger evidence to support theory 
development as well as ensuring the relevance of the outputs. Indeed as well as 
producing outputs (the tangible deliverables such as theoretical statements) 
action research methodologies also seek outcomes, which are sustainable 
changes in individual or group behaviours and cognitions that relate to personal 
practice as well as knowledge. In this way research, action, knowledge and 
practice become closely intertwined. 
1.5 Contribution of the Research 
To assess the quality of the research conducted it is important to establish the 
contribution that the work should make to the development of new knowledge 
and to express clearly how that contribution can be measured. The objective of 
the thesis is to establish how boundaries can be changed in an M&A. In this 
respect the primary contribution of the thesis should be to develop theoretical 
insights into boundary management. The action orientation of the thesis also 
establishes the need for that theory to be grounded in practice and to be easily 
transferable into a practice-orientated setting. It is the overall aim of the thesis 
that the output will contribute to an understanding of how a boundary 
management approach can improve the potential for successful merger 
integration. This represents a major contribution to knowledge as it will 
1. generate new theoretical insights into boundaries in an M&A; 
2. generate new theoretical insights into how boundaries become salient, 
change and respond to given interventions from management; 
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3. provide guidance to management to improve practice and to enhance 
potential integration success. 
In addition to the contribution to new knowledge from the theory development, 
the method by which the research is to be conducted integrates the research 
process in a unique manner. It is designed to build theory by triangulating three 
strands of knowledge generation: 
1. knowledge generated from existing theory which informs the 
development of theoretical insights; 
2. knowledge generated from field work (interviews and qualitative data 
collection) that develops knowledge from the practice of others and 
3. knowledge generated from practice that co-develops knowledge with 
others in their practice. 
In this way the thesis builds from deductive, inductive and action approaches 
extending on the more traditional method that will emphasise a single strand 
approach. New insights can be developed through this multiple method and by 
comparing and contrasting data from each method the strengths of each method 
can be harnessed. The research moves from theory to the field to practice but all 
three sources triangulate to inform and reinforce theoretical insights from each 
other (see table 1.1 for the design and figure 10.1 for the outputs). In this way a 
multiple perspective is generated that strengthens the outputs. In addition to the 
multiple theory development approaches adopted the thesis also contributes in 
terms of the longitudinal focus of the research. While the initial study, the 
financial services, mixes historical and longitudinal data, the second study, the 
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hospital, represents a unique case of longitudinal study. Action research, by its 
nature, is conducted in practice and must be longitudinal (taking place over the 
time of the events being acted upon). However in the hospital study the delays 
and problems encountered resulted in a longer than expected timeframe of study. 
The merger of the hospital was characterised by disputes, delays, industrial 
action and significant bouts of conflict. The action research process commenced 
in November 2003 and was finalised in April 2008. The data was collected over 
a three-and-a-half-year period of integration planning within a turbulent 
environment and in this respect represents both a unique insight into the context 
of the hospital and also an extreme case of study. The methods adopted therefore 
also contribute to new knowledge insofar as: 
1. the work represents a triangulated approach to theory building and 
development integrating multiple techniques for theory generation; 
2. the work contributes to a limited body of existing longitudinal research 
on M&As; 
3. the hospital study represents a unique and extreme case of a problematic 
integration. 
The third major contribution that the research makes stems from the action 
orientation and the underlying philosophical traditions that inform the method. 
Action research (AR) should produce both outputs and outcomes. AR involves 
sequential cycles of action, evaluation and reflection leading to questioning both 
the theoretical assumptions underpinning action and the process by which action 
and learning take place within the social context. At the meta-level (the 
cumulative learning from all the cycles of action) AR generates knowledge about 
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the phenomenon being investigated (M&A integration in this thesis) and about 
the process of learning itself. In this respect it has both change and individual or 
group development as key metrics in assessing the value of research. AR values 
participation as a component of both knowledge creation and of the generation of 
change outcomes in practice. Delivering on expected outcomes is a critical 
success component of any action research process. Furthermore AR emphasises 
reflection and sustainable learning as necessary outcomes of an AR process. This 
is a contribution to knowledge both for the self and for those that participate in 
the research. Reflection should indicate how the practice of the individual 
(researchers and participant co-researchers) has changed as a result of the 
interactions and knowledge generated and how the relationships between people, 
the understanding of variant perspectives and the sharing of experiences have 
changed practice at the system level. Argyris (1993,1999) distinguished between 
single- and double-loop-learning. Single-loop learning impacts on the task with 
no subsequent impacts on ongoing practice. In contrast double-loop learning 
creates sustainable changes in cognition about the task and results in deeper 
learning that will change subsequent behaviours. For action research to be 
effective, double-loop learning must take place. A third suite of contributions 
will therefore be made by this work which reflects on the practice of all the 
participants in the AR research process. These include: 
1. delivering on the integration task and achieving a functioning post- 
merger hospital in line with the unfolding objectives of the action 
research cycles; 
2. building sustainable double-loop learning for participants in the research 
process; 
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3. creating sustainable learning that will benefit the practice at the hospital 
level. 
These lists of contributions represent an ambitious agenda for the thesis but many 
of them are intertwined with the method and philosophy of the research design. 
In that respect the quality of the research and the measures of success are 
explicitly linked to the delivery of these contributions. 
1.6 The Structure of the Thesis 
The justification of the research and the overview of the objectives and desired 
outputs of the research have been discussed in this chapter. Leading on from that 
Chapter 2 will address the first pillar of the theoretical development process by 
exploring the role of boundaries in M&As and by developing a theoretical 
framework that will guide the study of boundaries in both the financial services 
and hospital studies. 
Chapters 3 and 4 will deal with methodology and method decisions respectively 
and will present the ontological, epistemological and methodological 
assumptions that underpin the action orientation of the research question. These 
chapters will also address the need to ensure quality in the processes of action 
research and theory building and present a framework through which the 
outcomes and outputs of the research can be assessed. 
Chapters 5 and 6 deal with the financial services study. Two chapters are 
presented, the second of which is dedicated to the discussion of boundaries in the 
study. The decision to include this chapter (and chapter 9) as separate chapters 
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was based on the need to show the sequential nature of the theory building and to 
show the links between the findings of the study and the action research 
interventions in the hospital. Chapter 6 unbundles the boundary categories and 
presents a list of boundary types that exist in each category. The chapter also 
proposes a set of theoretical understandings about interventions and their impacts 
on boundaries. 
Chapters 7 through 9 deal with the hospital study. The first of these chapters 
discusses the action research conducted in the hospital and narrates the study of 
the merger. Chapter 8 deals with the boundaries that existed in the study and 
compares and contrasts those with the financial study supporting the findings of 
that study. The final chapter discusses the study to develop further theory on 
boundaries, notably the understanding of how boundary salience occurs. 
Chapter 10 answers the main question of the thesis by discussing the work in its 
totality and drawing together the three strands of theory development. Five 
theoretical insights are propose that explain how boundary salience occurs, how 
interventions impact M&A boundary change and how to change boundaries in 
practice. 
Chapter II draws the thesis to an end by evaluating the thesis against the criteria 
established in this chapter and in the methodology and method chapters. It draws 
out the contribution of the work and its implications for theory, practice and for 
future research. The chapter concludes that the thesis delivers on the objectives it 
sets and provides new insights into the management of M&As. 
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2 Developing Theory from Theory: Integrating M&A and 
Boundary Literature 
2.1 Introduction 
This thesis argues that exploring M&A integration from the perspective of 
boundaries can be an effective way of improving M&A outcomes. M&A 
literature recognises that boundary change is necessary in certain types of 
combination, notably when high levels of interaction, coordination and resource 
sharing between combining organisations is a necessary condition of delivering 
on strategic objectives (Haspeslagh and Jemison, 1991). In these circumstances 
the merging organisations must create a new unified organisation and shed the 
boundaries that previously defined each organisation as a separate entity. 
integration and boundaries are the antithesis of each other: integration creates 
unity, boundaries separate and divide. If merging organisation need to achieve 
high levels of integration then paying attention to boundaries and reducing or 
removing the salience of potential boundaries should increase the level of 
integration. However, the management of boundaries in M&A integration has 
remained largely unexplored. M&A scholars have tended to view boundaries as 
stable and static, readily drawn and redrawn, at will, by organisational designers. 
Haspeslagh and Jemison (199 1) for instance relate acquisition objectives to the 
extent to which boundaries are 'disturbed' and provide advice on how the 
boundaries of firms can be preserved or permeated by Integration Managers. 
Others such as Marks and Mirvis (1991) and Lars (1999) have drawn from this 
conceptual isation of boundaries as physically 'protectable' while Hubbard (2001) 
suggests that 'boundaries must be redefined in clear and unequivocal language as 
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a way of establishing post-merger expectations (p. 164). Puranam, Singh and 
Zollo (2006) relate levels of innovation in technological mergers to boundary 
conditions and note that by grouping organizational units within common 
administrative boundaries through structural integration, an acquirer can simplify 
coordination and facilitate mutual adaptation (p. 265). Similarly acquisition 
scholars have adopted organisational perspectives as economic or resource views 
of firm behaviour that support stable views of boundaries (i. e. Kapoor and Lim, 
2007; Capron; 1999). All of these examples assume boundaries as stable and 
static and do little to explore the nature of boundaries or how boundary changes 
can be brought about. In contrast studies on boundaries suggest that boundaries 
act in dynamic ways to impact on and influence change. By specifically 
addressing boundaries in M&As this chapter will integrate two diverse fields to 
develop a new perspective on how M&A integration can be informed through the 
understanding of boundaries. This will set a framework for understanding 
boundaries and analysing and unbundling boundaries in the field study (chapter 
5) and action research study (chapter 7). 
To achieve these aims the chapter will start by exploring the nature of boundaries 
and developing a construct of boundaries that explains how they impact on 
organisation life. The chapter will then review the M&A literature in the light of 
a boundary framework examining the theoretical background to integration and 
the management actions used to aid integration. Specifically, the chapter will 
1. Explore the nature of boundaries; 
2. Explore the context and task of M&A integration locating this work in the 
field of M&A integration; 
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3. Explore the process of integration and the management challenges that 
arise in the process; 
4. Codify the managerial actions that can be taken during an integration 
process; 
5. Develop a framework that integrates boundaries and M&A literature for 
use in the financial and hospital merger studies. 
The output from this chapter will be the first stage (of three) in the development 
of theory on boundary management in M&As. It will develop the theory by 
combining the existing theoretical insights within the M&A and boundary fields 
to develop a framework that can be used to explore boundaries in the research 
studies. Table 2.4 at the end of this chapter brings together the two literatures by 
combining the management interventions commonly adopted to prevent 
integration problems with a construct of boundary categories that might arise in a 
merger. The table provides a matrix for analysing how boundaries might be 
managed to improve merger outcomes. 
2.2 The Nature of Boundaries 
Boundaries are gaining attention in management literature, evidenced by a 
special edition of Hunian Relations 2 specifically focused on conceptualising 
boundaries and contributing to the 'scholarship of boundaries' (Gabriel and 
Willman, 2004 p. 8). Many fields of study have considered boundaries as a 
component in the explanation of behaviour. Disciplines, as diverse as 
geopolitical theories (Paasi, 1999), communication (Petronio et al 1998), 
2 Human Relations volume 57 no. 1 (2004) 
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transaction cost economics (Wiliamson 1981; Barney, 1999), resource 
dependency (Pfeffer and Salancik, 1978), population ecology (Hannon and 
Freeman, 1977,1980), identity (Tajfel and Turner 1986), psychology (Puddifoot, 
1997), sociology (Lamont and Molnar, 2002), leadership (Gilmore, 1982) and 
strategy (Barney, 1999; Brooks, 1995; Jernison, 1984) have addressed 
boundaries. Little attention (with the noted exception of the special edition of 
Hianan Relations and the work of Paulsen and Hernes, 2003) has been paid to 
boundaries in the management literature despite boundaries being at the centre of 
change. For instance, Paulsen (2003) suggests that all change involves 
4constantly redefining and renegotiating group boundaries' (p. 15) and Hernes 
(2004) suggests that they are central to all change efforts (p. 10). A greater 
understanding of the existence, roles and operation of boundaries will therefore 
add insights into how merger change can be more effective. 
2.2.1 Conceptitalising Boundaries 
Boundaries are an integral part of our everyday life and we encounter and sustain 
them repeatedly often without conscious recognition. Boundaries demarcate 
work from home, they separate family from friends, and they differentiate us 
from others by reference to our gender, age or social differences. They also 
differentiate across organisations, defining competitors, suppliers or customers 
both within national and international boundaries. Similarly, they differentiate 
within organisations, separating one function from another, one work-group from 
another and one level of hierarchy from another. Hernes (2004) suggests that 
boundaries are 
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" 'composite insofar as organisations operate within multiple sets of co- 
existing boundaries. These sets of composite boundaries vary from 
organisation to organisation, in strength as well as in substance. 
" central, not peripheral to organisations. Change processes in 
organisations are about creating, moving or consolidating boundaries. 
Hence boundary properties reflect the very substance of the 
organisation. 
" constantly subject to construction and reconstruction. Boundaries are 
not static givens, but are under constant change. This does not prevent 
some boundaries from being relatively stable, while others change 
more rapidly' (p. 10). 
Organisational theory has tended to consider boundaries as tangible and 
definable aspects of structure that are analytically drawn and stable. For instance, 
Thompson (1967) saw organisational boundaries as drawn and defined by 
planners as a means of closing off organisational systems to external variation. 
System analysis suggests that the designers of systems can define the system 
parameters to bound their complexity (Scott, 1995; Checkland 1999). In contrast 
boundaries are increasingly seen as amorphous and difficult to identify (Rafaeli 
and Vilnai-Yavetz, 2003) or reproduced through social interaction (Giddens, 
1984). Social identity theory, for instances, shows how groups create social 
boundaries to differentiate one group from another in order to maintain status 
differentials (Tajfel and Turner, 1986). Kerosuo (2003) demonstrates the 
permeable nature of boundaries and that they emerge intertwined in everyday 
activities. 
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Yan and Louis (1999) presented one of the first systematic attempts to draw 
together and discuss a variety of perspectives on organisational boundaries. They 
conceptualized boundaries as 
1. demarcations, 
2. perimeters, 
3. interfaces, and 
4. frontiers for transactions. 
Demarcations distinguish one social system from another and provide a means of 
understanding the conditions that separate the systems. For an organisation to 
exist it must be separated from others (Scott, 1998). Separation usually relates to 
a physically defined space whether territory, technology or time (Miller and 
Rice, 1967), that distinguishes the organisation from others, for example, 
different customer markets, different products, or different locations in the 
supply chain. Accordingly, focusing on boundaries as demarcation primarily 
addresses the link between the organisation and its environment (Scott 1998) and 
defines the parameters of organisations vis-a-vis that environment. However, 
demarcations can also arise in behavioural factors such as work-life balance 
(Ashford et al, 2000) or relationships (Bacharach et al, 2000) and through 
cognitive factors such as culture (Hawley, 1995; Shamir and Melnik 2003). 
Boundaries also establish perimeters. Thompson (1967) considered boundaries 
as perimeters in his development of systems theory by considering them as a 
mechanism to close off a system from undue external disturbance. He argued that 
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system designers establish boundaries to buffer the organisation from 
interference. Boundaries protect by closing off the organisation so that it can be 
free from disturbances originating from outside. Geopolitical theories (Paasi, 
1999) draw heavily on notions of protection and associated notions of control, 
independence and sovereignty. Similarly, resource dependency describes how 
boundary and boundary spanning activities can reduce external organisation 
interference by regulating information and material flows (Leifer and Delbecq, 
1978; Jemison, 1984). Perimeters also entail a cognitive or symbolic dimension. 
For instance, Weis (2003) demonstrates the interplay between physical and 
symbolic dimensions of perimeters from an anthropological standpoint in his 
study of a fence around a conservancy in Zimbabwe and how it acted to create 
conflict. While Paasi (1999) has demonstrated how Finnish-Russian boundary 
disputes revolved around the identity of peoples and how the forced removal and 
replanting of people in border domains served to reduce reintegration claims. 
Boundaries, as interfaces, create flows of communication and transactions 
between systems as they interact with one another. This approach to studying 
boundaries focuses on exchanges of inputs/outputs and communication flows at 
the boundary interface. Transaction cost economics is the classic case of 
boundaries as interfaces, proposing that boundary locations should be determined 
by the cost ratio of including or excluding activities within the focal organisation 
(Williamson 198 1). Interfaces also occur however at a social level. By their very 
nature boundaries exist simultaneously at the end of and the beginning of 
different domains. Hence boundary studies must consider the importance of 
boundary crossing as people, technology and ideas intersect at these boundary 
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points. Boundary crossing is particularly important in work-home balance 
research (Nippert-Eng, 2003,1996a, 1996b) which charts how individuals 
transfer from a work environment to a home environment through enacting 
boundary roles. An interesting example of how a boundary can create interfaces 
is evident in the work of Rafaeli and Vilnai-Yavetz (2003) who describe how 
changing the colour of a fleet of buses in Israel resulted in significant interaction 
between a wide variety of stakeholders and the company to both positive and 
negative effect. They conclude that there is a need to consider boundaries from 
both inside-out and from outside-in and that while there may be a managerial 
desire and attempt to define certain boundaries... the actual definition is a 
product of sonze dynamic interplay between the organization, its artifacts, its 
constituents, and the issues that they may raise (Rafaeli and Vilnai-Yavetz 2003, 
p. 207). 
Finally, the frontier perspective is intended to extend the interface perspective by 
relating boundaries to the transactional nature of the environment, considering 
boundaries as the 'marketplace' in which transactional activities takes place. 
Drawing on the boundary spanning literature they argue that organisations 
actively manage through reaching out to the marketplace to ensure ongoing 
viability of the organisation in terms of resource acquisition, organisational 
legitimacy and as a market for outputs. The frontier metaphor has resonance with 
views of organisations as trying to extend the range of its boundaries to gain 
control over their environment. For instance, Pantelli (2003) suggests the 
boundary-less or virtual organisation should be viewed not as eliminating 
boundaries but rather extending them by including aspects of traditionally non- 
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work organisations (i. e. home) within their control. He argues that boundaries do 
not disappear but rather are enacted in different ways to legitimize roles within 
new forms of work. For instance how work tasks can be integrated with home- 
working extends the control of the organisation into home space. Similarly, 
Garsten (2003) shows how work practices for temporary agency staff transcend 
traditional boundaries but also result in the creation of new types of work 
boundaries pushing the frontiers of existing work boundaries. 
Marshall (2003) provides an alternative (but reconcilable with Yan and Louis, 
1999) range of perspectives on boundaries. He suggests boundaries can be 
viewed 
1. through the metaphor of containment, 
2. as a permeable membrane, 
3. as socioculturally constructed. 
The container metaphor combines the demarcation and perimeter concepts 
suggested by Yan and Louis (1999). A container distinguishes inside and outside, 
is objectively definable and stable. The metaphor stands for traditional notions of 
organisation that strive for internal consistency and stability. Marshall suggests 
that the container view promotes a unitary model of organisation where 
coordination and integration is assured because of the mechanistic nature of 
effective organisation. 
The characterizing of boundaries as permeable membranes draws on the interface 
and frontier categories to emphasise the interaction between inside and outside of 
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the boundary. Boundary crossing is an inevitable process driven by the need for 
organisation survival. Drawing on Maturana and Varela (1987), Marshall argues 
that the environment is not something that is 'out there' but rather something that 
is 'defined by self-regulation and recursive generation of components in 
interaction' (p. 60). Transfers across the boundary co-create the organisation and 
the environment by defining each in terms of the other. In this way the boundary 
between organisation and environment creates organisational identity by 
differentiation from the environment. 
Marshall's third category considers boundaries as socioculturally constructed. 
Drawing on Luhmann (1995), Marshall argues that boundaries are actively 
produced and reproduced through an ongoing dynamic and contested process of 
negotiating inclusion and exclusion. In this way boundaries are not something to 
be 'put in place' but are actively constructed, maintained and reproduced within 
social interactions. Socially constructed boundaries contrast strongly with 
perimeter or demarcation constructs which consider boundaries as tangible and 
objective. Constructed boundaries are idiosyncratic, context-dependent and 
arbitrarily located. Attempts to objectively draw any line that distinguishes inside 
from outside is therefore fraught with problems. However, as Marshall points out 
it is important not to conflate the arbitrariness of boundaries with the existence of 
boundaries. Enacted or socially constructed boundaries have real impacts on 
social interaction. Drawing on Goodman (1984) he concludes that the way in 
which we divide up the world, according to sets of perceived similarities and 
differences has impacts on how we perceive, how we act and how others see us. 
Marshall also points to the dual nature of boundaries as creating belonging, 
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solidarity and security while simultaneously creating exclusion and alienation. 
Defining what you are also defines what you are not. 
2.2.2 Defining and Classifying Boundaries 
Leading from the above discussion the most common approach to considering 
organisational boundaries is to consider what is with-in or with-out the 
organisation and the way inside and outside are differentiated. In that respect 
boundaries can be defined in terms of difference. A boundary can be any facet of 
an organisation that can be used to differentiate one social group from another 
whether by design or through arbitrary sociocultural enactment. 
Boundaries are socially constructed, residing in the minds of those who create 
them. They have physical and behavioural manifestations. For instance, Ashforth 
et al (2000) argue that groups evolve and differentiate along physical, cognitive 
and relational dimensions. They have shown how role transitions from work to 
home can often entail physical changes (i. e. location), behavioural routines (i. e. 
changing clothes, nurturing versus managing roles) and cognitive impacts (i. e. 
recreation time). Similarly, boundaries have been shown to be ways in which 
individuals (or organisations) can simplify and order their environment 
(Michaelsel and Johnson, 1997; Zerubavel, 1991) by defining roles, 
responsibilities and expected behaviours that exist within that domain and how 
that differs from those outside that domain. Boundaries have also been 
considered as created or enacted (Ashford et al, 2000) or consisting of 'mental 
fences' (Zerubavel, 199 1) and are, as Bacharach et al (2000) suggest 'limits of 
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self' and as Nippert-Eng (1996a, 1996b) have shown, 'idiosyncratically 
constructed. ' 
Three categories of boundaries appear regularly in the literature and these are 
physical, behavioural and cognitive categories. Ashford et al's (2000) description 
of boundaries emerging along physical, relational and cognitive dimensions has 
resonance with both the work of Hernes (2003,2004) and Rafaeli and Vilnai- 
Yavetz (2003). Rafaeli and Vilnai-Yavetz (2003) use artefacts (the colour of a 
bus in their study) as a symbol of boundaries and argue that a symbol has 
instrumental, aesthetic and symbolic dimensions. Instrumental relates to the 
function and objective use of an artefact. Aesthetics are the sensory impacts 
which elicit a behaviour or emotive response, and symbolic effects are the wider 
meaning an artefact evokes in the mind of the observer. These closely relate to 
boundaries as physical, behavioural and cognitive. Hernes (2003) draws on 
Scott's (1995) three pillars of institutions, regulative, normative and cognitive 
structures and Lefebvre's (1991) distinction between physical, social and mental 
space to discuss boundaries as originating from physical, social and mental 
processes. Hernes (2004, p. 14) suggests that physical boundaries are made up of 
tangible entities either in the form of 'material positioning' (visible perimeter 
that differentiates space) or in terms of regulation (regulate flows of interaction 
and behaviour). While Hernes includes behavioural through regulation as a 
physical characteristic, there are differences between the tangibility of physical 
artefacts, such as walls, desks and people and the more abstract translation of 
norms into behaviour routines. Behaviour routines emerge as much from the 
construction of social and political interaction as they do from the regulatory 
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framework codified by an organisation (Pfeffer, 199 1). The second boundary 
category described by Hearnes is social. Group social norms create identity and 
enable the creation of 'otherness' (Harvey 1990). He ties the concept to 
behaviour arguing that the link between identity and behaviour is assumed in 
many sociological works (Giddens, 199 1; Castells, 1997 and Elias, 1994). 
Finally, he identifies mental boundaries which consist of the mental sphere 
within which we make sense of the world. Mental boundaries describe the 
particular mental routines that enable individuals and groups to communicate, to 
understand and to act. In effect they are the social construction process that 
facilitates sense-making (Weick, 1995) to emerge. These works clearly 
demonstrate that boundaries can be defined as difference and that differences 
occur in physical, behavioural and cognitive dimensions. 
2.2.3 Boundaries as Ever-shifting: Boundary Salience 
Defining boundaries as difference does not imply that boundaries should be 
viewed as rigid or static. Some group differences, for example, gender or 
nationality may be permanent and unchangeable. Even though the difference is 
permanent it does not imply that it will differentiate all social situations. It may 
be relevant in some cases, for example a social discourse, but not in others such 
as a work context. For any given social context therefore there may be a number 
of possible dimensions on which groups can be divided but that is not to suggest 
that the division is one that the groups themselves enact as a difference in that 
social context. In this respect it is not the existence of boundaries that is 
important rather it is the group's enactment of the boundary as salient in the 
given context. A critical question accordingly is how boundaries become salient 
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and how do changes in boundaries subsequently occur. Little in the literature 
fully explains how boundary changes occur in social contexts. There have been 
several strands of research that underpin how transition between boundary states 
occur, for instance the work of Nippert-Eng (2003 1996a, 1996b) on work-role 
transitions or Shamir and Melnik's (2003) work on cultural transitions. Perhaps 
the best example of how boundaries evolve comes from Hawley's (1995) 
explanation of the Amish entrepreneur who continually redefined her boundaries 
with her community. In this instance the entrepreneur continually 'pushed the 
limits' of acceptable behaviour until she was refused permission to continue. In 
this way the boundary was tested by being challenged. This challenge occurred 
from justifying and positioning the boundary extensions by aligning them with 
the interests of the community. Similarly, Gilmore (1982) has considered the 
leader as a creator of environments through the negotiation of boundaries and the 
regulation of transactions across those boundaries while Bacharach et al (2000) 
have discussed boundary setting as a managerial device used to manage 
relationships. Central to these works is the importance of inter-subjective 
assessments to understand both the existing boundaries and the logic in why 
those boundaries are changing. 
Social identity theory has considered salience from the perspective of identities 
and inter-group assessments of differences that groups use to differentiate 
themselves from others to create a positive self-image. Hogg and Terry (2001) 
suggest that identity salience occurs when our 'cognitive system matches social 
categories to the social environment and brings into active use that category 
which renders the social context and one's place within it subjectively most 
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meaningful' (p. 7). Salience is a function of two processes, accessibility and fit. 
Accessibility relates to the range and type of identity categories that are available 
within a given context and fit emerges from the matching of the available 
categories based on structural or normative perceptions. For example, gender 
may be an accessible category that might be perceived to be important based on 
the social interaction within a gender differentiated social situation. Social 
identity theory is considered more fully in section 2.6.2.3. 
2.3 Toward a Construct of Boundaries 
Summarising the discussion on boundaries leads to a number of theoretical 
statements: 
1. Boundaries are socially constructed as well as physical in nature; 
2. Boundaries serve multiple functions, often contradictory such as 
simultaneously, separating and joining groups from one another; 
3. Boundaries can be defined in terms of differences between groups; 
4. Differences can emerge from physical space and artefacts, from actions 
and behaviour routines and from the 'mental fences' arising from 
cognition; 
5. Boundary conflicts occur when differences between groups are defined as 
salient within a given context. 
These five statements represent the assumptions from the existing literature and 
from which theoretical insights on boundaries can be developed. These 
statements allow a framework for analyzing boundaries to be proposed. Based on 
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the earlier discussion three categories will be used to explore their identification 
and analysis. As suggested in section 2.2.2 these will be 
a) physical (or spatial) boundaries, 
b) behavioural boundaries, 
c) cognitive boundaries. 
2.3.1 Physical Boundaries 
Similar to Hernes (2004), physical boundaries are the tangible and visible 
divisions between an organisation and its environment or between units within an 
organisation. These tangible differences arise from clearly demarcated rights to 
ownership of physical aspects of the business. The most obvious of these is the 
core operating technology, tasks and products within the firm and the relevant 
resources underpinning them. It is most often these physical aspects of the 
business that generate the value creating potential within a merger. Physical 
boundaries might also include the buildings, products, procedures, or even the 
name of the company. A distinguishing feature of physical boundaries is that 
they are bounded by space. Accordingly it is physically clear when one is inside 
or outside of boundary, e. g. in the office or outside the office. Physical 
boundaries represent tangible 'things', people or artefacts that can be identified 
as belonging within that boundary. 
2.3.2 Behavioural Boundaries 
Behavioural boundaries arise from differences in behavioural norms and 
practices. Membership of an organisational or social system imposes norms of 
behaviour defining not only the tasks to be completed but also the relationship 
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with others and the expectation of how one should act within those relationships. 
Different firms have very different behavioural expectations. Some emphasise 
supportive actions while others emphasise competition and debate. Many 
behavioural boundaries may however operate on a very subtle level such as dress 
code, approach to problem solving and managerial styles or cultural behavioural 
patterns. The distinguishing characteristic of the behavioural boundary is that it 
reflects the taken-for-granted actions that are normal for that firm. 
2.3.3 Cognitive Boundaries 
Drawing on the social and mental boundaries identified by Hernes (2004) 
cognitive boundaries result from the way organisations make sense of the world 
around them. They arise from beliefs and values and represent the potential for 
differences that arise from the underlying assumptions that individuals take for 
granted within their work. The world we live in is too complex to understand in 
its entirety so we must accordingly bound the information and stimuli we receive 
to facilitate making sense of it. Cognitive boundaries represent the identity that 
organisations develop and the sensemaking activities that define how groups 
produce and reproduce that identity. 
2.4 The Context for M&A Integration 
The second part of this literature review is to explain M&A integration and how 
it relates to boundary management. M&A integration is concerned with bringing 
two organisations together and translating the strategic goals into an 
organisational framework that facilitates the achievement of those goals. 
integration and boundaries are related topics in that integration involves taking 
two separately bounded units and combining them into one unit so that they 
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share a common boundary. Different types of mergers require different levels of 
integration and integration can be consider as a continuum of no integration (i. e. 
conglomerate holding) or complete integration between the two organisations 
(where one or both companies ceases to exist post-merger). Haspeslagh and 
Jemison (199 1) suggest a framework for identifying the extent of the integration 
required. They consider two dimensions to the decision, the level of strategic 
interdependence between the two firms and the level of organisational autonomy 
needed by the acquired company (table 2.1. ) 
2.4.1 Strategic Interdependence 
Strategic interdependence is concerned with the degree to which the objectives of 
the merger require the combining organisations to be coordinated and act in 
concert. Where the merger requires resources or capabilities to be leveraged 
between the organisations then connections between the combining organisations 
will be required. This involves changing the boundaries of both firms as people 
and technology that resided in each firm are opened up to the new partner. As 
the level of interdependence between organisations increases the distinctiveness 
of each as a separate entity decreases and the boundaries that separate them 
become blurred or are eliminated. In contrast, if the merging organisations are 
concerned with diverging markets and technologies, little interdependence 
between them is needed and the organisations can maintain existing boundaries, 
separate and distinct from one another. 
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2.4.2 Organisational Autonomy 
Organisational autonomy relates to the degree that organisations must operate 
independently post-merger to deliver on the strategic objectives and is a function 
of the need to ensure strategic capabilities are preserved (Haspeslagh and 
Jemison 1991). Often capabilities are embedded within the distinct organisation 
and culture of the acquired company and changes to that organisation and culture 
may deplete or destroy those capabilities. The need to protect capabilities may 
arise either from the unique manner in which they are combined in the acquired 
or because those skills are not understood or present in the acquiring company. 
2.4.3 Integration Approaches 
Haspeslagh and Jemison (199 1) combine these two dimensions to create a matrix 
that suggests four types of acquisitions integration approaches are possible. This 
thesis is concerned with two of these integration approaches, symbiosis and 
absorption, because these approaches require high levels of post-merger 
integration and changes to the boundaries of the organisation. In both cases the 
boundaries of each organisation must (although over different time frames) be 
adjusted to create a new organisational form that incorporates both previous 
organisations. In practice these integration approaches are archetypes and the 
distinction between each category can be problematic, although, in both cases 
high levels of post-acquisition integration are required. In holding or preservation 
integration the organisations are deliberately kept apart and require little or no 
integration as a result. Boundaries will not be problematic because there will be 
little or no transfer across the existing boundaries of the organisations. 
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Table 2.1: Acquisition integration approaches (Haspeslagh and Jernison, 199 1) 
Needfor Strategic Interdependence 
Low High 
High Preservation S mbiosis y 
Low Holding Absorption 
An absorption approach is appropriate when there is a high need for 
interdependence and low need for autonomy. Absorption implies that the 
acquiring and acquired companies are fully consolidated over time resulting in 
one single new entity that incorporates both firms. The key integration issue is 
the timing and sequencing of how the combining takes place. Value is likely to 
be created through the creation of resource and/or skills sharing so the speed with 
which these can be combined will be important for value creation. An absorption 
approach requires the boundaries of at least one of the organisations to change as 
a new entity is developed. 
Symbiotic approaches arise when both the need for integration and the need for 
autonomy are high. Haspeslagh and Jemison (1991) suggest that symbiotic 
integration involves the coexistence of the two firms with the gradual 
development of interdependent activities. The boundaries of both organisations 
must initially be kept intact to protect the capabilities of each. Simultaneously the 
boundaries need to be permeable for the transfer of skills to occur. This is likely 
to involve a complex process of preserving the status quo while building 
frameworks for co-operation and an atmosphere suitable for capability transfers 
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to occur. Integration can only occur when both organisations understand and 
have adjusted to the characteristics of the other. 
2.4.4 The Level of Success in M&A 
Outcomes in M&A vary, perhaps reflecting the myriad of motives (Angwin 
2007a) and the complexity of defining success. Failure rates between 45 - 70% 
have been reported in studies undertaken in the US and UK. Defining success is 
however not an easy task. The definition of success will depend on the research 
orientation and tends to mean different things within different fields. Financial 
economists focus on the share price movement during an event window or other 
financial measures, such as return on investment, market share or earnings. 
Financial measures tend to suggest that M&As perform poorly (Selden and 
Colvin, 2003; Datta and Puia, 1995 Hall and Norburn 1987) often suggesting 
failure rates as high as 70-80% of acquisitions. 
In contrast Kitching (1967,1973,1974) rejects financial measures of success in 
favour of the strategic expectations of management in the acquiring company. He 
argues that success should be measured against strategic objectives comparing 
current satisfaction levels against the original motives. Perceptual measures of 
success have become an often-used measure by those assessing M&As from a 
strategic perspective. Similar to the financial literature, strategy based research in 
the M&A field suggests failure rates of around 50% (Kitching, 1973,1974). 
Another way of assessing performance is by looking at the various stakeholders 
in the transactions and assessing their objectives. Angwin (2007a), for instance, 
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sets out a very broad range of possible motives for merging ranging from 
traditional institutional motives to exploration, political and survival motives. He 
argues that multiple motives often exist within a merger across firm-level 
motives, top management motives and contextual motives. A number of specific 
stakeholder objectives have been used as measures of success. For instance, 
human relations and organisation development practitioners have emphasized the 
impact of M&As on the human aspects of work, arguing that human skills are 
central to the creation of sustainable competitive advantage and that success 
should be considered in terms of how the human capital is managed and 
leveraged. Hence we have assessment of top management retention (Angwin, 
2000; Hayes and Hoag, 1974), employee stress, (Marks and Mirvis, 1998) and 
cultural compatibility (Cartwright and Cooper, 1997). Similarly identity theorists 
have shown how low levels of identification with the post-merger organisation 
can lower performance and create conflict (Terry 2001; Buono and Bowditch, 
1989). 
In recent years increasing attention has been focused on integration as a key 
explanation (Stahl and Mendenhall, 2005) of merger outcomes. Regardless of the 
quality of the planning in the decision stages nothing can be realised unless the 
implementation runs according to that plan. There is significant evidence to 
suggest that the integration stage is often underestimated and mismanaged by the 
acquiring company (Marks and Mirvis 1998). A Coopers and Lybrand (1992) 
study suggested that acquisition failure was attributed to poor post-acquisition 
planning in 80% of cases. Smith and Hershman (1997) reflecting on their 
practitioner experience suggest that effective post-merger management 
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programmes improve the odds of success by 50%. Ravenscraft and Scherer 
(1989) suggest that implementation difficulties play a significant role in the 
subsequent performance of the firms, while Shrivastava (1986) suggests that one 
third of failures are a direct result of faulty integration. More importantly it is 
argued that the integration stage is where the actual value within the acquisition 
is created (Haspeslagh and Jemison, 199 1) and accordingly is where 
management attention should be focused in order to realise the potential value of 
the transaction. 
It is clear from this discussion that M&As often result in sub-optimal outcomes 
and the performance, by whatever measure, is often lower than anticipated. The 
study of M&A is therefore a worthy activity and more research is need to help 
improve merger outcomes. This thesis specifically addresses this task and the 
research question relates boundary management to successful outcomes in 
practice. It is important therefore to define clearly what is meant by success 
within the integration task. 
2.4.5 A Working Definition of Success 
This thesis is concerned with the integration of organisational units. In this 
respect success can be defined in terms of the reason the integration is being 
undertaken, and operationalised as achieving the stated strategic goals of the 
organisation for the integration in line with the philosophy of Kitching 
(1967,1973,1974) and the broader stakeholder perspectives (Angwin, 2007a). 
This is an appropriate measure because integration is concerned with the delivery 
of the goals and because the integration task (as will be discussed later) is 
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directly related to the goals established for it. Financial measures in particular are 
poor assessments for integration as many other factors, such as competitive 
environment, can also influence financial performance. Studies that increase the 
potential for improving M&A integration are important both in terms of 
extending the theoretical understanding of integration but also delivering 
improvements in practice. The thesis will make a contribution in these two areas. 
The next section will explain the integration phase in order that the management 
challenges in delivering the necessary level of integration can be explored. 
2.5 M&A Integration 
This section explores the integration task faced within an M&A. Shrivastava 
(1986) provides a useful framework for exploring different aspects of the 
integration process. He suggests three levels at which integration needs to take 
place. The procedural, the easiest to integrate, is concerned with the creation of a 
single legal and accounting entity. The physical is concerned with merging the 
tangible assets, systems and technologies of the combining organisations and 
finally, the managerial and sociocultural level concerned with the integration of 
the culture, values and management philosophies. 
2.5.1 Procedural Integration 
Procedural integration combines the systems and procedures of both 
organisations to align the operating, management control and strategic planning 
systems of the companies and to create standardised work practices. When the 
basic operating and control tasks of the combining entities are aligned then the 
organisations will be in a better position to communicate and co-ordinate their 
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activities. They will speak the same organisational language because they collect 
and analyse similar information and have a common framework for decision 
making and decision justification. Procedural integration will aim to eliminate 
conflicting systems, rules and procedures and reduce the costs associated with 
collection, processing and communication of information. The most common 
procedural system that requires integration is the accounting and control system 
which is often the first (and immediate) change an acquiring organisation 
implements. 
2.5.2 Physical Integration 
Physical integration involves the combining of the resources of the organisations 
to eliminate duplication and to foster sharing of resources. Physical integration is 
usually associated with economies and efficiencies of scale. Physical integration 
is often problematic as it requires major disruption to one or both organisations 
and involves the destruction and rebuilding of a firm's resource profile. Typical 
assets to be combined might include properties, production lines and products, 
technologies and human resources. While this integration task seems relatively 
simple on paper there are often many problems encountered in practice. Not all 
assets prove to be as easy to share as anticipated. Similar production 
technologies, for instance, may be used in quite different ways in each 
organisation or it may be discovered that disaggregating and recombining 
bundles of assets may result in the erosion of the value embedded in the original 
organisation structure. 
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2.5.3 Managerial and Sociocultural Integration 
Managerial integration involves the intangible activities associated with 
managerial capability, strategic direction and culture. It involves creating 
leadership, commitment and motivation arising from the formation of a new top 
management team to lead the new entity. Selection of personnel and the retention 
of management talent in the newly formed organisation can be a significant 
challenge (Angwin, 2000, Marks and Mirvis, 1998). Managerial and 
sociocultural integration can be developed through personnel transfers between 
the two companies, fostering an environment of communication and idea 
exchange and developing transition structures or interim organisation structures 
(Daniel and Metcalf, 2001; Galpin, 2000). 
Shrivastava (1986) considers sociocultural integration as merging organisational 
frames of references (Shrivastava and Schneider, 1984) arguing that merging 
firms often possess different and conflicting frames of references. Managers have 
different mental maps of the world and different ways of formulating, 
understanding and acting on organisational issues or problems. Integration must 
therefore build a common framework of understanding within the new entity and 
ensure that all its members hold the same basic organisational assumptions. 
Shrivastava (1986) points out that this usually takes a long time to achieve and 
can only occur through the processes of socialisation and mental readjustment 
among managers. Many academics and practitioners have addressed similar 
issues under the heading of cultural compatibility (Love and Gibson, 1999; 
Marks and Mirvis, 1998; Cartwright and Cooper, 1997,1995; ) and acculturation 
theory (Nahavandi, and Malekzadeh, 1988) suggesting that it is a significant 
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reason for merger failure. Shrivastava (1986) also considers the need to create 
integration along a commitment and motivation dimension. He argues that the 
impact of an M&A on morale is generally negative and integration must create a 
positive force to overcome this problem. Improvements in reward and career 
opportunities should combine with open communication to foster a participative 
environment. He further argues that clear lines of authority and strong strategic 
leadership must be created early in the process. 
2.5.4 Task and Human Integration 
Birkinshaw, Bresman and Hakanson (2000) consider integration as consisting of 
two dimensions which while interrelated are also capable of being managed 
independently and pursued at different speeds. The first of these, task integration, 
is concerned with the transfer of capabilities and the realisation of resource 
sharing opportunities. The second, human integration, involves the creation of 
shared identity, employee satisfaction and co-operation. They argue that these 
two dimensions do not necessarily occur concurrently and that an organisation 
can place a relative emphasis on either one at a point in time. Given that task 
integration and human integration require predominantly different management 
actions (combining and eliminating operations versus building an atmosphere of 
mutual respect and trust) and focus on different objectives (operational synergies 
versus employee satisfaction), it is not surprising that one dimension can be 
pursued with little concern for the other. Eventual success is a function of the 
two parallel processes. However each process may have a negative influence on 
the other, for example an emphasis on generating task efficiencies may result in a 
loss of employee morale and motivation. Integration efforts must therefore 
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balance both dimensions to achieve an effective outcome. Birkinshaw et al 
(2000) point out however that these can be attended to at different times and 
suggest that risk-averse managers will first attempt to integrate the human 
aspects of the acquisition before the task aspects as a better way to achieve 
success. 
2.6 Challenges in Post-Acquisition Integration 
Sections 2.5.1 to 2.5.4 have explored M&A integration showing that integration 
must occur at the human and task level and across procedural, physical and 
sociocultural aspects of the organisation. This section will explore the M&A 
challenges that might arise within these areas to achieve the appropriate level of 
integration. The aim of this section is to identify the types of actions management 
must engage in to deliver successful outcomes. 
Problems in the M&A process can emerge from the context of the merger (pre- 
merger demographic factors) and from consequences of actions taken (or not 
taken) by management during the M&A process. The following sections will 
explore these problems as a means of understanding the management 
interventions that are required during the integration phase. 
2.6.1 Pre-integration Factors Impinging on Integration Outcomes 
Pre-acquisition factors emerge from the structure and organisational 
characteristics of the individual firms. Pre-acquisition factors such as relative 
size of acquirer to acquired (Kitching, 1967), acquisition experience (Shanley, 
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1994), relatedness of acquisition (Lubatkin, 1983; Kitching, 1974), speed of 
completion and financial position of seller (Hunt 1988), have been related to the 
outcome of an acquisition. There is however a difficulty in relating pre- 
acquisition factors to outcomes in absorption and symbiotic acquisitions. A gap 
exists between acquisition planning (of which these factors are examples) and 
implementing the integration programme, usually characterised by a different 
group of managers taking responsibility for each part of the acquisition process 
(Angwin 2000). Where success can occur only through adequate integration, and 
this is a separate and independent part of the M&A process, then pre-integration 
issues can only have an indirect relationship to success, at best. Interestingly 
Hunt (1988) suggests that it is an error to assume that as the deal was 
successfully completed, then the cause of problems must be the post-acquisition 
stages. He prefers to consider the process as a whole and suggests that problems 
in one part will create a knock-on effect in other stages. He identifies three 
limiting factors that may create problems in the post-acquisition stage. 
'First, the health or lack of it of the seller establishes expectations in the 
both the buyer's and seller's negotiators which affect the nature of their 
analysis and negotiation. Secondly, the length of time the buyer and seller 
have to understand each other affects the entire process ........ Thirdly the 
level of secrecy necessary during auditing and negotiating, affects the 
expectations of different levels of the sellers management and staff. ' 
(Hunt, 1988, p. 10 - italics added). 
The critical point is not the role of pre-acquisition issues in determining the 
chances of post-acquisition success; rather how the expectations and 
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understandings of what the merger means to the individuals within the 
organisations may be created by the context of the merger. 
In addition, there is evidence that where organisations share common or 
compatible characteristics they may 'fit' together more easily (Datta 199 1). The 
main issues considered in terms of fit have been strategic and operational 
consistency and cultural compatibility. 
2.6.1.1 Strategic Fit 
Strategic fit refers to the degree of relatedness between the firms. Strategic fit is 
often considered from the point of view of diversification. Since related 
acquisitions offer greater chances of synergistic benefits, and economies are 
more likely to be in businesses where the acquiring management have existing 
knowledge and expertise, and increase the possibilities of transferring 
capabilities across the combining organisations, then it should be expected that 
these M&As ought to outperform unrelated acquisitions. The empirical evidence 
however does not provide the expected support. Lubatkin (1987) found no 
support for the relationship. Chatterjee (1986) found that shareholder gains were 
higher in unrelated acquisitions and Seth (1990) found no significant differences 
between value creation in related and unrelated acquisitions. These findings led 
Datta (1991) to agree with Jemison and Sitkin's (1986) contention that strategic 
fit while important is not a sufficient condition for superior acquisition 
performance. 
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2.6.1.2 Organisational Fit 
Datta (1991) identified two aspects of organisational fit. Firstly, there is the 
reward and evaluation systems of the combining organisations. He argues that 
such systems define the terms of exchange between the individual and the 
organisation. Many differences are possible across firms, particularly in terms of 
remuneration, criteria for bonuses and variability and flexibility within the pay 
structures (Daniel and Metcalf, 2001). Variations between combining 
organisations or changes in the systems are therefore likely to have significant 
impact on the individuals and strongly influence post-acquisition performance. 
Datta's (199 1) findings however failed to find any significant relationship 
between differences in the reward and evaluation systems of the acquiring and 
acquired firms and post-acquisition performance. 
In addition Datta (1991) recognised the importance of managerial styles which 
he defined as comprising a number of factors, mostly related to organisational 
culture, including attitude to risk, decision-making approach and control and 
communication patterns. Differences in managerial styles can cause cultural 
ambiguity and lead to one or other (usually the acquirer's) culture dominating the 
other often resulting in the loss of identity, confidence or competencies within 
the acquired. Increased anxiety, distrust and conflict may result (Ivancewich, 
Schweiger and Power, 1987). Datta (199 1) found strong support for a negative 
effect of differences in managerial styles on post-acquisition performance 
regardless of whether the combining organisations had high or low levels of post- 
acquisition integration. 
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2.6.1.3 Cultural Fit 
Research has also examined the effect of organisational culture on post- 
acquisition performance (e. g. Cartwright and Cooper, 1997). Cultural impacts 
can be categorised under two headings, pre-acquisition differences and as a 
source of unanticipated problems or resistance during the integration. The latter 
difference will be dealt with in section 2.6.2.1. Pre-acquisition planning 
approaches suggest that culture can be assessed by acquiring companies to 
determine whether an appropriate fit is possible (Cartwright and Cooper 1997, 
Love and Gibson, 1999). Cartwright and Cooper (1997) for instance suggest that 
culture can be considered as a continuum and that cultural change may be 
possible in certain directions along the continuum but not in others. They argued 
that when an organisation with a more autonomous and less constraining culture 
acquires an organisation with a similar or less autonomous and more constraining 
culture successful integration may be possible. Movement in the reverse 
direction however is likely to be more problematic and result in a less successful 
integration. This type of cultural analysis is also present in much of the 
behavioural research that has been conducted (Marks and Mirvis, 1998; Carleton, 
1997; Buono and Bowditch, 1989; Siehl et al, 1988). It suffers however from a 
number of critical problems. Firstly, culture is an elusive concept and the 
construct of culture applied in these works often assumes that it is tangible, 
measurable and identifiable. All three of these assumptions can be contested 
(Schein, 1992). Indeed many works either fail to define culture or use very 
limited dimensions to measure it. Secondly, research has indicated that the 
culture of organisations may not be readily identifiable and may be evident only 
after the acquisition has occurred. People's culture is so much a part of them and 
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their lives that they are unaware of it, unable to define or describe it, until it 
comes in conflict with or is placed in contrast to another culture (Hall 1959). It is 
only after the companies interact with one another therefore that the true nature 
of cultural differences may emerge. The final problem is the prescriptive nature 
of the assertion that cultural compatibility is a prerequisite for success. There 
may be many intervening factors that may influence the desire or willingness of 
the acquired to surrender its cultural values. This may occur when the acquired is 
in danger of closure, when the acquirer is more prestigious or the acquired is 
unable to muster sufficient resistance to prevent the acquirer imposing their will. 
2.6.2 Post-integration Factors Impinging on Integration Outcomes 
Post-acquisition problems generally arise from unanticipated events or conditions 
that were not predicted (or predictable) pre-acquisition. A substantial number of 
potential problem areas have been suggested in the academic literature (Stahl and 
Mendenhall, 2005; Marks and Mirvis, 1992,1997a, 1997b 1998; Buono and 
Bowditch, 1989) and practitioner literatures (Feldman and Pratt, 1999; Galpin, 
2000; Daniel and Metcalf, 2001) many of which direct attention to human or 
cultural aspects of the integration process. In a way perhaps this should be 
expected as the task of integration ultimately revolves around the combining of 
people and the corresponding change in their behaviours and attitudes. Post- 
acquisition challenges can therefore be examined in terms of the managerial 
tasks associated with changing behaviour. Three issues are consistently reported 
as important to managing within the M&A environment: 
1. Understanding identity and cultural processes; 
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2. Building momentum for change through power and politics; 
3. The role of leadership and communication in the M&A process. 
2.6.2.1 Cultural and Identity Processes 
Cultural compatibility between merging organisation has been related to the 
potential success rate in M&A integration (Cartwright and Cooper, 1997; 
Viljoen, 1987; Hall and Norburn, 1987). Cultural clash and cultural compatibility 
have been firmly established in the lexicon of M&As. Attention has focused on 
identifying and managing cultural elements of the combining companies 
emphasising issues such as how cultural due diligence (Carlerton, 1997) can be 
undertaken effectively, how education and communication can reduce the 
potential for conflict (Marks and Mirvis, 1998; Love and Gibson, 1999) and how 
identity changes create potential for resistance (Terry, 2001). Two specific 
aspects of culture require particular attention for the study of boundaries. 
Acculturation theory (section 2.4.2.2) explains how cultural conflict occurs when 
diverse cultures engage one another. Many of the conflicts that occur can be 
relate to boundaries and accordingly the theory sheds light on boundary conflicts 
and the management interventions to prevent them. Similarly, social identity 
theory (section 2.4.2.3) explains how groups codify intergroup boundaries as a 
means of maintain a separate social identity. Social identity theory has been used 
to explain intergroup conflicts in mergers and can be used to inform how 
boundary problems occur and how management interventions might alleviate 
those problems. 
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2.6.2.2 Acculturation 
Acculturation theory is drawn from anthropology and explains how cultures 
change when two autonomous cultures come into contact, usually describing the 
reaction to the imposition of one culture onto another (Elass and Veiga, 1994). 
Acculturation follows three stages: contact, conflict and adaptation (Berry 1980, 
1984). Contact is required because the combining groups need to be exposed to 
the culture of the other group and to learn about each other and themselves. It is 
in this stage that each will form perceptions about the other's culture and assess 
the attractiveness of it. In boundary terms this represents the two boundaries of 
the organisations coming into contact and exchanges occurring across that 
boundary. Conflict occurs from the tension created by uncertainty as both parties 
respond to and develop from the cultural exchanges. At first the practices of the 
other culture may appear confusing, difficult to understand or unattractive. Over 
time however greater understandings may develop and an equilibrium reached 
that allows adaptation to occur. Adaptation occurs when an acceptable mode of 
acculturation is found for both parties. 
Table 2.2 Acquired firm's mode of acculturation 
Degree to which acquired value their oivii 
411 culture 
Very Much Not at All 
Qln Very Integration Assimilation 
:: :z Attractive 
Q -Z Not at all Separation Deculturation E: Z. - 
ts - ýý 
- 0- ý C5 
Attractive 
I 
Source: Nahavandi and Malekzadeh (1988) p. 83 
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Table 2.3: Acouirin firm's mode of acculturation. 
Degree of Multiculturisin 
Multicultural Unicultural 
ý31 Related Integration Assimilation 
Unrelated Separation Deculturation 
Source: Nahavandi and Malekzadeh (1988) p. 84 
Tables 2.2 and 2.3 suggest that acculturation can take four basic forms (Berry 
1980,1984). 
1. Integration is based on the desire for unity and the tolerance of cultural 
diversity. Typically it involves the retention of both cultures and the 
autonomous coexistence of each. Some changes may be incurred by both 
as cultural elements are exchanged but neither group will dominate. 
2. Assimilation is a unilateral process where one culture assumes the 
dominant position, replacing that of the other. The relinquished culture 
may be given up either willingly because of the attractiveness of the new 
culture or from coercion on the part of the dominant group. 
3. Deculturation occurs when cultural and psychological contact is lost with 
both cultures and the group remains outside both. This occurs when 
feelings of alienation, loss of identity and acculturation stress develop. 
4. Separation is based on the desire to maintain the existing culture by 
remaining separate and independent from the dominant group. This 
usually involves minimal cultural exchanges between the groups. 
Sales and Mirvis (1984) demonstrated these processes in action when they 
considered the acculturation process of a manufacturing organisation with a 
major conglomerate organisation. They showed that the acquired company went 
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through a number of cognitive processes emphasising differences between the 
two companies, and the development of an ethnocentric perspective of events. 
Over time conflict gave way to an agreed balance between the demands of the 
acquiring and acquired organisations. 
Nahavandi and Malekzadeh (1988) also applied this framework to M&As. They 
suggested that the course of acculturation depended on the way in which the 
acquired (table 2.2) and acquiring company (table 2.3) approached the 
implementation of the merger. From the perspective of the acquired company 
they will be concerned with the degree to which they want to retain their existing 
culture and how attractive they perceive the acquiring company's culture to be. 
Nahavandi and Malekzadeh (1988) suggest that these can be measured by asking 
members of the organisation the extent to which they seek positive relations with 
the acquired and the extent to which they value their own culture. From the 
acquired point of view the preferred mode of acculturation will depend on its 
tolerance of multiculturalism (degree to which it is willing to value, tolerate and 
encourage cultural diversity) and degree of relatedness involved in the 
diversification strategy. Nahavandi and Malekzadeh (1988) argue that when the 
acculturation mode of the acquired and the acquirer are congruent then 
acculturation stress will be minimised and the potential for successful post- 
merger integration will be greater. 
2.6.2.3 Social Identity Explanations 
The Nahavandi and Malekzadeh (1988) framework was extended by a social 
identity approach adopted by Elass and Veiga (1994). Social identity theory 
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(SIT) is a theory of inter-group behaviour that explains the way groups interact to 
differentiate themselves as a basis of creating social identity (Tajfel, 1970,1972; 
Tajfel and Turner 1979,1986; Turner, 1982,1985; Turner et al 1987). SIT 
addresses the boundary debate because it ties inter-group actions to differences 
between the groups. Groups create self-image by bounding themselves. The 
cornerstone of the theory is the assumptions that individuals are motivated to 
create positive self-esteem and that they do this through membership of groups 
that provide them a positive value connotation. This positive value connotation is 
generated through the comparison of the membership group (the in-group) to 
another group (the out-group) on some grounds that favour the in-group. The 
implications for M&As is that when social identity is unsatisfactory, individuals 
will strive either to leave their existing group and join some more positively 
distinct group and/or to make their existing group more positively distinct (Tajfel 
and Turner 1986). In other words, if people are dissatisfied with their identity in 
the new organisation they will be motivated either to draw 'them versus us' 
distinctions that frustrate integration and drive the organisations apart or to leave. 
In-group and out-group membership has been shown to be important in defining 
group behaviour. To protect social identity individuals are motivated to support 
their group identity (Tajfel and Turner, 1986), give greater weight to information 
originating within the social group (Haslem, 2001; McGarty et al, 1993; Van 
Kippenberg et al, 1994), and will protect their group by differentiating 
themselves from others. M&As provide the precise conditions under which in- 
group and out-group conflicts are likely to occur. 
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Social identity effects have been reported in M&As (Kleppesto, 2005; Terry, 
2001; Van Knippenberg and van Leeuwen, 2001). Terry (2001) for instance, 
considered the effects of high and low status groups on the level of in-group bias. 
Where in-groups are low status they found that the group will emphasis status 
irrelevant dimensions of the differences in the organisation. He identified a 
number of strategies for dealing with low status both at the individual (mobility) 
and group (collective action) levels. Van Knippenberg, and Van Leeuwen (2001) 
created the concept of entitativity, the degree to which the members of the 
organisation considered the new organisation to be a continuation of the old. 
They found that the level of perception of continuity increased the success of 
merger outcomes. 
More broadly, Elass and Veiga (1994) argue that acculturation outcomes are 
impacted by the extent to which groups wish to differentiate themselves post- 
merger. The greater the perception of dissimilarity in in-group and out-group 
behaviour the greater the strength of negative feelings in-group members are 
likely to feel. How perceptions emerge is therefore likely to influence the extent 
and nature of conflict that will emerge. Johnson et al (1984) suggest that the 
initial impressions are likely to form based on salient, observable behaviours 
visible in the early days of contact. A second factor influencing the desire for 
cultural differentiation relates to the status differences that emerge between the 
two groups. Perceptions of low status are likely to enhance differentiation 
(Moscovici, 1985). When the acquired organisation perceives itself to have lost 
status or to be considered as inferior to the acquirer greater value will be placed 
on the existing culture in an effort to maintain a positive self-image. The two 
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issues link to the process of sense-making (Weick, 1995). How organisational 
members observe, make sense of, and interpret what is happening round them 
creates perceptions of differences. This is an important distinction when 
considering how events develop in a M&A situation as there will be high levels 
of uncertainty, stress, anxiety and multiply conflicting clues about what is 
happening. 
Both social identity approaches and acculturation theory show the importance of 
contact and awareness among organisational members during the integration. 
Contact and shared understanding are both the means by which groups can 
separate from each other as they enact differences or the process through which 
they can create a common bound to eliminate differences. 
2.7 Power and Politics 
The second post-acquisition challenge emerges from the politics of 
organisational change. Political views of organisation emphasis the role power 
and politics play in organisation decision making and change (Hardy, 1996; 
Pfeffer, 1981,1992; Pfeffer and Salancik, 1978; Pettigrew 1985,1985b, 1979, 
1975; Mintzberg, 1983). These views stand in marked contrast to rational 
explanations of organisation. They emphasise the conflict inherent in 
organisations and the political manoeuvring of individuals and sub-units. 
Conflict is inherent because organisations consist of limited resources and 
organisational members tend to have enduring differences on how those 
resources ought to be applied (Bolman and Deal, 1997). Organisational politics is 
not seen as a dysfunctional aspect of life but as the means by which preferences 
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are articulated and power mobilised to achieve those preferences (Bolman and 
Deal, 1997). The result is a dynamic process of tradeoffs between interested 
coalitions in an effort to maximise their desired outcomes. One of the critical 
benefits arising from the power and political literature has been the exploration 
of what power is. Traditional views consider power as a tangible facet of 
organisational life delineated by the formal hierarchy (Weber, 1947), with power 
or authority arising only from the position within the hierarchy. It became 
apparent however that power can be exercised in other ways including the 
potential to apply sanctions (Bierstedt, 1950), limiting or confining access to the 
decision arena (Bachrach and Baratz 1962), suppressing conflict (Lukes, 1974), 
the use of institutionalised norms and values (Lukes, 1974), the creation of social 
order (Foucault, 1977,1984), and the unconscious acceptance of the values, 
traditions, cultures and structures of the organisation (Hardy, 1996). This 
underscores a shifting emphasis on understanding power as indirect and 
unobtrusive ways in which action can be influenced. While position (Weber, 
1947), control of resources (Pfeffer and Salancik, 1978; Hickson et al 197 1), 
information gate-keeping (Pettigrew, 1972), ability to reward (French and Raven, 
1958), apply sanction (Bierstedt, 1950), or coerce (French and Raven, 1958) 
have been identified as critical sources of power there are several more intangible 
sources such as limiting access to the decision-making arena (Lukes, 1974), 
creating the decision framework (Pfeffer, 1992), creating values (Hardy, 1996; 
Pfeffer, 1992, Enz, 1986) or the enduring nature of tradition and custom (Hardy, 
1996; Foucault, 1983). The critical issue with these unobtrusive factors is that 
they may operate on an unconscious level and in this regard are strongly tied to 
an organisation's cultural value system. Often power can be applied through 
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institutions (or organisational practices) which define acceptable behaviour for 
members. These institutional elements are defined by the dominant coalition in 
power and are often self-supporting and reinforcing. 
2. Z1 Mobilising Power and Politics in M&As 
Post-acquisition management involves action, mobilising resources and people to 
achieve some end result. Integration therefore involves the generation and 
exercise of power. Combining firms are likely to have a context where diverse 
interests exist, different groups across functions and organisations fight to 
achieve their ends (or possibly just survive), and where uncertainty, complexity, 
stress, and lack of clarity prevail. At the individual level, people seek to reduce 
the impact of the M&A on themselves and generally become risk averse and 
protective (Marks and Mirvis, 1998). It is for these reasons that productivity 
often falls dramatically and organisational decision making disintegrates after an 
M&A (Marks and Mirvis, 1998; Buono and Bowditch, 1989). Resistance to the 
integration effort can therefore be seen as a natural response. Latent power may 
be released which resists integration, not necessarily out of disagreement with the 
integration objectives, but because of the political dynamics within the acquired 
company. In effect, M&A change becomes the fight to affirm political stability 
within the new organisation. There are positive and negative forces at play in any 
managerial action and change will succeed only when the positive forces are 
stronger than the negative forces (Lewin 195 1). Mapping these forces can be a 
useful way of predicting opposition and redirecting forces to increase the chances 
of success. Lewin (195 1) points out that the reduction of forces resisting change 
is a more effective strategy than increasing the pressure driving change. 
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Attention is better focused therefore uncovering the resisting forces. The issue of 
cultural clashes discussed earlier may be explained in terms of the political 
dynamics of organisation. Cultural differences represent a power base of 
resistance. Culture delineates the value bias of the dominant coalition and 
changing it involves changing the control of that group over the way 
organisational members see events. Boundaries are closely tied to the 
institutional structures that define acceptable and unacceptable behaviour and 
actions. The dominant political ideology can be expressed in terms of protecting 
a status quo and their position of authority, in other words bounding them from 
interference. Changes to the political system therefore strike at the heart of 
organisational boundaries. 
2.8 Leadership and Communication in M&A integration 
A third challenge in M&A integration is leadership. There is a clear difference 
between leadership and management. Leadership is concerned with the creation 
of vision, providing inspiration and motivation, and the production of change 
(Kotter, 1990). Leadership is a forward-looking process (Nahavandi, 2000). In 
contrast, management is about planning, control, structures and predictability and 
the achievement of established targets (Kotter, 1990). Management is concerned 
with the present; leadership is concerned with the future (Nahavandi, 2000). The 
distinction between leader and manager is important. The M&A literature pays 
little attention to the distinction between managers and leaders suggesting only 
the need for clear leadership and vision to be present. Sitkin and Pablo (2005) for 
instance, recognise the neglect of leadership in M&As and Haspeslagh and 
Jemison (199 1) identify a leadership vacuum as contributing to problems in the 
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integration. Haspeslagh and Jemison (1991) argue that leadership is required to 
help people from both firms to develop, understand and embrace the 
organisation's purpose and to see their role in it (p. 132). Senior managers' (the 
organisation's leaders) attention to the acquisition often wanes however after the 
deal is signed and lower level managers are left to deliver results. Marks and 
Mirvis (1998) outline five central tasks as crucial to leadership during 
implementation. These are creating a vision for the combination, establishing 
integration principles and priorities, appointing senior managers, creating and 
leading the transition organisation and teams, and speaking to human purpose 
and understanding. A critical aspect of these tasks is the way in which the leader 
satisfies the need for staff to deal with the uncertainty and complexity of the 
integration process. Marks and Mirvis (1998) highlight a number of ways in 
which the leader can help the understanding of what is important for the 
combination. They argue that individuals are psychologically 'needy' for 
direction during uncertain times and that by creating a vision that individuals can 
buy into will help reduce uncertainty and focus attention on the achievement of 
long-term objectives. Marks and Mirvis (1998) also suggest that the first 
impressions given by leaders set the tone for the future. Employees are likely to 
evaluate senior management and draw inferences for future values and actions. 
They suggest that leadership decisions and actions send significant clues to staff 
and carry significant cultural messages. Factors such as the constitution of the 
integration teams in terms of functional orientation, acquired and acquiring staff, 
the number of senior managers, the level of authority given to the team, and 
perhaps the physical location of the teami may have symbolic messages as to the 
relevant importance of particular issues. For instance the domination of the team 
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by one set of staff may suggest to the other staff that they will be dominated in 
decision making. 
Communication is a critical role of leadership and has been considered as an 
important part of the M&A process in commercial organisations (e. g. Pritchett 
1997, Angwin, 2000) and in hospital settings (Shield et al, 2002). Practitioner 
literature in particular has emphasised the need for open and honest 
communication as a means to reduce uncertainty. A link between ineffective 
communication and stress has also been suggested (Marks and Mirvis, 1998; 
Ivancevich et al, 1987). An M&A generates significant disruption and stress due 
to the uncertainty it creates. Lack of clarity or ambiguity in the communications 
or insufficient communications may increase these levels of uncertainty. By 
increasing the amount, level and consistency of communication the uncertainty 
may be reduced. Buono and Bowditch (1989) argue that M&As place a number 
of additional demands on communication channels. Two types of 
communications are required: the first, to keep staff informed about the 
combination, its ramifications and its implementation and the second to facilitate 
getting the work done (tied to human and task integration). The message from 
these works is that communication must be of a sufficient nature in a timely 
manner and pervasive. Indeed many conclude that managers must communicate, 
communicate and then communicate some more (Angwin, 2000; Askenas et al, 
1998) 
The empirical evidence on M&A communication is a little more mixed than 
might be anticipated. Schweiger and DeNisi (199 1) did find some empirical 
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support for increased communication lowering uncertainty among acquired staff 
but found no support for a link between communication and performance. Hogan 
(1990) argued that situational factors within the M&A would effect the level of 
information appropriate to the combination. She found a negative relationship 
between level of communication and extent of integration, with higher levels of 
communications in low-integration combinations and lower levels of 
communications in high-integration combinations. Greater levels of uncertainty 
exist in a high-integration combination and this led her to suggest that too much 
information may be problematic if it served to increase the level of personal 
uncertainty. The strength of the assertion that communication is a prerequisite for 
success is further questioned by Hogan and Overmyer-Day (1994) who suggest 
that the assertion is oversimplistic because of the multiple and conflicting goals 
that often exist within organisations. Managers have differences in motives and 
are likely to pursue actions of relevance to them and their position. Social 
identity theory has identified a referent information effect suggesting that the 
source of information will impact on the level of validity that recipients place on 
information. Information originating within the in-group will carry more weight 
than information originating from outside. Political issues are therefore likely to 
be important in determining the effects of a communication. Indeed, information 
can be considered as a source of power (Pettigrew 1972; Pfeffer, 1992) and how 
it is used can be critical in determining the strength of resistance to a decision. 
Communication has been defined as a strategic use of symbols to accomplish 
goals (Eisenberg, 1984) and accordingly communication within an M&A must 
be considered in terms of how it is designed to support political perspectives. 
While many advocates of communication openness call for the elimination of 
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ambiguity (Marks and Mirvis, 1998; Buono and Bowditch, 1989), the avoidance 
of specificity may, in certain circumstances, facilitate leaving future options open 
without fear of affecting trust or reneging on promises. In addition it may allow 
groups within the organisation to engage in a political dialogue in an attempt to 
clarify or institutionalise meaning into the communication. Hogan and 
Overmyer-Day (1994) also point out that the importance of communication is 
likely to vary for different organisational members. Those that are closest to 
control and decision making are likely to require more information than those at 
the periphery. Centrality of sub-units is a key factor in determining the power of 
that department (Hickson et al, 197 1; O'Byrne and Leavy 1997). Access to 
information and communication could therefore be a more important issue to 
those who previously enjoyed greater access than for those who did not. Reduced 
levels of information could result in either an attempt at resistance and hostility 
toward the acquirer or the potential to realign the existing power structures. 
There are also differences in communication needs in the management hierarchy. 
Senior levels require very different information than factory operatives. Angwin 
(2000) considers communication in terms of the variety of interested groups 
(internal and external) and creates matrices which chart the variety of 
communication modes and the various interest groups. This acknowledges the 
variety, complexity and need for diversity in communicating to the various 
interest groups. Hogan and Overmyer-Day (1994) concluded that the blanket 
emphasis on open communication has failed to account for the variation within 
organisations. 
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Leadership is therefore an important part of establishing the future, reducing 
stress and uncertainty and creating an appropriate communication mix to drive 
the integration process. 
2.9 Managing M&A Integration 
The previous section set out the challenges in integrating organisations after a 
merger. There are a number of management actions that can be adopted to 
attempt to reduce the incidence or impact of these challenges. Broadly the 
foregoing discussion has shown that problems emerge from: 
1. pre-defined existing mental and behavioural schema that may emphasise 
disengagement and separation over integration based in cultural, political 
or experiential practices; 
2. the potential for individual characteristics such as stress and uncertainty 
to influence the context of the integration and reinforce previous 
behavioural routines thus reducing the effectiveness of cross-unit 
understanding and communication; 
3. problems combining physical organisational elements such as operating 
and regulatory systems; 
4. process issues such as acculturation, social identity or sensemaking that 
emerge as the process of managing the integration unfolds. 
It is clear that integration actions must target these problems if integration is to 
be successful. Substantial advice on the management tasks is available to 
practising managers (e. g. Hanson, 2001; Daniel and Metcalf 2001). While much 
of this work represents advice on good project management techniques a number 
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of specific interventions are identifiable that address directly the challenges 
identified above. While there are many ways of collating these works for the ease 
of classification they will be examined under three headings: 
1. Contact and awareness building, 
2. Training and developing of staff, 
3. Building vision for the new organisation. 
2.9.1 CoiitactatidAivareiiessBitildiizg 
The stress and uncertainty inherent in M&A change often leads to dysfunctional 
consequences (Marks and Mirvis, 1997a, 1997b). Marks and Mirvis (1998) 
suggest that one way of removing uncertainty is to 'return control' to staff. By 
building awareness of events, providing communication, creating joint teams and 
sharing common understandings staff can be more confident about their position 
and are better placed to understand the changes occurring. Hubbard (2001) also 
emphasises awareness building as a means of creating a sense of justice. She 
argues that involvement of staff and being fair are critical success factors and 
that management should strive for quick and visible wins to demonstrate 
commitment and create buy-in. 
Contact and awareness are components in the development of identity and 
culture. For instance, acculturation theory is based on contact as a first step in 
codifying and evaluating inter-group cultures (Nahavandi and Malekzadeh 1988, 
Sales and Mirvis 1984). Social identity theory also points to contact and 
awareness as necessary conditions of creating inter-group conflict (or by 
inference resolving it). 
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Creating contact and building awareness can therefore be an important tool for 
building understanding, reducing uncertainty and establishing positive processes 
of inter-group comparison. 
2.9.2 Training and Behaviour Support 
The second intervention type has been called training and behaviour support to 
recognise the need to support individuals in the transition to new work structures, 
employment relationships and to build new behaviour routines (at both the 
personal and professional level). 
Training can take many guises from the practical training of new skills and 
routines (Harper and Carmeraie 1995) to behaviour changing supports, such as 
relieving stress (Marks and Mirvis, 1998), emotional support (Kusstatscher and 
Cooper 2005) and even counselling (Marks and Mirvis, 1998). Training can be 
viewed as single-loop learning (how to perform a task) or double-loop learning 
(changes to the understanding of individuals). Within the context of this thesis 
training and behaviour support is defined as double-loop learning activities; the 
capacity to build learning routines for individuals so that they can engage more 
meaningfully (and reflectively) with the changes that they are encountering. 
There is a fine dividing line between training as an awareness building activity 
(the previous intervention type) and the development of staff. This intervention 
type is intended to capture the latter. 
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Training is also an important symbol of investment in and just treatment of staff 
(Hubbard, 2001). Indeed, more generally, training support is a critical component 
of most change management programmes, particularly those that engage 
organisation development principles. Behaviour support goes beyond providing 
support for existing staff and often involves supporting staff who are exiting the 
organisation as a result of restructuring and might include early retirement 
counselling, retraining orjob-seeking assistance. This can have important 
impacts on 'survivors' (Brockner, 1992) and their sense of justice (Hubbard, 
2001). 
Training and behaviour support is an important management intervention 
because it assists staff make the transition from old work and psychological 
practices to the new environment post-merger. 
2.9.3 Building Vision for the Neýv Organisation 
Providing leadership and vision is the third element of change in M&A. 
Individuals seek meaning in change environments and effective leadership 
actions are central to many theories of M&A change (Buono and Bowditch, 
1989; Marks and Mirvis, 1998; Pritchett, 1997) as individuals need a common 
sense of purpose and there is a need to align (Hubbard, 2001) teams to a unified 
agenda. Section 2.6.2.3 above highlighted the importance of providing leadership 
in order that the 'psychological needy' can be provided with direction (Marks 
and Mirvis, 1998). 
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Vision has been established as a key component in directing staff (Pfeffer, 199 1) 
and creating the political momentum to foster change. Where change has been 
imposed (as is often the case in a M&A) then resistance may be a natural 
consequence. By codifying a vision individuals have the opportunity to buy into 
(or out of) a new future (Marks and Mirvis, 1998) and to identify with the new 
organisation (Terry, 2001). Building vision can reduce uncertainty, increase 
commitment and help to align effort. 
2.10 A Framework for Studying Boundaries in M&As 
This section brings together the management interventions discussed in section 
2.9.1 to 2.9.3 and the categories of boundaries discussed in section 2.3.1 to 2.3.3. 
The interventions and boundary categories form a three-by-three matrix with 
nine potential impacts (table 2.4 overleaf ) The impacts have not been explored 
in the literature to date and while several works have addressed the importance of 
each intervention on overall merger success there is no existing evidence on how 
each intervention type impacts on the three boundary categories. 
Table 2.4 links the boundary literature and the M&A literature and suggests a 
number of gaps in the knowledge where the two fields of literature intersect. 
These are represented by the grey boxes. The financial services study will 
explore these gaps. It will in the first instance expand on the boundary categories 
to establish what boundaries might arise in each category and then relate how the 
management interventions impact on those boundaries. This is a necessary 
prelude to building a theory that can be used in practice (the hospital study) as 
without an understanding of how management interventions interact with 
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boundaries, it would be impossible to theorisc from particular actions to expected 
outcomes. Table 2.4 will therefore be expanded within the financial study (table 
6.4 and 6.5), engagged within the hospital study (table 7.2) and confirmed within 
the findings (table 10.4). L- 
Tahle 2.4: A framework I'Or houndarv management, linking houndaries and 
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2.11 Conclusion 
This chapter has set out the theoretical foundations of the thesis by developing a 
model ofM&A integration from a boundary perspective. Integration is a critical L_ L_ 
task within M&As and one that often results in sub-optimal outcomes. Exploring 
the issue from a boundary perspective is new and offers potential for emerging __ 
LI 
insights on how M&A outcomes might he improved. The theoretical framework L_ 
adopted supoests that boundaries are socially constructed aspects of the work Z_ L_ 
environment that differentiate one (group or unit from another. They have 
physical, behavioural and cognitive origins and create integration problems by L_ L_ 
potentially driving and maintaining separation between groups. M&A literature 
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suggests that three management interventions may alleviate boundary problems, 
contact and awareness building, training and behaviour supports, and building 
vision. Combining boundary categories and intervention types suggests two 
critical questions in understanding the impact that boundary forming processes 
may have on integration outcomes, what boundaries emerge in M&A integration 
and how interventions impact on those boundaries. These two questions are the 
central themes in the financial services study. 
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3 Methodology 
3.1 Introduction 
This work examines how boundaries change during a merger and explores how 
boundary management can assist in combining previously diverse social groups 
into a new integrated one. An action orientated methodology is appropriate for 
undertaking this inquiry because of the need to ground the research and its 
findings in practical outcomes. This chapter will argue that the purpose of 
management research should be to deliver relevant research that is of 'use' to 
managers and that relevance is improved by conducting collaborative research 
with practitioners in an appropriate and rigourous manner in line with the 
philosophy of organisation development (OD). The chapter will establish the 
nature and practice of organisation development with particular emphasis on the 
development of theory within the field. As theory development is a key 
contribution, the chapter establishes a framework for developing and assessing 
theory. Theory can have different development pathways and assessment criteria 
across different ontological paradigms and these will be explored as a means of 
locating the methodology and of defining the criteria by which the outcomes of 
this particular research should be assessed. 
This chapter commences with a review of the research objectives as these 
objectives drive the methodology decisions that need to be made. Stemming from 
the objectives the ontological and epistemological assumptions will be 
established before the theory and practice of action research is defined. The 
methodological implications of adopting action research for theory development 
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are then explored using Lynham's (2002) model of theory development in 
applied disciplines. The chapter end's with a set of criteria to assess quality within 
the process and output of the thesis. 
The output of this chapter will inform assessments made in the conclusions, as to 
the strength and validity of the theory developed and of the quality of the process 
and outputs of the thesis. The chapter also informs the method decisions 
explained in the next chapter and establishes the philosophical position of the 
research (and indirectly the researcher) by laying out the work. 
3.2 The Research Objectives 
The starting point in determining the research methodology is the research 
question. The research question guides the methodology and method by defining 
the outcomes and outputs that are required from the thesis and by implying sets 
of assumptions about the world and how it operates. This research is concerned 
with boundaries in a merger and how those boundaries change during a merger. 
The focus is to understand whether attempts to manage boundary changes can 
improve the post-acquisition climate and increase the level of post-merger 
integration. There are two distinct components to developing this understanding. 
In the first instance it is necessary to establish what types of boundaries may 
exist in a merger and how these change during a merger. This has been described 
earlier in terms of four questions. 
1. How can we conceive boundaries and how can management act to impact 
on them? 
2. What boundaries have the potential to exist during an M&A integration? 
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3. How do boundaries become salient during an M&A integration? 
4. How can management support changes that create new boundary 
configurations in line with the objectives of the M&A? 
While the literature review shows that no attention has been given to the specific 
role of boundaries in an M&A or more importantly how boundary problems 
arise, are resolved or become problematic. Chapter 2 did however provide a 
theoretical framework that defined broad categories of boundaries and grouped 
intervention types that management can adopt in attempting to change 
boundaries. The first research aims are therefore dedicated to deepening our 
theoretical understanding of boundaries and their impacts on the merger process 
and to developing a framework of boundary management that helps our 
theoretical understanding of boundaries in practice. This design is consistent with 
calls for more theoretical development of boundaries (Paulsen and Hernes, 2003) 
and more specifically for more inductive approaches that are grounded in first- 
order perceptions (Heracleous, 2004). The cumulative approach of generating 
knowledge from theory, fieldwork and practice will assist in meeting this call for 
more dynamic analysis of boundary phenomenon. 
Following on from these questions is the more practical issue of, once we 
understand a theory of boundaries in mergers, how we can use that theory to 
impact on the post-merger position of the merged firms. This leads us to the core 
question of the research exercise: 
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How can we change boundaries during an M&A integration to 
improve the potential for success post-merger? 
This question extends the theory developed in the first section and, drawing 
heavily on the Lewin (1946,1948,195 1) philosophy of 'you don't understand 
something until you change it, ' translates that theory into a practical solution for 
management intervention. One of the aims of the thesis in that respect is to 
provide practising managers with a robust framework which will assist in the 
more effective integration of organisations in a merger. 
There are a number of ontological, epistemological and methodological 
assumptions embedded within the research question and the research aims. 
These will be explored in sections 3.3 and 3.4. 
3.3 The Nature of the World and the Understanding of Knowledge 
Burrell and Morgan's (1979) seminal work on sociological paradigms provide a 
useful way of addressing the twin fields of ontology and epistemology. 
Ontology, the assumptions about the nature of the world, concerns the degree to 
which the world exists as an objective reality, separated from individual 
cognition. The ontological debate can be considered as a continuum where one 
pole (the objective view) argues that the world is made up of concrete structures 
and realities and the other pole (the subjective view) argues that reality is the 
projection of human imagination (Morgan and Smircich, 1980). The objective 
view adopts the paradigm of the natural sciences: that nature can be divided into 
reducible elements which can be examined objectively to determine 
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generalisable laws. Because the world is external to the researcher, and separated 
from the researcher, the researcher can remain detached from the object of study. 
In contrast the subjective view suggests that the world is created through the 
individual construction of that world in line with the practice, interaction and 
cognition of the individual. The world exists only in the eyes of the viewer and 
accordingly multiple realities exist. 
Epistemological assumptions flow from the ontological stand. When a concrete 
world is assumed then that world is capable of being measured, it can be reduced 
to its component parts and the laws governing its construction and operation can 
be uncovered and codified. Furthermore these laws are capable of generalising 
the behaviour and operation of all similar occurrences of the event under study. 
Research is therefore conducted objectively and is external to the researcher. 
This approach is based on the western notion of scientific principles and is 
represented in positivistic models of research (see table 3.1). In contrast the 
subjectivist approach rejects the notion of one reality that is external to the 
person. Research in this paradigm concentrates on how the individual constructs 
the world through their interaction with that world and aims to explain and 
explore the phenomenology of events and how they unfold. The world can only 
be understood from the vantage point of the person who is engaging that world. 
In this paradigm the researcher is an integral part of the process of research and it 
is necessary to locate the researcher by uncovering their assumptions and their 
pre-understandings in conducting the research. 
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The posit] vi st-I nterpretist divide has substantial implications for the design and 
conduct ofthe research pro-raninie, the validity of statements about knowledge 
and the determination ot'quality in the conducting of the research. I- 
Lincoln and Guba (2000) outline the basic ontological, epistemological and I- Lý 
methodological assumptions for various philosophical traditions. Table 3.1 V, 
replicates the major issues for the polar exemplars of positivism and 
constructivism. This table will be used as a means of explaining and 
understanding the research design. 
Tahlc 3.1: Compariý, on ofoillo/o, O'cal and epislemological positioms, 
P i i i Issue 
Ontology 
os t v sm 
"Real" realiky 
Constructivism 
Relativism - local and specific 
constructed reality 
Epistemology Duallst/ob 
, 
lectivist, findings Transactional sub j ectivist, 
true created findings 
Methodology Z_ 
Experimental/nianipulative; Herrneneutic/dialectic 
verification of' hypotheses; 
chiefly quantitative methods 
Nature of' Verified hypotheses Individual reconstructions 
knowledge established as facts or laws coalescing around consensus 
Knowledge Accretion--building blocks" More informed and 
accumulation adding to "edit-ice of' sophisticated reconstructions; 
knowledge"; generalizations vicarious experience 
and cause-effect linkages 
Goodness or quality Conventional benchmarks of Trustworthiness and authenticity 
criteria 1. rigour" internal and external 
validity, reliability, and 
objectiN ity 
Values Excluded-Influence denied Included-formative 
Ethics Extrinsic-tilt toward deception Intrinsic-process tilt toward 
revelation 
Inquirer posture "Disinterested scientist" as "Passionate participant" as 
informer ot'decision makers, facilitator of multi-voice 
policy makers, and change reconstruction 
agents 
Training Technical and quantitative; Socialization, qualitative and 
substantive theories quantitative; history; values of 
altruism and empowerment 
Source: adapted from Lincoln and Guba (2000). 
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3.4 A Framework for Methodology 
Based on the research questions this work has a number of meta-theoretical 
assumptions. These include 
1) that the world is inherently a complex and ambiguous place where actions 
must be understood within the context of the person; 
2) knowledge is situation-specific; 
3) the world is a political rather than rational place; 
4) people strive for certainty and order and 
5) that the individual can and will influence the subjective world in which 
they live. 
These assumptions suggest an epistemology that emphasises the way in which 
people make sense of the world and construct their subjective reality. The 
researcher needs to understand the role of context and the way in which the 
social interactions and individual constructions of reality impact on and shape the 
emerging changes. Constructionist approaches recognise that complexity causes 
difficulties in generating causal relations and that the world consists of mental 
constructs rather than concrete knowledge. In this manner the world is socially 
constructed as people seek out explanations for the unclear and ambiguous 
situations they face. 
Recognising the need for a constructionist ontology, the research challenges are 
defined by reference to column 3 of table 1. These are the principal measures of 
research effectiveness that underlie the design and quality of the research. 
Several fields of management study have addressed research questions from this 
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perspective. Two particular methodological issues are relevant to the research 
design. The first is the use of case studies as a mode of theory development. The 
second is how the broad field of organisation development (French and Bell, 
1995) which includes such approaches as action research (Greenwood and Levin, 
1998) and organisational learning (Senge, 1990) is appropriate as a means of 
researching complexity and incorporating rich context. The following sections 
will explore the methodological choices relevant to these two issues. 
3.5 The Use of Case Studies in Theory Development 
The second pillar of the research design involves the generation of theoretical 
insights into what boundaries exist in an M&A and how management 
interventions might impact on these boundaries. A case study approach to 
building this theory is appropriate. Case studies have been shown to be a useful 
method of developing theory particularly in complex and political environments 
(Dyer and Wilkins, 1991). Typically case studies consist of detailed contextual 
analysis of a limited number of events (Dooley, 2002) so that a rich explanation 
of the phenomenon being investigated can be developed. They are appropriate 
strategies when, as in this instance, the research topic is conceived broadly, the 
research must account for multivariate conditions and it can incorporate multiple 
sources of evidence (Yin, 2003a p. xi). Case studies can be used either as a 
strategy of confirmation; that is a positivist research mode (Yin, 2003b; 
Eisenhardt, 1989b) or as an account of socially constructed reality (Dalton, 1959, 
Hawley 1995). This distinction is important in terms of what role the case study 
plays in contributing to knowledge. 
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Constructivist methodologies emphasise the subjective world in which we live 
and that knowledge is not concerned with facts or laws but rather with 
reconstructions that coalesce around consensus (Lincoln and Guba, 2000). In 
this respect traditional scientific notions of validity and generalisability do not 
hold. However, theory development within a constructive paradigm can inform 
and create paradigm changes (Dyer and Wilkins, 1991). By building rich 
accounts of individual contexts our understanding of that phenomenon is 
enhanced and our understanding of the links between theory and outcome, albeit 
within that specific case, is extended. Yin (2003a) refers to this as generalising to 
theory. This type of generalising is different to the positivist view of generating 
global laws rather it seeks to better understand how we frame action (our 
theories) in response to unique contexts. In this way we can build conceptual 
frameworks that guide our actions and allow us develop action-outcome 
expectations. Mintzberg (1979) referred to this in terms of a choice 'not between 
true and false theories but between more or less useful theories' (p. 584) 
At second issue that the case methodology must address is the level of induction 
that the case study should engage. Yin (2003a and b) suggest that cases are an 
appropriate way to both build theory and confirm theory. This dissertation is 
concerned with the former. Its purpose is to develop insights into a new area of 
study and it does this through the three pillars of the research, literature, 
fieldwork and practice. It is important within the division of these three activities 
to explain the relationship between them, particularly in the context of the 
development of the literature as a potentially a priori framework which could 
result in the case becoming more deductive that inductive. If this was to occur 
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the study would be more about theory testing that theory development. There is 
conflicting views about the timing of literature development within inductive 
case studies. Glaser and Strauss (1967) and Straus (1987) for instance propose 
that the starting point for theory development is data and that the researcher 
should start in the field without a priori assumptions. In contrast Eisenhardt 
(1989b) argues that an a priori specification of constructs can help shape the 
design and improve data collection and Dooley (2002) suggest a good literature 
development stage helps to ground the research during the process of study. This 
study will follow the later approach by developing an initial boundary framework 
to guide understanding within the research implementation. Cognisant of the 
constructive paradigm underpinning the research this framework is not a testable 
model but a statement of a priori understanding of boundaries. All action is 
guided by existing understanding so expressing this initial framework is an 
attempt at positioning this understanding. The case study is therefore not 
attempting to confirm the theoretical framework but to provide context to explore 
boundaries and to elaborate and extent our understanding of boundary 
phenomenon. To achieve this, the case study must not be confined by the 
framework through the implementation of an inquiry structure that reinforces the 
framework, i. e. it must allow for new theoretical insights. The can be achieved 
through two specific method design features. 
1. The case inquiring will go beyond the framework by asking about the 
concept of differences rather than the boundary categories. Informants 
will not be asked directly about boundaries but will explore the issues of 
differences in a manner which will allow a more grounded uncovering of 
boundaries to emerge. 
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2. The capacity to build on the existing framework will be further enhanced 
within the data coding process. By starting with a free coding structure 
the opportunity for new categories of boundaries to emerge is presented. 
The coding design is to initially identify all the boundaries within the 
study and then to see how they can be categorised. In this way the 
theoretical framework developed in chapter 2 will not be imposed on the 
data. 
3.6 Organisation Development as a Methodology 
The third pillar of the research design adopts an organisation development (OD) 
approach because of its ability to deal with complexity in practice, its recognition 
of the need to engage in collaborative enquiry and its strength as a tool of theory 
development through cycles of actions and reflection. These are important 
criteria in the study of boundaries which have been shown earlier to be complex 
phenomena. Organisation development as a cohesive field of study emerged in 
the 1940s from a number of seminal works such as Lewin (1946), Argyris (1974) 
and McGregor (1960). Throughout the development of the movement many 
'stems' (French and Bell, 1995) of the discipline have emerged. For instance T- 
Groups research (Lewin, 1946), socio-technical systems (Trist and Bamforth, 
195 1), organisational transformations (Levy and Merry, 1986), organisational 
culture (Schein, 1992) several branches of action research (Reason and Bradbury, 
2006) action leaming (Argyris, 1993,1999 Argyris and Schon, 1978,1996) and 
the reflective practitioner (Schon 1983). All of these stems however share similar 
philosophical traditions and a set of common values and beliefs about the nature 
of research and change. French and Bell (1995) outline 10 major distinguishing 
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factors of the field of organisation development (p. 33) which can be summarised 
into three thematic areas that drive the assumptions of, and theory development 
within the field. 
1. Change is complex and is best studied and understood from a systems 
perspective. OD concentrates on processes and cultures recognising the 
complex social structures that exist and that change must occur with the 
totality of the system. OD usually takes place in action and engages 
interventions in organisational processes as a means of reflection and 
learning to achieve the 'betterment of both individuals and the 
organisation' 
2. Change is brought about in collaboration with others across intra- 
organisation levels and within teams of people. The research leaders act 
as facilitators, collaborators, and co-leamers with the client system. 
3. Change is about sustainable learning and should result in the 'client 
system' being empowered to solve its own problems through cycles of 
continuous learning and inquiry. 
The value of these assumptions is that they place the individual and their 
capacity to learn and develop at the forefront of organisational processes. In this 
respect OD and its many sub-branches, such as action research, are often 
associated with an emancipatory agenda which seek to enable individuals or 
groups transcend existing doctrine as part of the change process. 
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3.6.1 Systems Theory and Complexity 
Systems thinking is at the centre of most OD methods. In dealing with human 
activity systems (Checkland, 1999) researchers engage the complexity of 
activities. An holistic approach is a core tenant of OD. The application of 
systems theory to organisation analysis emerged in the 1960s with the seminal 
works of Thompson (1967) and Katz and Khan (1966). A systems perspective 
considers organisations as systems of interdependent activities linking shifting 
coalitions ofparticipants; the systems are embedded in -dependent oil continuing 
exchanges with and constituted by- the environments in which they operate 
(Scott 1998 p28). This definition seeks to deal with the complexity of 
organisation life in a number of ways: 
1. It considers the organisation in terms of the connectivity of actions within 
the systems itself and with those who exchange with the system. 
Interdependence creates cause-and-effect cycles throughout the system 
and creates intended and unintended outcomes. Systems theory also 
emphasises the need for external validity and resource acquisition 
(Pfeffer and Salancik, 1978) to ensure the continued survival of the 
organisation. 
2. The definition also considers the shifting coalition of interests that make 
up an organisation and the sociopolitical environment within it (Pfeffer, 
198 1). This attunes to the dynamic nature of organisations as shifts in the 
make-up and perspectives of coalitions impact on the interrelated 
activities. 
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Another key assumption within systems theory is that open systems tend toward 
homeostasis, a steady state of equilibrium. This steady state does not mean that 
the system is static, quite the contrary, dynamic homeostasis arises from the 
system continually seeking to maintain an equilibrium by responding to internal 
and external disruptive forces. The system continues to buffer itself against 
variation by creating mechanisms to ensure stability. 
French and Bell (1995) outline the implications of adopting a systems 
perspective as the basis of OD. By adopting a systems perspective OD explicitly 
recognises that no outcome is the result of an isolated incidence but must be 
viewed in relationship to other events and forces. Secondly, theory must develop 
multiple casual explanations rather than simple single casual explanations. 
Thirdly, researchers and practitioners must understand that changes in one part of 
a system will influence other parts of the system. Fourthly, the focus of study 
should be the forces in the field at the time of the phenomenon, i. e. the analysis 
must be of a contemporary rather than historical mode and finally, implementing 
change requires changes to the system not just the components. Theory must 
therefore relate to the system rather than the components. 
This view of change as holistic with multiple causes and affects informs the 
research design in a number of ways: 
1. there is a need to create a meaningful context for the data; 
2. greater understanding is created through multiple sources of data; 
3. multiple perspectives need to be developed and explored to support 
multiple explanations of the phenomenon; 
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4. longitudinal approaches to research that incorporates past, present and 
future actions facilitate a deeper understanding of phenomena. 
3.62 Collaborative Management Research 
The complexity of M&A change requires a holistic research approach that 
develops understanding about the total system being studied and requires a 
variety of perspectives to be considered in order to enhance and challenge 
understanding. 
While academic management research is conducted with many purposes in mind 
there are increasing calls to ensure 'relevance' of research to the world of 
practice. Several authors have suggested that academics are becoming ever more 
distant from the practitioners who must interpret and adopt theory into practice. 
Lewin (1946) emphasizes the importance of making use of knowledge to make 
social improvements and he firmly believed that research should fulfill the 
criteria of 'usefulness to society' and Revans (197 1) criticised business education 
for fostering an artificial distinction between theory and practice, for becoming 
more and more distant from the realities of the business world and for 
proliferating irrelevant academic information. Researchers are also arguing that 
the distinction between theory and practice is artificial (Giddens, 1993), for 
instance Gibbons et al (1994) promote mode 2 research where knowledge 
production is linked to the 'context of application or use' (p. 17) and Bennis and 
O'Toole (2005) argue that Business Schools have lost their way by following too 
scientific a model that distances itself from practice. 
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One way of ensuring relevance of research is to involve those who are the focal 
point and participants in the study and ensure that they are engaged in the co- 
creation of knowledge about the study. By combining the perspectives of both 
theoretician and practitioner greater insights can be achieved and a bridge 
between the understandings and perceptions of each category can be built (Shani 
et al, 2008). The purpose of this dissertation is not to resolve this debate or to 
give hegemony to one camp or the other. However, the thesis adopts the 
assumption that the understanding of complex phenomena is enhanced by the 
incorporation of a practitioner perspective and that the results are both stronger 
and more easily translated in practice if they are developed in a real practice 
setting. This view is strongly supported in an ever-increasing body of literature. 
For instance, Louis and Bartunek (1992), Bartunek and Louis (1996) and 
Bartunek (2008) outline collaborative efforts in research across a multi-discipline 
spectrum including community psychology (Bartunek, Foster-Fishman, and 
Keys, 1996), ethnomusicology (Diamond and Polansky, 1994 3) , education, 
(Cochran-Smith and Lytle, 1993; Goswami and Stillman, 1987), and 
organisational behaviour (Lazes and Costanza, 1984; Pace and Argona, 1991 
Whyte, Greenwood, and Lazes, 199 1). 
The power of involving an insider team into the research design, execution and 
analysis is demonstrated by Bartunek and Louis (1996) who argue that: 
the deliberate and extensive haniessing of multiple, diverse perspectives 
to the task of inquiring and making sense of complex social phenomena 
3 Quoted in Bartunek and Louis (1996) 
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can substantially enhance contributions to knowledge andpractice 
(Bartiviek and Loids, 1996) 
According to them this enhanced contribution can be achieved by developing 
insider/outsider (1/0) teams. 1/0 teams consist of a collective mode of inquiry 
where organisational insiders and outsiders combine to jointly inquire, collect 
data and analyse findings. Jointly, they construct meanings about the world that 
make sense to both and have currency in both worlds. Typically, insiders are 
organisation members engaged with the social reality that is being studied. They 
see that social reality from the perspective of their theories in use (Schein, 1992; 
Argyris, 1999) or from implicit theories (Heider 1958) that allow them to make 
sense of their context and to act upon that context. In contrast, outsiders are 
external to the organisation and are objective observers of events concerned with 
general theories that explain social phenomenon. Branches of science, such as 
ethnography, have dispatched researchers to study local cultures by observation 
and understanding the 'native view'. These studies, typically, reflect the 
expression of a social order in terms of the understandings of the trained social 
researcher. By working together the insider and outsider can surface assumptions 
about each other's perspective, can challenge the understanding of each and can 
collectively incorporate building on the implicit social heuristics of the insider 
and the research inquiry perspective of the outsider. 
Bartunek and Louis (1996) suggest that there will be two advantages to a 
collaborative approach. The first relates to the capacity of diversity to improve 
understanding. The differences in 'experience histories' of the co-researchers; 
will act to generate more diverse conjectures, or "thought trials" to cover more 
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interpretive as well as observational ground (Bartunek and Louis, 1996. p. 17). 
There are clear differences in the inquiry modes of insiders and outsiders and 
their objectives in developing and assessing theory. Bartunek and Louis (1996) 
identify four distinctions. 
1. The insider is concerned with the individual case and the resolution of a 
problem while the outsider is concerned with the development of theory 
capable of generalisation to a wider population. 
2. The time span of action is more immediate in terms of the insider as they 
are often bounded by the time requirements of the tasks that they are 
required to complete. 
3. Drawing on the work of Elden (1983) they note that organisational 
members are likely to attribute workplace problems to organisational 
arrangements, whereas outside researchers are more likely to attribute 
them to problematic people and technology. 
4. Drawing on work such as Barley, Meyer, and Gash (1988) they suggest 
that the impacts of their theories on practice differ and that the 
development of practice based theories may have more impact on 
academics' theories than vice versa. 
These distinctions create a tension between the objectives of the insider and 
outsider which, within a properly structured exchange, allows for richer 
exploration of social phenomenon. 
The second advantage stems from what Bartunek and Louis (1996) called a 
6marginal stance'. 
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Marginal perspective is created at the intersection of the contrasting 
perspectives represented by insider and outsider. Neither party need be a 
marginal member of her[sic] respective setting; rather, as each engages 
with the relative foreigner who is her [sic] partner in the venture, that 
party's own world is made to some extent moreforeign in her [sic] own 
eyes (p. 18). 
In effect a marginal stance occurs because the insider becomes less connected to 
the social setting through the discourse of the outsider and they can as a result 
reflect more intensely on their understanding. For the outsider, the discourse with 
the insider provides insights into the social world that could not be achieved 
otherwise. Creating a marginal stance will greatly improve the capacity of 
researcher and practitioner to develop understanding and to create deeper clarity 
on the value of their findings. 
3.6.3 Organisation Development and Sustainable Learning 
Organisation development is also concerned with fostering learning at multiple 
levels. While OD has developed a specific focus on organisational learning as a 
sub-discipline (Senge, 1990; Argyris, 1999), it is also an embedded assumption 
of all strands of OD that sustainable learning should occur as a result of research 
and interventions. OD approaches foster learning by uncovering the assumptions 
that guide action and behaviour and expose those assumptions to alternative 
perspectives and internal questioning. Argyris (1993) has suggested that learning 
occurs through the process of comparing expected outcomes to actual events and 
explaining the differences that occur. He has written: 
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Leanzing occurs when we detect and correct error. Error is any 
inisinatch between what we intend an action to produce and what actually 
happens when we iniplement that action. It is a mismatch between 
intentions and results. Leanzing also occurs when we produce a match 
between intentions and resultsfor thefirst thne (Argyris 1993 p. 3). 
Learning can also occur at different levels. Argyris and Schon (1978) proposed a 
three-level model of learning where each level represented a deeper and more 
sustainable level of change. The simplest form of learning, they termed single- 
loop, to represent a unidirectional impact of error correction. Single-loop 
learning occurs when the learning is within the existing normative structures. 
Changes are achieved within the existing codes of behaviour, routines and 
assumptions of the individual. It will not lead to questioning of the assumptions 
or behaviours. In contrast double-loop learning moves beyond the correction of 
variance to challenge the assumptions on which the actions and expected 
outcomes are based. Double-loop learning will result in bidirectional learning in 
terms of the action-event cycle and in terms of the normative structures that 
guide an understanding of the action-event link. Typically, this learning will 
manifest itself in the changing of assumptions, goals or behaviour routines as 
individuals build greater self-understanding and awareness of their own basic 
assumptions and behaviour routines and how these relate to expected outcomes. 
A third level of learning involves changes to the very system in which the action- 
outcome event occurs. Triple-loop learning goes beyond the individual or team 
and impacts on the wider system in which the learning occurs. Typically, this 
will manifest itself in a radical realisation that that wider system needs to 
reconsider its 'raison d'etre' One way in which this often occurs is when the 
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learning that has been developed at the double-loop level feeds into a wider 
system understanding about how to learn and act and what role the wider system 
has in promoting learning. OD approaches, to be effective, require learning to 
occur at least in a double-loop manner. 
3.7 Conducting Action Research 
Action research is one form of collaborative endeavour that combines researchers 
and practitioners in a cyclical process of action and reflects as an aid to 
improving both theory and practice. The philosophy of action research derives 
from the early work of Kurt Lewin and at its centre is a core assumption that 
social change can only occur through the involvement of individuals in the 
design, implementation and reflection on the social change agenda. Argyris 
(1993) summarised the four core themes of Lewin's work. Drawing on this 
Coghlan and Brannick (2005, p. 9) suggest Lewin 
1. integrated theory with practice by framing social science as the study of 
problems of real life and connected all problems to theory; 
2. designed research by framing the whole and then differentiating the parts; 
3. produced constructs that could generalize and understand the individual 
case, particularly through the researcher as intervener and his notion that 
one could only understand something when you tried to change it; 
4. was concerned with placing social science at the service of democracy 
changing the role of those being studied from subject to client. 
Altrichter (2002) has pointed out the complexity of defining action research as it 
can be applied in many settings and across different cultures. This complexity is 
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evident in that while many action researchers attempt to tightly define what 
action research is, others prefer to define when it is appropriate. As indicated 
earlier, there are a number of key characteristics that define action research and 
which form the basis for most definitions. Coughlan and Coghlan (2002) for 
instance suggest that four broad characteristics define AR: 
1. Research in action rather than research about action (to be in action it 
must operate through a cycle of consciously and deliberately planning, 
taking action and evaluating the action, leading to further planning and so 
on); 
2. Participation by those involved in the phenomenon; 
3. The research is concurrent with action; 
4. A sequence of events and an approach to problem solving that: 
a. is a sequence of events consisting of iterative cycles of data 
gathering, feeding them back to those concerned, analyzing the 
data, planning action, taking and evaluating that action and 
moving to a new cycle; 
b. is problem solving applying a scientific method of fact finding 
and experimentation to practical problems requiring action 
solutions and involving the collaboration and co-operation of the 
action researchers and members of the organisational system; 
C. is not just solutions to the immediate problems but important 
learning outcomes both intended and unintended, and a 
contribution to scientific knowledge and theory. 
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In contrast, Altrichter et al (2002) reported on the development of a working 
definition of action research developed by participants at an international 
symposium on action research. 4 The outcomes of the decision created a 
definition that defined whether a research activity constituted an action research 
activity. Table 3.2 presents this definition. 
Table 3.2: The action research process 
If yours is a situation in which 
people reflect on and improve (or develop) their own work and their own situation 
by tightly inter-linking their reflection and action and 
also making their experiences public not only to other participants but also to other 
persons interested in and concerned about the work and the situation, i. e. their 
(public) theories and practices of the work and the situation; 
and if yo rs is a situation in which there is increasingly, 
__ data gathering by participants themselves (or with the help of others) in relation to 
their own questions-, 
Varticipation (in problem posing and in answering questions) in decision making; 
power-sharing and the relative suspension of hierarchical ways of working towards 
industrial democracy; 
collaboration among members of the group as a "critical community" 
self-reflection, self-evaluation and self management by autonomous and responsible 
persons and groups; 
learning progressively (and publicly) by doing and by making mistakes in a self- 
reflective spiral of planning, acting, observing, reflecting re-planning etc. 
reflection which supports the idea of the "(self)-reflective Practitioner 
ýen 
yours is a situation in which action research is occurring. 
Source: extract from Altrichter, Kernmins, McTaggart and Zuber-Skerritt (2002 
p. 130) 
it is clear from these definitions that action research is concerned with the 
involvement of participants to design, implement and reflect on the ongoing 
process of change in order to improve both the practice that is being studied and 
the theory underlying that practice. In this respect the researcher and the 
practitioner work together to influence outcomes and understandings both 
sharing and reflecting on their lived experiences of the events being studied. As 
collaborative research this increases the opportunity to test understanding by 
4 The first international symposium on 'Action Research in Industry, Government and Higher 
Education' Brisbane 1989. 
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incorporating greater diversity of perspectives, providing greater voice to 
participants in the research and increasing the opportunity to reflect and test 
theory development. 
There are many variations of action research that translate action research 
principles into a change framework (Herr and Anderson, 2005; Whitehead and 
McNiff, 2006; Gurnmesson, 2000; French and Bell, 1995; Schein, 1987,1988; 
Lewin 1958). Indeed AR has been used extensively as a methodology in 
healthcare research (Coghlan and McAuliffe, 2003). All approaches are 
consistent with the principles and philosophy of action research but differ 
somewhat in the stages of application. Generally, they suggest a process that 
starts with a pre-evaluation and is followed by ongoing cycles of diagnosing, 
planning, acting and reflection (Coghlan and Brannick, 2005). The central thrust 
of inquiry in action research is the process of action-outcome-reflection leading 
to new cycles of action-outcome-reflection. This is often shown as a cyclical 
process of consecutive cycles where the reflections on outcomes lead to changes 
in practices and understandings and the initiation of a new cycle. This is 
represented in figure 3.1. Coghlan and Brannick (2005) also point out however 
that there are many action research cycles operating concurrently at any one 
time. The overall project cycle will be supported by shorter time frame actions, 
such as individual parts of the project which in turn may have shorter time events 
such as individual meetings. They liken these cycles to a clock with hour, minute 
and second hands, all operating concurrently but also contributing to each other's 
cycle. As well as the cycles of action and reflection, there also exists a parallel 
cycle of meta learning (Coghlan and Brannick, 2005). The meta-learning 
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component extends beyond the need to achieve practical outcomes from the 
research process to explore what has been learned from undertaking the research 
project. Mezirow (1991) defined three forms of reflection that Coghlan and 
Brannick use to develop their AR model. Content reflection concerns the 
understanding of what has happened, process reflection considers the way in 
which the research is executed and premise reflection assesses the underlying 
assumptions and theories. In respect of the examination of boundary 
management in a merger, the meta learning needs to address the new theoretical 
insights that have emerged from the actions, from the application of the theory 
development process (specifically the use of the AR methodology) and also in 
terms of our theoretical understanding of boundary phenomenon in mergers. 
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3. ZI Stages in theAction Research Cycle 
The action research process starts with a diagnosis stage. This stage sets the 
context and uncovers some of the assumptions and theories in use that apply in a 
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particular issue. The stage involves clearly articulating the issue through 
appropriate data collection and through engagement with the issue owners. This 
stage will 'frame' the issue. It is important that the framing stage is collaborative 
and is sensitive to the social and political realities that exist in the organisation. 
The output of the diagnosis phase should be a clear shared understanding 
between all the participants as to the nature of the issue being acted upon, the 
awareness of the assumptions about the issue and the desired outcomes that any 
intervention would bring about. 
The second stage in the cycle is the planning stage which should be designed to 
translate the knowledge about the issue into a set of actionable interventions that 
will lead to the desired outcomes. This stage will likely determine the need and 
urgency of the changes and to define and codify the outcomes that are expected 
from each intervention planned. Collaboration is a critical part of this process as 
participants through the process of discussing the issue can create a common 
shared vision of actions (Fischer and Ury, 1986) and can build greater 
understanding about their own and other's assumptions (Bartunik, 2008). By 
planning action collectively greater commitment to the implementation can be 
created. 
Once the planned actions are designed the next stage is to implement the agreed 
action. The primary difference between consultancy and action research is 
evident particularly during this stage. Consultants are interested in the 
relationship between action and results. Action researchers are concerned about 
understanding both the outcomes achieved and also the process of how those 
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results came about. This stage is therefore concerned with systematic data 
collection on what is happening, continually testing of the assumptions of the 
participants and the continual evaluation of the value of interventions. 
The final stage in each action research cycle is reflection. This stage compares 
the actual outcomes, assessed through perceptions, group discussions and 
evidence collected through appropriate data collection techniques, against those 
anticipated at the start of the process. Errors and variations can then be 
highlighted, as can confirmatory outcomes that support theoretical insights 
assumed at the commencement of the cycle. Errors, variations and confirmations 
can then be considered and the research and the collaborating group can discuss 
these to continually evaluate the assumptions, values and insights that initiated 
the original action cycle. Reflective practice is the key component of these 
assessments. 
3.8 The Role of the Action Researcher 
In collaborative research the researcher and the focal organisation collectively 
engage with issues and jointly act to improve organisational outcomes and 
processes. In this respect it is important to define what roles each party plays in 
the collective effort and more importantly to define the nature and boundaries of 
that relationship. The strength of collaborative effort is that by helping each other 
the researcher and practitioner can create greater insights (Bartunek and Louis 
1996). Helping, however, can take many forms. Schein (1999) for example 
identified three forms of helping. The first he called the 'purchase of information 
model' which involves the client system buying an expert service from a 
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consultant. In this model the client defines the need and the consultant provides 
the solution to the client's specifications. The second category of helping Schein 
(1999) referred to as the 'doctor-patient' model. Here the consultant/researcher is 
an expert who is engaged to evaluate the organisation, diagnose the problem and 
provide a solution. This model presents the consultant with significant authority 
and power as they become the oracle through which the organisation can resolve 
their problems. It also removes the responsibility for diagnosis and change from 
the client company reducing the ability of the organisation to learn. Schein 
(1999) called his third model of helping 'process consultation'. He defined this 
as "the creation of a relationship with the client that permits the client to 
perceive, understand, and act on the process events that occur in the client's 
internal and external environment in order to improve the situation as defined by 
the client" (p. 20). Process consultation focuses on the way in which the 
researcher and client relate to each other in process terms. Schein (1999) notes 
"the emphasis is on "process" because I believe that how things are done 
between people and in groups is as-or more important than-vvhat is done" (p. 3). 
This also links to Stringer's (2007) notion of the action researcher as a 'resource 
person' existing as a catalyst to assist stakeholders in defining problems and 
supporting them in working toward solutions (p. 23) and to Greenwood and 
Levin's (1998) 'friendly outsider' and to Gummesson's (2000) change agent. 
The assumptions underlying a process mode are: 
1. People need help in diagnosing problems but they must always 'own' the 
problem; 
2. Practitioner do not always realize what help they need (or is available) in 
process terms and must be guided on appropriate models of helping; 
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3. An organisation's desire to improve performance can be enhanced if they 
build learning capacity and it is the role of the action researcher to help in 
this regard; 
4. Only clients will know what will work in their organisation and therefore 
the action researcher must work with the practitioner to jointly agree 
actions if they are to be useful. Outcomes are improved if the focal 
organisation develops diagnosis and learning skills that help them to take 
ownership of issues and implement their own remedies. 
The process role underpins the action research philosophy of this dissertation. 
While the overall purpose of the study is to develop usable theory on boundary 
management it is important none the less to realize and plan for the impact the 
action research role could have on the hospital. Indeed Coghlan and Shani (2005) 
suggest that action researchers should consider the critical issues of roles, politics 
and ethics in the design of action research. They highlight the dilemmas that 
action researchers may face in the design and execution of projects. They draw 
on Katz and Kahn's (1978) notions of role conflict and role ambiguity to explore 
some of these dilemmas. Role ambiguity arises where there is uncertainty about 
what the role holder is to do. This can easily arise within an action research 
project where the expectation of the researcher and practitioner in terms of their 
respective roles is unclear or even at odds. Schein's (1999) descriptions of 
helping roles provide a clear example of this issue. Schein notes "the helper must 
choose from one moment to the next, which role to be in or which model of 
helping to use (p. 5). The helping role shifts from time to time and it is not always 
clear which mode of helping is expected or appropriate (Gummesson, 2000). 
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Similarly ambiguity can arise in terms of the expectations of doing. As the action 
researcher can be called upon to act in several capacities within any project such 
as researcher, supporter, expert, facilitator and so on, there is always potential for 
different expectations about these roles to emerge. Herr and Anderson (2005) 
also suggest that role problems are considered in the research design from the 
beginning. Research designs must accordingly recognize the potential for role 
ambiguity and to attempt to resolve or at least allow for it within the relationships 
of the collaboration. The most obvious way of achieving this is to ensure an 
appropriate letter of engagement is drafted that addresses the role responsibilities 
of each member of the team (see section 4.3.1 for discussion on this in the 
hospital and appendix 4 for the letter of engagement). 
Coghlan and Shani (2005) also identify role conflict as a central problem in 
conducting action research. Role conflict was defined by Katz and Kahn as "the 
simultaneous occurrence of two or more role expectations such that compliance 
with one would make compliance with the other more difficult" (p. 204). Role 
conflict occurs because the action researcher often must balance different roles. 
Action Research is designed to contribute to the client system but also to 
contribute to science Gummesson, (2000) for instance, suggests that "action 
scientists must be able to balance a Schizophrenic personality and get the best 
out of Dr. Jekyll as well as Mr. Hyde. It means that they must handle both the 
client's interests and the interests of science" (p. 119). The action researcher is 
simultaneously, an organisation resource supporting the learning of the 
organisation, a researcher with the obligations of publishing and possibly a 
support mechanism or trusted confidant to individuals or groups within the 
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organisation. Events can often bring these issues into conflict, as for instance 
when theory development casts doubts over existing practices and reflects poorly 
on individuals. Given the emergent nature of action research, it is difficult to 
completely resolve role conflict at the outset. The development of an appropriate 
resolution framework in the initial agreement letter is clearly a starting point. 
However, it must be anticipated that a number of ethical or professional 
dilemmas are likely to occur within any action research project. Perhaps however 
the most effective way of planning for role conflicts is to develop a strong ethical 
and professional practice. The philosophy of action research supports a strong 
emphasis on openness, trust and democracy. Applying these principles suggests 
that the action researcher needs to understand when role conflict is emerging and 
then to position themselves in relation to the conflict by discussing it with the 
participants (Herr and Anderson 2005). Building trust is a critical part of action 
research and acknowledging dilemmas is central to building trust. 
Coghlan and Shani (2005) highlight a number of areas where ethical and 
professional dilemmas might arise. Firstly, the action researcher needs to be 
aware of the political landscape of the organisation and be capable of working 
the political dynamics within it. As Coghlan and Shani (2005) point out political 
forces can block change but they can also be used as a means of change if the 
action researcher is capable of being a 'political entrepreneur' (Buchanan and 
Badham, 1999) with the self-awareness and reflective ability to deploy 
appropriate strategies within a particular context. Herr and Anderson (2005) 
argue that action researchers have a special need to be aware of the effects of 
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politics given its action orientation and participatory nature (p. 64). They consider 
political dilemmas under 4 headings: 
1. The micro-politics of the organisation which represents the behind the 
scenes activities and struggles over power, position and preferred actions 
that often never make it to the formal agendas within the organisation. 
The dilemma of micro-politics is that the actions of the researcher can 
often have unintended consequences that impact on the research or 
research design because the political nuances of the organisation are hard 
to uncover. The researcher may find that their actions offend or alienate 
and that resistance, openly or tacitly, emerges as a consequence. 
2. Action research processes help redefine professionalism and present 
collaborating stakeholders with new definitions of research and practice 
that often engages the self in new ways. This brings a political tension 
between old and new ways and provides potential for conflict as people 
try and transcend existing defined roles and gain more democratic control 
over their jobs. This is particularly important in disciplines such as 
nursing were roles are becoming more controlled and assessed. Action 
research may provide a promise of emancipation that is difficult to 
deliver in practice. A clear dilemma for the action researcher is ensuring 
that the expected outcome for participants is not over-promised. 
3. Knowledge is itself political. Central to creating knowledge is the 
question of what knowledge and who sets the agenda in terms of creating 
knowledge. The action researcher needs to be aware that the very purpose 
of pursuing 'thought-trails' (Bartunek and Louis, 1996) is of itself a 
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political act that gives priority to a particular agenda, intentionally or 
otherwise. 
4. Finally, all local settings are embedded within larger socio-political 
forces. These forces bring pressures to bear both on the researcher and the 
practitioner. Indeed, the pressures on the researcher, in terms of 
publication, peer review and the macro-forces of academia in general 
should not be forgotten. 
Stringer (2007) advise the action researcher to be aware that their presence might 
result in them 'invading territories' and that they should position themselves so 
that they do not threaten the social space of others (p. 49). He sees awareness of 
the political networks as a critical action research skill. 
Coghlan and Shani (2005) also highlight a number of ethical dilemmas that 
should be considered. The action researcher faces significant potential for ethical 
dilemmas to emerge in their work given the participative, democratic and 
emergent nature of their research agenda. Ethical issues can be as simple as 
difficulties in maintaining confidentially and anonymity for participants and co- 
researchers. A particular issue arises where, as in the hospital study, the case 
involves working with a limited number of people or indeed an individual. In 
such case the reporting of reflections provides no anonymity. This problem is 
further highlighted where a strong trust exists between the participants and the 
boundaries between personal support and reportable professional reflection 
become blurred. This issue can however be dealt with through working closely 
with the co-researchers on writing accounts of the activities. It is important that 
research design provides for continual feedback from co-researchers. This will 
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ensure that they have the opportunity to identify and amend any issues with 
which they are uncomfortable. 
This section has highlighted that the role of the action researcher is complex and 
potentially rife with dilemmas. The researcher needs to tackle these issues up- 
front by codifying roles and responsibilities formally with the research site and 
by creating an appropriate working environment built on trust and openness so 
that emerging issues can be discussed and resolved. It is also important that the 
action researcher is attuned to and aware of political and ethical dimensions of 
the project. By continually testing assumptions, by writing accounts of events 
and sharing them with participants, the action researcher can be better placed to 
fulfill their role of helping the client to develop appropriate solutions. 
3.9 The Nature of Theory 
At the meta-level AR approaches can develop theory and the main outcome of 
this work will be the development of theory on boundaries: what they are, how 
they function during a merger and how they can be managed to better improve 
potential integration outcomes. It is therefore important to codify what is meant 
by theory, how it is built and how it should be assessed. This section will address 
the concepts of theory and theory building and locate the work by exploring the 
assumptions that underpin an organisation development approach. 
Organisation development as a field has long argued that good theory needs to be 
useful and that it should be considered in terms of practical value (Kaplan, 1964; 
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Swanson, 1997,1999; Van de Ven, 1989). Theory is all around us, it guides our 
everyday action, implicitly and explicitly. We theorise when we draw links 
between everyday actions and their expected outcomes. We believe that by doing 
certain things certain outcomes will flow. Lynham (2002) for instance has argued 
that the purpose of good theory is to describe and explain how things actually 
work and, in so doing, to help us improve our actions in this world. She draws 
heavily on the organisation development principle that research needs to address 
real organisational problems by being relevant to users of research. Fals Borda 
(2006) advocates the development of theory through direct action, suggesting 
that the main criterion for research should be to obtain knowledge for what we 
judge to be worthy causes (p. 29). They quote Bacon's (1607) booklet on 
'Thoughts and Conclusions' as resolving the tensions created in giving primacy 
to practice. Bacon wrote: 
'In natural philosophy, practical results are not only a way to improve 
conditions but also a guaranteefor truth ... Science must be recognised 
by its works (likefaith in religion). Truth is revealed and established 
more through the testimony of actions than through logic or even 
observation. ' 
Action researchers generally take a less dramatic position but recognise the need 
to create theory that is grounded in practice and that relates the world of 
academic discourse to the discourse of practice. This view is not however 
without its critics. Habermas (1984) saw theory and practice as different and 
separate activities, distinguishing three discourses, theory, practice and a 
discourse that mediates theory and practice and links them. Habermas (1973) 
rejects action research as involvement in practice, which prevents the researcher 
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engaging in the discourse of theorising. Similarly, the foundations of many 
positivistic paradigms emphasise the separation of researcher and object and 
suggest that theory is separate from practice and can only be created through 
their separation. Action research and organisation development reject this 
position for a number of reasons. Firstly, as indicated earlier, the complexity of 
organisational life does not easily relate to the physical sciences, which are more 
capable of reduction into component parts. OD recognises the need to build more 
complex relationships into their theories. This does not necessarily mean that 
they reject the values of science; indeed action researchers argue that rigour is 
critical in conducting action research. For instance Reason and Bradley (2006) 
argue that action research is closer to the real paradigm of science than more 
traditional models. Secondly, action research paradigms have developed new 
techniques for the development of bridges between theory and practice that allow 
for more sophistication, quality and transparency in their outputs, For instance, 
Gustavsen (2006) sees democratic dialogue and relational networks as solutions 
to bringing the gap between theory and practice. Finally, some action researchers 
(see section 3.7.1 below) critique the assumptions of knowledge that underpin an 
objectivist view of research and which acts to separate theory and practice 
arguing that knowledge is situation-specific. 
3.9.1 Theory and the Coniplexity of Organisational Life: Seeingfroln the Inside 
Checkland (1999) has argued that problems arise when the methods developed 
for investigating the natural world which exists outside ourselves are applied to 
the social phenomena of which we are a part ... [as] the phenomenon involved 
are ones with dense connections betiveen nzany different aspects inaking it 
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difficult to achieve the reduction requiredfor a ineaningful controlled 
experiment. (p. 67/8). This 'messy' nature of the social science creates problems 
for the application of a positivist paradigm. Firstly, Checkland (1999) argues that 
any generalizations will have to be imprecise compared with natural sciences. 
There are many divergent viewpoints which are always 'confusingly available' in 
social sciences. Social systems are open systems subject to many interpretations 
and entirely unlike more predictable natural systems. Secondly, he argues that 
the very component of social phenomenon, the human being, creates unique 
problems and "even if we depersonalize him as an 'actor' in a 'role' he will be an 
active participant in the phenomena investigated, attributing meanings and 
modifying the situation in a potentially unique way. " Finally, he argues that 
prediction in social systems is problematic because social systems consist of 
intended and unintended outcomes. Moreover social systems have the capacity to 
respond to prediction and change and alter in response to it. 
Bartunek (1983) has suggested that action researchers by being 'in but not of the 
researched organisation can gain more valuable information than external 
researchers. The sharing of perspectives and the challenging of assumptions 
creates an exchange that provides a marginal stance (Bartunek and Louis 1996). 
The concept of marginality stems from an idea of Veblen and relates to the 
concept of being neither altogether inside or altogether outside the system 
[which] infonns the intelligence and gives the marginal man [sic] the third eye 
that penetrates the culture as no insider could (cited in Handy, 1989. p. ix). As 
an outsider the researcher is capable of dispassionate observation and as an 
insider they have the capacity to engage in collaborative discourses that question 
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those observations through the eyes of the researched. In this way the third eye 
enriches understanding. 
Viewing change from the inside provides additional insights within a research 
design by providing the researcher to challenge assumptions and build 
understanding from a variety of perspectives. This is particularly important when 
the aim of the research is to build theory in emerging disciplines or in complex 
areas of study. 
3.9.2 The Process of Theory Building 
According to Lynharn (2002) theory building is "the purposeful process or 
recurring cycle by which coherent descriptions, explanations, and 
representations of observed or experiencedphenoniena are generated, verified, 
and refined " (p. 16 1). Theory building is an important part of inquiry and critical 
in developing an understanding of the world in which we live. Torraco (1997) 
highlighted nine prominent roles served by theory. He suggests theory is a 
means: 
1. by which new research data can be interpreted and coded for future use, 
2. for responding to new problems that have no previously identified 
solutions strategy; 
3. for identifying and defining applied problems; 
4. for prescribing or evaluating solutions to applied problems; 
5. of telling 'us that certain facts among the accumulated knowledge are 
important and others are not; ' 
6. of giving old data new interpretations and new meaning; 
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7. by which to identify 'important new issues and prescribe the most critical 
research questions that need to be answered to maximise understanding of 
the issue; 
8. of providing 'members of a professional discipline with a common 
language and a frame of reference for defining boundaries of their 
profession, ' and 
9. to guide and inform research so that it can, in turn, guide development 
efforts and improve professional practice. 
How theory is built depends on the epistemological assumptions that are made. 
To understand how we build knowledge into a theory we need to define what 
knowledge is. Objectivist realities emphasize theory building through the 
systematic recording of phenomena and the uncovering of their recurring 
properties through observation with the purpose of predicting behaviour and 
identifying generalisable laws. Building from the natural sciences this theory 
building method is based upon the creation of hypothesis which can be 
confirmed or falsified through observation. For example Dubin (1976,1978) 
developed a two-part (eight-step) theory building model that starts with defining 
the conceptual framework and progresses to empirical testing. 
Subjectivist paradigms, in contrast, deny the existence of one objective reality 
and instead argue that all knowledge is situational. Turnbull (2002) notes that 
social constructionists interpret a social world where no absolute truth is deemed 
to exist. Theory consists of plausible relationships proposed among concepts and 
sets of concepts (Strauss and Corbin, 1998, p. 168). and "that science is a 
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process of inventing descriptions of phenomena" (Reynolds, 197 1, p. 145). 
Central to theory building in constructionist research is understanding the role of 
values. Objectivists, in assuming the world exists outside of cognition, strive for 
value-neutral research. The researcher can detach him- or herself from the 
phenomenon removing all influences of their own values. If the world is socially 
constructed, however, the world cannot be separated from its interpretation and 
accordingly cannot escape from its inherent value systems. In this respect all 
research is value laden. Interpretative research addresses the value laden nature 
of research by explicitly acknowledging the values inherent in the research 
process and by making them explicit. In this paradigm it is not possible to seek 
generalisable laws but rather the purpose of theory is to understand phenomena 
from the perspective of the 'lived experience' of the individual and extrapolating 
these insights to seek transferability of ideas toward a redefinition of existing 
theories (Turnbull 2002). There are a number of frameworks for the development 
of theory within a subjectivist paradigm (e. g. Lynham, 2002; Janesick, 1998). 
Lynham (2002) developed a process for applied theory building. Drawing on the 
need for theory to have practical relevance in the our world, she argues that it is 
important that we view applied theory-building research as a necessary and 
helpful form of scholarly inquiry in developing and expanding our understanding 
of and ability to explain, anticipate, and act on related phenomena, issues, and 
problems. Applied theory involves the theorist engaging both the theoretical and 
the practical so that the 'knowledge of and the knowledge about the phenomenon 
central to the theory are brought together through the theory building process' 
(Lynham 2002). Rigour in applied theory building can be ensured by the 
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continuous iterative conversation between knowledge of the phenomenon and 
experience of the phenomenon. Lynham conceptualizes the research method of 
applied theory building as a system of five recursive steps: 
1. A conceptual development phase that outlines an initial understanding of 
the problem from current available frameworks. This stage should 
identify the key elements of the theory, an understanding of their 
interdependence and the general conditions under which the theory might 
hold true. The approach to this stage will depend on the epistemological 
assumptions embedded in the research question. Objectivist research will 
commence with a theoretical inquiry examining the field of literature 
(Dubin 1976,1978) while subjective methodologies may commence 
exploring the phenomenon and drawing theoretical insights from the 
phenomenon to inform conceptual development (Glaser and 
Strauss, 1967; Eistenhardt, 1989a, b). 
2. The operationalization phase links the theoretical conceptualisation to 
practice to confirm or test the theory in real world practice. This phase of 
theory building is concerned with translating the theoretical concepts into 
a set of knowledge claims (Cohen, 1991) so that an appropriate inquiry 
method can be used to validate or build trust in the knowledge claims. 
3. The confirmation or disconfirmation phase involves the planning, design 
and implementation of an appropriate research agenda to inquire into the 
theory development. 
4. The application of the theory to the problem or phenomenon being 
studied is a critical element of applied theory building. It further enhances 
understanding of the theory by allowing experience and learning from 
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real-world application and outcomes to inform and deepen the theory. 
Inquiry into theory through practice enhances judgements about 
usefulness and relevance as well as facilitating the study of complexity in 
the theory. 
5. The continuous refinement and development (of the theory) is necessary 
as theory is always an understanding for a given context. It is therefore 
important that theory is seen as requiring continuous attention to its 
trustworthiness. This phase requires continuous shifts between the theory 
as constructed and the application as outcomes to evaluate the relevance 
and appropriateness of the theory. It is important that theory is kept 
current. 
Lynham represents the relationships between the five cycles and processes of 
theorizing to practice and practice to theorising as per figure 3.2. 
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Figure 3.2: The general Method of theory building research in applied discipline 
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experience the world 
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Source: Lynham (2002) 
It can be seen from this discussion that theory building is a cyclical process of 
reflection between theory and practice where knowledge emerges from the 
ongoing testing of knowledge claims. There are two distinct directions in this 
process: the movement from knowledge claims to application and the movement 
from data to knowledge claims. Data can be collected either through practice (i. e. 
the experience of the application of knowledge) or through the observation of 
practice (testing knowledge claims). In this way theory can emerge from three 
sources: 
1. Theory developed from theoretical insights (conceptualization and 
operationalisation); 
2. Theory developed from the fieldwork (confirmation or disconfirmation); 
Application Confirnwtion or 
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3. Theory developed from the practice of applying theory in real world 
problem solving (application). 
This theory building method informs the design of the research work and the 
structure of the thesis follows the three sources from which applied theory 
building can emerge: the literature, the development of the theory in the field 
(the financial study) and the application of theory in practice (the hospital study). 
3.10 Ensuring Quality in Theory Development 
A crucial part of the research design is ensuring quality in all parts of the 
research process from literature reviews to dissemination of results. Coghlan and 
Pedler (2006) have addressed the quality of action learning thesis (which has 
resonance with AR) arguing that a good thesis should incorporate four elements: 
the work and the organization that was engaged, the action learning set and what 
was learned by them, the information and information that was useful in 
developing thinking and finally the personal and professional learning that has 
occurred. Reason and Bradbury (2006) argue that the key element in ensuring 
quality in research is making explicit at all stages in the process the choices that 
are being made. They argue 
that a key dimension of quality is to be aware of the choices, and to 
make those choices clear, transparent, articulate, to yourselves, to your 
inquiry partners, and, when you start writing and presenting, to the wider 
world. This is akin to the 'crafting' of research that Kvale (1995) 
advocates, orfollowing Lather, awayfroin validity as policing toward 
incitement to dialogue. ' (p. xxiii) 
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Earlier, table 3.1 contrasts the quality measures appropriate to objective- 
positivist research, those of reliability, generalisability and validity to the notion 
of 'trustworthiness' for interpretative work. Trustworthy requires the 
demonstration that the researcher's interpretation of the data are credible or 'ring 
true' to those who provide the data (Lincoln and Guba 2000). Herr and Anderson 
(2005) argue however that trustworthy is not sufficient. They argue that when the 
researcher is detached from the research phenomenon and they act within or to 
change a setting through their presence then they 'contaminate' the setting 
(p. 50). Where the research role is one of 'insider, ' as occurs in this work, 
additional quality criteria should be applied. They develop five criteria for 
ensuring quality: 
1. Outcome validity, 
2. Process validity, 
3. Democratic validity, 
4. Catalytic validity, 
5. Dialogic validity. 
3.10.1 Outconie Validity 
Outcome validity is the extent to which the actions engaged lead to the resolution 
of the phenomenon under study. Herr and Anderson develop this notion from the 
concept of 'workability' developed by Greenwood and Levin (1998) and link it 
to similar concepts developed by Brooks and Watkins (1994) and Jacobson 
(1998). The cornerstone of outcome validity is the focus on action and its 
successful impacts on organisational processes. As Herr and Anderson (2005) 
point out, a successful outcome is itself a subjective term definable only in terms 
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of success for whom (this also links with the democratic validity measure). In 
this respect success may not be the resolution of a problem but also the 
redefining or refraining of the existing problem in light of a reflective process. 
The key measure remains however that cycles of actions lead to relevant 
outcomes. 
3.10.2 Process Validity 
Herr and Anderson (2005) suggest that process validity is the manner in which 
the research supports the creation of meaningful outcomes that include double or 
triple-loop learning arising from the cycles of action and reflection. Process 
validity must also address the issue of what constitutes evidence that supports the 
interpretations of the participants. In respect of this latter problem, they suggest 
processes of triangulation or inclusion of multiple perspectives as a means of 
overcoming simplistic views of the data. Process validity also relates to how the 
narratives about the study are developed and the need to ensure that these are 
meaningful accounts. 
3.10.3 Democratic Validity 
Democratic validity is the extent to which the problem owners are involved in 
the research activities, in the design, execution and analysis of the research. To 
ensure democratic validity the researchers should engage all parts of the research 
process collaboratively and give voice to all participants. Action research in 
particular has as a foundation the notion of ethical and social justice created 
through the freeing of individuals to come together collectively to improve 
outcomes (Reason and Bradury, 2006; Greenwood and Levin, 1998). Several 
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branches of action research go as far as to suggest that achieving emancipation 
for or within a group is the quality measure for assessing action research (Zuber- 
Skerritt and Perry, 2002). Action research within an organisational context 
however is unlikely to achieve emancipating outcomes but should be expected to 
impact on the lives of the participants such that they have participated in 
improving not just organisational outcomes but their knowledge and learning 
about the organisational as well as the self. 
3.10.4 Catalytic Validity 
Herr and Anderson (2005) draws on Lather, (1986, p. 272) to describe catalytic 
validity as "the degree to which the research process reorients, focuses, and 
energizes participants toward knowing reality in order to transform it. " The 
research should deepen understanding of the social reality under study and 
participants should be moved to some action to change it (or to reaffirm their 
support of it). The key issue in this respect is to demonstrate the change potential 
of the action research process and how it has changed individuals throughout the 
process (not least of all the researcher themselves). 
3.10.5 Dialogic Validity 
Peer review is the cornerstone of academic processes. Only by opening your 
work up to others for inspection and debate can the academic truly evaluate the 
argument. In action research this is particularly important and a crucial quality 
measure. The data collected is often less structured, more interpretative and 
closer to the practitioner than more 'traditional' research methodologies. To 
evaluate action research it is therefore important to engage external debate and 
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discourse Oil the ideas and emergent theories as Much as possible. Several tools t, 
exist to achieve this including collaborative inquiry (Torbert, 198 1- Carr and 
Kernmis, 1986) participating in critical and reflective dialogue with other action t- Z-- 
researchers (Martin, 1987) or working with a critical friend who is familiar with L, 
the setting and can serve as devil's advocate for alternative explanations of Z-1 
research data (Herr and Anderson 2005). 
Herr and Anderson (2005-, p. 54) relate these five quality criteria to the goals of 
action research which they define as a) the generation of new knowledge, b) the 
achievement of action-oriented outcomes, c) the education of both researcher and 
participants, d) results that are relevant to the local setting, and e) a sound and 
appropriate research methodology. Table 3.3 matches the individual goal to the 
quality criteria that can be used to judge its achievement. 
Tahlc 3.3: Anderson and Herr's -,, oztl,, ofaction rcscarch and %Aiditý criteria 
Goals of Action Research QualityNalidity Criteria 
Thc Lencrat ion of' new ktio\, \'Icd,,, e Dialogic and pi-occ,,,,, \ahidltv _ 
The achievement ofaction-oriented Outcome validity 
outcomes 
The education ot'both researcher and Catalytic validity 
participant., 
Results that are relevant to the local Democratic validity 
setting 
A sound and appropriate research Process validity 
methodology I I 
These measures of quality will be addressed as part of the assessment of the 
quality of the data analysis and the overall quality of the work in the appropriate 
data-analysis chapters. 
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3.11 Conclusion 
This chapter has laid-out the principles of organisation development that guide 
the work of the thesis and inform the method decisions. The chapter argues that it 
is importance to build theory in practice to ensure the relevance of outputs and to 
improve understanding by co-creating knowledge with the users of that 
knowledge. A 'marginal stance' (Bartunek, 2008), researching at the intersection 
of theory and practice with insiders and outsiders combining, provides additional 
insights to explain the world from multiple perspectives and enhance the wider 
understanding of phenomenon. Collaborative AR is an effective means of 
generating deeper explanation of phenomenon and enhancing the quality of the 
research output. 
The chapter also establishes a clear set of criteria by which the thesis engages 
quality and validity measures to assess the outputs of the research. It argues that 
'trustworthiness' the traditional measure for qualitative methodologies needs to 
be expanded for action research methodologies concluding that the framework 
adopted by Herr and Anderson (2005) which specifies five criteria for assessing 
validity is appropriate for this research. This framework will be applied in 
determining method decisions taken (table 4.4) and in the conclusions (table 
11.3) to assess the quality of the thesis. 
This chapter also addresses the nature of theory and what constitutes good theory 
development. It is proposed that theory is considered as the plausible 
relationships among concepts and sets of concepts (Strauss and Corbin, 1998) 
that allow us to understand lived experience and to transfer ideas into insights 
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that guide our everyday actions. Drawing on the work of Lynham (2002) theory 
development is a continuous cycle of refinement and development that moves 
from theory to practice and from practice to theory in cycles of conceptual 
development, operationalising, applying and confirming. The three-pillar 
structure of the thesis reflects this cycle of theorising, building from the 
literature, from field work and from application in practice. 
The next chapter explains how the action research framework will be put into 
practice and how it guided the decisions taken in respect to the execution of the 
research. 
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4 Method 
4.1 Introduction 
Operationalising the action orientated approach, this research conducts two major 
longitudinal studies, a financial services study and a hospital study. The first 
study builds new theory in the field of boundary management and the second 
study applies the theory, developed in both the literature review and in the 
financial study, in action to support a complex M&A integration. This chapter 
sets out the study selection decisions, the processes by which the data were 
collected and how the data were analyzed. While action research design can be 
defined at the initial stages of the research, it is important to realize that some 
sense of emergent design is always needed. As cycles unfold changes in 
expectations and through the processes of reflection will create new challenges 
and opportunities. In this respect the method must: 
1. ensure that appropriate choices are made in the selection of collaborative 
partners and that the ethical and moral dimensions to research and action 
research, in particular, are attended to effectively; 
2. ensure adequate evidence upon which to base cycles of action; 
3. ensure that all data is collected systematically and consistent with the 
objectives of the action cycle being assessed; 
4. emphasise reflective practices and inquiry. 
This chapter will facilitate an assessment of the quality of the research by making 
explicit the decisions and assumptions made in the design and execution of the 
research. To do this the chapter will 
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1. set out the decision on the choices of organisations selected for study; 
2. describe the logic behind conducting the financial services study and 
outline the process by which the study was conducted; 
3. describe the logic behind selecting the hospital study and describe the 
processes of engagement and the cycles of action and reflection; 
4. describe how the research design ensured quality in the collection and 
analysis of the studies; 
5. set out the weaknesses of the method. 
4.1.1 Detennining Criteria for Selecting Organisationsfor Study 
A two case strategy was adopted because of the need to develop deep insights 
into the context and operation of the case studies and because of the need to build 
theory within a triangulated framework as presented in the methodology section. 
Yin (2003a, 2003b. ) identified several case selection strategies that can be 
adopted. He suggests that these relate to single or multiple case designs and the 
unitary or multiple levels of analysis. Unlike quantitative methodologies the 
purpose of case studies or action research is not to produce a representative 
selection of studies but to conduct studies that allow depth of understanding 
about a phenomenon. Selection was therefore based on the relevance of the study 
to answering the research question rather than being representative, in some way 
or other, of a wider population. Two questions that must be addressed in 
selecting organisations for study is the trade-off between, 
1. depth or breadth of study and 
2. the number of studies conducted. 
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The decision to engage depth rather than breadth is based on the discussions in 
the literature and methodology chapter that indicate that the work must 
1. adopt a systems view that considers the dense links between 
organisational elements; 
2. understand the context surrounding the change; 
3. have a longitudinal design that captures the change in motion and which 
allows greater opportunities to reveal the process in action; 
4. apply the principles of quality research as indicated in chapter 3. 
It is clear from these requirements that depth of description and deep 
understanding about the operations of the organisation are necessary. The 
appropriate strategy is therefore for depth of study over larger comparative 
numbers of studies. 
The second choice that had to be made was the number of studies to be selected. 
The choice of conducting two studies stems from the methodological framework 
adopted (chapter 3). Theory building processes can consists of three sources, 
theory building from existing theory, from fieldwork and from practice and these 
represent the three pillars of the overall thesis design identified in the 
introduction (table 1.1). The thesis will improve its reliability and the validity of 
its theory development if multiple sources of theory are used. By triangulating 
the three strands greater confidence in the conclusions can be achieved. To do 
this a sequential process of theory building is needed where each step of the 
study informs the following stage while collectively building a new body of 
theoretical insights that contributes to an understanding of how boundaries can 
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be changed in a merger. The first study must translate the boundary 
understanding developed in theory (Chapter 2) to the M&A context by exploring 
in the study what boundaries existed and how management interventions 
impacted on them. The second study must engage the theory in solving a 
practical problem to develop theory in practice and to explore how boundaries 
operate in practice. This distinction is important as while there is a relationship 
between the two studies, that relationship is defined by the process of merger 
integration (and the existence of boundary changes that must be managed), rather 
than any direct comparability between the two studies. In other words the studies 
are comparing the process of boundary formation and not other demographic 
characteristics of the particular organisations. This is an important distinction in 
case selection in deciding whether the organisation must have similar 
characteristics (i. e. industry, size etc). Given the emphasis on merger integration 
(at the intra-organisational inter-group level) as the focal point of the research the 
importance of similar merger processes, notably that the organisation must have 
a structurally defined change that involved groups of people coming together to 
form a combined entity with full procedural, task and human integration, was the 
overriding criteria for case selection. Selecting two cases also adds value to the 
study because it provides opportunities to 
1. replicate findings across two studies which would strengthen the results 
and their validity; 
2. explore complementarity, the first case being a 'typical case' and the 
second being unique and an extreme case of potential M&A boundary 
problems. 
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It is also worth noting that choices in conducting in-depth studies are not always 
solely at the discretion of the researcher. Two particularly important points are 
relevant to the extent of choice that the researcher has in implementing an 'ideal 
design' when working with case companies. Firstly, the availability of an 
appropriate case study that tightly fits the criteria for selection may not actually 
present itself at the appropriate time, or indeed a suitable study may exist but the 
phenomenon under investigation may occur at a different pace than expected, or 
indeed not occur, so what commences as a promising study can prove frustrating. 
Secondly, the availability of a study may not result in the authority being granted 
by the site to conduct the research, or changes in personnel or responsibility, can 
result in the warrants issued to the researcher being withdrawn. These are well 
known research problems in the qualitative domain but are heightened when, as 
in this case, the study is of a longitudinal nature or is investigating a very specific 
process. This latter point is very important in the case of this research as it is 
being conducted on a very specific part of a merger process and is dependent on 
a strategic objective being present (integrating of staff) as a necessary condition. 
4.1.2 Selecting Two Studies 
The two studies conducted involved a financial services merger and a hospital 
merger. The criteria for the two studies was driven by the need for examples of 
companies that required high levels of integration post-merger and had potential 
for boundary issues to emerge within the integration process. 
The purpose set for the first case (the second pillar of the research design) was to 
develop an understanding of boundaries and how they developed and change, 
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longitudinally, as a merger unfolded. A suitable study was located from a review 
of national M&A media coverage. The company met the criteria for the study 
because the merger objectives clearly expressed the need to build a strong 
combined organisation that built on the best of both combining organisations. In 
addition, at that time I was lecturing on an executive post-graduate programme 
and one of the participants was a branch manager in the merging firms. 
Discussing the merger with him in terms of the changes occurring and in terms of 
the culture of the organisation suggested to me that this might be a potential 
typical case to explore. My informant offered an introduction to the senior 
manager responsible for the merger integration team and I subsequently 
contacted him by letter to arrange a meeting. We initially met in July 2001 and 
agreed to proceed with the research. Corporate and contextual information was 
collated toward the end of 2001 and the beginning of 2002 with interview data 
collection occurring from April 2002 to August 2003. Access to this company 
had not proved as easy as first anticipated and the sponsoring senior executive, 
while supportive, was difficult to access on a regular basis (due no doubt to the 
extensive workload and responsibility). 
While the analysis of the financial services case was being conducted in the late 
summer of 2003, the search for an action research study commenced. Once again 
media reports were studied to locate suitable companies; however, the 
identification of the study came about during a work meeting. A new research 
group, the Centre of Management Research in Healthcare, had been established 
in my academic unit. During a meeting of the group and a senior regional 
manager within the hospital network the potential need for research and support 
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for a hospital merger was raised. A unique case existed in South Tipperary where 
a history of boundary problems around the merger of two hospitals existed. It 
was suggested that the amalgamation of the services was imminent as the 
physical infrastructure was now in place but that substantial human integration 
problems and high levels of resistance still existed. After an introduction from 
the senior regional manager I contacted the Hospital Manager and met with her 
to discuss the potential to conduct research on the amalgamation of services. We 
met in November 2003. Our early discussions revolved around the dual issues of 
her needs, in practice, of getting the amalgamation to work effectively (and using 
whatever help was possible to that end) and my needs of conducting theory 
building around the issue of boundaries in M&A integration. We agreed that we 
could work together to satisfy these needs and drafted and agreed a memorandum 
of understanding that set out the terms and obligations of both parties (see 
appendix 4). This initiated a series of cycles of reflection which are more wholly 
described in other parts of this methods section and in the case description. The 
pending merger of the two hospitals, while initially scheduled to take place 
within a few months was not completed until January 2007, just over three years 
after my initial introduction to the hospital management team and almost twelve 
years after the initial ministerial order. The period of the research data collection 
and reflection therefore commenced in December 2003 and ended in January 
2008 (the final reflection meeting with the hospital management team took place 
12 months post-merger). While the time-lapses caused significant delay in the 
completion of the research, they also provided unique opportunities to study the 
pre-merger phase of the merger process in a level of detail that is traditionally 
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impossible. In this regard the research offers a unique example of this stage in 
the merger process. 
4.2 The Financial Services Study 
The financial study was designed to compare three sets of combining branches, 
all of which were managed through a central integration unit. Three branches 
were chosen so that branches at different stages of the merger process could be 
studies, one branch was merged for some time, one was newly merged and one 
branch covered a longitudinal study of pre- and post-merger periods. In this way 
the study allows a longer time line to be considered and comparability along the 
time line (i. e. were the same problems encountered 6 months post-merger) and to 
compare individual performance in each branch based on the similarity and 
dissimilarity of processes. 
The three core objectives of the financial study were: 
1. To identify the broad categories of boundaries which present the potential 
to become salient within a merger; 
2. To explore how the boundary categories may be managed to reduce the 
potential for them to create salient differences within the amalgamation; 
3. To suggest a model of boundary management that is capable of being 
applied in an action research mode to manage an actual amalgamation. 
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There were a number of cycles to the data collection in the financial services 
study: 
I. Building an understanding of the context of the merger; 
2. Designing method for studying the branch network to realize research 
objectives; 
3. Analysis and reflection on data. 
A benefit of the financial services study was that branches in the network 
operated with a degree of autonomy and the merging of the branches each 
represented an individual study of inter-group boundary change. The study was 
therefore designed to engage three sets of merging branches at different stages of 
merging (see section 4.2.3) enhancing the capacity to study within and across the 
three individual mergers and to consider the impact of time and learning on the 
three branches. 
4.2.1 Developing the Boundary Franiework 
The objective of the financial services study was to deepen the understanding of 
boundaries in practice prior to instigating an action research programme. A core 
ethical imperative within any action research is to ensure that the interventions 
are based on sound knowledge prior to any actions taking place. The boundary 
approach to merging units therefore needed some theoretical development before 
an action research programme could be initiated. Completing the financial 
services study would 
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1. provide greater assurances that the boundary approach had value in 
practice (the ethical imperative) through the identification of various 
boundary types within the financial services firms; 
2. complement and extend the theoretical understanding of boundaries; 
3. provide a framework for the action research programme. 
4.2.2 The Case Context Data Collection Phase 
The merger was a high-profile merger between two large Irish organisations and 
as a result substantial press and other media sources were available. The merger 
itself had been publicly announced and the strategic rationale and aims 
(including implementation issues) had been put into the public domain. This 
provided a good source of data to initially evaluate whether the case provided the 
necessary conditions for this study. The timing of the merger implementation 
was an important consideration and while the group had commenced the merger 
process in the central management areas the branch network was still to be 
5 
merged . 
A second part of the data collection on context consisted of two interview 
meetings with the head of the integration office in October and November 2001. 
As part of these interviews I spent a full day in the integration office and worked 
through the merger files that outlined the development of the merger plan and the 
work-stream model that had been adopted. Of particular note was the data 
collected to support the analysis and decisions taken. The company had itself 
conducted substantial research on staff culture and feelings about the merger 
5 The company was initiating a branch wide audit and evaluation to determine which branches 
would remain open, be closed or be merged with another branch. 
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through a number of focus groups . In total the company conducted 10 focus 
groups, five from each side of the merger and this included a mix of central 
management and branch staff at a variety of levels in the organisation 7. The 
detailed merger plan, the data on the focus groups and other ancillary 
information, such as newsletters, were provided to me for my own files and for 
further analysis. 
At the final meeting with the Integration Manager in November it was agreed 
that I would discuss the merger context with a regional manager, identifying a 
number of retail offices that would satisfy the research design and would be 
researched through a case interview approach. The regional manager would 
provide an introduction and facilitate access. It proved difficult to arrange a 
meeting with the regional manager (who covered a huge territory and was often 
unsure of what part of the region he would be called to on any day) but a number 
of phone calls in early 2002 and a number of emails (including an email 
questionnaire) provided the necessary background I needed and the necessary 
context for the regional manager to propose some potential retail branches for 
study. 
The merging of the retail branches was scheduled to take place over 12 months 
(and this had commenced in October 2001) but these mergers varied in size and 
complexity. Some branches offered limited product ranges or consisted of a 
6 The term 'focus group' was actually used by the hospital and the thesis uses this term given it 
was not a part of the actual AR research. It is recognized however that strictly within an AR 
aradigm any interaction with staff is an intervention. 
The data collected through these focus groups were very interesting but as I was not involved in 
the design, implementation or analysis of the focus groups I could not be sufficiently sure of the 
reliability and validity of the data to include it as part of my own analysis. In this respect I used 
the information as context-building and confirmatory only. 
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small number of staff and were not suitable contexts for the study. We concluded 
that only branches of a certain scale and size (12 -25 staff) were potential 
research sites and based on these discussions three branches were chosen. Given 
the size of the branches interviews with a small number of staff would represent 
a significant number of informants relative to the overall size of the branch. 
4.2.3 Selecting the Branchesfor Study 
The choice of the branches for study needed to achieve the following conditions: 
1. allow for longitudinal study; 
2. provide sufficient access for in-depth analysis; 
3. provide for interviews with staff from both combining firms and the 
manager of the combined branch; 
4. provide access to sufficient respondents to ensure adequate data 
collection, notably that a sufficient proportion of the branch staff should 
be interviewed. 
In the end three offices were identified for study. Table 4.1 outlines the logic 
behind the selection of the branches for study. The logic of this research design 
included: 
1. The capturing of longitudinal data in a branch that had boundary issues 
emerging and which afforded the opportunity to discuss the merger with 
the same people both pre and post the merging of the branches (case 2). 
2. The collection of data from a branch that had experienced the merger 
some time previously and was six months past the initial merger 
integration problems. This allowed for both merger integration issues to 
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be addressed but also the impacts of the merger on more medium-terin 
performance considered (case 1); 
3. The inclusion ofa branch that merged toward the end of the merger z: 1 L_ 
programme and accordingly could draw on a greater range of experiences 
from the central merger integration office (case 3); 
4. The mix of longitudinal real-time data collection with historical accounts 
provided capacity to develop greater confidence in the validity of both the 
longitudinal and historical accounts through the cross-comparative 
analysis of the data. 
T, lhIc 4.1: Thc ratiomilc hChind , clcction of hranchcs I'01- lstLld\' 
Branch Logic for choosing Number of Dates 
interviews conducted 
conducted 
'I'c I )Ilc MI 11c 111 "1 hi'llichc" 10 111CI OC "k) thc\ llýld 1111, j\1, \\ -III April 2002 
the lmwcst history post-niergcr. post-Incrocr 
Also one ol'thc most successful in inteýgration 
terms and often quoted as best practice. 
Case 2 Branches pcndin,,, the merger - with potential 5 interviews pre- April/May 
difficulties in the process. merger 2002 
Offers lonaitudinal design and study. I interviews post- July 2002 
rncr, ýcr (previously 
interviewed) 
Case 3 Late iner-er allowing adoption ot'best practice 3 interviews all Auuust 2002 
developed over (he course ofall the branch post-meraer C7 
anial, garnat ions. (' 
Purpose to confirm and validate existing data. 
4.2.4 Conducting the Research hiteri, iews 
Yin (2003a) suggests that an appropriate framework for conducting interview- Zý 
based case research is to develop an interview protocollo. A protocol is 'a major 
way of increasing the reliability of case study research' (Yin, 2003a; p. 67) by 
8 The lower number ofinterviews in the second part ofthis data collection resulted from two of 
the informants not being available for interview at the second sta, ye ol'data collection. One had 4 LI 
left the branch and the other was on Ion,, -tcrni sick-leave. 
The choice ol'the third branch chan(, cd as the research progressed. The initial choice proved 
difficult to interview, due to unavailability ofthc manager and during the attempt to arranae a 
meeting the manager ofthe branch left to take up employment in another I irm. Z7 11 
"'Copies ofthc case protocols are included in appendix 2. 
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structuring both the field procedures and the general format of the case questions. 
With this in mind a case protocol instrument was developed for the interviews. 
The protocol addressed the major procedural issues (introductions, recording and 
confidentiality) that needed to be agreed at the outset of each interview and also 
created a questioning structure. The question structure followed the literature 
review on boundaries and aimed to highlight the differences that were emerging 
between the two firms in physical, behavioral and cognitive terms. Questions 
were structured to explore the changes that were taking place and by asking the 
informants to reflect on the similarities and differences that they perceived 
existed between the combining groups. Slight variations in the interview 
protocols were needed to distinguish data requirements for the management 
interviews, for the staff interviews and for the pre and post amalgamation 
interviews. The structure of the protocol design also facilitated the coding of the 
data in the analysis stages. All interviewees were asked permission to record the 
discussion and all agreed to the request". Interviews lasted from about 30 
minutes in the case of the shortest to about I hour 15 minutes for the longest. The 
average discussion was about 50 minutes. The interviews were conducted in an 
open-ended questioning style with the interview protocol used to guide the 
discussion (and ensure that issues were not omitted). Notes were taken during the 
meeting to augment the recording and as soon as possible after the event a brief 
note was written on my initial feelings about the interview. All interview tapes 
were then professionally transcribed using a transcription agency. The 
transcription agency held a confidentiality agreement with all their staff and the 
transcription of the tapes was covered by this agreement. 
" The full list of interviews and dates are included in appendix 1. 
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4.2.5 Data Analysisfor the Financial Services Study 
The data was input into Nvivo for analysis. Nvivo is an effective software tool 
for organizing qualitative data with the capability for dealing with a large body 
of complex documents, including research interviews, research notes and 
external documents (Richards, 2002). Nvivo is also an intuitive package that is 
easily used and learned. It offers the capacity to develop a coding structure as the 
data is analysed and to form and reform a coding structure as the data analysis 
unfolds. 
The data was initially analysed using a free coding structure with the only 
structure being the identification of possible boundary differences. Each 
transcript was reviewed and coded with ideas emerging in an unstructured 
manner. Once this was completed, all the transcripts codes were reviewed to 
collate them into groups or to collapse them into a single concept. This process 
of coding and review continued until there appeared to be no further categories 
or reduction possible. 
To ensure the validity of the coding constructs a description of each code was 
created as the coding theme emerged. This allowed a coding structure document 
to be created (see table 4.2) which intum facilitated a quality check on the coding 
through the recoding of all the documents using this as a template. The process 
of recoding provided greater assurances of the validity of the data and all the 
themes reported coded consistently in the quality check. 
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4.2.6 Assessing Quality of the Research Findings in the Financial Study 
The criteria for evaluating the quality of the research findings established earlier 
were addressed in this part of the research design. The key issues in this initial 
study that needed to be addressed included 
1. ensuring rigour in the systematic collection of data and the analysis of 
that data; 
2. exposing the data and the analysis to critical peer review and/or the 
review of the informants or participants. 
The financial services studied delivered on these quality measures by 
1. developing a formal protocol for conducting the research; 
2. developing a structured mode of data analysis and theory development; 
3. showing a draft of the analysis to the Integration Manager in the case 
company for his comment and review, no comments were received; 
4. discussing the general themes with an informant in the company; 
5. publishing the findings of the study at academic conferences (O'Byrne 
and Angwin 2003). 
4.3 The Hospital Study 
The hospital study explored the merging of two hospitals, one in Clonmel (a 
medical facility) and one in Cashel (a surgical facility) into a combined full 
service hospital. The new hospital is housed on the site of the pre-existing 
Clonmel operation and accordingly Cashel staff was being transferred from their 
existing facility. 
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The objective of the hospital study was to explore how boundaries could be 
changed in practice to improve the potential for success post-merger. This is the 
overall research question. To achieve this overall objective a number of sub- 
objectives were established based on the need to make meaningful contribution 
to the hospital, to meet the ethical demands of a action research and the need to 
build from the theory developed in the earlier sections of the work. These 
objectives were discussed with the hospital management team and agreed as 
follows: 
1. to strengthen the theoretical understanding of boundaries in a merger by 
developing the theory established in the financial services study; 
2. to explore longitudinally, and in practice, how the boundaries of the 
hospital units shift and alter throughout the merger process; 
3. to assist the hospital management design and implement change 
interventions to support the integration of the two hospitals; 
4. to assist hospital management to avoid a 'hospital within a hospital' 
emerging post amalgamation; 
5. to build a democratic action research process that assists the hospital 
management (and where possible staff) create a cycle of reflection that 
informs practice in building a unified organisation post-merger; 
6. to create a sustainable, successful working organisation built on the 
foundation of the learning achieved in the study. 
Action research processes are characterized by a number of factors as outlined in 
section 3.6. The implications of these for conducting this research are that 
1. research is conducted in action rather than on action; 
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2. the research process is a collaborative process between participants and 
the researcher; 
3. cycles of planned actions, evaluations, reflections and adjustments form 
the basis for theory building. 
4.3.1 Agreeing the Tenns of Engagement 
The initial stage in any collaborative or action-orientated methodology is to 
clearly establish the roles and responsibilities of the participants and their 
expectations of warrants afforded to each member of the group. My initial 
discussions and meetings with the Hospital Manager concentrated on the terms 
of the engagement and agreeing the roles and responsibilities of each party, 
particularly in the context of the two issues. 
Firstly, the perceived need in the hospital was for 'consultant' focused assistance, 
which would guide the hospital through the integration process. I was conscious 
that I was coming to the discussion as an academic who had worked in the 
change field and who held a position consonant with a consultant role 12 . My need 
was to develop a participative and sustainable process that helped management 
(in the traditions of action research) to foster double-loop learning coupled with 
the need to build knowledge (in action) about the boundary changes that take 
place as part of the merger. 
Secondly, there was a serious concern in my own mind about who should be the 
participants in the process. Action research emphasises the democratic 
12 At the commencement of this process I was a senior lecturer in my academic institution and 
head of an academic department 
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imperative in research and the need for research to liberate and emancipate 
groups as part of the process. Many action researchers suggest that the only way 
to conduct projects is to involve all the participants involved with the problem. 
This is the difference between research with people and research oil people. This 
presented a significant challenge within this study and required an initial 
clarification of what participation means within the context of the hospital study. 
The changes arising from the hospital merger affected all the staff in both 
hospitals. The management structure, however, was designed in a hierarchical 
manner with strong union-management roles and clear demarcations. 
These issues were resolved and the terms were laid out in a formal letter, 
exchanged between the Hospital Manager and myself (appendix 4) detailing the 
conditions we agreed to follow in the research process. Role issues were resolved 
through the explicit recognition of my purpose of completing a doctoral 
qualification. This was evidenced by the refusal in one instance of a group of 
staff to meet with me, as part of a hospital-run activity, because they 'did not 
wish to be quoted in a PhD'. Additionally, however, I was conscious of my 
interactions in meetings and discussions and the need to position myself as an 
inquirer and as a supporter rather than as a 'knower. ' This became a matter of 
practice throughout the years working with the hospital, and particularly with my 
interactions with the management team. The main technique I adopted in 
resolving this issue was 'to inquire. ' At decision points I would always ask for 
people's objectives, what they wanted to achieve and why they wanted to do it in 
a certain way. This stimulated debate and sharing of ideas. 
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The second issue, achieving a wide participation base, was more problematic. 
Early discussions with the Hospital Manager, however, demonstrated that the 
culture of the hospital supported democratic structures and opportunities for all 
staff to contribute to processes. There was a clear commitment to learning and 
staff development and reflection. Translating this commitment into practice 
given the constraints of a national structure of hospital and health provision is an 
ongoing challenge for the hospital management. In respect of the merger, a 
working group structure was established. An executive committee consisting of 
staff at both management and staff levels led the process and was supported by 
an operational group (those who would be dealing in practice with the changes) 
and a number of partnership 13 groups (charged with the design and development 
of new processes by the staff involved in those processes). Substantial cross- 
fertilisation of membership in each group and a formal reporting structure 
ensured connectivity and coordination between groups. In this respect an 
emancipating structure was developed (although it does not necessarily support 
double learning at all levels) where all members of the hospital communities had 
the opportunity to participate. An open invitation to participate was issued to all 
staff. My working relationship was directly associated with the Hospital 
Manager, the Integration Manager and later with the operations group team 
leader. These people were the drivers of the process and constituted the main 
management and action research group for the study. 
The importance of reflection and learning was further demonstrated by the 
insistence of the Hospital Manager that I had a formal relationship with the 
13 Partnership groups arose out of a national programme of union-management cooperation in the 
public and private sector aimed at improving dialogue and cooperative decision making. 
(www. ncpp. ic) 
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hospital and that the hospital benefit directly from the research and from the 
6external view' and knowledge of change management that I brought to the table. 
In that respect I was invited to become an advisory member of the executive 
committee and to input into the ongoing management of the amalgamation. How 
I would input into this group was discussed with the Hospital Manager and it was 
agreed that I would: 
1. act as a facilitator to help focus discussions and assist the team in coming 
to its own decisions; 
2. raise issues of concern around people and change management within the 
team, specifically in relation to M&A practice and within the context of 
the boundary model; 
3. collect and disseminate data to assist the cycles of reflection and analysis; 
4. work with the integration management (the Hospital Manager and the 
Integration Manager) to develop and implement hospital-wide 
communication and feedback processes in support of the amalgamation. 
4.3.2 Agreeing a Boundary Approach 
Initial discussions with the Hospital Manager assessed whether the boundary 
approach was relevant to the hospital and could be of assistance in conceiving 
and managing the integration process. The financial services study provided a 
useful output in directing and informing these discussions. We had discussed the 
boundary model in some detail in the early meetings and decided that I would 
collect background information on the hospital to inform myself about the issues 
that might arise and about the operation and management of the hospital. Over a 
period that spanned seven months I met with the assistant manager on a number 
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of occasions, the director of nursing and the Integration Manager (see full 
schedule of meetings in appendix 3). During this time little progress had been 
made in the amalgamation as HR and physical development issues were being 
addressed. In the summer of 2004 the integration executive management team 
first met. This led me to codify the boundary approach with the Hospital 
Manager. After initial discussions I drafted a paper on the theory based on the 
financial services study 14 and met with the manager in the Health Services 
Executive Headquarters in October 2004. At this meeting we agreed that the 
theory had insights into the hospital study and that the major issues existing at 
that time fitted the theory and experience of the financial studies case. We 
therefore agreed that the actions should be discussed at the next executive 
meeting and that we should agree an implementation schedule arising from that. 
We also discussed the notion of bringing the boundary model to the consultant 
group as a means of opening dialogue on the potential differences between the 
two hospital sites but this was not achieved due to the hesitation of the consultant 
group to engage directly with me. 
4.3.3 Cycles ofAction and Reflection 
The hallmark of action-orientated research methodologies is codified cycles of 
action, analysis and reflection which in turn lead on to additional cycles. The 
timing of cycles depends on the objectives of the interventions and the time it 
takes to implement agreed actions and to evaluate outcomes against the 
objectives set. The number of cycles within a particular project will depend on 
the number of iterations that the team must go through to achieve the overall 
14 This was the basis of a subsequent book chapter (O'Byrne 2007). 
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project objectives. For instance, the project might be delivered in one cycle when 
the interventions designed deliver precisely on the objectives, but more often 
team reflection will determine that outcomes achieved are not fully as anticipated 
or new issues might arise. These will result in an additional cycle of action and 
reflection. In this way the cycles of action and reflection are not definable at the 
outset either in times of cycle duration or in terms of the number of cycles. Four 
cycles of actions and reflections were engaged within the hospital study. These 
cycles are detailed in the case description (Chapter 7) and Table 7.1 sets out the 
goals, objectives and actions of each cycle. In relation to the methodology and 
method of the thesis it is however important to outline the method decisions 
taken within each cycle and explain the data collection processes within each 
cycle. 
4.3.3.1 Cycle I 
The first cycle of reflection and action commenced after the initial meeting with 
the hospital management team in November 2003 and continued up to March 
2005, when the first formal feedback from staff occurred. This cycle was the 
longest cycle, running for 16 months. It had a number of different sub-stages 
including an initial diagnosing of the problem and the evaluation of the boundary 
framework as a means of addressing the amalgamation issues. We decided at the 
outset that a formal questionnaire would be used at an appropriate juncture to 
assess the outcome of the cycle. 
In late 2003 and early 2004, the amalgamation process was focused on the 
physical development of the site and the concomitant location issues. The need to 
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address the human aspect of integration was only beginning to surface in the 
executive team's mind (although the Hospital Manager was clearly concerned 
about this issue from an earlier stage). The initial research objective was to 
collect contextual data and open discussions that helped the management team 
define the problem in a way that allowed them develop an action plan. The initial 
data collection focused on assessing the climate for change in the hospital. A 
number of data sources were used for this assessment. 
1. Discussions with the Hospital Manager; 
2. Discussions with the Integration Manager; 
3. Discussions with the Directors of Nursing in both hospitals; 
4. Discussions with the Assistant General Manager; 
5. Physical tours of facilities and services in both Cashel and Clonmel 
6. Review of data collected as part of the management processes (this 
included a major review conducted by the Integration Manager to assess 
staff perceptions through one to one interviews with staff in Cashel; 
7. Background reading on the history and development of the hospital 
(Lonergan, 2000). 
The data collection led to a cycle of actions, based on the boundary model, aimed 
at preventing physical, behavioural, or cognitive boundaries becoming 
problematic at the amalgamation date. The detail of the interventions made is 
outlined in the case history and description in the following chapter. The overall 
thrust of the actions supported team building based on awareness of each other's 
differences and similarities and the creation of as many opportunities as possible 
to maximize the interaction between groups through the design of post- 
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amalgamation work practices. Key process outcome we were looking to achieve 
were to 
1. challenge the existing mindsets that momentum for the change could not 
be created and 
2. build a belief that the amalgamation would indeed occur (and in a 
participative manner). 
The partnership structure provided ample capacity to foster interaction and build 
appropriately participative decision-making. This cycle ended both by design and 
through unanticipated events. By early 2005 discussions at the executive 
amalgamation team and between myself, the Hospital Manager and the 
Integration Manager led us to believe that real progress was being made and that 
there then existed a 'real sense that the amalgamation was going to happen. ' 15 
This led to a decision to evaluate what we had achieved and to assess our 
perceptions more formally. A questionnaire to all staff was applied in March 
2005 (the quality assurance process for the questionnaire are setout in section 
4.3.4.2) and this was expected to lead to a further cycle of actions and reflections 
based on building a common strategic vision and value set for the future. In April 
2005, a group of staff in Cashel, through their staff union, the Irish Nurses 
Organisation (INO), issued a notice to management withdrawing from any 
further discussions on the amalgamation pending a resolution of a number of 
outstanding industrial relations issues in Cashel. This effectively put many of the 
intervention actions on hold and reduced the capacity to plan for the 
amalgamation. Ironically, the issues at the heart of the debate were outside the 
15 Notes on meeting with hospital manager and Integration Manager 12 th Jan 2006 
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control of the hospital management and could be resolved only through the 
industrial relations machinery of the State and the agreement of the national-level 
management within the Irish health services executive. 
4.3.3.2 Cycle 2 
The second cycle of actions and reflections built on the first cycle and on the 
outcomes of the data collected at the end of the first cycle. This cycle did not 
transition smoothly from the first cycle. Extensive reflections after the abrupt end 
of cycle 1 led the Hospital Manager to the belief that we had misconceived the 
boundaries between the Clonmel and Cashel sites. The Cashel site consisted of at 
least two separate groups, those that would remain in Cashel and those that 
would transfer to Clonmel on the amalgamation date. The withdrawal of the Irish 
Nursing Organisation (INO) from discussions on the amalgamation prevented 
further participation by staff and effectively stalled the amalgamation process. 
But other events, such as a national accreditation process, continued to allow 
amalgamation-related issues to be addressed (for example building unified 
patient pathways between both hospitals as an issue of quality rather than an 
amalgamation need). Given the industrial relations problems, cycle 2 was 
primarily concerned with sustaining the momentum generated in cycle 1. The 
case description (Chapter 7) outlines how this was achieved. Cycle 2 ended when 
the INO withdrew their action and returned to the negotiation table. This cycle 
therefore had a natural end. 
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4.3.3.3 Cycle 3 
The third cycle recognized the need to deal with the Cashel staff in a multi- 
boundary approach and to tackle issues for each group in a more individualized 
manner while at the same time continuing to drive commonality through 
interaction within and across the hospitals. Indeed the realisation by the hospital 
communities that the amalgamation would in fact occur facilitated this approach. 
This cycle of action and reflection continued to the actual amalgamation on the 
12 th January 2007. To support the research data emerging in this cycle 20 in 
depth interviews (10 in each hospital) were conducted approximately two months 
before the merger date to augment the data collected in the executive team and 
management discussions. The detail of these interviews is provided in 4.3.4.4. 
4.3.3.4 Cycle 4 
The final cycles of actions and reflections concerned the post-merger period and 
the bedding down of the new structures and processes. The merger day, the 12 th 
January 2007, was a huge success and went more smoothly than anticipated. The 
extensive planning and preparation of the executive and operation group returned 
dividends. Both the executive and the operation teams continued to meet post- 
merger for a few weeks to ensure that problems were addressed but by early 
March emerging issues were being dealt with through the standard operating 
structures of the hospital. Again this cycle was impacted by the action of the 
INO. In March of 2007, national-level pay discussions between the health sector 
and nurses broke-down with a resulting work-to-rule on the part of the nurses. 
Once again nurses could not participate in the management functions of the 
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hospital. 16 To conclude this cycle a further questionnaire was designed and 
implemented in May 2007.1 also marked the end of the research process 17 with a 
concluding set of 18 interviews (9 staff from each hospital of origin) and exit 
discussions with the Hospital Manager and the Integration Manager. 
4.3.4 Support Data Collection 
There were a number of strands to the data collection in the hospital study: 
1. Records of actions, outcomes and events that occurred during the 
amalgamation process. These included actual events (such as the 
amalgamation day or approval of a mission statement) as well as recorded 
discussions such as minutes of the various meetings I attended; 
2. Collection of minutes of meetings conducted by other groups, mostly the 
operational transfer group; 
3. Diary notes from meetings with individuals as part of the design, actions, 
evaluations and reflections in the action research process. These were 
usually meetings with either the Hospital Manager or the Integration 
Manager; 
4. Diary notes from the meetings and discussions I took part in during the 
amalgamation process such as executive team meetings; 
5. Direct data collected through questionnaires applied at the end of cycle 2 
and cycle 4; 
6. Direct data collected in 20 interviews conducted three months pre- 
amalgamation and 18 interviews conducted three months post 
amalgamation; 
16 This actually resulted in the deferral of the accreditation process in the hospital 
17 1 am still however working with the hospital on the building of strategic planning processes 
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7. Exit interviews conducted with the Hospital Manager, the Integration 
Manager, the director of nursing and the operational transfer team leader. 
8. Data collected through the joint reflection processes and through 
discussions on the papers written throughout the research. These 
reflections took several manifestations, including discussing and co- 
authoring papers for academic conferences with the Hospital Manager, 
presentation of the case at an action research workshop for peer review, 
and the general testing of assumptions and findings with the Hospital 
Manager and Integration Manager; 
9. Brainstorming 18 sessions held with the hospital and Integration Managers, 
from time to time, in which discussions on critical problems were held to 
frame issues, objectives or action steps. 
4.3.4.1 Questionnaire Data Collection 
Two questionnaire data sets were collected in the course of the research to 
evaluate the end of cycles of action and to assist management in determining 
outcomes achieved. Questionnaire data were instrumental in the reflection 
process and in trying to build feedback from staff (as a means of increasing 
participation). The first questionnaire was applied in March 2006 and the second 
in May 2007. It is important to explain the purpose of these data collection 
phases in the context of both their contribution to this research and its 
contribution to dialogue and evaluation within the hospital management 
structure. 
18 This point (and exact term) was added as a result of the final joint reflection process held with 
the hospital and Integration Manager to reflect on what they found as a very useful part of the 
research process and though not precisely a data collection tool, it does demonstrate the 
application of research activity in action. 
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4.3.4.2 Cycle I Questionnaire 
Reflections with the hospital management in early 2005 led to the first 
questionnaire (appendix 8) as a means of testing certain assumptions we held 
about the level of effectiveness of the interventions we had made. We believed, 
for instance, that the communication process was open and transparent and that 
staff had received relevant information. We had however no real evidence to 
support that view. Our discussions led us to test those views and accordingly we 
agreed to survey all staff on their individual perceptions on what had happened to 
date. In addition, our perceived successes had led the Hospital Manager to 
consider the need to build a common vision and mission statement for the new 
hospital and it was felt that a survey instrument may help us to engage staff in 
that exercise. These broad objectives where then codified into a number of key 
aims for the questionnaire as follows: 
1. to evaluate the extent to which we had succeeded in meeting the 
communication needs of the staff-, 
2. to codify the perceived level of involvement of staff in the amalgamation 
process and the level of satisfaction with that level of participation; 
3. to evaluate the level of identification with the hospital unit of heritage and 
the level of identification with the new South Tipperary General Hospital; 
4. to codify the values that staff in the hospitals hold; 
5. to initiate feedback on potential mission statements and to codify a 
preference set among staff. 
Aims 1,2, and 3 directly relate to the intervention objectives that were set in the 
beginning of cycle 2 and accordingly are akin to 'measures' of success in the 
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cycle. It is important to note however, that the purpose of the questionnaire was 
to generate descriptive statistics and measures of individual perceptions to 
provide insights rather than to determine objective realities. Indeed given the 
earlier discussion on epistemology and ontology to define a social reality that can 
be adequately described by preformatted statistical analysis would be to 
oversimplify the complex social order. Indeed, what became evident was that the 
same processes had very different perceptional outcomes in different areas of the 
hospital. 
The questionnaire (appendix 9) had seven sections. The questionnaire was 
designed by the collaborative team, myself, the Hospital Manager and the 
Integration Manager. It was designed to cover the major areas of research and 
practice. We set as an objective the gathering of descriptive statistics on 
1. perceptions about the merger; 
2. the quality of communication processes; 
3. the level of identification with the hospitals; 
4. the perceived similarity of work and culture across the two hospitals 
5. the values that hospital staff espouse as important. 
The first section asked around the perception of staff on a wide range of issues 
from information flows to pace of change. The section incorporated a number of 
simple statements with which the respondent agreed or disagreed along a seven- 
point scale19. A number of statements were created by myself, the Hospital 
Manager and the Integration Manager and these were discussed collectively and 
19 A seven-point scale was selected to provide a wider choice to respondents and to examine 
strength of opinion more widely. 
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honed to a final list of 14 questions. Section two continued the theme of effective 
communication using a bipolar scale to assess the perception of communication 
quality extracted from the quality of communication questionnaire adopted from 
Mohr and Spekman (1994) and Mohr and Sohi (1995). 20 Section 3 asked the 
opinions of respondents on a number of possible mission statements, each 
respondent being asked to rank them in the order of preference (top five). Again, 
the mission statements were developed in dialogue with the management. The 
aim of this question (and section 4) was to commence the hospital strategic 
development process and to build a mission statement within a participatory 
process. 21 Similarly section 4 involved the perception of values that are important 
to the hospital. This question again asked for a top five ranking but also 
compared the value of the hospital of heritage to the new STGH. The 
development of this question was based on the work of Enz (1986) and involved 
translating the method and questionnaire developed by her (for commercial 
organisations) into an appropriate language for a hospital context. This was again 
achieved in dialogue with the hospital management team, evaluating each value 
for possible relevance (i. e. profitability does not apply in centrally funded public 
sector body) and eliminating or altering as appropriate (i. e. value for money). 
Two additional values, scientific principles and equity, were also incorporated as 
it was felt that these are unique and specific to the hospital context. Section 5 was 
adopted from Doosje et al (1995) and was designed to see the extent of 
identification with the hospitals of heritage and the new hospital. Section 6 was 
an extension of section 1, designed to test the specific awareness levels about the 
20 This arose through a suggestion of an academic colleague as a result of the questionnaire pilot. 
21 The questionnaire data were further expanded by two focus groups and presentations in each 
hospital of the findings. This mission development process while useful in understanding the 
context of the study was an ancillary activity in the research design. 
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activities of the partner hospital as well as the level of contact between the two 
hospitals. Section 7 offered the opportunity to each respondent to identify in an 
open-ended structure their concerns about or suggestions for managing the 
amalgamation. Once drafted the questionnaire was piloted for understanding and 
clarity by the Integration Manager in the hospital and reviewed by an 
independent academic. This process resulted in the suggestion of some minor 
changes and alterations as well as a substantial change to section 3 on 
communication quality. 
The questionnaire was applied in March 2006 and was distributed to all staff in 
each hospital by inclusion in the pay-slip distribution. A total of 403 
questionnaires were sent out, 180 of which were sent to staff in Cashel and the 
remaining 223 were sent to Clonmel. A number of steps where taken to enhance 
response rates: 
1. All staff was informed about the questionnaire before it was circulated 
through an article in the monthly newsletter explaining the purpose and 
process of the questionnaire and urging staff to respond. 
2. A cover letter was included with the questionnaire, signed by the Hospital 
Manager, explaining the purpose of the questionnaire and urging 
everyone to return it. 
3. An incentive was presented to staff to complete, with all returned 
questionnaires included in a draw for a gift voucher. 
4. The Integration Manager visited all wards and areas to urge staff to 
participate both on the day the questionnaire was circulated and a couple 
of weeks afterwards. 
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5. Internal collection boxes were placed in central locations to make it easier 
to respond. 
6. The monthly newsletter reminded staff to complete the questionnaire, if 
they had not already done so. 
The response rates to the questionnaire were low with a 27.4% response rate in 
Clonmel (61 responses) and only 10% response in Cashel (18 responses). 
Furthermore the proportion of nursing staff who responded in Clonmel was 
substantially lower than their representation in the population of the hospital as a 
whole. However, it is important to note that the purpose of the questionnaires 
was to gather descriptive data on perceptions and feelings rather than positing an 
objective reality. In this respect the data are very useful and indeed perhaps more 
valuable is the realisation of lower staff numbers than expected participating in 
the process. To explore non-response causes, discussions were held with the 
Hospital Manager, the Integration Manager (who subsequently spoke with staff 
and fed back issues) and with the executive transfer team. A number of reasons 
emerged for the lower than anticipated responses and these included: 
1. the industrial relations position in the Cashel hospital (a directive to staff 
to withdraw from the amalgamation process) had directly prevented 
nursing staff participating; 
2. staff felt they were too busy to participate; 
3. a deliberate attempt not to participate in the hope that holding back would 
delay progress and defer any amalgamation date 22 ; 
22 This point was made in the final reflection discussion with the Hospital Manager and 
integration Manager 
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4. a general level of apathy toward the amalgamation and possibly a 
reluctance to 'accept' that it was going to happen or that it might yet be 
prevented i. e. it wasn't relevant to them. 
The questionnaire data was input in to SPSS and analysed for means, standard 
differentiations and comparative differences between the two hospitals. Further 
statistical analysis was not deemed appropriate given the descriptive purpose of 
the questionnaire and the ontological assumption adopted within the research of a 
constructionist world that is not capable of being objectively measured. To 
ensure quality of the data and its interpretation the data were reported back to the 
transfer executive team and then through convocations in both Cashel and 
Clonmel. In all cases the staff confirmed the credibility of the data and its 
interpretations. The importance of sharing the data with staff at each hospital is 
also central to the philosophy of the action research methodology. Data is the 
means by which staff can themselves understand, shape and change their context 
In this respect data must be shared with the community if that community is to be 
informed and liberated in their decisions. 
4.3.4.3 Cycle 4 Questionnaire 
The second questionnaire (appendix 10) was applied in May 2007 approximately 
six months post-merger to evaluate whether the overall objective of the 
integration had been achieved (the success of the merger) and to assess the 
climate of the hospital (and as an additional objective to support the quality 
accreditation processes within the, hospital). The same process of developing the 
questionnaire was adopted as for the questionnaire that ended cycle 1. The 
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Hospital Manager, the Integration Manager and 1, met to agree the objectives of 
the questionnaire, cognizant of the needs of both the research and the practice of 
management in the hospital. The accreditation process had also created a need 
for greater feedback and consultation across the hospital and the Hospital 
Manager was keen to formalize the process by which staff had regular 
opportunities to express their opinions. The cycles of reflection, planning and 
acting had achieved strong results in the hospital and the Hospital Manager 
wanted to maintain this cyclical approach, not least of all because it fitted well 
with the quality improvement agenda required by the accreditation process. An 
annual questionnaire was agreed as a means of continuing cycles of reflection 
(which also represents a double-loop learning outcome). The same question 
format was adopted as in the cycle I questionnaire. An iterative process of 
developing and discussing statements and their appropriateness resulted in the 
final draft questionnaire 
The objectives of the questionnaire were twofold, to follow on from the 2005 
questionnaire and to establish a more regular reporting structure for the 
perceptions about hospital work climate and improvement cycles. The objectives 
were therefore: 
1. to evaluate the success of the amalgamation of services in line with the 
objectives established (i. e. avoid a hospital within a hospital); 
2. to evaluate the extent to which we had succeeded in meeting the 
communication needs of the staff, 
3. to codify the perceived level of involvement of staff in the amalgamation 
process and the level of satisfaction with that level of participation; 
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4. to evaluate the level of identification with the new South Tipperary 
General Hospital. 
in addition the questionnaire would 
1. gather perceptions on the level of amalgamation success defined by the 
perceived level of integration that had been achieved and 
2. gather opinions on the state of hospital morale at that point in time as a 
baseline measure for future questionnaires. 23 
Question I was designed to assess the amalgamation outcomes and the 
effectiveness of the new STGH. The question consisted of a number of simple 
statements with which the respondent agreed or disagreed along a seven-point 
scale. Eleven statements were developed that drew on our measures of success as 
being 'operating as one hospital' and 'working together as a tea?? I'. In addition 
respondents were asked directly to agree or disagree with the statements 'the 
amalganiation of services at South Tipperary General has been successful' and 
'the transfer of services is tzovv complete. ' These two questions were direct 
measure of perceptions of the levels of success. The question also asked about 
the contribution of staff to the new hospital and the level of service provision that 
had been achieved post amalgamation. Question 2 followed directly from the 
quality of information question on the cycle 1 questionnaire using a bipolar scale 
to assess the perception of communication quality extracted from the quality of 
communication questionnaire adopted from Mohr and Spekman (1994) and 
Mohr and Sohi (1995). Similarly question 3 drew directly from the cycle I 
23 This objective related to the on-going hospital management and while informative for this 
dissertation does not form a part of the research 
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questionnaire by replicating question 4 on social identity using the scale 
developed by Doosje et al, (1995). Question 4 assessed the work climate and 
consisted of eight statements (with which respondents agreed or disagreed on a 
seven-point scale) on enjoying work, feeling appreciated and the general climate 
and culture of the hospital. 
The cycle 4 questionnaire was substantially shorter than the cycle I questionnaire 
in response to feedback from the cycle I questionnaire that suggests the earlier 
questionnaire was too long. The mission statement questionnaire was omitted as 
this task had been completed and it was felt that the strength and consistency 
shown in the values and culture section of the first questionnaire was sufficient to 
make any additional value questions redundant. 
The distribution process for the questionnaires was changed from cycle 1. In 
cycle I the questionnaire was circulated through the pay slips of staff resulting in 
all direct employees received questionnaires. However, many other bodies, such 
as the Health Services Executive or other community care organisations, could 
be employers of staff within the hospital. For cycle 2 the questionnaire drew on 
the human resource records of the hospital and the hospital population was 
defined as all individuals for whom an active HR record existed. This also had 
problems. While we could be sure that every member of the hospital community 
would be surveyed, the records contained several categories of staff that would 
be included as active in HR but not be in the hospital, for example staff on 
maternity, parental leave, long-term sick leave and staff on secondment or leave 
of absence. The risk from a survey perspective is that the population is overstated 
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and the response rate understated. The importance of this risk however is 
mediated, given the objectives of the survey and given that the entire population 
was to be surveyed. In total 997 questionnaires were circulated (this included 
questionnaires to a constitute hospital within STGH not directly effected by the 
merger). 
The same activities to increase response rates as in cycle I were implemented. 
Specifically, 
1. All staff was informed about the questionnaire before it was 
circulated through an article in the monthly newsletter explaining the 
purpose and process of the questionnaire and urging staff to respond. 
2. A cover letter was included with the questionnaire, signed by the 
Hospital Manager, explaining the purpose of the questionnaire and 
urging everyone to return it. 
3. An incentive was presented to staff to complete, notably all returned 
questionnaires were included in a draw for a gift voucher. 
4. The Integration Manager visited all wards and areas to urge staff to 
participate both on the day the questionnaire was circulated and a 
couple of weeks afterwards. 
The response rate was acceptable at 364 responses (36.5%) with a representation 
from all main categories of respondents particularly nursing (39.2% of 
responses), and consultants, (4.5% of responses). 
Again as in cycle 1, the questionnaire data was input into SPSS and analysed for 
means, standard differentiations and comparative differences between the two 
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hospitals. To ensure quality of the data and its interpretation the data were 
reported back to the transfer executive team and then to two convocations of staff 
in Clonmel. In all cases the staff confirmed the credibility of the data and its 
interpretations, although some were surprised by the positive outlook. 
4.3.4.4 The Interview Data Collection 
Two sequences of data collection of a 'traditional qualitative method' were 
employed around the amalgamation date. The purpose of this data collection was 
to support the findings by understanding more deeply individuals within each 
hospital and their perceptions. The decision to implement this phase of data 
collection focused primarily on the academic research process and the 
strengthening of the findings rather than assisting the hospital management in the 
ongoing action research process. The process was designed to replicate the 
process of the financial services study with two sets of interviews conducted 
approximately three months pre-amalgamation and three months post- 
amalgamation. A major dilemma with this interview process was how the 
interviews could be conducted objectively. I was strongly associated with the 
executive and accordingly as an 'insider' conducting research interviews might 
have resulted in a politicalised response to questions. The debate between insider 
and objective roles of the researcher has been discussed earlier in the chapter on 
methodology. However this part of the research is about recording voice and not 
about action research. It emphasized the individual's experience and their 
subjective reality. Accordingly, I felt that presenting myself as the interviewer 
created a potential for response bias and for reduced richness of data. To resolve 
this problem the data collection process was conducted by two contracted 
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research assistants (funded indirectly by the hospital) and drawn from established 
research centers at Waterford Institute of Technology. 24 Both assistants were 
post-graduate research students at the Institute and they conducted the research 
under my supervision and quality control. 
The management of research assistants provides additional challenges in the 
conduct of research and accordingly a strong research management framework 
had to be established for the execution of this phase of the research. In line with 
Yin (2003 a, b), a research protocol instrument was developed (see appendix 8) 
which clearly laid out both the questions and the expected conduct of the 
interviewer. The protocol was discussed with each assistant individually and for 
training purposes each assistant was asked to run through the interview with me. 
Each interviewer was also given O'Byrne, Angwin and Kavanagh (2005) and the 
draft text of O'Byrne (2007) to read as background to the case so that they would 
be familiar with the interviewee's context. The interview protocol was also 
discussed with the Integration Manager to ensure that language and context was 
understandable to the participants and that she was satisfied with the direction of 
the questions. 
Prior to conducting the interviews, ethical clearance was sought from the health 
sector ethics board. This was sought because the data collection process had 
changed, shifting from a reflective cooperative action research mode (working 
with management) to a formalized data collection mode where individuals within 
the hospitals were being interviewed: a move from giving voice to recording 
24 One of these students had already conducted paid focus group research on behalf of STGH, 
under my direction, as part of developing the mission statement. It was agreed that in return for 
conducting the mission statement research the hospital would fund this part of the PhD research. I 
am very grateful to the hospital for this contribution. 
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voice. A formal application for approval to conduct the research was submitted 
and subsequently approved (see appendices 5 and 6 for the submission and letter 
of approval). 
The research was conducted in four blocks to capture pre-merger and post- 
merger opinions across the two groups. Blocks I and 2 consisted of interviews 
approximately two months pre-amalgamation with staff in the Clonmel hospital 
and Cashel respectively. Blocks 3 and 4 consisted of interviews approximately 
five months post-amalgamation 25 with staff previously interviewed in Cashel and 
Clonmel. The full list of interviews is in the appendix 7. As it was not possible to 
identify exactly who was transferring from Cashel to the new hospital not all of 
the interviewees actually transferred and accordingly some individuals could not 
be interviewed on the second occasion (in addition some staff had left the 
hospital). 
The Integration Manager identified key people in the hospital who would be 
capable of providing insights on the amalgamation. A cross-section of people 
was selected on the basis of their involvement and awareness of the integration 
process. All interviewees were given an information sheet and a consent form to 
complete. The interviewers collected the consent forms and were instructed not 
to interview any person who was reluctant (or refused) to sign the consent form. 
The interviews were conducted in accordance with the protocols and all except 
one interview were taped and transcribed after the interview. In one instance the 
tape recorder failed and the interview was not recorded. However the interviewer 
25 These interviews were conducted later than anticipated due to a national nurse's strike that 
affected STGH. 
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had substantial notes taken and immediately after the interview wrote up the 
notes and her memories of the interview. While not ideal her extensive note- 
taking provided a sufficient record of the interview for analysis. The duration of 
the interviews varied substantially with some lasting 20 minutes and others 
lasting over an hour. Indeed in one instance the interviewee would only give the 
interview in the ward office while she was on duty and accordingly the interview 
suffered substantial interruption. Participation in the Cashel interviews (Block 2) 
were more problematic, in general, than in Clonmel (or South Tipperary General) 
because staff were often 'too busy' to engage. 
Transcribed interviews were input into Nvivo and analysed in accordance with 
the coding structure created in the financial services study (described in Table 
4.2). The analysis of the coding structure was adjusted to reflect the operating 
environment of a hospital, for instance services set was used in place of product 
set. 
4.3.4.5 Final Reflections 
The final data collection phase consisted of a number of final discussions 
conducted with the major participants. This consisted of discussions with the 
Hospital Manager, the Integration Manager, the director of nursing and the leader 
of the operations management group through normal meeting interaction within 
the hospital. The submission by the hospital of the merger process for a health 
sector sponsored best practice award 26 afforded an opportunity to reflect in a 
group format with the participants. 
26 The change efford was presented with a merit award by the Health Service Executive. 
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A formal review and reflection process occurred in January 2008. The purpose of 
the reflection was to discuss the amalgamation process and to formally record 
participant's perceptions of what happened and their reflections on the process as 
a co-participant in the action research activities. A draft chapter of the hospital 
case was produced and I met individually with both the Hospital Manager and 
the Integration Manager to present the chapter to them. I met with them 
individually to acknowledge authority structures and to allow any sensitive issues 
or concerns to be raised if necessary. They were each asked to review the 
chapter with particular emphasis on how the chapter made sense in the context of 
their own lived experience. A supporting one-page document was also presented 
to them with a set of key questions that they might consider in their review and 
reflection. These included checking for accuracy in reporting events and 
reflections and the value of the analysis and legitimacy of findings. In addition I 
asked for reflection on the 
" boundary framework and how that helped in the merger process; 
" our roles and relationships throughout the period of the action research 
project; 
" sustainable learning that had occurred for them, for the hospital 
management and for the culture and ethos of the hospital more 
generally. 
We agreed that we would meet one week later after the Hospital Manager and 
integration Manager had had an opportunity to read the work. I afforded the 
opportunity to discuss the chapter individually with each or collectively as a 
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group. Interestingly, and in line with the open approach of our previous 
teamwork, both expressed a strong preference that the reflection session should 
occur as a group exercise. 
We met in late January for approximately two hours to discuss the work and 
analysis. The meeting was taped as a record and to assist future recall. The 
discussion reflected the trust and openness that had emerged between us as a 
group and provided significant feedback on the value of the action research 
approach and the learning that had occurred. These are dealt with more fully in 
the discussion chapter. The discussion strongly endorsed the 'reality' of the case 
description and analysis (notwithstanding some suggested amendments). 
Significant contributions to a deeper understanding of the case also emerged as 
issues of control, trust and the change 'tipping point' surfaced in the discussion. 
This session served both to strengthen the data and the analysis and also as a 
significant quality check that confirmed the reported analysis had resonance with 
the lived experience of participants. 
4.4 Ensuring Quality in the Collection and Analysis of Action Research 
Data 
A number of steps were taken to ensure that the action research was conducted in 
line with the quality criteria set out in section 3.8. Table 4.4 assesses the 
research design based on Herr and Anderson (2005) quality criteria as a means of 
establishing measures for the final assessment of the thesis. 
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Table 4.3: Ensurln, - research quality (based on Herr and Anderson, 2005) 
i QuallityNallidity Criteria Assessment in the Final Study 
Outconic ýahdltý Goal k the incr,,, ý, cr lakes place and positive outconics 
achic\cd 
Process \alidity Use inulliple sourc" ot'data and reflection and locate 
c\ idence that practices change in hospital and systcrnic 
learning, occurs 
Dcrnocratic validity Philosophy of'participation with open opportunity for 
contrihulion. 
Design allows for researcher and practitioners to share 
understandings within action cycle,., 
Rescarchcr and practitioners to co-publish article,, and 
shared rcl1cctions 
Catalytic validity Reflection structure and data collection allows inipact on 
the practice of'participants and on nianag-crricrit on the 
learning ahoul the hospital 
Dialogic validity Airn to puhlish work and open to reýiew with external 
pecrs 
This table demonstrates the breadth of'quality measures that are incorporated into 
the design. In summary the overall quality ofthe data collection cycle has been 
ensured by the 
1. formalization ofeach stage of the research process including the 
formation of interview protocols were appropriate; 
2. on-voino involvement and feedback from the co-participants (the Z- Z- 
hospital manage tile nt); L- 
3. codification of cycles of actions and the creation of points of 
reflection; 
4. use of multiple sources of data; 
5. publishing of findings and ideas. 
The involvement of others in the data collection and analysis is a key part of the 
quality process. Involvement ofexternal and internal stakeholders improves 
validity of the analysis along process, democratic, catalytic and dialogic validity 
measures. Similarly, central to the outcome validity measure is the impact that 
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the research has on the lives and activities of the co-participants and the 
resolution of the key change issues being addressed. Quality in action research is 
about opening up the process of research and their reflections to the widest 
possible audience in order to test and validate conclusions emerging. This 
research project has had a number of quality checks and process refinements 
throughout the project. Notably: 
1. findings from each stage of the research process were reported to the 
user communities; 
2. co-authored papers have been presented at academic conferences 
(O'Byrne, Angwin and Kavanagh, 2006 and O'Byrne, Kavanagh and 
Angwin 2005); 
3. the project was presented, by the Hospital Manager and myself, as a 
working project for analysis and reflection at the action research 
SPARC27 workshop in the Academy of Management, Atlanta, 2006. 
4.5 Limitations of the Methodology and Methods adopted 
Making choices always involves trade-off between alternatives and accordingly 
all method decisions involve accepting a balance between the strengths and 
limitations of methods. Limitations can stem from the philosophical choices 
made in the ontological and epistemological assumptions adopted, from the 
instruments selected in the application of those assumptions and from the process 
of application that may result in weaknesses in the data collected. 
" Sustainable Practice Action Research Community 
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The selection of an interpretative frame is appropriate for this research as it 
facilitates a deep understanding of a social phenomenon from the perspective of 
the participants engaging that phenomenon. In adopting this approach, however, 
the work denies the capacity to generalize across organisations or contexts. 
Coupled with this issue is the decision to limit the research to two in-depth 
studies which enhances our understanding of complexity within the studies but 
limits our ability to replicate the findings across many other organisations. This 
trade-off between breadth and depth of study is a classic problem for longitudinal 
and in-depth case work. 
A significant weakness in the action research design is the extent to which 
participation in the reflection processes achieved wide participation. The action 
research team primarily consisted of the two most active managers in the hospital 
and the researcher with occasional input from other senior members of the 
hospital. The research would have benefited substantially from a wider 
participation base, especially from greater input from clinicians. More 
importantly, many branches of action research emphasise that all parties to the 
decision ought to be engaged in the decision-making if true self-determination 
and emancipation is to be achieved. While emancipation, per se, is not an 
objective of this research work, nonetheless it was hoped that wide participation 
would ensure some level of individual self-determination. The process did 
achieve a wide participation and a devolved decision making (and sustainable 
learning in relation to devolved decision making) but only within the context of 
the industrial relations environment in the hospital. A fuller range of involvement 
as part of the AR team was not a feature of the work. 
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A further limitation of the instruments used lies in the use of questionnaires to 
collect organisation wide data in the hospital study. Questionnaire data are 
typically used to collected objective facts about objective realities. They are 
particularly relevant when objective measurements can be imposed on a 
phenomenon through a predefined schema. No such reality is assumed in this 
research. It could therefore be argued that the questionnaire instrument is 
inappropriate for this type of research. The questionnaires were used as 
instruments to describe events and to judge strength of opinions and identities. 
They do in no way represent an attempt to create an objective reality. The use of 
questionnaires to support subjective assessments, for instance in identity research 
(Haslem, 2001) or values and beliefs (Enz, 1986), are commonplace. 
The multi-method approach adopted draws on many instruments of data 
collection. A clear limitation within the work however is that their ideal 
application, particularly within the hospital study, was often compromised 
because of the 'real-time' events and timeframes that emerged. For instance the 
interview data collection was originally scheduled to take place three months pre 
and three months post-merger. In reality it occurred six-eight weeks pre-merger 
and six months post-merger due to uncertainty in the actual timing of the merger 
(only 12 weeks notice was actually given) and industrial relations problems that 
delayed the second series of data collection. Similarly, the response rates to the 
first questionnaire were extremely low and this challenges the confidence in the 
conclusions drawn. However the strength of the multi-method design is that 
confirmation of the data is evident in other data sources. Several weakness are 
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evident, on reflection, in the questionnaire collection. The distribution method 
(circulated with payslip) did not result in all staff receiving the questionnaire, for 
example it became evident that not all staff collected their paysli P28 and while it 
theoretically accessed all the staff being paid by the hospitals, many other groups 
of people (paid by central head office or other organisations) also considered 
themselves (and were considered) as part of the community of the hospital. A 
second problem was that the questionnaire got linked to a political process and 
was seen as a means of collecting data on the amalgamation at a time when 
industrial relations were problematic. This was a specific reason why many staff 
failed to respond, especially in Cashel. Substantial learning occurred from the 
application of the first questionnaire and the second questionnaire avoided the 
limitations and resulted in a substantially increased response. 
A further weakness of the data in both the hospital and financial services study 
was that the longitudinal consistency achieved through the interviewing of the 
same people over two timeframes was problematic. Perhaps because of the 
nature of the M&A task and the uncertainty, stress and staff turnover often 
associated with M&As, the number of respondents who were available for the 
second round of interviews was lower than anticipated in each study. This 
reduced the reliability of understanding in how contexts change in the views of 
each individual and increased the need to assess for consistency across 
informants within each set of interviews as well as across time periods. 
" When checked it was noted that payslips were not collected from their distribution point for 
many staff. 
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Finally, it could be argued that the study traverses two distinct sectors, private 
and public organisations. Differences exist between these sectors in terms of HR 
structures, strategic orientation, resource availability and personal commitment 
(La Piana and Hayes, 2005; Shield et al, 2002). It might therefore be argued that 
theory developed in one sector is not readily transferable to the other and that the 
theory development process might have been tighter if two similar organisations 
were chosen for study. However, this work is concerned with intra-organisational 
inter-group behaviour and no direct comparative analysis is intended between the 
two organisations. The phenomenon addressed is group behaviour within a 
particular setting, recognizing that all settings are unique and socially 
constructed. While it might be 'analytically nicer' to have similar organisations 
the relevance of the two studies remains consistent in their study of similar 
phenomenon at the group level. In this respect the public-private divide is not 
significant for the research question. 
4.6 Conclusion 
This chapter has established the steps taken within the method. Two studies are 
conducted. The first is a longitudinal case study designed to develop the 
theoretical construct of boundaries. The study consists of three sets of merging 
branches studied over differing time frames. This study achieves on the second 
pillar of the research design developing theory from the field. 
The second study applies the boundary construct in practice by conducting a five 
year action research study. The study engages four cycles of diagnosing-action- 
reflection and uses multiple sources of data including reflections, interviews and 
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questionnaire data. The complexity of the data collection cycles has led to a 
number of weaknesses including the extent to which the theory is generalisable 
and the extent of participation achieved as well as instrument-specific 
weaknesses. Overall however the design has been consistent with the Herr and 
Anderson (2005) criteria for assessing quality in action research and specific 
actions designed to deliver quality across all five of their dimensions are 
achieved. 
The next chapters (5 to 9) will explore the data that was collected in the studies 
and present the theory development process in line with the design expressed in 
table 1.1. 
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5 Building theory from fieldwork: The Financial Services Study 
5.1 introduction 
This chapter addresses the second pillar of theory development identified at the 
outset of this thesis. It will build on our theoretical understanding of boundaries 
developed in chapter 2 by identifying what boundaries exist in a merger and 
explaining how management interventions impact on those boundaries. 
Combined with the next chapter (the discussion of the case) this chapter will 
expand on the boundary framework (table 2.4) to allow it inform the action 
research pillar of the research design (chapter 7). 
The chapter sets out the data collected in the study of three separate sets of 
branches merging as part of a major financial services merger. It describes the 
case context and the outcomes of the merger and then will consider the types of 
boundaries that had potential to emerge in the case and discuss how these 
potential differences were managed. The boundary framework described in the 
literature review had strong resonance in the study and the analysis succeeds in 
identifying specific boundaries for each of the three classifications. The data 
reported in this section consist of transcript analysis of 15 interviews with staff 
directly involved in the amalgamation process. The chapter is written as a data 
chapter laying out the data and opening up the data to allow the reader to see how 
the findings of the case have emerged. The discussion and analysis of the 
findings will be presented in the next chapter. 
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5.2 The Case Study and its Context 
Retail Company, 29 a reasonably small financial services company operating 
within a medium-sized European country, was acquired by Contract and Capital 
Sales in early 1999. Retail specialised in a consumer sector of the market. It had 
a head office structure and 82 branches throughout the country with a staff well 
in excess of 1000. The business concentrated on day-to-day products and 
services used on a frequent and regular basis by the customer. The company 
resold some of the products of Contract and Capital but also resold many 
competing offerings. Retail had been aware that they needed greater scale and 
scope to compete in an ever more competitive market and had been the target of 
several suitors prior to the acceptance of the Contract and Capital deal. 
The Contract and Capital group emerged from the merger of Contract Ltd and 
Capital Ltd some years previously. Both firms were market leaders in their 
segments of the market. While the Capital Co, had some retail operations it still 
remained focused on capital (long-term) products. The firm had a national 
coverage with 70 branches. A major hindrance to developing its retail operations 
was the lack of direct access to some parts of the distribution system. This access 
was a critical factor in the delivery of effective services to the customer. Indeed 
Contract and Capital was using a competitor to provide these services resulting in 
longer work-cycle times, slower services to the customer and greater cost. 
The strategic logic behind the acquisition of Retail was reasonably simple yet 
very powerful. By merging the Capital and Retail operations into one large retail 
29 All names of companies, persons and dates have been altered to provide informants with 
anonymity. 
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force it would enjoy full access to the distribution system and have the scale and 
product ranges to compete effectively within the industry. This new force would 
also be a tied agent for Contract's products increasing the capacity to cross-sell 
services and products. While there would be some cost efficiencies from the 
elimination of duplicate head office and support functions and from the 
rationalisation, the real value of the deal was the capacity to offer an extended 
range of products to a wider customer base. This extended range of products 
would emerge from combining the best products and processes from each firm. 
5.2.1 The Organisational Cultures 
On the surface the cultures of the two combining organisations looked similar. 
Both organisations espoused the importance of customer service and 
commitment to providing quality services. Capital was however very focused on 
achieving volume and aggressively selling their product ranges. In contrast Retail 
focused more on the long-term relationship with the customer and was more 
service-focused (and facilitating) in the way it sold its product range. It was more 
risk adverse and procedural-driven than Capital. There was a feeling that Retail 
staff were more favourably positioned than Capital staff, they had substantial 
benefits from an employee share-option scheme, had better terms and working 
conditions and were likely to dominate the amalgamation given the retail 
orientation. The integration management allocated considerable resources to the 
development of cultural understanding through significant investment in 
communication and intra-organisational contacts. These contacts took the form 
of training in products/services, pre-branch amalgamation meetings and forums, 
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and local social events. Many additional events were also organised by local 
branch managers. 
5.2.2 The Branch Netivork- 
One of the major challenges in achieving the strategic goals was designing and 
implementing an effective branch network. Combined the group operated a total 
branch network of 150 branches and this was to reduce by about 40 branches to 
110. Some branches were located in close proximity to one another and were 
easily identified as mergeable. The product range adopted by the new firm built 
on the strengths of each partner with the main products of each selected as the 
new firms offering. Both organisations therefore retained what they would have 
seen as their key products. Decisions regarding the technical infrastructure such 
as IT systems also logically followed from the key strengths. Key technical 
issues had to be resolved to facilitate this technology combination and dual 
systems using both Retail and Capital systems operated for several months 
before a unified IT system was adopted. Branch amalgamations were undertaken 
on a phased basis commencing in November and ending in the following May. A 
key element of this phased process was the ability of the integration team to 
'learn' about the issues and problems on a phased basis and adjust their 
preparation for each additional branch amalgamation in the face of this 
experience. 
5.2.3 The Outcoine of the Merger 
Sixteen months after the acquisition had been approved, and almost two years 
after the initial offer, the new organisation (Capital and Retail) had amalgamated 
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its branch network and its support structures. Its success was summed up in a 
press interview by the director who headed the new firm when he stated that the 
merger was 'as close to a textbook merger as you can get'. Difficulties were 
acknowledged, however, especially around the nature of customer service which 
given the demands on staff may not have been as good as it should have been. 
But generally the integration of the two organisations as a whole had gone 
according to plan and the financial outlook for the firm was very positive. 
5.3 Aims of the Bank Study 
The objectives of the financial services study, as outlined in Chapter 3, are: 
1. To identify the broad categories of boundaries which present the potential 
to become salient within a merger; 
2. To explore how the boundary categories may be managed to reduce the 
potential for them to create salient differences within the amalgamation. 
3. To suggest a model of boundary management that is capable of being 
applied in an action research mode to manage an actual amalgamation. 
5.4 Types of Boundaries 
Boundaries have been operationalised as perceived differences and are classified 
into physical, behavioural and cognitive categories. Physical differences are 
tangible aspects of difference that had a physical (or special) manifestation. 
Behavioural boundaries are differences in the way staff executed their duties and 
the differences in the expectations of behaviour within a particular setting or 
relationship. Cognitive boundaries are differences in the way staff think about 
issues. They were represented by the cognitive processes behind actions: the way 
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the staff created a logical interpretation of their work environment. Sections 5.5 
to 5.7 will expand on these categories and explore the boundaries that existed 
within the financial services merger in each of these categories. The purpose is to 
identify what boundaries actually exist and to understand how each boundary 
type was affected by management interventions. 
5.5 Physical Boundaries 
Physical differences were the easiest to identify and the highest volume of coding 
related to this type of boundary. This should not be surprising as the physical 
manifestations of differences are probably more obvious, more visible and more 
readily identifiable by the participants. They also had a more frequent impact on 
the staff and occurred more frequently in the daily activities of the branch. Seven 
potential physical boundaries appeared in the data. These are listed in table 5.1. 
Table 5.1 Physical boundaries in the financial stud 
Boundary Type 
Overall T 
(n =1 
Informants 
Referencing 
otals 
5) 
Passages 
Coded 
Capi 
(n = 
Informants 
Referencing 
tal 
6) 
Passages 
Coded 
lZetai 
(n = 
Informants 
RefereaELnL 
l Co. 
9) 
Coded 
Job description 12 26 4 13 8 13 
Product set 13 29 5 10 8 19 
Location 13 35 5 20 8 15 
People 10 32 4 17 6 15 
Owners 8 25 3 7 5 18 
IT system 13 26 5 12 8 14 
Branch manager 14 58 6 32 8 26 
5.5.1 Job Description 
There were substantial differences in the 'terms and conditions' of employment 
in both organisations and the related issues of organising and scheduling of work. 
This node was termed 'job description' to represent the overall framework of the 
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work context in which the staff were embedded and was typified by differences 
in hours worked, length of day or holiday entitlements. 
A number of specific issues presented significant potential for boundary 
problems to emerge. A primary issue was the hours of work. In Retail the 
branches remained open late on a Thursday until 7.00pm for which staff received 
'rota-days, ' an additional two days leave a month. In contrast Capital worked a 
standard week. When the branches merged staff was 
"working on two differentplaying fields..... You're trying to run a 
branch, a set of staff together, that work off two different terms and 
conditions " (Assistant Manager Retail, Branch 2). 
A temporary solution to the rota-day was that Capital staff was asked to work the 
additional time and claim time off in lieu. However this resulted in the Capital 
staff getting one day a month leave rather that the two given to the Retail staff. 
This resulted in some feelings of inequity. 
"I personally think that the merger should never, we should never have 
been allowed to merge unless the tenns and conditions were sorted out 
because at the end of the day people are only human and if you see 
someone who's not working as long as you are getting a day off every two 
weeks you kind of say to yoursetf well why should I bother. .... I think that 
that is the one thing that we are definitely not Capital and Retail. 
(Assistant Manager Capital, Branch 1). 
Ultimately the issue was resolved through the elimination of the late night 
working on Thursday. However this solution was only agreed 18 months after 
the first branches began to merge. 
In addition to the rota-day there were other aspects of the terms and conditions 
that differed. For instance starting times, lunch times and holiday arrangements 
created two very separate groups within each branch. 
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We all have different starting times. Like ive'll takefor instance now the 
late working on Thursdays you'llfind that some staff don't start 1111til 10 
to 10 in the morning. Now ive start at quarter-past-nine (Assistant- 
Manager Capital, Branch]). 
I still look after the day-to-day attendance records and all thatfor the 
Retail side, whereas [namej after them for Capital and I suppose that 
can't be merged until the tenns and conditions [are agreed] ...... even from the minute you ivalk- in the door in the moming it's [Capital] person 
signs in there and well I look after the Retail people, we've a different 
method of doing it (Assistant Manager Retail, Branch]). 
They were simple things ahhh like holidays. Capital, the holiday 
calendar was open and in theformer Retail it was oil the year's service 
you had built up. It wasn't nzyjault you were 20 years in the branch. Ifelt 
that the holiday calendar was open to everyone. That was a grey area, we 
resolved that down the line (Staff Capital, Branch 3- speaking of another 
branch). 
A third aspect of the job description boundary was the informal conditions of 
working within the branch such as tea-break protocol, smoking and car parking. 
These were often seen, particularly by the branch managers, as inundalle things 
(Manager, Branch 3). 
All the small little things, it's amazing how people think, you'd imagine 
thejob security and the advancement would be the big thing but infact 
for a lot ofpeople it is the smallest thing that would concenz them, it's 
amazing (Manager, Retail Branch I ). 
While not a specific legislated condition of work these informal rules had 
impacts on the physical conditions, nonetheless. 
Another issue that came up was that there are afew of us who smoke and 
basically it was portrayed before they came down that 'we didn't agree' 
with smoking. Which isfair enough I suppose. We don't want smoking in 
the kitchen. So afew of its, ended tip being exiled, like every tea break 
and lunch time, .... but it wasjust a small thing, it wasfine, we confornied (Assistant Manager Retail, Branch 3). 
You iveren't sure like simple things like where did you get to park your 
car, they had a car park-, we didn't, we weren't told we couldn't use it, 
then again we weren't told we could its it (Staff Capital, Branch 3). 
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An interesting aspect of the job description boundary was that it was seen to 
emerge outside the branch network, being the responsibility of the unions and 
head office management. This was very evident in sentiments such as "it would 
really go to shoiv you how weak the unions are to alloiv it to happen (Assistant 
Manager Capital, Branch 1) or there arefive different unions and that's a big 
problein (Staff Capital, Branch 3). 
Job description boundaries created a huge degree of uncertainty as staff struggled 
to become familiar with their new work terms and conditions. This was 
particularly evident in respect of the informal conditions of working such as tea 
break protocol, smoking protocols and car parking. While these were often small 
and mundane issues they nonetheless created a significant number of problems 
for the branch managers as staff took time to familiarise and accustom 
themselves with their changed environment. In this respect job description had 
the potential to create boundaries because staff was unfamiliar with the structures 
around them, both formal and informal. They create tensions over the loss of, or 
changes to, familiar task structures that existed in the pre-merger organisation 
and their need to understand these new structures. 
5.5.2 Product Se? O 
Closely linked to the notion of the job description is the range of products and 
services. This was one of the most clearly identified differences between the two 
organisations and is probably to be expected given the close relationship between 
the product and the daily duties of the staff. Each organisation was recognized as 
strong in a defined product range. Capital was strong in long-term lending and in 
30 The exact products of the organisations will not be specified so generic terms like short-term 
lending and long-term lending will be used. This is to ensure the anonymity of the organisations. 
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bank assurance and life assurance products. Retail were strong in general 
banking including current accounts, short-term lending and personal banking 
services. 
We were very strong in the flong-terni lending] market, they weren't. We 
weren't strong on the [personal banking] market, they were. So there is 
probably a natural progression that went down that road, we could cross- 
sell our flong-tenn lending] products and they would be able to get our 
customers into the [personal banking] (Staff Capital, Branch 3). 
There is no doubt that Capital are bringing afar stronger [long-term 
lending] presence to the party and we have to kind of bow down to their 
experience in that regard if you like in sofar in that while we have done 
[long-term lending] and we have been very successful in the [long-term 
lending] area, they were the No. I [long-term lending] provider in the 
country or close on, so, that was their primary strength our strength was 
in ourpersonal banking, Ifelt, in our ability to deal with the retail side of 
the personal sector (Manager Retail, Branch 1). 
Product set also relates to product knowledge and procedures for how the 
products were sold to meet customer needs. Retail operated in daily banking 
activities with emphasis on short-term products and unsecured lending while 
Capital operated in the long-term lending market emphasizing longer-term 
products and secured lending. The product skill set therefore typically revolved 
around secured versus unsecured lending and day-to-day versus longer term 
requirements. 
You would have to say that's because Retail are better at the unsecured 
lending. But then again most of our lending in theformer Retail was 
unsecured lending. So I suppose we had to learn how they did their 
unsecured lending and how they operatedfrom that basis (Staff Capital, 
Branch 3). 
There is a very big skills gap, the way I would see it, in the branch at the 
moment, theformer Capital did [long-term lending] and savings and 
investments and they didn't have, they didn't really have working 
accounts business [and personal] accounts that sort of thing and that's 
the main tranche of your workload in any given day (Assistant Manager 
Capital, Branch 2). 
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Product differences were also was very clear even in the underlying 'best of 
both' concept underpinning the integration process. Documentation arising from 
the integration office often extolled the virtue of the organisations along product 
lines, creating clearly demarcated product territories. 
A very common description of the two organisations was along the lines of 
'Bank' (Retail) versus 'Building Society' (Capital) and the associated product set 
that fits with each description. Indeed the product range formed a source of 
identification with the organisation, with staff often referring to themselves in the 
context of the product base, for example as [long-term] lender or [personal- 
banking] lender. There were very strong and consistent descriptors of this 
boundary across all of the interviews conducted. 
Capital was in iny view aformer building society, they did flong-tenn 
lending], they did carfinance, but they dealt with brokers and all awful 
lot of their businesses camefrom brokerages. So we're totally different, 
we dealt with mortgages, fair enough, but we would have been a big 
flong-tenn lending] lender in the town but we also dealt with [personal 
banking] and business accounts and they wouldn't have had any 
experience of that side of things, It's a totally different product base 
(Assistant Manager Retail, Branch 3). 
Capital wasn'tfor the want of a better expression a true bank (Assistant 
Manager Capital, Branch 1) 
Similar to job descriptions, differences in the range of products and services 
offered by the branches also created tensions. There was a close relationship 
between the product and the daily duties of the staff with each organisation 
identifying strongly with their product set. Capital was very proud of its heritage 
and its position as market leader in its field. It identified strongly with its sales 
offerings and defined itself in terms of its capital-based products. Its staff was 
less comfortable with banking products and preferred to remain post-merger 
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servicing the same product range. Similarly, Retail provided a retail service and 
felt it had far better products in the retail sector than Capital. While the 
specialisms facilitated the decisions about what products would be sold in the 
new organisation, long-term lending products was selected from Capital and 
retail products was selected from Retail, the specialization of staff in their field 
of expertise supported a boundary between the organisations and tension about 
what exactly the other organisation products were. In this way the product set 
produces the potential for boundaries to emerge from the differences in physical 
products and knowledge. The adoption of a new product set creates a tension 
based on the unfamiliarity of the new products and an understanding of what 
they are and what product knowledge is required to effectively sell them. The 
case further demonstrates this fact as most of the staff in the branches remained 
in their 'comfort zone' of products despite the availability of training and 
opportunities to learn about the new products. 
5.5.3 Location 
The third potential physical boundary related to the location and layout of the 
branches. The amalgamation of branches took place in approximately forty 
locations around the country. A process of evaluating each location and deciding 
whether the Capital or Retail branch would be selected as the amalgamated 
branch, based on the business case, was completed. Given the retail focus of the 
new organisation the Retail branch was selected in most cases as the new sales 
outlet. To staff the branch presented a strong physical symbol for each 
organisation. The merger impacted on both sets of staff. Staff moving from their 
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branch had to get to know a new office layout while those that remained in their 
branch had a large number of additional people within their branch. 
There was strong attachment with the physical premises and several references to 
'lovely offices' (Assistant Manager Capital, Branch 1) or 'even though it was 
building and stone, you alwaysfelt you knew the ins and outs of it' (Staff Capital, 
Branch 3). There was a clear sense of loss associated with the movement from 
one branch to another and it created a sense of uneasiness for the staff that were 
due to move. 
It wasn't easyfor the lads to leave their own branch, their own 
environment, their own inugs or whatever and come down to this branch 
(Assistant Manager Retail, Branch 3). 
Coming to a new place, they very much, felt like welcome to our branch, 
but it was ours as inuch as theirs.... A lot o peoplefelt uneasy, like Ifelt 
uneasy mysetr, you know like simple things: where is the kitchen? Where 
is the bathroom? Is this going to work? (Staff Capital, Branch 3). 
Oh definitely I would prefer to be staying put than having [to move]. We 
don't envy thenz having to move tip here (Assistant Manager Capital, 
Branch 2). 
The premises provided a clear tangible location for the branch's activities and it 
was perceived that the layout suited the activities of the branch. 
We were a concept branch and this wouldn't be a concept branch. They 
would, we didn't have any bars or any restraints whereas here we would 
have (Staff Capital, Branch 1). 
The banking area in particular is going to be.. ive allfeel it's going to be 
a majorproblem because they don't have queues as such, inight have a 
queue an odd time during the day. We could have queues here all day. 
Where are all these people going tofit. You cannotfit all these people 
into that area so I think they have kind offorgot about the queue (Staff 
Retail, Branch 2). 
The big difference, the physical layout of the building was different it was 
much more of an open plan kind of relaxed kind of an atmosphere tip 
there (Manager Retail, Branch 3). 
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There were also strong affinities and associations with the general physical 
environment of the premises. This manifested itself in concerns about the layout, 
its suitability, the staff desk positions or indeed items of furniture. A good 
example of this arose when one branch staff insisted that a large filing cabinet, 
too large to fit in the new branch, must be moved to the new location. Ultimately 
the cabinet was moved to the new premises where it remained for almost a year 
before been finally removed. 
The big issite was afiling cabinet. That was before the day they moved 
down. It was huge, [the manager] was out that week and they wanted to 
bring this huge bigfiling cabinet down, and me probably being a bit 
black and white, went A well it's not going tofit, so what's the point we 
will be all tripping over it. But it was like the Holy Grail to them. They 
wanted it and it caused murder here. I remember ringing the Assistant 
Manager saying itjust won'tfit so what are we going to do with it? Well 
the lads really want it. And Ijust thought it was ridiculous at the time but 
then again there was obviously in hindsight a lot more than thefiling 
cabinet issite, it was a piece of them, theyjust wanted it, it was like a 
comfort blanket to them I suppose (Assistant Manager Retail, Branch 3). 
A fear among the two sets of staff was that the location might in some way 
perpetuate a perception of continuity within the old branch or the perception that 
one side would dominate the merger. For instance one staff member of Capital 
suggested that her opinion inay be not as inuch taken oil board because they are 
still here in the saine office they ivere in three years ago, still trying to run the 
business as it ivas done three years ago. 
This fear was particularly relevant given that the majority of branch transfers 
arose from the transfer out of Capital buildings to Retail buildings, and this 
coincided with a move to more of a retail bank focus, suggesting a domination of 
the merger by Retail. 
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In summary, the movement to a new or altered building creates a tension about 
the unfamiliarity of the building environment. Staff must get familiar with the 
layout and structure of the physical environment and deal with the changes from 
the old structure. Even where the staff remained in the building the changes made 
to facilitate the additional staff resulted in changes to their physical layout. Space 
provides familiarity, association and comfort for the staff. Tensions emerge due 
to the surroundings changing and the need to re-acclimatise to the new layout. 
Location has the potential for boundary until the sense of comfort is reaffirmed 
in the new location as staff get acquainted with the surroundings and accept them 
as adequate to their needs and tasks. 
5.5.4 Colleagues 
Colleagues as a potential boundary refer to the physical make-up and structure of 
the staff within the branch and how the amalgamation of the branches alters the 
team make-up. The clearest example of this was in the size of the branch. In the 
studies there were significant differences in branch sizes post amalgamation. The 
informants viewed this as a move from being a 'small' branch to a larger branch 
with concomitant implications for the team structure and make-up within the 
branch. 
There was a max of nine staff in the branch at one tinte. Now all of a 
sudden it's going to be tip to eighteen or nineteen you know so it's a 
bigger group (Staff Capital, Branch 2). 
The effect of this potential boundary was to challenge the relationships that 
appeared to exist within the branches often described in terms of family. We 
were all one happy littlejandly (Staff Capital, Branch 2) or as a nice little cosy 
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branch (Staff Retail, Branch 2) or ive've nonnally had about eight to nine staff so 
it'sfairly close knit, not too big (Manager Retail, Branch 2). There was a strong 
desire that the family environment should be maintained and that staff would 
quickly get to know one another and get on. 
.. even if youjustputaface to a nameyou're notcoming in on thefirst day of working and you don't even know who your comrade is or what 
they do or where they're supposed to be sitting or whose desk is it or who 
do you go tofor a signatory or something like this (Staff Capital, Branch 
1). 
The integration of the staff was a big one and it has as I said worked out 
ivell' I mean there were five ne tv staff came in here. Ididn'tknowanyof 
thein I'd never laid eyes on them (Assistant Manager Retail, Branch 1). 
The corollary of this 'family' effect was the sense of loss that was felt with the 
changes in colleagues. We ivere being tont asunder so inuch. Some of our staff 
have gone, a lot of staff tumover in the last year or so and the staff have gone, 
[our inanager] is gone, staff have gone on maternity leave, things like that (Staff 
Capital, Branch 2). The importance of this sense of loss was to drive the existing 
team more tightly together and strengthen the team. 
They were, extremely anxious to hold together. They saw themselves as a 
kind of a little baud and they didnt want to break that and they didn't 
want a situation where let's say hatf of them were moved in here and that 
the other hatf were dispersed to various branches and various other 
Retail branches and didn't have the support of theirfonner 
colleagues ............ When they came infirst it was like a group ofpeople 
coming in holding hands. If you want to create an image and they were 
very close and you could see it and you could see that there was a kind of 
a bond there that they were going to support each other (Manager Retail, 
Branch 1). 
Colleagues provides potential for boundary salience due to the need to become 
familiar with a new group of people who join the existing team. Until such time 
as the new team members cease to be unfamiliar there is a potential for the. 
groups to polarise and reject the other group's members. There was a pressure 
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and tension in the case for each group to get to know one another before the 
physical amalgamation of the two groups. 
5.5.5 Owners 
The ownership structures of the two organisations offered another potential for a 
boundary to emerge. Ownership as a physical boundary relates to the physical 
manifestation of who owns the organisation. This was a slightly unique boundary 
in that it represented a difference not between the two combining organisations 
but between them and external shareholders. This was particularly evident in the 
case of Retail who had a semi-state-style governance structure. The company's 
management reported to a board of trustees rather than a commercially focused 
shareholder-based body. In the new merged structure Capital and Retail became 
a trading arm of Capital and Contract PLC, a large publicly quoted company. 
This shift to shareholder accountability was a huge issue for the Retail staff and 
had major perceived implications for the type of job the branch would be 
required to perform. 
We workfor shareholders now (manager Retail, Branch 1). 
Bottom line its all down to costs. That's the way I look at it. And I know, 
ok its profit and its shareholder and all that. And that's who were are 
responsible to now and it's all down to profit (Assistant Manager Retail, 
Branch 3). 
In addition to the concerns of the Retail staff Capital also felt a sense of pressure 
and control being exercised from the parent company. 
It [the parent col own the company now and they want this done by hook 
or by crook so it's going to happen ........... You workfor [name] 
company, they're in itfor profits, you know. I think the day you stop 
remembering that is you're only useful as long they want you (Staff 
Capital, Branch 2). 
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At the end of the day you're dealing with shareholders ....... the big thing 
obviously, a return on their investment so if theyfeel that a branch isn't 
towing the line and isn't making a profit obviously ivell they're just gone. 
You know, that's the way everybody thinks basically. Men you're 
ansiverable to shareholders at the end of the day they're the ones who 
employ [you] (Assistant Manager Capital, Branch 1). 
A strong theme running through the descriptions of the new ownership structure 
was the sense of how the new ownership structure represented a loss of control 
with the product offerings and procedures being driven by the parent company 
often at the expense of the traditional operations of the pre-merged organisations. 
There was a very strong feeling that only assurance sales were important and that 
the [long-term lending] or [personal banking] products were playing second to 
the bank assurance products and that this was being driven by the need to satisfy 
shareholders. 
I was with Capital when it became Contract and Capital PLC and You 
definitely see influences coming infrom when we, when Capital, merged 
with Contract you certainly saw Contract influences come in and thefact 
that batik assurance became more a key player in your day-to-day 
business (Staff Capital, Branch 2). 
I suppose the bigfear and it is still articulated quite a bit is what impact 
being owned by a life assurance business is going to mean to its. That's in 
effect what the business is now, owned by a life assurance company. 
There is, was, a bigfear that it was only going to be about life assurance 
and that they were going to get as much as possible out of us and then 
move oil.. and I have to say that thatfear was confirmed by Contract and 
Capital who had been through a similar process some years previously. 
So that was a huge concern thatpeoplefelt these boys are going to be 
interested in selling life assurance and they don't care about anything 
else. Retail has a huge customer base so this is seen as an opportunity to 
mine that custoiner basefor whatever it's worth and then move oil. 
(Manager Retail, Branch 3). 
The impact of this loss of ownership control was very evident in two related 
issues. Firstly there was a general sense that the new symbols of ownership, the 
shareholders and the head office management, were impersonal and distant and 
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had altered the family structure of the branch through their interventions, which 
in turn reduced the loyalty or commitment of staff. 
It's gone [Jandly culturej because ive are now part of a group and that 
group isfaceless to a certain extent, well it isfaceless you know. We work 
for shareholders now and you can see that in staff attitude now as well. 
(Manager Retail, Branch 1). 
Part of the merger team appeared and suddenly yourjob load was being 
defined. That's kind of scary to watch somebody, who doesn't know you 
front Adam putting your little name in you know. And I meall that's the 
other thing we have our managers here who are veryfamiliar with the 
individuals and suddenly then you can see them kind of losing control and 
allowing themselves to lose control and allowing all these people and 
there is about three orfour of thent, all deciding what you should be 
doing. So thefearfactor alsofor us is that we're being sold down the 
river (Staff Retail, Branch 2). 
The second effect of the change of ownership was that the Contract and Capital 
group and the shareholders, while accepted by Capital and Retail, became the 
focus of criticism for their values and beliefs. In a very direct way they became 
an enemy of what both Capital and Retail stood for prior to being acquired by 
Contract. 
[Contract] are probably seen to be an enemy by a lot of thent [sta to 
be honest (Manager Retail, Branch 3). 
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The big ann of [Contract] hangs over its all (Manager Retail, Branch 3). 
You're only useful as long they want you (Assistant Manager Capital, 
Branch 2). 
Do you know who the Borg are? [Contract] are the Borg 31 (Manager 
Retail, Branch 1). 
Owners provide a potential boundary by creating unfamiliar demands on the staff 
as to performance expectations at an organisation level. The perception of what 
31 The Borg is a reference to the TV series Star Trek. The Borg is an alien species who assimilate 
entire races into their own form, a collective with a common purpose, common voice and 
completely unified values where no individuality is possible. 
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the management of the firm requires becomes unfamiliar and staff must cope 
with a tension between old and new demands from the owners. 
5.5.6 IT Systenz 
The IT system was a potential boundary because of the role IT systems play as 
an interface for staff to access their work and to perform their duties. The IT 
system created a strong association with the daily activities of the staff and 
provided a sense of familiarity of routines for staff. Indeed the IT system 
provided the most physical and tangible representation of the activities of staff, 
given that they used the IT systems as an integral part of all of the branch 
activities. There was strong ownership by staff and a great sense of loss where it 
was being lost. The loss of the IT system was even seen in terms of losing 
identity: 'we were losing ours [IT system] so weJelt ... we were 
losing a little bit 
of our identity (Assistant Manager Capital Branch 1). Each group clearly felt 
that their system (probably because of their familiarity with it) was better than 
the other. 
It (the IT system) is going to have to be an area that they have to get on 
and stop this yours and ours. And your system is not as good as our 
system you know. All of a sudden it's Capital and Retail system. It's 
everybody's system now (Staff Capital, Branch 2). 
It was difficultfor them and they have adapted well. They had to adapt to 
a new computer system in it that the counter stuff is done on our systent 
now which wasn't easy ...... their flong-terin lending] process ........ to 
them they see it as the be-all and end-all (Assistant Manager Retail, 
Branch 1). 
Changes in IT appeared to signify changes in the very fabric of the work 
environment and changes in the systems affected the confidence of the staff to 
perform their duties. 
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Because we're moving into a branch that used a different system you're 
going to have to learn it. You're not going to have the salne confidence 
that you would have had using a system that you know back tofront (Staff 
Capital, Branch 1). 
I'm only in the company three years but it's like movingjobs to me 
because I have to leani because the Retail systems are being brought 
forward and the only part of Contract and Capital that's being brought 
forward is their flong-terin lending] system and our car- loan system. 
Well everything else, our enquiry screens and our cash transactions, it's 
all new to us. So to the eight or nine staff of Capital it's like starting a 
whole newjob because they have a whole new system to get used to (Staff 
Capital, Branch 2) 
The IT system represented a core tool of the daily operations and changes 
required in the IT system represented a change to a familiar tool of work. 
Changes to the IT system created a tension for staff as they struggled to learn a 
new system and become familiar and competent in using the system. 
5.5.7 The Branch Manager 
One of the strongest physical manifestations of the branch and its boundary with 
other branches was the branch manager. Of the 15 staff interviews conducted 14 
(93% of respondents) referenced the leadership and 58 passages of text (25% of 
all physical boundary coding) were coded to this node. The branch manager 
represented a strong symbol of leadership. The loss of the branch manager was 
considered by all informants to be a key issue for staff. The informants 
considered their manager as a mentor and provider of support to the branch team. 
They held tacit knowledge about staff performance and branch operations. There 
was a significant feeling of loss when the branch manager was replaced and a 
great sense of uncertainty about the new manager and trepidation in getting to 
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know the way the new manager would lead the branch and the extent to which 
they could be trusted 
Definitely, ive all wanted.. (pause)... better the devil you know than the 
devil you don't. It's a strong way to put it but yes certainly ive, everyone 
I'm sure they ivere the saine. We were all apprehensive thinking Oh My 
God what if lie doesn't get it like who is this guy. He won't know any of 
usfrom Adam, what ive were capable of you know so ive ivere totally 
relieved like when he got it ......... they (Capital) ivere disappointed of 
course, they were you know that's understandable (Staff Retail, Branch 
2). 
We don't know what this guy [new manager] is like. We don't know how 
far ive can push him or bring things to his attention or what's his thinking 
on this like. [Our manager's] thinking on a loan inight be totally different 
to [new managers], that kind of thing (Staff Capital, Branch 2). 
I think therefor a while we allfelt who do we tunt to because it's all 
Retail personnel ill positions that we would have been dealing with 
Capital personnel and that was I think a big blockfor a lot ofpeople and 
we didn't know these people, could we trust them. Could you go to thent 
about a complaint about a Retail person, and not have it go back to them 
(Assistant Manager Capital, Branch 1). 
An important aspect of the manager's role appeared to be the direction and 
leadership, on an individual level, that the staff derived from the manager. There 
was a familiarity with, and clear awareness, of the manager's expectations 
We had a manager, he was herefroin the start and then he left which was 
a very, it was an impact to me. Anyway Ifelt very hard losing him as a 
manager because you get to know somebody you get to know their ways 
and means you know how to approach them whereas now we have a new 
manager to get used to (Staff Capital, Branch 2). 
Obviously if you were working with a managerfor the last 10 or 11 years 
and all of sudden they were gone you know it's a big change (Assistant 
Manager Capital, Branch 1). 
A third aspect of the manager's position was the interpretation of the manager as 
representing one side over the other, that s/he might have a preference for one set 
of staff or that decisions would be made that favoured one branch system over 
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the other. In this respect the manager became a clear symbol of the branch of 
origin. 
It's probably a threat to them that the Retail management team is coming 
in as the management now of the new branch. There is nobody kind of 
pluggingfor thenz at their end and that's a genume concem. I call 
understand that concem, you know I'd probably be thinking the same if I 
was in their shoes (Assistant Manager Retail, Branch 2). 
Obviously you might have slightly more Retail influence considering that 
really the manager isfrom the Retail side and .... they'll probably stick to doing things as they did itfor a while (Assistant Manager Capital, 
Branch 2). 
The appointment of the managers also had impacts in the assessment of the 
degree of fairness and justice the staff attributed to the integration management. 
There was a sense among the Capital staff that their managers were not given a 
fair chance at the manager's position given that nearly all the appointments 
nationwide were former Retail managers. 
Wejelt that theforiner Capital managers were actually shafted. That was 
actually-how they appointed managers was never actually told to the 
fonner Capital staff. Whether they reappliedfor theirjobs alunininin... 
how some managers who were maybe in theirjobs only a year and they.. 
fonner Capital managersfor 20 years, lost hisjob. We couldn'tfathoin it. 
Who made that decision? Was there a golden handshake when retail 
decide, yea right you can have this. Contract can take over Retail oil the 
strength of a, b, c, d, e, is done and these conditions are inet. There is no 
doubt that things were probably donefair but it begs the question how 
come all the Capital managers lost theirjob and not one of theforiner 
Retail managers lost hisjob (Staff Capital, Branch 3). 
The leader provided a strong basis for boundary demarcation as a physical 
symbol of branch direction and leadership. Changes in leadership created a 
tension due to a sense of unfamiliarity with the personality and direction the 
manager was likely to take the branch and the value set the manager would bring 
to bear on the team. This boundary further relates to the sense of power, control 
and reward that arises from having access to the powerful with the branch (the 
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manager) and understanding how their values and mode of operations impacts on 
branch decisions. 
5.6 Behavioural Boundaries 
Behavioural boundaries arise from differences in the acts or actions that are 
acceptable or expected within a given context. The data suggests that four types 
of behavioural boundaries were possible within the case and these reflected the 
relationship of the individual to themselves, the relationships to the work tasks, 
the relationship to their work group and the relationship to the customer. 
Relationships are an important part of behaviour because they define 
expectations in respect of other groups or individuals with whom we interact or 
form part of our own self identity. Clear norms of behaviour were evident in the 
data. The four categories that emerged from the data are presented in Table 5.2 
along with the number of informants referencing them and extent of references 
represented by the number of passages coded. 
Table 5.2 Behavioural boundaries in the financial studv 
Boundary Type 
Owrall T 
1 
Int . ormants 
Referencing 
otals 
5) 
Passages 
Coded 
Capit 
Informants 
Referencing 
al 
6) 
Passages 
Coded 
Izet 
Informants 
Referencing 
ail 
9) 
assages 
Coded 
Personal Investment 10 25 5 13 5 12 
Work Processes 14 71 6 34 8 37 
Team Behav our 15 62 6 34 91 28 
Customer Service 14 26 5 7 91 19 
5.6.1 Personal Investment 
The personal investment boundary relates to the commitment that a member of 
staff is willing to invest in their work. This was coded in terms of the amount of 
time they are willing to spend over and above their standard day, their 
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commitment to making the branch work effectively, the extra volume of work 
they were willing to take on and the belief that an input/reward process exists 
that specifies the level of investment that is appropriate for a given position/task. 
Personal investment represented the relationship of the informant to their 'work 
self' and is manifest in the level of commitment to working harder for either self- 
or group-focused reward. There were significant references to commitment in 
terms of the individual's time investment or expressions that extra work was 
needed to get the group over the initial problems of the amalgamation. This was 
evident in the workload staff endured. Workload was often expressed in 
relationship to the other branch staff s lack of willingness to give similar 
commitments to work and was considered as 'unrealistic' or 'foolish'. This 
presented both a justification for a positive self-image that differentiates the 
person for the other groups but also justifies a reduction of the potential 
commitment going forward. 
I was working ridiculous hours here and actually they thought I was a 
fool. What king of idiot is your one at all. Theyjust didn't seem happy 
with that [level o . 
fl commitment (Assistant Manager Retail, Branch 3). 
We are so busy and we have this branch has always been short of staff 
and I have often gone without iny tea break and very short lunch break 
because Jesus I have to get back and do that before the end of business or 
whatever. Whereas I remember going up to [other branch] to one of the 
lads in Retail and I wanted to do a ternt loan. This was their system and I 
wanted to learn how to do it and I wanted to do it there and it was 
quarter to two and lie was going to lunch at two o'clock and there was no 
way he would see mefor the ten minutes it was going to take, five minutes 
into his lunch [Staff Capital, Branch 2]. 
Staff did believe however that a certain amount of additional work was necessary 
and required. By putting in the required personal effort there would be a 
favourable outcome in the longer term. There were, however, limits to the period 
over which the extra effort could be sustained. 
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I think as well there was a genuine enthusiasm there that they didn't ivant 
tofall out with their colleagues early on and that they would all knuckle 
down and get together and it was only a couple of weeks and then 
everything would be sorted but as tinze has gone on now that hasn't 
happened (Manager Retail, Branch 1). 
Thefact that I suppose that ive had to come in and learn so much ive 
knew ive'd have to make a bigger effort but now it's kind of beginning to 
come around now they have started learning ourproducts (Assistant 
Manager Capital, Branch 1). 
The effect of extended levels of personal investments however was very evident 
in the Branch 2 study where the level of integration was lowest of the three 
studies. The branch experienced significant levels of stress and sick leave and 
was experiencing a low level of morale. 
I would think that while some of the sick leave was genuine, more of it 
was probably most definitely probably stress-related andjust needed a 
day off, you know. ... People are no longer happy conzing in here: you know I'd say there is not a person in this building that would look 
forivard to coming in to work in the morning and that is not good enough 
because I inean an unhappy staff member is, I would think, is an 
unproductive staff (Assistant Manager Capital, Branch 2). 
Similar issues on poor customer support and challenges to the morale of staff 
were also evident in the other branches but not as significant as in Branch 2. The 
feelings were summed up effectively by one quote from the Assistant Manager of 
Retail Branch 3 who stated as a closing comment "Yea, it'sjust you have to 
battle on, ... battle on .... and head up ... and laugh a lot. " 
Personal investment creates a potential boundary by causing confusion between 
commitment to work and commitment to self. The perceived relationship that 
balances work commitment and individual time established in the pre-merger 
roles becomes dislodged and individuals become confused as to what is an 
acceptable investment of their time and effort in creating a new entity. There was 
an expectation for similar commitments to be evident from the merging partner. 
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The level of personal commitment an individual was willing to invest in creating 
a new group was high within the study but this waned after a period of time and 
particularly when there was a lack of success in achieving an acceptable 
relationship between the individual and their work commitment or there was a 
perception of a lack of commitment of others. 
5.6.2 Work Processes 
Work processes are the ways in which the tasks and responsibilities of the groups 
are discharged. Work processes are different from job description in that the 
latter bounds what must be done while the former bounds how it must be done. A 
key element of the work process boundary was the manner in which it related the 
individual or group to the task. Individuals or groups have defined ways of 
tackling an activity and a number of clear differences emerged in the data as to 
how work process differences, even within similar tasks, can be present. Coding 
for this category was identified by references to actions concerning work 
processes, work activities or concepts that identify the importance of an activity 
performed in the branch. 
There are a number of specific examples of how work processes created the 
potential for boundaries to emerge. Firstly there was the issue of targets and how 
they were established in each branch. To the Capital staff targets were based on 
volume while in Retail it was based on overall branch profitability. The 
difference is a direct result of the type of business, long-term lending versus 
personal banking rather than anything to do with the targets per se but it did lead 
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Retail to think that Capital did not understand profitability and for Capital to 
think Retail could not sell effectively. 
Well obviously their targets would have been slightly different than the 
way ive'd be used to, like ive'd be running our target on volume as 
regards they run on profit, how profitable the branch is. We're, our kind 
of targets are niore or less based on the volume targets ive had to achieve 
because once you've hit the volumes you know you're on a big profit 
(Assistant Manager Capital, Branch 2). 
Thefocus of selling is a change of culture in the sense that ive would 
always have had budgets and targets in Retail but they would have been 
reported on far less .... thefocus has shiftedfront service to sales 
(Manager Retail, Branch 3). 
Strongly linked to the differences in targets is the difference in approach to 
achieving these targets. Retail was viewed as service orientated while Capital 
was seen as sales-driven. The perception of difference appeared more evident 
among the Retail informants who experienced the greatest level of change in 
adapting to the new work practices. 
They're (Capital) very sales-focused, their training was all geared 
around it and so that you can see it they've lived with that . ....... I've been 
on courses now, sales courses and would be amazed at howfocused their 
staff are in comparison to our staff. You know in the sales area they're 
just, they're driven by that. Now I have to say it very probably has 
something to do with that they're very much rewardedfor their sales but I 
have to say they're very very committed. Just listening to the sales pitch 
they are very sales-minded (Staff Retail, Branch 2). 
The perceived effect of this focus on sales was a negative impact on the customer 
and a sense of confusion on the part of the staff in how they should approach a 
given issue. 
Yea it was like heresy [bad customer service], you look after your 
customer and that was it. You get no thanksfroin this branch anyway, for 
say, going up against a customer. The customer was always right, within 
reason like, The difference with the Capital staff I would suppose is 
that there is that little, these are a list of what ive are working and they 
ivere very rigid (Assistant Manager Retail, Branch 3). 
Even the other day the assistant manager cante up and he was doing a 
flong-tenn lending] application because they are using our system so he 
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was there trying to use our system and I sat in on the interview with him 
and he wanted to give the approval there and then whereas ive are much 
more strict and ive go through the motions and lve look at the application 
(Staff Capital, Branch 2). 
Another impact of the sales versus service issue was the importance of different 
activities and tasks. Capital emphasised the sales interface with the client using 
the contact to sell. In contrast Retail focused on the client contact as an 
administrative task to be completed quickly for the customer. Retail supported 
the customer through activities such as queue handling. This was evident in the 
relative importance each group placed on certain tasks. To Capital the cashier's 
role for instance was just above washing the toilets, the ivorstjob you could 
have' (Manager, Retail Branch 3) while to Retail it was a senior job. Structures 
within the two head office organisations also supported the differences in sales 
versus service orientation with Capital having centralised administration (frees 
the branch to sell) while Retail had a decentralised administration system (locates 
records and information at the local level). Record keeping at the branch level 
impinged on the Capital way and was seen by many informants as backward and 
restrictive. 
The one big thing I have to say about Retail is they are very paper- 
orientated. Capital wasn't. Filing .... dirty ivord..... but I 
know there are 
plans that they will go down the Capital way, which is great. We'lljust 
shove thefiling into an envelope, send it tip to Dublin and let someone 
else tip there do it, which is great (Assistant Manager Capital, Branch 1). 
A further impact was that staff gravitated toward the jobs they had done in the 
previous branch. Two issues account for this tendency. Firstly the staff focused 
on both jobs and behaviours with which they were comfortable and secondly the 
pressure of work on the branch placed the most experienced person in the role to 
complete the task. Some staff however felt this was a reduction in the potential 
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for personal advancement as they were not receiving a rounded development 
particularly given the changes in perception of task importance. 
......... since the merger really everyone has kind of kept to what they know best so that would be the Retail staff doing what they know and the 
Capital staff doing what they knew (Assistant Manager Retail, Branch 2). 
Work processes create confusion over how the tasks should be performed to meet 
the requirement of the new work context. Tasks that appear similar to past 
activities (i. e. job description similarities such as providing customer service) 
may need different behavioural activities or work relationships to adequately 
satisfy new job descriptions. This boundary is likely to create confusion over 
how the task should be performed and how the values of activities or behaviours 
relate to the new job description. 
5.6.3 Teanz Behaviour 
Team behaviour relates to the nature of the team relationships that exists in the 
branch and the potential problems in carrying that relationship forward into the 
new branch. This behavioural boundary is clearly related to the physical 
boundary 'colleagues' but again, similar to the work process -job description 
boundaries link, the physical boundary defines the membership limits of the team 
while the behavioural boundary bounds the expectations of behaviour within that 
team (the difference between being and doing). Team behaviour was coded 
through references to team interactions, participation, personalities of team 
members and relationship characteristics such as openness, flexibility or 
friendliness. 
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A strong theme that emerged in the coding was the importance of being a 'team 
player' and making an appropriate contribution to the group. Differences, as 
noted before, could also stem from the sales-service orientation of the groups 
where definitions of team cohesiveness may represent different behaviour 
routines (i. e. supportive versus competitive). 
Like I said it's a very open branch and I think everyone in here gets oil 
well with each other which I think is important especially in a sinall 
branch, even if there is 20 of us here which could be considered a big 
branch- it is a must that everyone pulls together in the same direction 
(Staff Capital, Branch 3). 
We were afriendly place and we all got on welland you know we'd go 
for a pint on a Friday evening or whatever and what you need to know 
you know. You can't come like they can come and talk to anybody like 
we're not devils with horns hanging out of heads or anything like that. 
People seemed to get on well when they came in here (Staff Capital, 
Branch 2). 
second theme related to the knowledge that team members had about the 
others in the branch and the closeness of the relationship as a result. 
We had afairly considerable number ofpeople here, yea, back to the 
fonner days you knew everybody, [The manager] can take that back 
fitrther when they absolutely knew everybody because it was all in the one 
place. Yes there was a certain closeness, I wouldn't say everyone was 
walking around ann-in-arm meeting continuously, but there.. everything 
was smaller and you knew more people (Assistant Manager Retail, 
Branch 3). 
The impact of this boundary was to create a sense of loss and confusion among 
staff as to how they should relate to the expanded team and a sense of fear that 
the team interaction might disintegrate, with reports of staff being "ivary of one 
another" (Assistant Manager Capital, Branch 1) or that "a bad attitude among 
the neiv expanded team would affect morale " (Assistant Manager Retail, Branch 
2). There appeared a clear understanding that "comprondses needed to be made 
(Assistant Manager Capital, Branch 2). 
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We're going to lose that personal touch, are we going to lose that 
personal, like how are you today and how did you enjoy the weekend. Is 
that going to go because there is so many staff here now you could spend 
the whole monzing or aftemoonfinding out how their weekend was. Do 
you know what I mean. I'd hate to lose the way ofpeople get oil very well 
and you know everybody knows, well they don't know everything, but like 
there is a personal interest there you know (Staff Capital, Branch 2). 
There was a lot of toing andfroing. Sure people didn't really know each 
other and they ivere tippy-toeing around each other, everyone was as nice 
as pie (Assistant Manager Retail, Branch 3). 
The expansion of the team means that staff must develop new working 
relationships with additional staff members. Changes to the size of the branch 
(number of colleagues) means that new intra-team relationships and 
responsibilities must develop. This creates confusion over how existing 
behaviour routines need to change and how different sets of team interactions 
(i. e. supportive v competitive) are appropriate as the groups become exposed to 
new behaviours and as a new social order forms. The new team must understand 
the link between the social interactions of people and the activities of the group 
and come to agree a new set of behaviours if boundary conflicts are to be 
avoided. 
5.6.4 Custonier Service 
The final behavioural boundary identified in the data emerged from the 
relationship the staff had with the customer or client of the branch. Each branch 
had different behavioural expectations of what constituted effective customer 
service. This was identified through references to the interactions between staff 
and customers and the relationship that was built and managed between staff and 
customers. Interaction included the speed of response to customers, the manner 
in which selling took place (i. e immediate consumption of a product versus 
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longer-term consumption) and the interface between the customer and the 
branch, (i. e. in loan applications or branch queues). 
There were four interrelated issues for customer services boundaries, all of which 
relate to the relationship with the customer. Firstly both organisations espoused a 
strong customer focus and a willingness to do whatever the customer required. 
We've always you know, we've gone the extra mile in most cases with 
clients to kind of get the deal or to keep them happy or you know ive're 
kind of we're kind of a keep them happy at all costs (Assistant Manager 
Retail, Branch 2). 
If a customer asks You to tum around and touch the back of your toes 
that's it, you do it and there is no two ways about it you know (Assistant 
Manager Capital, Branch 2. 
Our two custonterfocuses would have been very similan there was a very 
strongfocus on looking after the customer, customer care, so I think 
when You marry both of those together and the strength of both individual 
organisations you know ive weren't moving toofar off centre of each 
organisation (Manager Retail, Branch 1). 
Notwithstanding the apparently consistent focus on customer service and the 
need to deliver to the customer there was a strong bi-directional negative 
impression of the capacity of the merging partner to meet the same level of 
customer service. Both organisations felt the other could not deliver service to 
the same level as them. 
But why is therefour complaints coming in, you know serious complaints 
whereby people really didn't... itjust kind of shows to me that the staff 
members don't give a toss really whether the account is kept, lost or look 
if you don't like it go. And that was it. it was handled very bad, really 
they couldn't care less, you know (Assistant Manager Retail, Branch 2). 
There was a lot of effort put in to striving to meet customer satisfaction. 
Especially with our branch 'cos we were so new we really wanted to get 
people in, get people interested so we were very much customer-focused.. 
.... well 
basically it takes a lot longer to get things done here there's more 
paper work (Staff Capital, Branch 1). 
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The second difference occurred in the approach to sales and service. Retail's 
focus was on servicing the customer where the customer needs tended to be of an 
ongoing daily nature, making lodgements or withdrawals, managing a current 
account or short-term lending, while in Capital the customer had more complex 
demands i. e. long-term lending with many different product types and ancillary 
products available. In this respect Capital had a greater opportunity to sell 
products to a customer, for example life assurance, house insurance, investments 
and so on during an encounter with the customer. As a result Capital had a more 
sales-focused side to customer service and defined customer service in terms of 
delivering the right product. In contrast Retail serviced a customer who knew 
exactly what they wanted. Speed in delivery was therefore important and 
customer service was accordingly focused on resolving the customer request 
quickly and in the shortest, most pleasant, manner. 
I suppose our culture would have been different where somebod was y 
taking out flong-tenn lending] and I know it's a huge investment as such 
and people are trying to cut as much costs as they can at the time and 
often we could offer, you could offer them the lowest life cover ifyou like 
(Assistant Manager Retail, Branch 1). 
Next door [the capital branch] never have anybody in the door like they 
were always very very quiet and they were saying they got things donefor 
the customer straight away whereas now they could be waiting and 
waiting or it could be put to the bottont of the pile and it will getforgotten 
about or it's like whoever's looking after it won't get to itfor afew days 
or afew weeks (Staff Retail, Branch 1). 
Linked to service levels, the third example of the different nature of customer 
service arose in the attitude to queue management. The nature of the two task 
environments created two very different customer-flow demands. Retail, in 
particular had large volumes of customers frequenting the branch and conducting 
their business over the counter. This obviously reflected the nature of the 
customer's shorter-term requirements. Customer service was therefore defined in 
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terms of the ability to keep the customer's time in the branch to a minimum and 
to maintain a fast moving queue. In contrast Capital's focus on longer-term 
discussions with the customer resulted in a smaller amount of higher-value traffic 
in the branch. 
I'm hoping that people will have enough skill to keep the queue moving to 
open that new account to I'm hoping that we're not going to befound 
wanting lip the road be it the Retail person not knowing how to do the 
Capital things or vice versa (Assistant Manager Retail, Branch 2). 
Queuing, people are maybeformer Capital people mightn't be used to 10 
or 12 people infront of them in a queue (Assistant Manager Retail, 
Branch 2). 
The final aspect of customer service that had the potential to create a boundary 
problem was the perceived relationship between the branch and the customer. 
There were frequent references to the 'family' nature of the branch and this 
included the relationship to the customer. The relationship with the customer was 
seen as 'very good' and 'personal. ' 
The customers knew everybody, we knew the customers but I suppose it 
was easy because we were a new branch and it was easyfor us to get to 
know our clientele as well (Assistant Manager Capital, Branch 1). 
The staff are morefrom the area than was originally in the other batiks. It 
was localized. People knew you . ....... andfrom that point of view 
it was 
all personal really and you could give it the personal service (Assistant 
Manager Retail, Branch 1). 
Our customers tell us that we are the mostfriendly branch probably in 
town and I think it's because we've gone out of our way to personalise 
things, in other words we know most of our customers byfirst nante and 
they would know us and that would befairly different. Banking generally 
wouldn't be asfriendly as that but I think we have a very goodportrait 
(Manager Retail, Branch 2). 
The boundary problem in this particular instance was not a problem with 
differences in the two organisations however but rather the fear that arose from 
the creation of a larger entity that would disrupt the relationship between the 
branch and the customer. 
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They [the customers] don't know thent anymore. There is nofamiliar 
people at the desk, service levels are way down what are ye doing you 
know solne serious aniount of complaints (Assistant Manager Retail, 
Branch 2). 
I think because you merge with a bigger entity you lose a bit of that 
personal touch (Assistant Manager Capital, Branch 1). 
The relationship to the customer creates a potential boundary between the two 
combining units through the confusion caused in translating the products and 
procedures into a meaningful way of servicing differing customer requirements. 
A tendency to assume the relationship to the customer has remained the same 
was evident and this created a disconnect between actual and perceived 
requirements. 
5.7 Cognitive Boundaries 
Cognitive boundaries are differences in the way people think about and make 
sense of the world around them. The distinguishing factor in cognitive 
boundaries is the value assigned by the individual to a component of their 
organisational environment. Cognitive boundaries relate to 'thinking and feeling' 
rather than being (physical boundaries) or doing (behavioural boundaries). Two 
types of cognitive boundary were identified, values assigned to the work 
practices, which was termed Work Beliefs and value of the association with the 
work group or organisation which has been termed Belonging. Data on the 
amount of coding in respect of each dimension is presented in Table 5.3. 
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Table 5.3: Cognitive boundaries in the financial stud 
Boundary Type 
Work Beliefs 
Informants 
Referencin 
14 
Passages 
Coded 
44 
Belonging 12 51 
ZZE 
Informants 
Referencin 
5 
Passages 
Coded 
21 
5 24 
Informants 
Referencin 
9 
Passages 
Coded 
23 
7 
5. ZI WorkBeliefs 
As well as having physical and relationship dimensions, the work performed also 
has a cognitive dimension. Differences existed between the two groups on the 
definition of the work itself and the relative value of the component tasks, for 
example the importance of back-room administration versus front-line selling. 
There were strong and divergent feelings about aspects of work including the 
interpretation of 'being busy, ' of what products should be sold, how they should 
be sold and finally of the role of the people within the branch which included 
staff promotion and advancement criteria. 
Perhaps the strongest indicator of a cognitive boundary arose in the definition of 
what being busy actually meant. The shorter customer service cycle in Retail 
manifested itself in multiple customer interactions throughout the day. In Capital 
the focus on large volume items and multiple cross selling as part of one 
transaction created a longer customer interaction cycle with less immediate 
customer demands. As a result, Retail had a significantly larger number of daily 
customer visits than Capital. The less frequent customer contact in Capital was 
often translated in the eyes of the Retail as meaning that Capital was not busy. In 
contrast Capital considered Retail as not been busy given their target levels of 
lending which were substantially lower in volume terms. Capital felt that Retail 
27 
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would get a shock when they were asked to reach the volume that Capital was 
achieving. 
They are going tofeel it even worse, ifyou know what I mean, because 
they're not as busy. You could walk into their branch since the merger 
and they're all sitting there. There are no customers in the branch, their 
phones are not hopping so they have no idea of queues even. We have a 
queue here practically out the door all day long and you're going going 
going (Staff Retail, Branch 2). 
They caniefrom a totally different environment, there was maybe only 
one person in a quelte down there and there was plenty of tiniefor them 
to do their work. You certainly wouldn't have that workload here 
(Assistant Manager Retail, Branch 3). 
My impression is that they don't realise how busy we actually are... but I 
don't think that they realise how busy our back office stuff is like 
compared to theirs. They see the queue at the door thinking this is great 
business we are really busy but it is the transactions that are going 
through that make them look busy whereas our back office our [long-tenn 
lending] is extremely extremely busy..... So in that respect I think it is 
going to be a shock to them when they come up here and say Jesus they 
are busy in here actually. aren't they? (Staff Capital, Branch 2). 
For instance to me now conting in to the Retail scenario you see queues 
at the door. I am not interested in queues at the door. What are they 
doing? Coin business, you won't have profitable back business at the end 
of the day because you're employing one person to stand there and serve 
the business customer and they mightn't even be business customers [of 
this branch] (Assistant Manager Capital, Branch 1). 
There was also evidence that the two organisations thought differently about the 
work-flow of the organisation. For instance there were differently desired levels 
of flexibility or rigidity, there were differences in the perceived proximity to the 
customer and there were differences in the perception of promotion and reward 
practices. 
We would have had different ways of looking at things, say, doing 
business or doing loans we might have been a bit moreflexible. Whereas 
Retail, very very rigid. Everything came down to, is their account good? 
If their accounts weren't good, the business wasn't worth doing, whereas 
Ifelt comingfrom Capital, that you had to give people a chance. 
Everyone has ups and downs and they need to be taken into account. Ifelt 
they were very rigid in that regard. Very rigid in paperwork, 
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documentation. Totally unnecessary, more paper now than I ever worked 
with in my life, and it's supposed to be an age of computers (Staff 
Capital, Branch 3). 
Personally I think the skill levels vverefar lower [in Capital] because the 
system made itfar lower, the system didn't make you question, the system 
said there are the boxes, you fill up the boxes and you let someone else 
make the decision, you don't make the decision. Well if the boxes are 
filled up, you're covered, it doesn't matter then (Manager Retail, Branch 
3). 
Maybe, we get too personally involved at times in decision making, you 
know. Wefind it very hard to say no or whatever, whereby maybe they 
are a bit colder about the whole thing which would be better as well even 
fronz a personal point of view. If you're going to get too involved in 
something it's very hard to go back and say no we can't do the deal or 
whereas maybe another guy that trained in a different way says ahf*** 
sorry can't do the deal, good luck, cheers then, you know, doesn't phase 
him at all literally you know. Where as we go all Jesus I'm sorry I wish I 
could have done it and you know it's just we've had too different, we've 
been trained differently, and so I mean I'm not saying that theirs is bad 
or whatever it's goodfrom the point of viewfrom a conscious point of 
view they are probably had an easier life than any we've had (Assistant 
Manager Retail, Branch 2). 
The work-flow values also manifested differences in perceptions about what 
range and types of products should be offered and how it was appropriate to sell 
specific types of products. 
I remember being at meetings not so long ago, ..., and we were talking 
about [a new product launch], the issue of DD 32 came up... And this ex- 
Capital person said, what! I would be insulted if someone asked me to 
transfer my current account, if I had gone infor a mortgage. What are we 
about here? Ijust thought that it was afierce clash, I thought that is 
what we are about now we wanted the current account. But she was 
technically against it. I remember coming back and saying it to the 
Manager and wejust couldn't get over the remark (Assistant Manager 
Retail, Branch 3). 
The emphasis is all on the business customer and I'd like to know how 
much exactly is the business customer worth, like is it worth all that 
hassle that they were going on about like so much background work went 
on, you know that kind of way and I suppose it's all part of the learning 
process and we have enough to learn as it is like I suppose like wejust 
32 Direct Debits - the campaign was primarily aimed at selling mortgages but also designed to get 
new current accounts signed up by the customer and branches were being asked to request that 
DDs came out of a Capital and Retail current account. 
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don't know what happens with that end of business (Staff Capital, Branch 
2). 
The final example of a work belief boundary is the relationship of work to time. 
There were clearly different values on how time was best spent servicing or 
selling to the customer or what a reasonable time for responding to customers 
was. These time differences related again to the context of the two organisations' 
prime activities (short- or long-term lending) and the time orientations that 
underpinned these activities. Retail defined effective working and good customer 
service in terms of getting the customer serviced as quickly as possible and 
spending the minimum time with the customer. This is in contrast to the idea of 
identifying and diagnosing customer requirements and selling the maximum 
range of products within an interaction that permeated Capital. Retail minimised 
the time with each customer (keep the queue moving) and Capital maximised the 
time available to sell to the customer. 
The Retail people who were oil the course with mefelt it [work process 
for long-tenn product] was cumbersome, it was sort of elongated it, 
dragged everything out that you could, you know, instead of taking all 
hour with a person you could at least cut it.. by a third or even by a half 
(Assistant Manager Retail, Branch 1). 
Yeah maybe because of the products they did like mortgages, application 
will not be done overnight it could maybe take a month, six weeks, 
whatever, so people will say, look I'll come back to you tomorrow. If you 
are dealing with current account stuffyou could be dealing with 
something that it will hit the account tonight and a decision has to be 
made here and now (Assistant Manager Retail, Branch 2). 
Work belief boundaries impact on staff by challenging their understanding of 
work. Previously taken for granted assumptions, such as being busy, are 
challenged and a tension arises as the need to understand a new concept of work 
is required. This boundary also marked a shift in emphasis from a discourse of 
comparison usually expressed in terms of 'ours is better that yours' which 
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permeated physical and behavioural boundaries, to a discourse of lack of 
capability expressed in terms of 'they don't know how to do it properly. ' As a 
result of this where boundary conflicts do occur, then the conflict is likely to be 
deep-seated and based on a lack of understanding. This occurred to some extent 
in Branch 2 where morale was low and inter-group conflict was emerging from 
perceived inability of some staff to rise to the challenges of the new branch. 
Tensions arising from work belief boundaries will be based on a lack of 
understanding about the alternative work content and disconnects between the 
underlying assumptions made by the designers of those work contexts. These 
disconnects may arise from structural design (administration in branch versus 
centrally), from work-flow needs (short- versus long-term products), or from the 
measurements adopted (throughput versus sales volume). Conflicts emerging 
from work requirement boundaries were expressed in terms of broader cognitive 
definitions, for instance, being busy, flexible, or responsive. 
5.7.2 Belonging 
Belonging captures the concepts of identify and membership. Groups assign 
rights to members but also assign obligations based on adherence to group 
cultural values and beliefs. Where membership of a group is of a permanent or 
long-term nature these values often become tacit and operate at a sub- 
consciousness level. There was evidence in the cases of strong affinity with the 
previous organisation, both at the corporate level and the local level. A strong 
sense of membership and identity emerged with the groups and these translated 
into values about what membership meant. The belonging boundary was 
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identified in informant's transcripts through references to membership or identity 
of groups and through emotional or value statements about the groups. 
A theme that emerged repeatedly in the coding was that aspects of the previous 
group were unique. References to the sense of family, sense of pride, sense of 
unity and loyalty and reputation were commonplace. Uniqueness was ascribed 
both to the organisation as a whole and the specific branch in which the 
informant previously worked. Indeed the characteristics of the previous work 
branch appeared to be imputed to the organisation as a whole unless there was 
clear evidence of the contrary, in which case the previous branch became unique 
in its own right. Belonging is an important cognitive boundary as it defines the 
value set the individual accepts as part of the group membership and culturally 
acceptable norms. 
The conceptualisation of the group as a 'family' was commonplace in both 
organisations. Family represented the sense of community and group identity. 
There were strong emotive and value associations with this metaphor, 
specifically the sense of loyalty and unity. 
.. that sense offandly or that sense of conirade or that sense of oneness 
that we had in Retail (Manager Retail, Branch 1). 
Ifelt that, how would you put it, there was a familyfeeling inside, 
everyone got on well alth... it was a very enjoyable place to work, I must 
admit. ... it was a very enjoyable place to work (Staff Capital, Branch 
3). 
When [namel was our manager and [namel was our assistant manager 
vve ivere all one little happyJamily (Staff Capital, Branch 2). 
The culture has always been one of afriendlyfanzily-type culture if you 
can imagine that more associated with smaller organisations than with 
the big multinational .... as I said as we got bigger and as the merger 
was created thatjust diluted it. Now I would say it's gone, thatfamily that 
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isn't there anymore, you will get it at local level albeit a to a minor extent 
(Manager Retail, Branch 1). 
A second aspect of uniqueness was the pride felt by the staff in relation to the 
customer's perception of the service provided and the sense of reputation in the 
community. This presented a sense of identity to the staff and a belief in what 
they were doing. There is a strong sense of emotional attachment to the 'old 
ways' even expressed in terms of 'loving it. ' 
Course It's glossy recall at this stage but I loved Retail, I loved what ive 
ivere about. I was very proud to ivorkfor Retail. We had a really good 
reputation. And people would say that you ivere the best bank in 
town..... so I was really, really proud to ivorkfor them. They were a really 
good [organisation]. (Assistant Manager Retail, Branch 3). 
We were very proud of our bank.. we were one of the top branches in the 
countryfor flong-tenn lending]. (Assistant Manager Capital, Branch 1). 
An outcome of this boundary was the sense that the staff member did not yet 
belong in the new organisation with a concomitant loss in the sense of loyalty 
and pride in Capital and Retail. 
Yea ...... ivithout a doubt..... I think our pride is gone. I really do at the 
montent, I think it's gone (Assistant Manager Retail, Branch 3). 
Peoplejust don't have the same loyalty and if I regret the loss of anything 
I regret the loss of that, it's unfortunate but that's I think maybe it's 
symptomatic of the type of company that we are now or is it symptomatic 
ofjust being just a much larger company? I don't know (Manager Retail, 
Branch 2). 
This was set against a backdrop however of a potential positive image moving 
forward. 
Thefiiture is very excitingfor this organisation and it's nice as well to be 
in a position where we've always kind of I won't sayfelt inferior to the 
other batiks, that wouldn't be the case, but we've alwaysfelt on a scale 
below where they ivere. Now there is no disparity there whatsoever. We 
feel much much more comfortable taking them head on you know and we 
have the resources now to do that (Manager Retail, Branch 1). 
I suppose you hope in yourseýf that you'll bring a little individualflair to 
it and that hopefully in afew years time you'll be able to be proud and 
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say ivell look I work in Capital and Retail and look howfar we've come, 
I think that will happen. We'll have to get through a lot of teething 
problems probably between now and then. I think it will be aforce to be 
reck-oned with eventually because ive have to be or the shareholders will 
fire its all (Assistant Manager Capital, Branch 1). 
I think that Capital and Retail has a lot of very positive things goingfor 
it, its size, its power in the market in tenns of its advertising spend, the 
presence ive have in the market is a very positiveforce. I think lve have a 
lot of channels ive didn't have before (Manager Retail, Branch 3). 
Belonging as a potential boundary challenged the sense of identity of the staff, 
requiring them to let go of past identities and subscribe to a new group and 
organisational identity. Tensions were created because of the challenge to the 
identity and the sense of group unity. Boundary conflict arising from belonging 
was expressed in terms of detaching from the identity and purpose of the new 
organisation and disagreement with the concomitant value set. The sense of a 
positive new order mitigated the disconnection. 
5.8 Conclusion 
This chapter has presented the data from the financial services studies. The study 
uses the boundary framework to identify the boundaries that exist for physical, 
behavioural and cognitive categories of boundaries. Table 5.4 lists these 
boundaries. 
i ame : ). 4 ijounaary Ey 
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Boundaries 
Job description 
pes ior eacn wunuary category 
Behavioural Boundaries Coý-nithe Boundaries 
Personal Investment Work Beliefs 
Product set Work Processes Belonging 
Location Team Behaviour 
Colleagues Customer Service 
Owners 
IT system 
Branch manager 
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The findings in this chapter gives strong support to the framework established in 
table 2.4 and the ability to categorize boundaries along physical, behavioural and 
cognitive lines. Furthermore, the boundaries identified create unique tensions for 
the combining staff. These tensions will be explored further in the next chapter 
which discusses these findings with the aim of developing the boundary 
framework identified in table 2.4. 
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Discussion on the Financial Services Study 
6.1 Introduction 
This chapter addresses the second pillar of the research design. It extends the 
findings of the previous chapter, which identifies the boundaries that exist within 
each boundary category, to develop theoretical insights into how management 
interventions impact on these boundaries. This will allow an understanding of 
boundary change to be developed. The previous chapter identified the tensions 
that each boundary created and this chapter will explore those tensions in greater 
detail uncovering the relationship between the tensions and the impacts of 
actions on boundary change. The boundary framework described in chapter 2 
(table 2.4) will be applied to understand how the three types of interventions, 
contact and awareness building, training and development and vision creation 
impact on each boundary category. The chapter ends with a new framework for 
the management of boundaries that will be used in the hospital action research 
study. 
6.2 Developing Theory on Boundaries in M&As 
The previous chapter outlined the types of boundaries that exist within the 
financial study. This section sets out to explore the second and third aims of the 
study, notably assessing the potential impact of these boundaries on the 
amalgamation, and to theorise how the different boundary types have latent 
potential to hinder integration in an amalgamation. Drawing on the data from the 
financial study the section will then address how this latent potential was 
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managed in the study and to build from this an action model for managing 
boundaries in M&As. 
6.3 Boundaries as Creators of Tensions 
Chapter 2 demonstrated that boundaries created tensions when boundary crossing 
must occur. A similar tension was evident in the study. The boundaries in the 
study created a level of tension for staff that had to be overcome but each of the 
three categories of boundary exerts different types of tensions on organisational 
members. Physical boundaries created a tension due to the unfamiliar 
surroundings created from the new staff, changing offices, extended products or 
physical changes in the branch. Behavioural boundaries created tensions in 
having to redefine the relationships between staff, their colleagues and their 
stakeholders, while cognitive boundaries created emotional tensions from the 
changes in values systems within the new organisation. These tensions served a 
number of functions with both positive and negative effect. The tensions served 
to disrupt existing social orders, whether that is the physical environment, the 
behavioural routines or cognitive schema and in that respect created uncertainty 
and stress for individuals. The tensions however also marked the shift from one 
social order to another and once the tension had been resolved a new acceptable 
social order emerged. In that respect the tensions mark a transition which in the 
successful branches had occurred and in the less successful branches had not 
occurred. 
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6.3.1 Managing Physical Boundaries and Surroundings Tension 
Physical boundaries occur from differences in the physical environment of 
organisational members. The boundaries falling into this category represent the 
physical component parts of the work environment from the work structures 
through to the products, people, tools and other important symbols that represent 
key artefacts of work. Where changes were perceived to occur to the physical 
surroundings of the staff then the staff appeared to feel a sense of 'loss of 
familiarity' and a need to get comfortable with the new surroundings. This was 
evident within the study with examples such as the sense of uneasiness about the 
layout of buildings, the tension of getting to know more staff because of the 
increase in staff numbers or the sense of starting a new job because of the need to 
learn a new IT system. The relationship of each boundary type to the creation of 
a type of surroundings tension is outlined in table 6.1. All of these tensions were 
closely related to the surroundings of the staff and the move from a familiar 
surrounding to a changed surrounding. 
These tensions create a sense of the unfamiliar requiring the staff to accustom 
itself to the new surroundings. Each boundary identified created a specific type 
of unfamiliar effect. Job description caused unfamiliarity with structures such as 
working times and terms of employment. Product sets created new and 
unfamiliar products that the staff had to understand. Location changes created a 
new physical environment and unfamiliarity in how to navigate and get 
accustomed to the new premises. Colleagues increased in number arising from an 
influx of new staff and this led to unfamiliar people in the branch. The change in 
owners created unfamiliar demands and targets for the staff to achieve. IT system 
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changes created new tools for the staff to assimilate while the appointment of the 
new branch manager presented staff with an unfamiliar direction in terms of 
branch values and power. 
Table 6.1: Types ot and tensions crea 
Type of Cause ol'BOL111diffy 
ted by physical boun 
Tension Created by 
daries 
Example from Study 
Boundary 
Job description Differences in the context 
Boundary 
Unfamiliar Stnictures: . 1 References to the rota-day 
of work i. e. terms and What are the structures versus overtime for working 
conditions to which staff are late on 'lliursday. 
working 
Product Set Differences in the range of Unfamiliar Products: References to the 'skills gap' 
product and services Understanding the new in product knowledge 
offered by the firms products between the two 
org2nisations 
Location New premises or altered Unfamiliar Location: References to not knowing 
premises (comparison of New or different the layout of the building or 
old versus new) building the unsuitability of the 
building 
Colleagues Alteration to the existing Unfamiliar People: References to the concerns of 
team structure through the Need to get to know the team size and getting to 
addition of new members new people know the new members. 
Owners New ownership structure Unfamiliar Dentands: References to shareholder 
what is required by new objectives 
owners 
IT System Selection of one IT system Unfamiliar Tools: References to difficulty in 
over other Need to get to know adopting to new IT systems 
how systems operate 
Branch Manager New manager, which Unfamiliar Direction: References to personal loss 
represents loss of What does the new over the departure of the 
gatekeeper and symbol of manager value and how manager and to the need to 
leadership and power for do they operate within get to know how the new 
one group. the new power structure manager operates 
The impact of the changes in the familiarity of the tangible aspects of the work 
environment results in the comfort of the traditional surroundings being lost and 
a sense of disorientation occurring. Boundary issues likely to arise as a result of 
the unfamiliar surroundings will be attempts at reasserting familiar surroundings. 
Preferences over product sets, IFF systems or buildings may emerge and will 
typically take the form of a debate about one set of surroundings being better 
than another. Such conflicts concern disagreements about physical aspects of the 
work. 
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Physical boundaries have the potential to create problems for integration if the 
boundary disputes result in one or other group disengaging from the change in 
the surroundings and rejecting the new. This could occur for instance if one side 
fails to accept new work practices, fails to change to a new IT system or fails to 
accept the new directions set by the leader. The effect of these problems is likely 
to result in the staff disengaging from a particular boundary issue. A physical 
boundary dispute is however likely to be an isolated event as it concerns a 
particular tangible aspect of the surroundings that can be resolved by the 
reduction or elimination of the unfamiliarity associated with that aspect. 
Resolving physical boundary problems or eliminating the potential for them to 
emerge involves management of the surroundings in the amalgamation. 
Specifically, if the potential for physical boundaries to create boundary issues 
arises from the need to reassert a familiar environment for staff then management 
can reduce the potential conflicts by making the surroundings more familiar and 
more accessible to staff. There were many examples in the case of how the 
branches achieved this effectively. There were a number of centrally managed 
initiatives such as staff-swapping that engaged each set of staff in seeing how the 
other branch operated and which allowed staff to engage with one another. 
Integration meetings gave amalgamating branches an opportunity to come 
together to prepare and plan the amalgamation. There were also initiatives at the 
local level such as social events and informal meetings. Comparing the Branch 2 
and Branch 1 amalgamations is instructive. The latter branch invested heavily in 
pre-amalgamation contact and awareness building ensuring that 'on the veryfirst 
day at least our heads ivere right' (Manager Retail Branch 1); in contrast far less 
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contact and awareness was evident in Branch 2 which resulted in 'issiles not 
being dealt with' (Assistant Manager Retail Branch 2). Branch 2 had far greater 
stress and uncertainty post-merger evidenced by the level of sick leave, staff 
disengagement and a lower level of effectiveness post-merger. 
6.3.2 Managing Behavioural Boundaries and Interaction Tension 
Behavioural boundaries occur from expectations about the relationships in the 
work environment, notably through customer interaction, team interaction, work 
processes and the extent to which a staff member is willing to commit 
themselves to the work. These boundaries emerge from the different actions that 
form the basis of group interactions. They set the norms of behaviour for the 
group as a whole. When behavioural boundaries come into contact confusion 
arises as to how tasks should be completed, with a corresponding mismatch 
between the action and the needs of the action recipient. A clear example of this 
in the case data was the mismatch in dealing with the immediate requirement of 
daily banking for the Retail customer and the longer-term borrowing needs of the 
Capital customer. Staff was expected to interact with customers in a new manner 
that was at odds with their previous approach. Interactions appeared to meet the 
perceived needs of the customer but failed to meet their actual needs. This was 
particularly evident in the sales versus service issue. Retail staff kept queues 
moving rather than treating each interaction as a sales opportunity. This 
boundary creates a tension around interactions of people. The particular types of 
interaction tension for each of the potential boundaries within this category are 
identified in table 6.2. 
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Table 6.2: Types of and tensions created by behavioural boundaries 
LEE= 
Personal 
Investment 
Work Processes 
Team Behaviour 
Customer Service 
Cause of Boundary Tension Created by Example from Study 
Boundary 
Level of personal 
commitment that an 
individual is willing 
to invest in the 
work/group 
Commitment 
Confusion 
Creating balance 
between self and 
work 
Working 'unrealistic' 
times and working extra 
hours to facilitate group 
cohesion 
Differences in how 
work is performed 
and tasks completed 
Expectations of 
behaviour within the 
team 
Changing customer 
requirements and 
interactions 
Task Confusion 
Matching tasks and 
the way they are 
performed to meet 
new job descHpýn 
Social Confusion 
Operating in new 
emergent social order 
and determining the 
position within that 
social order 
Translation 
Confusion 
Translating the 
products and 
procedures into 
meaningful customer 
interactions 
Servicing versus selling to 
the customer 
Importance of being a 
team player and the desire 
to have good social 
relations in the new branch 
notwithstanding 'being 
wary' of each other 
The queue management 
emphasis in each 
organisation. 
Behavioural boundaries create tensions that generate confusion over the expected 
behaviour of staff. This confusion occurs either for the individual who may 
become unsure (consciously or otherwise) of how they should behave in a given 
interaction or for a group's expectation of how an individual should act in a 
particular situation. Each boundary creates a unique tension that generates 
confusion over a specific aspect of work relations. Personal investment 
boundaries create confusion over the commitment of the individual, work 
process boundaries create confusion over matching the tasks to the expected 
behaviour, team behaviour boundaries create confusion over the expected 
behaviour in the new social order and customer service boundaries create 
confusion over the translation of actions into meaningful customer interactions. 
Queue management provides the best illustration of this point. Retail staff 
considered queue management as a most critical part of operations and that the 
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primary focus should be spent on keeping the queue moving. Capital in contrast 
experienced the queue in quite a different way. It was not a major aspect of their 
business and represented a distraction to their lending orientation. The approach 
to queue management could not be readily reconciled with either group. In this 
respect behavioural boundaries have the potential to create conflict or boundary 
problems with the actions or behaviours of individuals. This is in contrast to 
physical boundaries that create problems about an issue. 
The potential for behavioural boundaries to create problems will be highest when 
the behavioural differences go unchecked and individuals continue to operate 
under the behavioural norms applicable to their previous organisation. In such 
cases it might be expected that the differences in approaches will heighten the 
confusion between staff. For instance, a breakdown in the social process of 
interaction will result in a fragmentation of the team spirit and the formation of 
distinct groups which will interact with each other poorly. The case study did not 
demonstrate any significant boundary problems emerging over behavioural 
issues although the Branch 2 site did give some indications of the type of issues 
that might occur. In that study there was some dissent about the level of 
commitment of staff as well as problems with the effective handling of customer 
service issues. These were reasonably minor. In general the behavioural. 
boundaries merged effectively within the case units. This perhaps can be put 
down to the very effective centrally managed programmes of training, 
development and support that the organisation initiated. All staff received 
training in new systems, procedures and products. Supporting staff were 
seconded to branches for the first weeks of the amalgamation to assist staff and 
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to advise them based on previous experience. In addition at the local level staff 
exchanges and individual manager's initiatives in discussing the working and 
social relations with new staff facilitated individual staff to link the new work 
surroundings to the necessary behavioural expectations, generating double-loop 
learning (as staff became more aware and reflective on what the changes meant) 
and hence to smooth the transition to the new structures. 
Resolving or eliminating the potential of behavioural boundary problems is based 
on producing a mechanism for the resolution of the interaction tension that the 
boundary creates. Providing awareness of these new surroundings and 
relationships is insufficient, as this will only tackle the awareness of the new 
surroundings. In addition a new repertoire of behaviour responses is required and 
this can only occur when the staff are shown and trained effectively in the new 
requirements. There are four distinct aspects to this in the particular case and 
these relate to the four boundaries within the behaviour category: 
1. Staff must be confident in their investment in the organisation by 
understanding the relationship of their inputs to the potential rewards they 
might receive either organisationally or socially (building motivation), 
2. There must be clarity on the job description and how to deal effectively 
with the products or service (product training), 
3. there must be a consistent expectation as to the role and performance of 
the team (team building and norm formation) and 
4. there must be clear guidance as to service requirements (customer sales 
and service training). 
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Within the case both central and local management structures addressed these 
four issues and this may explain the effective behavioural integration that was 
achieved. 
6.3.3 Managing Cognitive Boundaries and Affective Tension 
Cognitive boundaries arise from beliefs and values. They represent the potential 
for differences to arise from the underlying assumptions that individuals take for 
granted. The study uncovered two types of cognitive boundaries, work beliefs 
and belonging. These boundaries arise from a common set of values individuals 
assign to the work and the organisation and which creates a pre-defined schema 
for understanding the work and the individual's place within the work structure. 
For example the definition of work within Retail was the completion of 
transactions initiated by the customer while to Capital work entailed the initiation 
of sales by staff. While there is a behavioural focus to work practices there is also 
a significant cognitive effect that translates for each set of staff a value system 
that defines productive work. A cognitive boundary arises as staff rejects the 
underlying logic of the changes. This is evident in the study. The drive by the 
parent company to focus on a sales approach to customer service was in some 
cases seen in Retail as being inappropriate and inconsistent with their previous 
philosophy. Retail was not willing to 'flog products to the custoiner' even if that 
is what the parent company required. The tension created from this type of 
boundary contact is affective in nature. It challenges the value and belief set of 
the staff and makes them question the link between why they are doing things 
and what they are doing. 
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The types of tensions created by cognitive boundaries are identified in table 6.3. 
Two types of challenges arise from the boundaries. Firstly there is a challenge to 
the sense of the change as individuals question whether an improvement has 
occurred and whether the values underpinning the activities are valid. This is 
clearly evident in Retail's reluctance to accept a sales orientation, if it meant 
flogging goods to the customer. The underlying values embedded in the concept 
of customer care espoused by Retail were being challenged. The second 
challenge arises from the loss of identity felt by staff. Their old organisation is 
gone and they need to recreate an identity within the new organisation that 
accepts both them and their partner firm. Again this was very evident in the 
references to pride and the loss of pride resulting in the formation of a new 
organisation that failed to mirror the old organisation's values and beliefs. 
Table 6.3: Tvpes of and tensions created bv comitive boundaries 
Work Beliefs 
Belonging 
g 
Cause of Boundary Tension Created by Example from Study 
Boundary 
Differences in the 
underlying logic of 
why the work is 
performed in a given 
manner 
Importance of group 
membership and 
Identity 
Sense Challenge: 
Understand the 
validity of the other's 
way of conducting 
activities 
artner omanisation 
Identity Challenge: 
Motivation to feel 
part of the combined 
organisation/ let go of 
the old and accept the 
The need to accept that 
'being busy' included 
sales and service. 
Retail v Capital way. 
Sense of pride felt in the 
branch and organisation 
achievements 
Problems that occur from cognitive boundary clashes are most likely to be 
severe. They will arise from the emotions and values individuals hold about the 
organisation and accordingly differences will be manifest in terms of rights and 
wrongs. These problems will be affective in nature and may emphasise feelings 
of trust, pride orjustice. In contrast to physical boundaries, that will create 
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conflict about an issue, or behavioural boundaries, that will create a conflict with 
actions taken, cognitive boundaries will create conflict because of a change in 
values. 
To manage cognitive boundaries either to resolve emerging conflict or to prevent 
conflict in the first instance, requires an attempt to resolve the challenges to 
sense-making and identity. Contact interventions and training interventions will 
bring to the fore the types of physical and behavioural differences that emerge in 
the amalgamation but will not specifically address the logic and understanding of 
staff. These activities may show what needs to be done but not necessarily why 
they should be done or indeed why the staff should feel a sense of belonging to 
the new organisation. The key activity in the reduction of cognitive boundaries in 
the study appeared to be the sense of vision created for the new organisation. The 
branch with the least level of integration (Branch 2) was focused very strongly 
on the daily operations and on short-term goals. In contrast the branches showing 
the greatest integration had clear images of the future, of the benefits the new 
group would have and how they would be better off as a result. Although in 
many instances there were problems to be resolved, the potential for the future 
was seen as a worthy cause for the suffering. Several activities build this vision. 
Again through the Head Office interventions, the level of information and 
communication coming from the integration unit and the variety of 
communication meetings present a vision of the company being a major force, a 
company to be proud of and a leader in its industry. At the local level the branch 
manager in both Branch 3 and Branch 1 spent considerable time talking about the 
future to staff and explaining to them the potential going forward. This was done 
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through the manager spending time with branch staff on a group and individual 
basis discussing the changes and explaining what they meant to staff individually 
and collectively. These managers met each staff member individually to discuss 
the future and their role within it. In both of these branches managers were seen 
to support team integration and foster discussions in an open manner. This gave a 
context for staff in which they could deal with the affective challenges and make 
sense more readily of the work changes facing them. It also served to bond the 
team under a common banner and create a more cohesive unit that aids identity 
formation. 
6.4 A Framework for Boundary Management 
Drawing together the tensions created by the different boundary types, the effects 
these tensions create and the manner in which they were managed allows a 
framework to be developed that explains the boundary behaviour in the study 
(based on table 2.4). It also allows the development of some theoretical insights 
on how interventions might influence the potential for a boundary to become 
salient. Three types of broad interventions have been identified, contact and 
awareness building, training and support, and vision building. Each one of these 
interventions has a distinct effect on a boundary category. Table 6.4 sets out 
examples of interventions and the corresponding impact on each boundary 
category. The tension created by each boundary type requires a specific type of 
intervention to reduce or eliminate that tension. For instance, building awareness 
of the products on offer by each branch will allow staff to understand the range 
of products and not to feel unfamiliarity in handling or discussing them. 
However, when it comes to interactions with customers, previous contact may 
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not assist staff in understanding the way in which they are expected to sell the 
products. In addition the awareness of the products does nothing to help in 
resolving the potential challenge to the staff's value set on what types of products 
should or should not be sold. Similarly training the staff in sales or supporting 
them in their sales efforts will help resolve the confusion on how to interact but 
may not assist building familiarity with the products or in understanding 
potential shifts in value sets. Finally, broad approaches in building a vision will 
motivate potential changes in value sets and identity but fail to address either the 
new behaviours required or build familiarity in surroundings. It was noted in 
sections 2.9.1 to 2.9.3 that the interventions categories may have overlapping 
impacts, for instance training may require amalgamating staff to come into 
contact with each other and in this respect some actions may incorporate multiple 
interventions. However table 6.4 clearly shows that, within the financial study, 
interventions types had primary impacts in certain boundary categories. 
Table 6.4: Examples of impacts of actions within boundarv cateizories 
Example from stud) 11113 sical 
Bomidarics 
Contact and Awareness 
Building 
Example: Pre-merger 
amalgamation meetings 
Staff aware of each other 
and physical boundaries 
are visible and can be 
consciously acted upon 
Training and Behaviour 
Support 
Example: Sales support 
and training programme 
Building of a Vision 
Example: Culture and 
Value programmefrom 
Head Office 
Link between new 
behaviour and new 
surroundings not always 
evident i. e. refusal to sign 
up current accounts 
(Branch 3) after loan- 
application training 
Primary concern at branch 
levels was managing new 
team and getting on with 
each other (branch 1) so 
corporate aims became 
secondary (i. e. actions 
often targeted against HO 
as, a means of building 
branch unity) 
U 
eminmnirniii 
Staff tippy-toeing around 
each other (Branch 1) 
because they are not sure 
how they must interact with 
new team members 
Training on sales 
techniques provides 
individual with new 
behaviour routines. 
Individual knows how to 
rclate to customer 
Clarity on need to sell but 
unsure how (i. e. definition 
of flexibility on dealing 
with customer - Branch 2) 
ammumammmmm 
Contact builds awareness 
of what each does (i. e. 
length of queues) but does 
not build understanding 
(i. e. concept of busy) 
(all branches) 
Awareness of required 
behaviour but this may 
challenge the identity of 
individual. (i. e. refusal to 
Tog' products to 
customers (branch 3) 
Clear vision that the new 
organisation would be a 
force in banking and that 
they could now compete 
more effectively 
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Table 6.5 relates the examples of boundary impacts into a theoretical framework 
for exploring boundary impacts. The table suggests that 
1. positive impacts on boundary change are delivered from different 
intervention: 
a. Contact and awareness building builds familiarity; 
b. Training and behaviour support reduces confusion; 
c. Building vision reduces the challenge to values. 
2. the impact of each intervention type will vary across boundary categories 
and will be limited in some cases; 
3. effective boundary management will require all three intervention types. 
This framework explains why so many problems can occur within merger 
integration. All three intervention types must be present if all boundary 
categories are to be addressed. The limited impacts of interventions in some 
categories explain some of the problems often encountered in M&A integration. 
For instance, training and behaviour support might be expected to impact on all 
three categories, but the evidence within the case suggests that without the 
training being embedded within the physical daily activities a disconnect 
between the training and the implementation will occur. Similarly, the inherent 
values associated with task behaviour may not be engaged within a training 
session resulting in rejection of behaviour on ethical grounds. Again, it is 
important to note that the division of activities into these intervention types is 
simplistic as activities can often span more than one of the types, e. g. training 
might be focused on vision building. In that respect it is possibly more 
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sophisticated to consider intervention types as a seamless continuum of 
behaviour. Perhaps this is an avenue for future research. 
Table 6.5: A Framework for boundary management linking tensions, boundaries 
and mana2ement interventions 
Type of Tension created 
Physical 
Boundaries 
From 
Behavioural 
Boundaries 
From 
Co. -nitive Boundaries 
From 
by Boundary Surroundings Interaction Affective attachments 
Potential For Boundary Boundary arises about Boundaries arise with an Boundaries arise 
Conflict where an issue due to action that creates because of a challenge 
boundary becomes 'unfamiliarity' confusion over its to the value set or 
salient appropriateness identity 
Effect of Management 
Interventions 
Contact and Awareness Builds awareness and Staff are aware of Staff are aware of 
Building familiarity surroundings but surroundings but not 
confused on how to how it relates to their 
interact within the new values 
surroundings 
Positive Effect on Limited Effect on Limited Effect on 
Boundary Boundarv Boundarv 
Training and New repertoire of Builds repertoire of New repertoire of 
Behaviour Support actions but unfamiliarity actions that can reduce actions but not how they 
remains as to how they confusion. relate to values 
link to the surroundings 
Limited Effect on Positive Effect on Lintited Effect on 
Boundarv Boundary Boundary 
Building of a Vision New vision but New vision but Builds vision that 
unfamiliarity remains confusion in translating allows a new identity 
regarding changes in the vision into actions and value set to be 
surroundings accepted 
Linziled Effect on Limited Effect on Positive Effect on 
Boundan, Boundarv Boundaty 
6.5 Application of the Framework 
The purpose of the study was to suggest a framework of boundary management 
that is capable of being applied in an action research mode to manage an actual 
amalgamation. The proposed framework identifies the broad boundary issues that 
will be faced in an amalgamation and the tensions that each creates. In this 
respect the managerial capacity to reduce the tensions and smooth boundary 
transitions can be identified and planned in any given situation. A core 
proposition within the framework is that different invention types are successful 
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at resolving different types of boundary problems. Successful integration and 
resolution of potential boundary problems therefore is a function of tackling each 
of the three boundary categories with the appropriate intervention type. 
6.6 Conclusion 
The discussion on the financial study has extended the theoretical understanding 
of boundary management in M&As in a number of ways. The literature review 
highlighted that boundary change involved tensions, this chapter has identified 
the tensions that are created by physical, behavioural. and cognitive boundaries. 
The tensions arising are as follows: 
1. Physical boundaries create unfamiliarity in work surroundings; 
2. Behavioural boundaries create confusion with work behaviours; 
3. Cognitive boundaries challenge work values or identity. 
The case relates these tensions to management interventions suggesting that 
particular intervention types, contact and awareness building, training and 
support, and vision building impact on boundaries in different ways. Table 6.5 
proposes impacts. In summary: 
1. contact and awareness building primarily build familiarity and impact 
most strongly on physical boundaries; 
2. training and behaviour support reduces confusion and impacts most 
strongly on behavioural boundaries; 
3. Vision mediates the challenge to values and identity and impacts most 
strongly on cognitive boundaries; 
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4. an integrated approach that adopts all intervention types will be required 
to change boundaries during an M&A. 
Table 5 .8 develops the framework established in table 2.4 and achieves the 
objective of the second pillar of the research design relating management 
interventions to boundary categories. This allows the next study adopt these 
theoretical insights in order to address how boundary change occurs in practice 
and to explore how boundary salience arises. This will be achieved by applying 
the framework (table 6.5) within the hospital study in an action research 
methodology. 
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7 Building Theory from Practice: The Hospital Study 
7.1 Introduction 
It has been argued earlier that the best way to understand boundaries and how 
they function is to explore changes to boundaries through practice. The third 
pillar of the research design is an action research study combining the theory 
developed to date (from the literature understanding and from the financial 
study) to design and implement a change intervention to successfully merger two 
organisations. This chapter sets out the story of the amalgamation 33 of the 
hospital services in South Tipperary. The amalgamation involves two hospitals, 
Our Lady's Hospital Cashel (Cashel) and St Joseph's Hospital Clonmel 
(Clonmel), merging to create South Tipperary General Hospital (STGH). The 
case is complicated by the fact that all three hospitals exist throughout the case. 
Rather than creating STGH when the amalgamation of services occurred (in 
2007), STGH came into being in 1996 with the redesignation of St. Joseph's 
hospital to STGH. All new contracts of employment post 1996 were with STGH 
but the pre- 1996 Cashel contracts remained with Cashel. By 2007 there were 
three groupings of people: staff of Cashel origin (and with contracts with 
Cashel), staff of Clonmel origin (with Clonmel originating contracts) and staff 
employed with STGH contacts (who could be working in Cashel, Clonmel or 
both 34). 
33 The actual event was the merger of the hospitals but the term amalgamation of services was 
used in early announcements of the merger and was in common discourse within the hospital. 
The case narrative will remain true to the actual discourse of the hospital. 
34 Some combined service provision (i. e. dietitians) worked on both campuses. 
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The purpose of the chapter is to provide an understanding of the context and 
specific circumstances of the case as a prelude to describing and discussing the 
boundary issues that emerged. It describes the action research cycles as they 
moved from planning to implementation and how the theory developed in the 
financial studies case informed discussions and understandings. The application 
of the theory in the study allowed the theory to be further developed and its 
relationship with real practice issues to be understood, particularly the 
understanding of boundary salience. This is explored in the next chapter. 
Consistent with the model of action research as cycles of diagnosing, planning 
and evaluating action as indicated in figure 3.1 earlier, the study can be divided 
into four cycles of action. Each cycle commences and ends at natural break 
points emerging from the conclusion of the actions intended. The complex nature 
of the operating environment made it impossible to predetermine time limits for 
each cycle because the timing of actions could not be predicted due to factors 
outside the control of management. For example industrial relations issues or 
failure to secure government funding could result in delays or indeed truncate 
expected cycle times. The case narrates four cycles of action and reflection. 
These are summarized in table 7.1. This table serves as a guide to understanding 
the flow of the narrative. The chapter will explain the context of the merger and 
the difficulties that the management faced in bring the merger to fruition. The 
narrative is designed to weave together the various strands of the data, including 
reflections, interviews and questionnaires, to describe the decisions that were 
being made and how the pattern of information and opinions was informing the 
development of understanding. This is important in the context of understanding 
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boundaries. Earlier in the thesis the concept of boundaries as latent with potential 
to create conflict was discussed. This social view of boundaries suggests that 
understanding the social interaction around boundaries will inform 
understandings of how boundary salience emerges or not as the case may be. 
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7.2 The Context 
Every major town wants a hospital to provide for the health of its population. 
Ordinarily, it is easy to decide where hospitals should be located as areas usually 
have dominant population zones that justify the centralization of hospital 
services in that zone. Occasionally, the decision is more complex as two towns of 
relatively equal size are located in one region and both compete for the location 
of services. South Tipperary was one such region with two large towns, Cashel 
and Clonmel, vying for the location of the county hospital. Political decisions as 
far back as the 1920s created two distinct hospitals, a surgical hospital in Cashel 
and a medical hospital in Clonmel (Lonergan, 2000). Hospital services 
developed around these two hospitals to include psychiatric, community care and 
care of the elderly facilities. 
Developments in healthcare, including multidiscipline team methods, meant that 
by the 1990s the separation of surgical and medical facilities created high levels 
of clinical risk. When a patient required both medical and surgical procedures 
they would have to be transferred, twenty-five miles, between the two hospitals. 
The separation of services was untenable and could not be sustained. The 
surgical and medical units had to be brought together in one facility. In 1995, the 
Minister for Health announced the amalgamation of the two hospitals and the 
creation of a new hospital, South Tipperary General Hospital (STGH), to 
incorporate the two previous hospitals into the existing hospital site in Clonmel. 
The decision to close the Cashel hospital was met with resistance in Cashel. 
There was a strong perception of loss and that the facilities were being taken 
away from the town of Cashel. A hospital action group was formed to fight the 
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perceived loss and a campaign of protest began. In the end a legal agreement 
between the Department of Health 35 and the action group was reached, and 
lodged in the Irish High Court (this became know as the high court agreement). 
The high court agreement facilitated the redevelopment of services in such a way 
as to allow primary and community care facilities to remain in Cashel and for the 
surgical operations to be moved to Clonmel. As part of this agreement, staff in 
the Cashel hospital received 'letters of comfort' guaranteeing that they would not 
have to move to the Clonmel hospital unless they so wished. Positions for all 
existing staff would be made available in the new services developed in Cashe, 36 . 
All new appointees would, however, have contracts with the new hospital, 
STGH, and would be obliged to move to Clonmel when the transfer occurred. 
The high court agreement was hugely important in the study and it shaped 
significantly the choices that were available to planners and managers. The 
agreement had to be followed. 
The operation to transfer the services was planned to occur in a number of 
phases, commencing with the redevelopment of the existing hospital building in 
Clonmel, including the building of a new surgical and emergency wing to the 
existing hospital. The second building phase involved the refurbishing and re- 
building of new facilities in Cashel to provide for the new services that would be 
developed there. Government funding was released on a phased basis and came 
in a stop-start manner with small parts of the project funded at a time. This did 
not allow for the development to take place in a seamless manner. Clonmel 
35 The Government ministry responsible for hospitals and health provision 
36 This letter of comfort guaranteed that they would maintain their grade, rank and salary but did 
not guarantee that they would maintain the same tasks (e. g. a surgical nurse could be assigned to 
geriatric care). 
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completed the capital programme in 2003 but Cashel's funding was much slower 
to progress and building completion was still ongoing post amalgamation of 
services. 
The focus of management turned to ensuring effective staff integration post- 
merger in early 2003 as the building programme in Clonmel came to completion 
and the first real opportunity to bring the two hospitals together was emerging. It 
was hoped that the funding to compete the staffing and equipping of the new 
hospital would be available in mid- to late-2004 and the two hospitals could be 
brought together before the end of 2004. A major stumbling block however was 
that the Cashel development phase had not commenced: the government had not 
released the money for the development and it was not certain what services 
would be funded. This created major disquiet among staff in Cashel, particularly 
those that had the right to stay under the high court agreement. 
7.3 Cycle I 
7.3.1 Diagnosing the Problem 
The common perception within the hospitals in 2003 was that the amalgamation 
of services might never happen. The logic of amalgamating was well understood 
and generally accepted, although the amalgamation had made little progress 
since it was announced in 1995. The hospital management team (which was 
common to both hospitals 37) was working to deliver the amalgamation and the 
37 All of the administrative management team was employed by STGH, this included the Hospital 
Manager, deputy manager, the Integration Manager and the business development manager. They 
accordingly worked across both hospitals. Separate clinical and line managers existed within 
each hospital. 
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building of the physical infrastructure had progressed substantially. However, the 
business of the hospitals in both Cashel and Clonmel continued as usual and the 
daily pressures of managing and operating the hospitals was the primary concern 
of staff and clinicians. This reinforced, particularly in Cashel, a view that the 
amalgamation would either not take place or would occur only in the very distant 
future. The hospital management identified a number of specific problems in 
moving the amalgamation forward: 
1. A general belief existed among staff that the amalgamation would never 
occur and this was evidenced from the long delays that had already taken 
place. 
2. There was a perceived lack of information and awareness about the 
amalgamation and the operations of each hospital. 
3. Staff members were not properly prepared for the amalgamation and did 
not really know what to expect in the build-up to amalgamation or the 
circumstances of the hospital(s) post amalgamation. 
In an attempt to address these issues, an integration management structure was 
developed which included, an executive group responsible for the overall 
management of the process, an operational group to identify and manage tasks 
that needed to be addressed and a partnership structure to engage staff in the 
operations detail and to work across Cashel and Clonmel on areas of mutual 
concern. I became involved with the management team through links between 
my employing institution, Waterford Institute of Technology and the Hospital's 
Governing Health Authority. After initial meetings with the Hospital Manager 
and an exchange of views on change I was asked to become an external 
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facilitator and change agent. I worked with the executive group to provide an 
external perspective and to assist the group in identifying and reflecting on 
appropriate actions. The Hospital Manager, the Integration Manager and I 
established an insider/outsider group 38 and commenced a dialogue on the issues 
around the amalgamation process and how the problems might be addressed and 
framed. At this early stage we discussed the structural issues and potential 
problems that might arise with a particular focus on the 'merger day' and 
working out what had to happen for that day to run smoothly. I suggested that I 
should spend some time getting to know the context of the hospital and the 
people involved and this was facilitated by the Hospital Manager. I subsequently 
held discussions with a number of key participants including the Assistant 
General Manager and the Directors of Nursing (in Cashel and Clonmel). 
These initial discussions highlighted the multiple dimensions to the difficulty in 
getting the groups in Cashel to transfer. We had started discussing the perception 
of the merger among staff and particularly that the discussion on the transfer of 
services had gone on for so long that it failed to make any real impact on their 
lives or 'reality, ' particularly in Cashel where it was very easy for staff to 
discount or deny that it would ever be realised. The Cashel, staff was physically 
removed from the major building works that had occurred in Clonmel, they 
continued with their daily tasks without any changes, and some of the Cashel 
formal and informal leadership, (nursing and surgeon groups) supported the 
continuance of the status quo. In our discussions we set about defining why this 
38 This will be referred to as the research group and co-researchers 
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might be the case and uncovered multiple reasons why in the minds of Cashel 
staff the transfer could not occur: 
1. The letters of comfort held by staff could not be renegotiated and 
accordingly staff had the power to reject any offers. They could not be 
forced to go to Clonmel. 
2. Surgeon support was not readily evident and that their support was 
essential to the move. 
3. There was no money available from the HSE to pay for the transfer. 
4. The people of Cashel would never let the hospital move occur as it was 
an unacceptable loss to the community. 
5. The Cashel Hospital Action Group would never let it happen. 
6. Decisions had been made before about the location of hospitals and never 
followed through, why would this be any different? 
7. Cashel was an effective well run hospital, why would they move or 
change it. 
8. Too many clinical and staff issues would arise and these could never be 
resolved. 
9. The terms and conditions enjoyed in Cashel could not be changed. 
The transfer of services would have substantial impact on the lives of staff in 
Cashel and many industrial relations issues existed as a result. While staff would 
transfer to the same jobs by and large, the extra distance 39 to travel to work had 
impact on their personal lives with extra time required for commuting. This 
would be more significant for staff that had personal commitments with either 
39 Clonmel was approximately 40 kilometers (25 miles) from Cashel which constitutes up to an 
extra 30-40 minutes driving time each way. 
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elderly relatives or young children. Additionally, the transfer to a full service 
hospital required new working structures. The most difficult issue was on-call 
duties. The new STGH required certain on-call commitments from staff and this 
represented a major problem for some staff members who could not be away 
from home or could not travel the distance from home if called into the hospital. 
Cashel staff, traditionally, was not forced to do on-call and this would therefore 
represent a major change to their terms of employmen0o. From the research of 
the Integration Manager many other problems also existed and these related to 
service issues. In a briefing document prepared for the hospital management, the 
Integration Manager interviewed the staff in Cashel and collated a full list of 
items that were of issue to staff. She classified them under four headings, 
working conditions, work practices, issues relating to the HSE and finally 
facilities for staff. 
The action research dialogue at this point focused on what the hospital wanted to 
achieve in the merger process and what constituted success. The overriding 
theme was the need to 'avoid a hospital within a hospital. 41 The Hospital 
Manager defined this as avoiding two distinctive groups of staff, one from 
Cashel and one from Clonmel, who may share the same hospital space but do not 
share common operating procedures, protocols or cultures. This had occurred in 
previous hospital mergers in Ireland and presented a real risk to the STGH 
management. The risks were operational inefficiencies and poor clinical 
management structures. The Hospital Manager was also acutely aware that 
changes in health provision and particularly the need to create economies of 
40 Theirjob contracts require them to do on-call duties but the custom and practice within Cashel 
never enforced the requirement. 
41 Phrase used by the Hospital Manager. 
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scale and specialisms made smaller county hospitals vulnerable. An ineffective 
merged hospital could lose services to larger regional hospitals. It was therefore 
quite important that the hospitals not only merged but that they also integrated 
effectively once they did merge. 
The action research discussion led to a number of key short-term and long-term 
goals. To achieve high levels of integration post-merger the hospitals would have 
to create a common frame of reference for each hospital to work together. 
Management was also keen to create processes of organisational learning that 
would develop a sustainable and progressive culture within the new hospital and 
lead to ongoing quality improvement. The boundary framework (table 5.8) 
presented a potential framework to direct action toward these goals and its 
applicability to the merger problem seemed appropriate. It also served a more 
immediate purpose. Getting people working together and reducing perceived 
differences between groups would assist in challenging the prevailing perception 
that the merger would not happen. This was seen as a first primary step. 
Agreeing this boundary model is an example of how the working relationship 
with my co-researchers would develop. We had had a number of discussions, 
particularly through the executive team meetings on issues of communication 
needs and on specific integration issues such as building staff contact and 
common operating procedures. In preparation for the meeting with the Hospital 
Manager I presented a paper on the boundary model to her (and also to the 
integration Manager). At the meeting we discussed the outcomes of the financial 
study based on this paper and whether this could be used in the hospital more 
directly. We explored the perceived boundaries in the hospital and the discussion 
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uncovered a number of boundaries that fitted within the framework. This led us 
to sketch out a number of actions that supported the framework (see table 7.2) 
and which we later discussed with the integration manger. However my co- 
researchers were concerned that the environment of the hospital might be 
different and that the role of the consultants and surgeons might need to be 
incorporated in some way. It was suggested that the model should be presented 
to the consultant and surgeon groups for them to explore how they see 
boundaries within the hospitals. I agreed to undertake this task and the co- 
researchers agreed to consult with the consultant/surgeon group. In the end that 
group would not agree to discuss the framework with me. This example shows 
how reflections and ideas can lead both to action and resistance. 
As the first cycle of planning and diagnosing concluded, the action research team 
set about defining an action cycle. We agreed that the main purposes of this cycle 
were threefold: 
1. Firstly, it was designed to build awareness within each hospital of the 
activities and culture of the other hospital (as a means of identifying and 
reducing boundary conflicts post-merger); 
2. Secondly, it sought to create a sense that the amalgamation would in fact 
really occur and 
3. Finally it sought to establish the process by which the staff of both 
hospitals could come together in an integrated way at the prescribed 
amalgamation date. In this way the process was targeted at avoiding the 
problem of 'a hospital within a hospital'. 
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Z3.2 The Action Phase: Building Belief 
In discussing the boundary framework the research team identified a number of 
activities under each intervention type and the hospital management commenced 
a focused programme aimed at both communicating the changes and creating 
appropriate actions that reinforced the communication. A summary of the actions 
is presented in table 7.2. This table reproduces the framework created in the 
financial study and identifies the exact actions the hospital would take to reduce 
physical, behavioural and cognitive boundaries within an integrated approach. 
Table 7.2: Actions taken to create integration 
Planned Physical Behavioral Cognitive Boundaries 
Actions Boundaries Boundaries 
Contact and 
Awareness 
Building 
Training and 
Behavior 
Support 
Building of a 
Vision 
Staff exchanges 
Staff open days 
Integration Newsletter 
Partnership groups 
Staff briefing 
Hospital Manager led 
Information booth 
Integration Manager 
appointed 
Staff swap days 
Integration training 
days 
Task groups to 
determine work 
practices 
(partnership) 
On-going training 
Leader involved at all levels 
Clear vision 'a better 
service for Sth Tipperary' 
Partnership Groups working 
on values (e. g. Nursing 
philosophy) 
Feedback mechanisms 
Statements of comfort 
Redraft Mission Statement 
Open communication 
channels and dialogue 
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7.3.2.1 Contact and Awareness Building 
The Integration Manager implemented a number of initiatives to increase the 
general level of awareness about the amalgamation process. A central plank was 
a monthly amalgamation newsletter that included progress reports from each of 
the three task groups (executive, operational and partnership) as well as general 
information such as reports on major events, or the profiling of individuals or 
departments. The information dissemination was supported by physical actions 
aimed at achieving two primary goals, reinforcing the communication message 
that this amalgamation was going to occur and secondly, creating opportunities 
for interaction between staff. Through the executive group, senior managers 
where encouraged to initiate staff exchanges; individuals from one hospital 
would spend a day or more in the other hospital. Initially the staff exchanges 
worked well with participants reporting positively about their experiences. 
However, as time progressed the pressures of work reduced the physical numbers 
wanting to or being able to participate in the staff exchanges. 
The Hospital Manager also led by example, trying to enhance communication 
and awareness. She presented staff briefings on a regular basis, personally 
feeding back information to the staff. She also met with the unions and staff 
groups on a regular basis and adopted an open door policy providing access for 
any staff member to meet with her. She also organized 'information booths' 
where the Hospital Manager and the Integration Manager were available to meet 
with staff to discuss any amalgamation issue at prescribed times and places. 
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Similarly, a strong effort was made to increase contact between the two hospital 
groups through a staff-exchange programme and the partnership groups. This 
achieved a great deal of contact as the people and groups came together to deal 
with task-related issues and resolve real problems in both formal and informal 
settings. The partnership groups were slow to start but did achieve a great deal in 
terms of homogenizing operating and procedural issues. The Integration 
Manager also organized a sequence of 'integration days' where groups of staff 
from both hospitals came together for a day to discuss the amalgamation and 
what needed to happen as the amalgamation occurred. The integration days were 
designed to tackle not only the physical issues concerning the amalgamation but 
also the psychological and emotional issues. 
7.3.2.2 Training and Behavioural Supports 
As well as building awareness many of the activities also provided additional 
training to staff. For instance the partnership groups provided new operating 
protocols that were translated into new actions on the ground through ongoing 
training and development. The staff-exchange programme exposed staff to 
alternative ways and acted as a process to homogenize practice as each group 
reflected on their systems in the light of what they saw in the other hospital. In 
addition the hospital's ongoing processes of staff training and procedure 
development were harnessed to implement the outputs of the partnership groups. 
7.3.2.3 Building of a Vision 
The need to build a vision of the future for South Tipperary General Hospital 
was well recognized and the executive group identified and implemented a 
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number of initiatives in this respect. A primary factor was the involvement of the 
Hospital Manager as a key figure in sponsoring the change. From early in the 
process she recognized the need to build trust as a bridge toward working with 
the staff, unions and other parties involved in the amalgamation. Participation, 
openness and honest dialogue were the cornerstones of the philosophy that she 
espoused. She led by example adopting this philosophy from interactions at the 
most senior board levels to making herself available to meet with individual staff 
at any time. Her vision was clear that working together to create the 
amalgamation was needed to ensure 'a better servicefor South Tipperary'. 
The vision was underpinned by a number of initiatives that emphasized an open 
and participative approach to create the new South Tipperary General Hospital. 
This included the creation of a 'Philosophy of Nursing in South General Acute 
Hospitals' drafted by the nursing staff in the two hospitals. The action cycles 
also collected data on the perceived progress of the amalgamation and presented 
the findings to staff. This provided processes for wider input and dialogue on the 
amalgamation and created more open and transparent feedback mechanisms. The 
hospital management also continually reaffirmed the commitment to staff arising 
from the letters of comfort staff received in 1995. 
The hospital also affirmed culture and values by commencing a hospital-wide 
dialogue on a new mission statement. This was designed to get staff to think 
about the type of hospital they wanted post amalgamation and to create 
ownership of that culture. The first staff questionnaire (described later) devoted a 
number of questions to the mission statement and its underlying values. In 
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addition focus groups were established within both Cashel and Clonmel to 
discuss the findings of the questionnaires to provide greater staff inputs and 
deeper management understanding of staff views. This entire process was 
facilitated by external people (part of a research team at Waterford Institute of 
Technology but under my direction and quality control) to distance the process 
from perceived management interference. 
7.3.2.4 Concluding the Cycle 
The 2004-5 period was characterized by significant progress toward a unified 
hospital. The Cashel and Clonmel groups had engaged each other and substantial 
interaction and understanding between the two groups had materialized. In 
addition, significant work on integrating operating procedures had occurred with 
many common work practices and pathways developed. By early 2005, patient 
pathways had been developed and applied consistently in each hospital. Other 
common procedures were also developed such as drug application charts and 
administrative procedures. The dialogue emerging from the partnership and 
training forums and the close working together of groups in teams further 
enhanced connectivity and commonality between the two hospitals. Specific 
groups had been tasked with resolving the hitherto 'iffesolvable' problems 
around the merger and many of these issues were now being resolved. Some 
issues, particularly those around the services remaining in Cashel under the High 
Court Agreement and the compensation to staff (with letters) for transferring, 
could not be addressed by any internal forum as their implications required the 
agreement and action of the wider HSE. Nonetheless, the physical and staff 
changes required to bring the hospitals together were now falling into place. 
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There was a strong feeling in management that staff perception had shifted to a 
realisation that the merger was going to be delivered and that the interventions 
were producing dividends. 
By late 2004, a further change impacted on STGH. As a means of developing a 
more consistent and coherent quality culture across the health sector, the Health 
Service Executive (the governing central agency for health care in Ireland) 
commenced an accreditation process to certify quality in every hospital. All 
hospitals, nationally, had to undergo a self-evaluation and an external assessment 
to benchmark itself against pre-determined criteria and develop appropriate 
developmental plans. The process involved a fundamental review of all activities 
and required each hospital to establish a number of working groups. While 
hospitals could choose their own timeline to accreditation, STGH decided to 
work toward accreditation as soon as possible and they subsequently commenced 
the process in November 2004. Initially this work was undertaken as two 
separate hospitals, Cashel and Clonmel, (which reflected the reality on the 
ground) but brought together by a common facilitator. 42 This decision created a 
body of work which was driving toward best practice and which could unify both 
hospitals. To be accredited both hospitals would be forced to review and update 
their operating processes and create common patient pathways. 
By early 2005 progress was apparent and there was a sense among management 
that the first major cycle of action had delivered results. We therefore decided 
that it was time to gather more formal feedback from staff on their perceptions of 
" The accreditation manager was also the Integration Manager. 
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the progress through the application of a hospital-wide questionnaire. As this was 
happening the progress took a sharp change of direction. In April 2005, the 
nursing union (INO) branch in Cashel decided that it was unacceptable that the 
staff in Cashel did not know what services were to be funded by the government 
in Cashel post-merger. They argued that this issue made it impossible for the 
staff to decide whether or not they wanted to invoke their letter of comfort and 
stay in Cashel or transfer to Clonmel. Tired of not getting a commitment from 
the HSE for the funding to develop services in Cashel, the INO served notice on 
the STGH management that they would no longer participate in any activities 
concerned with the amalgamation of services, effectively withdrawing all Cashel 
nursing staff from the partnership and team structures that were driving the 
integration of the two hospitals. The accreditation process, however, remained 
outside the scope of the industrial action. 
7.3.2.5 Gathering Feedback 
In early 2005 a review of the progress made to date commenced with the 
application of a hospital-wide questionnaire to all staff (see section 4.3.4.2) and 
appendix 9). A total of 403 questionnaires were sent out to a staff through the 
payroll system. The response rates from the two hospitals differed but in both 
cases it was well below expectations. The final response rate for Clonmel was 
27.4% (61 responses) and just 10% (18 responses) for Cashel. Follow-on 
discussions between the Integration Manager and staff who did not fill out the 
questionnaire suggested that the position of the union opposed to further 
participation in integration activities had a large impact on the Cashel response 
rate. The overall response rates were disappointing and the extent to which the 
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data is representative of the hospitals is as a result questionable 43 . However the 
purpose of the data collection was not to create a generalisable picture of the 
hospitals but to establish the perceptions of staff. In this respect the data does 
provide a useful picture. Indeed possibly the most significant outcome of the data 
collection is the low level of response. The issues were clearly not that important 
to many of the staff in both hospitals and/or they did not want to engage the issue 
of the amalgamation. A series of feedback sessions were held to explore the 
results with the various communities, including a feedback session to the 
executive management of the hospital, a plenary session on the Clonmel campus 
and a plenary session at the Cashel campus. Consistent with the questionnaire 
response rates, the attendance at the Cashel site was relatively poor with less than 
10% of the hospital staff in attendance. 
Z3.3 Outcoine and Reflections 
The analysis of the data and the discussions with staff provided some interesting 
and unexpected results for the management. Despite a uniform and consistent 
process of communication and contact building there appeared to be a divergence 
between the two sites in terms of their perceptions about the amalgamation. In 
general the Clonmel site reported positive experiences about the amalgamation 
and felt that they had participated in the process and received relevant data about 
the transfer. All in all they were positive and in favour of the transfer. In contrast 
the Cashel site felt uninformed, lacking in relevant information about what was 
happening and in general felt more neutral toward the amalgamation. Table 7.3 
43 The importance of this became more significant later when it was realized that the dominant 
groups in the hospital may have been influencing the opinion of others. 
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presents the mean scores for the perceptions about the awareness and progress of 
the amalgamation. 
Table 7.3: Mean and standard deviation scores for perceptions of awareness 
Statement CIOII 
Mean 
IIICI 
Std Dev 
C 
Mean 
ashel 
-9td -Dev 
I am up to date on how the transfer of services is 
progressing 5.02 1.698 2.76 1.855 
There is a general information overload with either too 
much information available or not enough time to 
understand it 3. oo 1.673 2.59 1.938 
The information I have received about the transfer of 
services is relevant to me 5.11 1.845 1.59 1.121 
1 would like to receive more information on the transfer of 
services 4.97 2.168 6.53 1.179 
1 am happy with the progress being made to date on the 
transfer of services 3.80 1.720 2.24 1.855 
1 have contributed to the groups or partnership committees 
working on the transfer of services 3.40 2.264 4.29 1 2.592 
1 would like to contribute to the groups or partnership 
committees working on the transfer of services 4.89 1.979 4.41 2.451 
I believe the partnership process is working well 
4.20 1.641 2.18 1.510 
1 understand the logic behind the transfer of services 
6.58 0.850 4.47 1 2.211 
1 think progress on the transfer of services is too slow 
5.28 1.863 5.59 1.839 
1 think the transfer of services will improve the services to 
patients 1 6.66 1.047 4.41 1970 , *- 
Yes, I am in favour of the transfer of services 6.72 0.915 4.00 
I 
2. 
ii 
Statements svere rank-ed on a scale of 1-7 where I represented complete disagreement and 7 represented 
complete agreement. 
A similar pattern emerged for the extent to which the hospital staff identified 
with their hospital of heritage or the new South Tipperary General (see table 7.4). 
It might be expected that the Clonmel cohort would have some difficulty in 
distinguishing STGH from Clonmel as the former was in many ways the new 
name for the old Clonmel campus. Clonmel was therefore expected to identify 
strongly with STGH. Indeed some comments received questioned the validity of 
using STGH and Clonmel as they were the same. In contrast Cashel was located 
away from the STGH campus and might be expected to associate less with it as a 
result. 
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The data (albeit limited by the number of respondents) showed a strong Cashel 
bias toward the membership of the Cashel hospital (6.59) and less desire to be 
part of South Tipperary General (3.61). In contrast the Clonmel staff felt a 
marginally greater identity with South Tipperary General (5.98) than with the 
hospital of heritage (5.53). The scores for the Clonmel/South Tipperary General 
identity are very similar and this may indicate that there was a difficulty in the 
Clonmel site that conflated the two identities. 
Table 7A Mean and standard deviation scores for identification scales 
Statement C101 
Mean 
1111cl 
t I 
Dev 
Cas 
ean 
hel 
Std 
Dev 
I see myself as being from (named hospital of heritage) 5.18 2.205 6.35 1.618 
I am pleased to be a member of (named hospital of heritage) 5.83 1.749 6.82 0.728 
I feel strong ties with (named hospital of heritage) 5.19 2.004 6.47 1.281 
I identify with other members of (named hospital of heritage) 5.53 1.837 6.59 0.870 
Being a member of (named hospital of heritage)is important to 
me 
5.42 1.792 6.11 1.641 
I see myself as being from South Tipperary General Hospital 5.74 1.763 2.76 2.463 
1 am pleased to be a member of South Tipperary General 
Hospital 
6.10 1.630 3.00 2.574 
I feel strong ties with South Tipperary General Hospital 5.40 1.991 2.82 2.351 
1 identify with other members of South Tipperary General 
Hospital 
5.98 1.456 3.61 2.279 
Being a member of South Tipperary General Hospital is 
important to me 
5.98 1.642 3.11 2.272 
Statements ivere ranked on a scale of 1-7 where I represented complete disagreement and 7 represente 
complete agreement. 
Further data were collected on the understanding by each hospital of the merger 
partner (Table 7.5) and the analysis suggests that the each group felt well 
informed about the other. Given the amalgamation days, the staff transfers and 
the partnership and accreditation groups, this result was expected. There was a 
consistent feeling that the work context of each hospital was different (probably 
based on the surgical and medical divide) yet the two groups' attitude toward the 
level of cultural convergence showed alternate views. The Clonmel group felt 
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that the hospitals were culturally similar (4.57) while the Cashel group felt less 
confident of their similarity (2.72). The Cashel mean score however needs to be 
considered in terms of a high standard deviation of 2.137. The responses incurred 
a large number (45%) of very negative responses, which influences the mean 
disproportionately. This data conflicted strongly with the data on values and on 
preferred mission statements which demonstrated a strong common bond in 
terms of the value sets. The groups demonstrated a high degree of similarity in 
their ranking of important cultural dimensions. Both sites preferred the same 
mission statements and expressed a similar set of cultural values. 
Table 7.5: Mean and standard deviation scores for culture 
St t l l C h l a ement c on 
Mean 
ine 
Std 
Dev 
as 
Mean 
e 
=t 
Dev 
There is little difference between the work done in Cashel and 
Clonmel 
2.55 1.692 1.83 1.543 
I don't know what they do in the (other) hospital 2.16 1.881 3.06 2.155 
The culture in Our Lady's Hospital, Cashel and St Joseph's 
Hospital, Clonmel is similar 
1 
4.57 1.830 2.72 
1 
2.13,71 
Statements ivere ranked on a scale of 1-7 where I represented complete disagreement and 7 represented 
complete agreenient. 
Z3.4 Working with Co-researchers in Cycle I 
This section sets out how the collaborative relationships operated and developed 
throughout the first cycle of action and reflection. The focus of the executive 
transfer group during this period was on the physical aspects of change rather 
than the people aspects. Meetings followed a set agenda that consisted of 6 items, 
notably, minutes of previous meetings, funding, industrial relations, change 
management, minor capital works and equipping. It is therefore not surprising 
that the meetings tended to focus on the nuts and bolts of change. An example, 
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of an issue was the desired ownership of beds by the surgical staff. They want to 
maintain the bed numbers they enjoyed in Cashel and ring fence them in 
Clonmel so that medical or A&E could not use them. This was unacceptable 
from the point of view of those who are responsible for admissions and for 
allocating beds to patents. Issues such as these were somewhat intractable but we 
hoped that they would be resolved through dialogue among staff and this method 
of resolution was strongly fostered by the Hospital Manager. Ultimately, many of 
these issues only got resolved in the final preparation for the merger. Similarly, 
significant discussions took place around capital development and minor capital 
work with a large part of each meeting being allocated to reports on these issues. 
Industrial relation issues also received significant attention. However, it was 
acknowledged within the executive transfer team that resolving these issues was 
only possible through the working group structure so the role of the executive 
group during this stage was supporting the operational and partnership groups. 
The change item at these team meetings concerned the people issues of the 
merger and how people were engaged (and engaging) the merger. I was 
identified within the group as the facilitator of discussions on this agenda item. 
These were discussed at each meeting and I led the issue in terms of inquiring 
about the level of inter-group activity and communication that was occurring 
based on the agreed interventions (see table 7.2). My assumption was that by 
discussing problem areas hospital staff would identify problems and design 
solutions independently. A general awareness of potential inter-group problems 
was present but this did not always translate into a solution-orientated action. I 
was prompted to challenge assumptions about this on several occasions. One 
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example of this occurred in November 2004, when I encouraged the group to 
develop more detailed project plans beyond the nuts of bolts of the normal 
discussions. I decided that I would use stories as examples so that issues could be 
addressed in a more tangible way. I placed the discussion in the context of 
thinking about day one - the actual amalgamation day when the two sets of staff 
combine. I recounted a story of a young person who, on moving to the newly 
merged office, was embarrassed to ask where the toilet was located and that this 
served as his abiding memory of the merger day, searching for the toilet. This 
stimulated a discussion on the minute but important issues that would need to be 
done, for instance phone lists, maps of facilities and ways of identifying who to 
contact etc. This was considered a worthy discussion and it resulted in a group 
being proposed to progress this strand of work (the group subsequently produced 
a very good directory for the merger day). It became clear however as the 
discussion unfolded that there was an assumption among the group that it was 
only Cashel staff that would need support adjusting to their new environment. 
Indeed, Clonmel staff was almost seen as being the 'host' of the Cashel staff with 
references to their role in welcoming the Cashel staff or facilitating them. This 
prompted me to intervene with general comments such as 'don't forget that the 
Clonmel staff will be experiencing substantial change as many new people arrive 
into the hospital. ' While the group acknowledged that change would occur in 
Clonmel they continued to conceive Clonmel as the leader of the change effort 
rather than being impacted by it. For instance they continued to plan that the 
Clonmel staff would welcome Cashel staff to the hospital. To continue to 
challenge their assumptions I recounted the story (based on the financial study) 
of the person who was welcomed to a new branch and responded with the 
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statement 'why are you welcoming me to my officeT This was a more direct 
inquiry about seeing the relationship from the Cashel perspective. This 
successfully opened the discussion to the difficulties that Clonmel staff had 
endured as a result of the amalgamation, such as building works and the 
perceived focus of the merger on Cashel issues at the expense of Clonmel. 
Meetings with the co-researchers (the Integration Manager and Hospital 
Manager) during this period were mostly concerned with scoping out the range 
of activities that would be needed for the merger. Many of our discussions 
concerned communication, particularly in so far as it concerned staff in Cashel, 
for instance by December 2004 information coming from the partnership process 
highlighted greater levels of participation within Cashel and an increasing shift in 
perception generally from this amalgamation 'won't happen' to 'it will happen'. 
However, the same reports also highlighted that staff were concerned about a 
number of Cashel specific issues and we discovered through the questionnaire 
data that the Cashel staff felt uninformed. Our reflections on this issue puzzled us 
for some time as we tried to work out how the cycle of change simultaneously 
succeeded (staff had realised the merger would happen) and failed (resulted in 
industrial action). In our discussions we surfaced two relevant assumptions that 
we had made. Firstly, that the more the hospital communicated the better the 
awareness of the merger would be and the greater the support that would be 
received for it. This needed to be re-thought because the communication did not 
adequately penetrate the Cashel consciousness - we discussed the reason for this 
as possibly an information referent effect (Haslem 2001). It was concluded that 
we needed to be more targeted in this endeavour in the future. Secondly, we had 
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assumed that the Cashel group was actually one consistent group, while this 
assumption was being questioned before the end of the cycle, the events and 
reflections clearly led us to conclude that there were in fact separate groups 
existing in Cashel. 
7.4 Cycle 2 
7.4.1 Diagnosing the Problem: Rethinking and Consolidating 
The data collected at the end of cycle 1, the meetings and feedback sessions with 
the executive board and with staff that and the actions of the hospital 
communities (i. e. the union withdrawal) provided the basis for reflecting on 
cycle 1 and the setting of objectives for the next cycle of interventions. 
Ironically, it was clear that the first cycle of action had been successful, but it had 
resulted in the nursing union withdrawing from further participation until their 
outstanding issues where resolved. Their withdrawal effectively brought the 
partnership approach to a standstill. The campaign to build belief that the merger 
would happen had worked. The union could not have withdrawn from the 
process otherwise (they would have had nothing to withdraw from and no reason 
to withdraw). But an important lesson was also learned. The design of the action 
cycle had assumed two separate and distinct groups, Clonmel and Cashel. In fact 
there were three groups, with the Cashel group comprising two groups, one that 
was planning to stay and one that was going to transfer over to Clonmel on the 
amalgamation date. The group that would remain represented the longer-serving 
members of staff and they generally had greater formal and informal authority 
and position. The impact of communicating with the Cashel cohort as a unified 
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whole was that the communication was often focused on aspects of concern to 
one section of the community only (i. e. on STGH post-merger) rather than on 
what the dominant discourse within the hospital portrayed as the key purpose of 
communication (i. e. what was happening to the remaining services in Cashel). 
The strength of the dominant discourse was maintained by the stronger and more 
influential senior staff; those with the letters of support. Communications to 
Cashel were therefore less relevant or effective than anticipated. Furthermore it 
allowed the more dominant group to highlight the lack of communication 
concerning their issues and intensify the perception of the community as a whole 
that the merger was not ready to happen. 
Based on the reflections on cycle 1 it was clear that the second cycle could not 
drive the amalgamation forward until the nursing union re-entered discussions 
with management. But it was also clear that based on the momentum that had 
been built up over the past year that a number of other activities could continue 
to build on that momentum and facilitate the amalgamation once the unions 
returned to the negotiation table. Building from these achievements and realizing 
that the direct continuance of the amalgamation process was impossible without 
the direct involvement of the unions and staff, the second cycle of actions was 
designed to continue bringing staff together to work on hospital improvements 
with the long-term aim of facilitating the merger once the union issues were 
resolved. This strategy worked to create new boundaries by homogenizing task 
and operating activities through creating and sharing best practice. The actions 
identified in table 7.2 were reinforced by these activities. The research team 
therefore agreed that cycle 2 would have the following objectives: 
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1. The momentum that had developed in creating a common operating and 
procedural understanding would be developed. The main mechanism for 
achieving this would be the accreditation process. 
2. The needs of the Cashel cohort, as two separate groups would be met and 
a process of communicating and developing greater clarity on the post- 
merger Cashel position would be instigated. 
3. Where possible actions to engage Cashel and Clonmel staff in common 
processes would be fostered. 
4. Continue to canvass government for the funding necessary to define and 
deliver Cashel's post-merger services in line with the high court 
agreement. 
Actions therefore concentrated on building capacity for integration through 
fostering common activities while canvassing government for the funding to 
address the unresolved Cashel issues. 
Z4.2 The Action Phase: Building Capacity 
The period April 2005-July 2006 was characterized by less direct attention to the 
amalgamation and more to the instruments of integration that would result in the 
two hospitals working together more effectively post-merger. Only four 
executive transfer team meetings were held between April 2005 and July 2006. 
The industrial relations position obviously reduced any capacity for the 
management of the hospital to directly or visibly move the amalgamation 
forward. The huge momentum that had been developed in the previous action 
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cycle however had created a great deal of commonality between the two 
hospitals homogenizing many operating and administrative systems. 
One strong instrument of integration was the accreditation process, which offered 
an opportunity to build on existing achievements and maintain many of the 
interactive process that had been initiated in cycle 1. A number of accreditation 
groups had been formed around specific issues, for example surgical or medical 
care, which followed naturally the divide in the two hospitals but also forced 
groups to integrate with the other hospital. From April 2005 onward these 
accreditation groups worked on building a new quality environment at the 
hospital, in line with national practice. This process reinforced the need to bring 
the two hospitals together as it was evident to most that individually the hospitals 
could not pass the accreditation process. The implications of failing to achieving 
accreditation might include a reduction (or elimination) of services and the 
potential loss of these to more 'effective' hospitals. Staff was therefore motivated 
to participate and deliver on the accreditation agenda. 
A second instrument to create cohesiveness across the hospitals was the 
development of the STGH mission statement. The questionnaire applied in April 
2005, had asked specific questions on the preferred mission and on the values 
and cultures the staff felt should be the foundation of the new combined hospital. 
A strong sense of consistency existed between respondents, emphasizing patient 
care and a safe environment for patients and staff. Given the small number of 
respondents to the questionnaire the mission debate was extended. Plenary 
sessions on the questionnaire results (and their weaknesses) were presented at 
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two separate presentations to each hospital group. Two additional focus groups, 
one in each hospital, were held to discuss the mission statement more fully. The 
outputs of these discussions were subsequently used to present a number of 
options to the Hospital executive. In June 2006 the Hospital executive approved 
its new mission statement subject to staff and community comment. The June 
issue of the staff newsletter carried the new statement and asked for feedback. 
The agreed statement read: 
At South Tipperary General Hospital we will strive to enhance the health 
and well-being of the people we serve. 
To achieve this we will 
Place the patient at the centre of our activities 
Maintain the dignity and respect of ourpatients and staff at all tilnes 
Develop the highest professional level of service consistent with 
national and international best practice 
Provide an environment that is safe and welconzing 
The tone of the mission statement and its simplicity was specifically designed to 
be personal through the references to 'we' and 'our' and to act as a clear 
statement of unity and consistency across both hospitals by providing higher 
order objectives, for example 'wellbeing, ' 'health' and 'professional'. 
Throughout this period the unresolved amalgamation issues were still centre 
stage, particularly in the mind of the Hospital Manager, and a strong business 
case had been put to the HSE to develop the Cashel site and provide the 
necessary funding for completion of the amalgamation. Ongoing and strong 
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representation from the hospital management resulted in a favourable decision in 
early summer 2006 and the Department of Health and Children through the HSE 
allocated the necessary funding to develop the Cashel site. The subsequent return 
of the INO union to the negotiation table, however, quickly resulted in another 
challenge to the amalgamation. The union adopted a position that all staff in 
Cashel faced disruption as a result of the merger and accordingly should receive 
financial compensation. The staff who had letters of comfort were being asked to 
move or face the disruption that would result from the transfer to another service 
(effectively change their jobs) and those without letters of comfort faced 
disruption from the transfer to Clonmel and the change to their home-life given 
the increased distances. This triggered a pay claim for compensation. The initial 
pay claim lodged was very substantial and this marked the potential for another 
set of long-term negotiations. The other unions in the Cashel hospital, covering 
the technical, clerical and other grades, indicated that they too would be seeking 
compensation for their members. 
The announcement that money had been allocated to develop the services in 
Cashel also resulted in the re-emergence of another interest group. The Cashel 
Hospital Action Group, who had been dormant for so long, now requested 
meetings with the Hospital Manager to ensure that the exact services specified in 
the high court agreement of 1995 would be delivered into Cashel. This presented 
another potential blockage. Hospital services and best practice had moved on 
since 1995 and a debate about the detail versus spirit of the agreement began to 
emerge. The Cashel community more broadly began to take an interest and 
several misconceptions began to emerge, for example, the merger was decried by 
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a local politician and the Hospital Manager was 'summoned' to appear before 
the local council to explain what was happening. The hospital approach however 
was to engage the community in open dialogue and the Hospital Manager in 
particular made herself available to answer media issues and drive forward the 
strategic thinking about how hospital services for a better South Tipperary would 
emerge. 
74.3 Outcomes and Reflections 
The announcement of the funding to complete the Cashel campus post-merger 
marked the end of cycle 2. Substantial progress had been made on the 
accreditation front and the hospital community had increasingly homogenized 
many of its operating and procedural activities in line with best practice. The 
nursing union was back at the negotiating table and the nursing staff was 
attending amalgamation meetings once again. The re-emergence of the Cashel 
Action Group and the substantial pay claim submitted by the unions 
demonstrated, however, that much more work needed to be completed before the 
final amalgamation of services could be realised. 
The end of cycle 2 presented a further opportunity to reflect on the progress and 
discuss what might be appropriate considerations for cycle 3. As part of 
developing our understanding of the events of the merger, the Hospital Manager 
and I had written a number of papers. One paper we had submitted to the 
Academy of Management Conference in Atlanta, US. The paper had been 
accepted and we decided to travel to the US. That conference has an active action 
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research communit 4 and one of their annual workshops involved the action 
research community reviewing practice based research projects in a community 
setting, in an effort to develop both the projects and also the practice of action 
research. We submitted the hospital case as a potential for this workshop and it 
was accepted. We spent a full day, in the Academy workshop, discussing the 
case. This provided a substantial source of feedback and tested our understanding 
of our practice and of our thinking. The conference tested us on how we were 
working together and the relationship that we had developed; it also tested us on 
the way in which we saw other participants in the hospital merger broadening our 
understanding of how to engage ourselves and others. A clear learning that had 
emerged from our talking about the merger was the importance of leadership and 
bringing consultant groups, especially in Cashel on board more explicitly. This 
was possibly the first time we had explicitly spoken about our roles as a 
relationship of support. On the plane returning to Ireland we reflected on what 
we set out to achieve in terms of outcomes for the hospital and for my research. 
We realized that as time had passed our interactions had changed and that the 
extent to which we 'bounced ideas' off one another had increased. I recognised 
that I had played the role of process facilitator and expert but was less in tune 
with the role of personal support within the change activities that I had began 
playing. Similarly, my co-researcher conceived the relations in terms of trust and 
the increasing levels of trust that emerges over time as people work closely 
together. We had both found the workshop challenging and both recognized that 
we needed to codify our relationship more explicitly. My co-researcher codified 
her requirements as seeking help both in terms of the process of change and in 
44 This workshop is run by the Sustainable Practice Action Research Community, SPARC 
http: //view. fdu. edu/default. aspx? id=4352 
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terms of professional support. We discussed professional support as meaning the 
ability to explore ideas together and to provide constructive comment. For my 
part I wanted the depth of insight that came from being close to the issues and 
recognized the importance of the additional insights that emerged from our 
ability to be frank and direct with each other. 
Z4.4 Working with Co-researchers in Cycle 2 
This section sets out how the collaborative relationships operated and developed 
throughout the second cycle of action and reflection. There were few executive 
meetings during this period given the industrial relations issues. However there 
were numerous meetings between me and the co-researchers. Our primary 
concern was that the progress had been halted and we feared that the momentum 
gained would be lost. At the start of the cycle we discussed extensively why 
Cashel felt alienated and considered events and individual motivations as 
potential causes. Clearly there were a number of events that impacted the staff 
withdrawal. We had already begun to think in terms of the two Cashel groups as 
separate and distinctive and had discussed what this might mean (see comments 
in section 7.3.4). We were aware of the huge significance that the staff in Cashel 
placed on what was happening in Cashel post-merger and while we were 
disappointed that they had withdrawn from the amalgamation process we could 
understand the importance of the issue to them. The Integration Manager 
summed it up during one discussion when she reflected that it is the one issue 
that has constantly been on the table since the beginning of the amalgamation. 
our discussion led us to realise that the funding for Cashel while outside of the 
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hospital's control was a central driver for the amalgamation and the Hospital 
Manager redoubled her efforts over this period to deliver the funding resource. 
We were also aware that the huge momentum that had developed could be easily 
lost and we accordingly discussed how to leverage the gains that had been made 
to maintain some forward motion. We discussed what had worked well such as 
the team work and partnership structures at the centre of the processes. We 
observed that it was necessity that often acted as a key component in driving 
teams to realise their goals. When something had to be done, i. e. a common 
procedure for nursing practice, or the elimination of a clinical risk, it was 
engaged and completed. This strengthened our assumption that staff would work 
out the issues themselves if given an appropriate framework. The professional 
standards and pride in the service provision propelled staff toward achievement 
and we discussed whether this could be harnessed to help continue the drive 
toward amalgamation. The context of health provision was also changing and 
smaller hospitals like STGH were increasingly in danger of losing services. 
Clinicians and staff were aware of this issue. The co-researchers in particular 
shared thoughts around whether there was an inevitability about the merger, not 
because of the instruction to merger, but because STGH could not continue to 
support the existing structure within the emerging national health environment. 
We again uncovered an assumption and questioned whether we could assume 
people understood this reality. This led to us to question whether we needed to 
communicate this to a greater extent and possibly in other ways. This realisation 
helped us to develop the strategy used throughout this period. The merger was a 
natural progression of the hospital's service provision and it needed to continue 
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to drive best practice models in order to achieve adequate service provision 
rather than as a result of the merger. This was also clear in new quality 
obligations such as accreditation that were emerging nationally. 
7.5 Cycle 3 
7.5.1 Diagnosing the Problenz: the Drive to 'Merger Day' 
The reflections on the outcomes of the two previous cycles and the discussions 
that had occurred at the Academy of Management workshop identified a number 
of key tasks that had to be delivered if the amalgamation was to be completed: 
1. Communicating to all groups the value and the importance of the merger 
in terms that they valued was critical. 
2. Involving all of the different interest groups was essential. This involved 
the creation of new channels of communication, to the Cashel 
community, to the Hospital Action Group and to the staff who would 
remain in Cashel post-merger. 
3. A clear target date needed to be established to focus minds and the 
actions of the working groups. 
Reflecting on these tasks the third cycle of action would have a simple objective, 
1. amalgamate the services. 
This was translated into a number of management actions that included: 
1. A concerted drive from the Hospital Manager to engage all groups and 
address all issues as promptly and effectively as possible; 
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2. Increasing range and number of actions that serve to integrate and 
homogenize processes in line with the boundary framework; 
3. Involving the Cashel post-merger community, at the earliest stages, in the 
development of services in Cashel. 
In boundary terms this represented an attempt to expose boundaries and bring 
them into contact with one another, exposing, where possible, potential conflict. 
By uncovering and recognizing potential boundaries they could be addressed and 
resolved before any damage could ensue. 
Z5.2 The Action Phase 
The discourse was changed in the management team to create a focus on 'merger 
day; ' the date on which the actual transfer of services would take place. A new 
partnership group was established to discuss and agree the issues around the 
Cashel campus and to empower those who would remain. The Hospital Manager 
commenced regular meetings with the Cashel Action Group to keep them both 
informed about and involved in the decision making regarding Cashel. She also 
started to work more closely with the Hospital consultants to ensure their buy-in 
and support. 
By September 2006, the tide was beginning to change. The executive transfer 
team had increased the frequency of their meetings. The sense that this merger 
process would be completed was emerging among all levels. Moreover, an 
impetus for the change was beginning to develop from the ground upwards. The 
accreditation process had demonstrated clearly the need for better facilities. The 
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lack of investment in maintaining the older facilities in Cashel meant the 
facilities were deteriorating at a rapid pace. Changes in health care best practice 
(i. e. clinical directorates and risk management) continued to expose the clinical 
risk that existed from divided surgical and medical sites. By early October the 
consultants in Clonmel decided that the clinical risks could not continue and 
demanded the merger be completed in mid-November. The date may have been 
unrealistic but the signal gave strong impetus to the process. 
The hospital management decided that it needed to establish a date for the 
merger, one that would be set in stone and could not be changed. On the 6 th 
October 2006 the HSE formally announced the date of the 12 th January, 2007 for 
the amalgamation. The press release referred to a new modernised approach and 
that the merging of expertisefrom both hospitals will greatly improve the quality 
of care provided to the community. The press release also spoke extensively of 
the Cashel hospital and that the site of Our Lady's Hospital in Cashel is set to see 
the development of additional Primary, Community and Continuing Care 
services which will greatly benefit the local community and provide all 
enhancement to existing acute and non-acute services. The announcement was 
made from the Chief Executive Officer of the HSE; the most senior national 
figure in the health service. 
The formal announcement of a date gave a sense of realism to the transfer and 
encouraged staff to engage in a very real way. The executive transfer group met 
soon after the announcement and decided to restructure their practices, moving 
away from an agenda that emphasised physical and technical issues to one that 
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emphasised the work processes in the hospital. In this way each activity was 
assigned a sponsor responsible for delivery of the transfer within that area. The 
group also decided to meet more regularly, Thursday mornings before normal 
work hours, until the transfer was complete. Attendance at the meetings also 
improved and additional staff were willingly seconded. It was evident that the 
time to completion, approximately 13 weeks, was extremely short to deliver the 
transfer and that a tight planning schedule was needed to ensure its delivery. At 
the same time the intensity of staff exchanges, training, patient pathway delivery 
and administrative system redesign intensified. There was a natural fit between 
the amalgamation process and the accreditation groups' work identifying best 
practice and this allowed the amalgamation process to incorporate new designs 
and improvements into its process. 
However, many issues still remained unresolved particularly in terms of hospital 
staffing levels. While the union's compensation claim was ongoing, no decision 
could be taken by staff on whether or not they would transfer to Clonmel. To do 
so would go against the union's instructions and would be seen as weakening the 
negotiating hand of the union. From initial figures presented by the union to staff 
substantial amounts of compensation might be involved and staff was expecting 
a good 'payout'. In addition the negotiation may have been seen as another 
means of delaying or preventing the transfer occurring. Clearly some people 
were contractually bound to transfer but others could avail of letters of comfort 
and make the decision to remain. Without knowing who would transfer, the 
staffing levels and skills requirements post-merger could not be determined. 
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7.5.2.1 The View on the Ground 
As October passed the work of the executive transfer group and the staff 
generally progressed positively. Outstanding issues were being addressed daily 
and the complex tasks of organising the transfer were being planned 
progressively. The decision to make the 12 th of January 'Merger Day' was met 
with mixed feelings on the ground. 
Interviews with staff members in late November and early December (approx. 
seven weeks pre amalgamation) identified that the staff had a range of concerns 
about the amalgamation. Cashel staff still struggled with the reality that the 
merger would occur and felt that the timeframe set made the task difficult if not 
impossible. Indeed on merger day one staff member openly suggested to the 
Hospital Manager that Cashel staff felt that it would not happen and that theyfelt 
they would put it offfor a while longer. 45 The interviews clearly demonstrated 
the perception that further delays could be possible. 
Since the date was announced and even though people accepted it 
initially people just thought that it would be moved out because January 
is so busy and there is nonnally so nutch going on (Cashel Administrator 
pre-inerger). 
For the last couple of years it went like this; March, June, September was 
the month we were going to come together, every year. Every year this 
happened. And then all of a sudden it's the 12 th January. The nurses are 
still at the Labour Court trying to get whatever they are lookingfor out of 
it. People who are going haven't even got timetables ........ personally we 
still don't know what we are going to be doing. The people going to 
Clownel don't know the hours they are going to be doing. There's no 
timetables done up yet and it's only a month away (Cashel Support- 
service pre-merger). 
I inean this is now over 10 years in the pipeline, It's 10 years down the 
road and I suppose I was always hoping it would keep going and that 
45 Comment reported by the Hospital Manager 
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there would be nofinal plaits put in place (Cashel Care-assistant pre- 
inerger). 
Similarly questions also existed over the timing of the merger with a strong sense 
existing that it was not optimal to affect the transfer at this date. Staff felt that 
"they [the management] haven't really plannedfor it and the services going with 
it" (Cashel Patient-carer (4) pre-merger) and that "it's not enough time to get a 
ward tip and running and to get everything in place " (Cashel Patient-carer (7) 
pre-merger) or that the merger would be better if additional time was available, 
we need anotherfew weeks because Christmas is in the middle of it (Cashel 
Care-assistant pre-merger). There was a sense that everything was wrong with 
the date and that really the transfer should not happen. 
I think it's definitely the wrong month. It's the worst time of the month, 
it's winter time, Clonmel has always had the record of being totally over- 
crowded in the months of January and February witliflu epidemics, chest 
ailments and what have you. Ijustfeel that March/April would have 
been better months (Cashel Care-assistant (3) pre-merger). 
There are many goodpoints and badpoints to having the medical and 
surgical services under one roof, to have them amalgamated. But at the 
same time they have worked perfectly ivell up to now, I know there has 
been afew hitches but they have managed (Cashel Administrator pre- 
merger). 
Of course, the concerns raised were concerns that could be raised at any time of 
the year. The hospitals were continually busy, there are always significant 
events, Christmas, summer time, winter influenza, and so on. The fear that 
management had not planned for the transfer sufficiently undermined the whole 
activities of the previous three years. Of note however was that the debate had 
shifted from, "it will not happen" to "this is the wrong time for it to happen". 
Linked to these comments was an emotional side of the staff who in many cases 
expressed sadness on all our behalves here in thefact that the surgery is moving 
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(Cashel Care-nianagenient pre-inerger) with a feeling that our hosIjital is being 
takenfrom us (Cashel Care-inaiiagetýieiitpre-itterger) and a fear of 1vhat are lve 
going to do Aen it's gone (Cashel Support-service pre-inerger). However, the 
Cashel community had not given up on the need to 'protect' Cashel from the loss 
of its services. 
I think how it has developed over the years and how thefight that went on 
early on gelled people together. Now we are 20 years down the road but 
still that group is togetherfighting to hold the services, to have something 
here on site. That linked them allfor years and that link is still there. 
Now new people have come in but it's almost as if thatfoundation was 
there and everybody has built on top of it (Cashel Care-assistant pre- 
merger). 
A heightened level of uncertainty was also very evident in Cashel and this was 
supported by the interview data. Cashel staff had a perception that not enough 
information was being given to them. This was particularly relevant as people 
are taking more notice now of what's going on and people are really starting to 
think about it and talk about it more and are even seeking infonnation now 
because we have come to the point where we have to accept it and try and make 
the best of it (Cashel Patient-carer (3) pre-merger). However the actual levels of 
communications had been quite substantial and some leaders in Cashel 
recognized this fact. 
So although the place has been swamped with information and 
communication, it's nobody'sfault that some staff will say that they don't 
know things, It's selective deafness and blindness because they don't 
want to know (Cashel Care-management pre-merger). 
However, reality was clearly changing for people as the prospect of merger day 
approached. Individuals were eager to assess the impact of the change on their 
position. Interestingly, the biggest concerns revolved around the work practices 
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and many of these were pending union agreement and related to the Labour 
Court discussions. The ability of management to offer solutions to these issues 
was therefore limited. Cashel staff did perceive that they did not have sufficient 
information. 
Ifeel I know nothing. I don't know what time I am starting work on the 
12th January. I don't know where I am going to work, when I ain going 
to know my hours, whether I am going to have a permanentjob. Ifeel I 
know nothing, we are going to a neiv hospital and are we going to have 
car parking etc? I know the unions are still in negotiations but there is 
nothing laid down and you wonder then why people can't make decisions 
as to whether they are going to go or not! They have no infonnation 
(Cashel Patient-carer (4) pre-nierger). 
For instance staff that have been working herefor 15 years plus and 
there are quite afew of thein actually don't know after the 12th January 
what they are coming to work to do. They have absolutely no clue 
whatsoever (Cashel Patient-carer (3) pre-merger). 
Contrasting with Cashel, the Clonmel staff were looking forward to the 
improvements in service, I think it is great; I ain really lookingforward to it 
(Clownel Patient-carer (2) pre-inerger) and the better patient care, It will be 
goodfor the patient (Cloninel Patient-carer (1) pre-Inerger) that would develop 
as a result. Clonmel staff did suffer from a level of uncertainty and realised that 
the transfer would not be without its problems There are a lot offrustrating times 
ahead (Clonmel Patient-carer (2) pre-nierger), and I do not think it is going to be 
easy; it will be difficult thefirst day it happens (Clonmel Patient-carer (5) pre- 
inerger) but appeared more relaxed about the transfer. 
We really will not know until we are all in under one roof what is going 
to happen and how it is going to impact on some services. It is going to 
take a whilefor everything to settle down. It is not going to be easyfor 
thefirst couple of months. ... I think in general it is going to be good. There will be some people that will complain. You will never convince 
thein (Clonmel Patient-carer (2) pre-merger). 
There is going to be a bit of an upheaval when it happens. It will be 
different in the beginning but it will settle down. There will be areas now 
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that ive did not have before. It will be as if they were always here. 
Different people will ha ve different problems with it but that is only 
naturaL I think it will be perfect (Clonmel Support-services (3) pre- 
merger). 
Clonmel staff sympathized, somewhat, with the Cashel staff and realized the 
great change that it would involve for them coming over to Clonmel. Clonmel 
staff felt that the decision could have gone the other way and that they might, 
under different circumstances, have been the ones to move. 
I do have sympathyfor staff in Cashelfor them being disrupted. It has to 
be done and that is it. Unfortunately they are the ones that have to move 
but I still think that it is really needed. I ant really lookingforivard to it 
and I think it will be goodfor the Southeast (Clownel Patient-carer (5) 
pre-merger). 
We are going to have to be a bit more tolerant of thent in that ive are 
going to have to give them time to adjust to the svork- practices. I do think 
people are going to understand. It could have happened either way. 
People are going to think, " Well it could have been me moving 
(Clownel Clinical-care (3) pre-merger). 
I think it was perceivedfor so long that it wasn't going to happen, the 
dates were being brought backfor so long. I think they thought it would 
never really happen .... I suppose there ivere hiccups the whole time with 
people pushing it back-, either staff relations orjust issues that could not 
have been helped... J would say they got a shock with the date. They all 
thought it wasn't coming (Clownel Administrator (1) pre-merger). 
Overall the Clonmel staff felt that the merger was necessary and that the service 
improvements were necessary to regularise the hospital (Clownel Administrator 
(2) pre-merger) and to eliminate a huge deflcit in services dowvn through the 
years (Clownel Patient-carer (4) pre-merger). At the end of the day the 
amalgamation was for the safety of the patients (Clonmel Clinical-care (3) pre- 
merger). 
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The position of the two staff groups clearly shows the fragility of the position in 
the two hospitals pre-merger. Cashel had concerns about the ability to merge and 
had high levels of uncertainty (as might be expected). These offered conditions 
that could easily be translated into further action against the merger (e. g.. the 
timing is impossible) or against the Clonmel group (e. g. they weren't being 
treated fairly). In contrast Clonmel wanted the merger to occur and while 
sympathetic toward Cashel they wanted the merger to be finalized without any 
further delays. 
7.5.2.2 Realising the Merger 
The major driving force for delivering the merger was the executive transfer 
group under the chairpersonship of the Hospital Manager. The Hospital Manager 
was the central figure, to whom all parties looked for leadership and direction. 
She took responsibility for ensuring the key issues that needed to be resolved, 
remained on the agenda, and tirelessly negotiated with the various parties. At this 
point the major issues that needed to be resolved included 
1. industrial relations, primarily compensation payments to staff 
transferring; 
2. the Cashel Action Group's desire to deliver the exact terms of the high 
court agreement (and their threat to seek an injunction against the transfer 
if their demands were not met); 
3. the politicians in Cashel and their perceived loss of service; 
4. the Consultants' and Surgeons' position on beds and sharing of services 
and resources (for example the surgical ward wanted to ring-fence their 
beds)and 
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5. the clinical risk issues of ensuring that the transfer process was properly 
planned and executed with adequate capacity to run the hospital post- 
merger. 
Of these issues the industrial relations and the Cashel Action Group presented 
the largest potential risk to not delivering the merger deadline. The executive 
transfer group was now meeting on a weekly basis with each of these key issues 
closely monitored. A strong multiple level communication process was 
implemented with strong media outputs (for example newspaper advertorials in 
local papers laying out a vision for Cashel and regular radio appearances by the 
Hospital Manager in response to politicians' statements) and visible symbols of 
progress (and the transfer) in Cashel, for example the erection of a billboard 
displaying the new hospital services for the people of Cashel. 
Operational issues remained unresolved including, among others, starting times, 
theatre times, record management, storage space, on-call duty, directional signs 
in the hospital, unifying the bleep system and staff identity cards. Partnership 
groups directed by the operation transfer team were established to resolve these 
problems and in this way the decision making for operational issues was 
delegated to those most closely affected by the change. Each unit/department in 
the hospital was also requested to develop departmental transfer plans which 
helped to identify issues that would emerge in the transfer, including location of 
ancillary services, storage and even simple process issues such as portering 
arrangements. 
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A key challenge was ensuring that the appropriate number and experience of 
staff would be available to the hospital post transfer. Until the unions and their 
staff agreed to a compensation package staff could not formally confirm whether 
they would be willing to transfer to Clonmel. Accordingly, there was no clear 
indication of the post-merger staffing until the compensation was formally 
agreed on the 2d January 2007, only 10 days before the merger. The agreement 
of the unions was reached only after extensive Labour Relations Commission 46 
meetings and a series of offers and refusals. The Hospital Manager and the 
Director of Nursing endeavoured to maximize the number of staff that 
transferred (even if only for a fixed period post-merger) and the Director of 
Nursing recruited widely from other hospitals. The final numbers transferring 
however were lower than optimum and some beds remained unopened in the 
initial stages of the post-merger period. 47 The skills mix of staff also provided 
problems as many of the more senior staff remained behind in Cashel. 
Another function of the executive group was to ensure that the incoming staff 
from Cashel was orientated to the hospital and its layout. There was a clear need 
to train and brief all staff both on the transfer and on operating procedures. A 
planned phasing down of activity in Cashel was scheduled and one ward was to 
be closed a week prior to transfer to facilitate the training and orientation of staff 
transferring. The executive group also spent substantial time addressing the 
46 The labour relations commission is a formal part of the state's machinery for resolving 
industrial relations claims. 
47 An interesting aside was that the issue of staffing levels in a post-merger hospital arose some 
months after the STGH experience when three maternity hospitals moved to a newly built state of 
the art facility. The transfer was delayed for three weeks when at the very last moment the 
nursing unions withdrew from the transfer because they were unhappy with the levels of staffing 
and insisted that new staff be appointed. 
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needs of Cashel post-merger. The inclusion of representatives of the pCCC48, the 
organisation which would have responsibility for the management of services 
once the transfer had occurred, strengthened the link between the pre- and post- 
period. This was helped by leaders in Cashel, particularly the Director of 
Nursing, who recognized the challenges of post-merger structures in Cashel and 
rose to the challenge of developing a vision for the services. In addition the 
Hospital Manager met the Cashel Action Group regularly and while some issues 
were complex to resolve, a final agreement on the level of services remaining 
was negotiated. 
This period of the merger process was not a smooth one and was punctuated by 
periods of strong resistance by the various groups. For example, resolving the 
industrial relations issues involved two Labour Relations Commission 
interventions and substantial management-union negotiations. The Cashel Action 
Group threatening to take out an injunction up to the last week of the merger and 
the Hospital Consultants through their representative body resisted the loss of 
beds and went public with a media campaign immediately prior to the merger. 
Z5.3 Outcomes and Reflections 
If the week leading up to merger day (as it now had become referred to within 
the hospital communities) was traumatic and problematic (it was described by 
the Hospital Manager as possibly one of the worst in her life) then merger day 
itself was the exact opposite. Early on the morning of the move a fleet of 
ambulances arrived at the Cashel Hospital and began the process of moving 
48 Primary, Community and Continuing Care is a division of the HSE with responsibility for 
managing these services. 
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patients. The hospital had reduced its activity and luckily had no emergencies the 
previous evening. In total only 17 patients had to be moved. The transfer of 
patients was completed in a couple of hours although the movement of 
equipment took all day. Staff in Cashel described the event as emotional and felt 
a huge sense of loss as they watched the dismantling of the hospital and the 
transfer of its equipment and people over to Clonmel. One informant summed up 
the day: 
The biggest thing that will stick in my mind is the monzing it happened 
and at 7: 45am I ivent into work and there wasfour ambulances and 
probably 10-12 ambulance people standing outside the door ready to 
literally run and pick the patients. It was like something you would see oil 
the TV where you have a minute to shop! (Cashel Patient-carer (5) post- 
inerger). 
In Clonmel the patients were received and processed to their new location 
quickly and without incident. The transfer was publicized widely and celebrated 
as a big event for the future development of the hospital. Local media were on 
site to record and report on the transfer. A huge electronic roadside notice-board 
was hired for the front of the hospital and it flashed out the message..... historic 
dayfor sth lipp ivith union of acute services. Welcoming banners were placed in 
the foyer of the hospital. Free tea and scones were available and Clonmel staff 
brought sweets into the Cashel-staffed wards as welcoming gifts. The day passed 
off without incident and the merger of Cashel and Clonmel Hospitals to create a 
full service general hospital, South Tipperary General Hospital was finally 
realised. At the end of the day the Hospital Manager was text-messaging the 
short message 'all systents go. ' 
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7.5.4 Working with Co-researchers in Cycle 3 
This section sets out how the collaborative relationships operated and developed 
throughout the third cycle of action and reflection. The nature of the executive 
transfer team meetings changed during the course of this cycle. The meetings had 
traditionally focused on the key themes and reports from the operational 
structures such as industrial relations, capital development and so on. 
Discussions with the co-researchers in September 2006 however, started to focus 
on the actual amalgamation date and how we might best structure the process to 
deliver optimal outcomes. We started to talk about a number of issues and 
assumptions. Firstly we were aware that we needed to create buy-in among a 
number of people and we needed to engage them as much as possible. We had 
learned that not all staff felt included in the first cycle of communication. The co- 
researchers communicated extensively with staff in that cycle but our reflection 
concluded that we had not fully engaged the reality of the staff as they saw it, i. e. 
we spent too little time on the Cashel problems and as a result they did not 
engage other communications. This challenged our assumption that telling staff 
what was happening was a sufficient communication and we grew to appreciate 
the need for more focused communication that was tangible and symbolic for 
staff. This was described as the need for 'tangible proof' by one of the co- 
researchers. The Hospital Manager engaged this theme in a number of ways. She 
ensured symbols of the merger would be displayed; these included for example 
the announcement of the merger date by the highest ranking officer in the health 
services and the erection of a large public billboard in Cashel that showed how 
the building would look post-merger by displaying a picture of it and listing the 
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services that would be available in it. Secondly, we questioned the extent to 
which the existing level of participation and engagement was sufficient to impact 
on all staff. The partnership structure had worked well and would continue, 
however we began discussing whether the partnership structured allowed some 
staff to abdicate responsibility or awareness of the merger because it was the 
responsibility of the partnership group. We decided to surface this assumption in 
the executive transfer group. We raised the issue in a subsequent group meeting 
and the group engaged with a debate on the need for clear responsibility to be 
assigned to individuals to ensure that departmental relevant tasks were 
completed. The group then decided that the key activities for each part of the 
amalgamation process would be identified and a named individual would be 
given responsibility. Eleven groups were established that covered clinical areas, 
nursing technical services, communication strategy and so on. Each group was 
required to engage with all staff within their allocated area and to develop 
detailed transfer plans in combination with the partnership group. This new 
structure became a strong symbol for the impending merger and represented a 
participative change process that dealt with our fear of staff not engaging. The 
role of the executive group also changed from supporting the partnership groups 
to driving system wide engagement and change. 
The need for symbolism became a substantial part of the discussion within the 
researcher/co-research group as this cycle unfolded. We were conscious that 
earlier attempts had failed because an anti-change agenda had gained weight. In 
discussions we wondered why this had happened and looked to explain it by 
reference to powerful groups or key change agents that were opposed to change. 
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This was an assumption that there were organised forces for resisting change and 
that in some way by engaging them we might reduce that resistance. However as 
events unfolded we encountered a number of unanticipated events that supported 
change indirectly. For instance problems in the theatre in Cashel created a fear 
that the theatre would need to be closed, this re-enforced the need for the 
transfer. Similarly, the impending accreditation process began to highlight 
clinical risks. These symbols helped the Hospital Manager engage people and we 
began to consider that it was not purely resistance to change that was driving 
anti-merger sentiment rather it was people may not be accepting either the reason 
for or the sense of supporting the change. This helped us to re-conceive the final 
merger push as a symbolic activity and that we needed to align all the symbols 
that reinforced change. This involved communication extensively and publicly 
(local advertorials) as well as engaging everyone (internal and external) in the 
process. 
7.6 Cycle 4 
76.1 Diagnosing the Problem: FromAinalgaination toNonnal Operations 
The final cycle of action aimed to evaluate the merger in terms of the cycle I 
objectives that were initially established. It was important that the amalgamation 
process was deemed completed and the good practices developed throughout the 
period of the merger were properly integrated into the operating ethos of the 
hospital (to achieve double-loop learning and sustainable changes in practice). 
The executive transfer group had affected the transfer and the two hospitals now 
operated on one site. The overall objective of the transfer required that this 
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physical co-location was matched by effective integration mechanisms that 
avoided a 'hospital within a hospital' emerging. The final cycle therefore set a 
number of objectives: 
1. Continue to support the executive structure as appropriate and to ensure 
any emerging [boundary] issues have a conduit through which they can 
be resolved; 
2. Continue to build identification with STGH and common values among 
staff, 
3. Evaluate the level of integration achieved; 
4. Migrate outstanding issues to the normal operating and responsibility 
structures of the hospital. 
Z6.2 The Action Phase: Nonnalizing Operations 
The executive transfer team continued to meet after the merger to identify and 
resolve issues, most of the issues were operational in nature and the operating 
transfer team was able to deal with them. The staffing issue had, however, 
worsened and significant skill shortages existed in some areas. The Director of 
Nursing was recruiting as aggressively as possible but staff slippage started to 
occur as staff took career-breaks, went on maternity leave or took up positions 
elsewhere or in some cases returned to Cashel. Increasingly the executive 
transfer team's need to meet lessened and it was disbanded in early February. 
Issues and conflicts were emerging, particularly around medical records and 
staffing levels, but these were being addressed head on by the line managers 
responsible. Issues became the responsibility of the line management and moved 
away from the responsibility of the amalgamation team. 
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The hospital formally launched the mission statement in March 2007 and held 
formal celebrations to acknowledge the new STGH. Throughout this period the 
accreditation programme was moving to centre stage and the date for the 
accreditation review was set for April 2007. This served to help staff focus on a 
unitary purpose and to work toward process improvement. However in March 
2007, the industrial relations environment was again to cause problems for the 
hospital. A national pay negotiation about nursing pay levels reached an impasse 
and the nursing unions issued a national work-to-rule directive. This affected all 
hospitals and STGH was strongly impacted and had to reduce services and defer 
the accreditation programme. However, the relationship between the 
management and the union concerned remained strong throughout the industrial 
action. 
Z6.3 Final Outcomes and Reflections 
The final stage in the action research was to assess the final outcomes that where 
achieved. The ending of the nursing dispute in June 2007 allowed us to apply a 
hospital-wide questionnaire to assess perceptions of the staff on how the hospital 
had progressed. Six months had passed since merger day and some problems still 
existed, particularly in terms of staffing but the day-to-day operations of the 
hospitals had developed smoothly and the hospital appeared to be working 
together as a unified and integrated organisation. Because the questionnaire was 
applied after the nursing work--to-rule it was expected that some negative 
sentiment would be experienced. Overall, however, the results of the 
questionnaires were more positive that expected. 
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Reflections on the process to this stage and on the needs of the accreditation 
processes had led management to conclude that a regular annual questionnaire to 
all staff would serve as an ongoing and sustainable way of feeding staff 
perceptions into management decision making (see section 4.3.4.3. and appendix 
10). In total 997 staff received a postal questionnaire directly to their home 
address as recorded in personnel. The response rate was 36.7% and a cross- 
section of the hospital community was represented in the replies. 
Table 7.6 reports the questionnaire findings on a number of questions that relate 
to the level of integration achieved and the perception of success of the merger. 
The results indicated a positive outcome of the merger with a total mean score of 
5.11 over the full hospital community. Looking at differences in perception 
between Cashel and Clonmel staff49 (3.91 to 5.39) indicates differences in 
perception but that the Cashel outcome still tends toward the positive. Similarly 
all the groups seem to feel that the hospital had moved on from the 
amalgamation (amalgamation complete mean of 4.83), that the hospitals have 
integrated well (operate as one hospital mean of 5.35) and work together as a 
team (mean = 4.85). 
Comparing the levels of identification (table 7.7 and 7.8) over the two periods 
also shows some interesting shifts in the hospital make-up. While staff from 
Cashel reported low levels of identification with STGH pre-merger this had 
49 This definition is problematic as when the merger finally occurred in was difficult to define 
precisely which was the hospital of heritage and many staff referred to themselves as STGH (and 
they could have been located in Cashel, Clonmel or both). The data shown is based on self-rating 
(who was your contract of employment originally with). 
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shifted to a much higher level post-merger. The scale's Cronback's alpha of 
0.948 allowed the scale to be collapsed into a single three point measure and on 
this basis all hospital communities identified with South Tipperary General post- 
merger. 
-i ame /. q: bcores on integratio n meas 
Cas 
ures i 
ild 
une zuu / 
C1011111CI STGH Total 
Question can Std Mean I can Std Mean - =t 
Dev 
I 
Dev Dev Dev 
The amalgamation of services at South 
Tipperary General has been successful 3.91 1.667 5.39 1.545 1.305 5.11 1.592 
5.46 
The transfer of services is now complete 4.23 1.888 5.04 1.628 1 5.03 1.683 4.83 1.745 
1 was well informed about the transfer of 
services and knew what to expect 3.65 2.092 1 5.03 1.792 5.16 1.758 4.76 1.946 
The Hospital provides better services now 
than when (he services were on separate 3.91 1.934 6.19 1.237 6.04 1.433 5.66 1.714 
sites 
I am happy with the progress being made 
to date after the transfer of services 3.88 1.885 5.13 1.661 5.52 1.507 5.03 1.754 
_ 1 feel I contributed to creating the new 
hospital 4.02 2.032 4.85 2.033 4.98 1.783 4.65 1 2.004 
We operate as one hospital now rather than 
two separate hospitals 4.60 2.290 5.47 1.745 5.81 1.570 5.35 1.898 
The staff from St Joseph's and Our Lady's 
Hospitals work together as a team 4.11 2.062 1 4.93 1.817 5.26 1.637 4.85 1.859 
our service continues to improve all of the 
time 4.29 2.034 5.40 1.572 1 5.64 1.529 5.24 1.731 
We have achieved a high standard of _ 1 
service since the amalgamation 4.18 1.896 5.30 1.458 5.45 1.464 5.09 1.642 
Statements ivere ranked on a scale (! f 1-7 where I represented complete disagreement and 7 represented complete 
agreenient. 
Table 7.7: Identitv scores June 2007 
ST GH T l 
Question 
Ca 
Mean 
shel 
Dev 
" Std 
clo 
Mean 
ninel 
Std 
Dev 
Mean t 
Dev 
ean 
ota 
t 
Dev 
I see myself as being from 
STGH 
4.57 2.133 5.93 1.779 6.06 1.622 5.63 1.923 
I am pleased to be a member of 
STGH 
4.76 1.943 6.06 1.447 6.15 1.556 5.75 1.731 
I feel strong ties with STGH 4.02 1.929 5.68 1.749 5.62 1.785 5.25 1.937 
1 identify with other members 
of STGH 
4.45 
I 
2.008 5.85 1.617 5.86 1.670 
I 
5.50 1.835 
Being a member of STGH is 
important to me 
4.51 1 1.904 5.77 1.531 5.82 1.684 1 5.47 1.778 
Statements were ranked on a scale (! f 1-7 where I represented complete disagreement and 7 represented complete 
agreement. 
Table 7.8: Identity scores (collapsed scale) June 2007 
C l Cl h l STGH a 
Mean 
o s e 
Sta mean I 
Dev 
nme Total 
Sid I Mean I Std I Mean It 
Dev Dev Dev 
Identity 2.20 1 0.989 2.82 0.555 1 2.84 1 0.9751-2.6-9-r-0.716 
Statements svere ranked an it scale (! f 1-3 where I represented disagreement and 3 represented agreement. 
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Z6.4 The Views on the Ground 
The questionnaire data suggested that the merger had been completed 
successfully and that broadly there was a level of satisfaction with the outcomes. 
Interviews conducted with staff six months post-merger showed a mixed set of 
feelings toward the merger. Broadly, individuals did perceive that the patient 
care environment had improved, working together makes things much better and 
easier regarding patient managentent and quality of care (Cashel Clinical-care 
post-merger) and the progression of the hospital was positive, when I look at 
what ive have done ive have achieved a lot in six inonths. I thinkpeople are 
surprised that itfinictions so ivell you know, that ive are seeing so n1ally patients 
and that we are processing so inuch (Cashel Patient-carer (1) post-merger). 
Overall, the general perception supported the questionnaire data, from our end of 
it I could not think of anything that has not worked ivell (Clownel Support- 
services (2) post-inerger). Having said this, there was also a very strong sense 
that the transition had been traumatic and had been a challenge for people. 
It has been a difficult transition and I think it is starting to settle down a 
bit now. It was actually a lot harder than I thought. I thought that once it 
arrived ive wouldjust get on with it and it would all gel together. It was 
actually harder on the people here because it actually impacted more on 
the people who were here than on the people who came over. They were 
kind of expecting it and ivere kind of built upfor that whereas kind of 
here ivejust wanted them to come and it had a bigger impact here 
(Clownel Patient-carer (2) post-merger). 
I havent reached that stage yet [belonging to STGH]. I don't have the 
same dread I had walking in the door as I had say tip to the end of 
February. Where Ijust thought there ivere so many things to befixed and 
so many issues to be solved that Ijust wanted tojust run away. I don't 
have thatfeeling anymore. I'm OK coming in the monlings (Cashel 
Patient-carer (2) post-merger). 
I do think it is running [the hospital]. It is running. It is not running 
smoothly all the time. But it is running ............ The whole move has 
gone well. We didn't think it would. I don't think anything has gone 
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wrong I am just talking about little hiccups (Clownel Administrator (3) 
post-merger). 
Notwithstanding the positive positions generally expressed there still existed 
strong beliefs that the position, especially that of Cashel staff, had not improved 
or indeed had worsened, I can't really think of anything that ivork-ed well. Ijust 
thought it was horrendous (Clownel Adininistrator (2) post-Inerger). Others had 
a more moderate view suggesting that series of 'ups and downs' would be a 
necessary part of settling into an effective operating system. 
Yes ive are six months in and ive are here. Ifeel that the amalgamation 
was stonny. Ifeel that vve still havent achieved what vve should have had 
from day one. There are still outstanding issues with regard to clinical 
expertise coming to the units, with regard to storage, technical issues and 
building issues that should never have happened. It should never have 
been the case that we moved without these issues being resolved. We are 
in a new building but with the exception of a couple of things like 
cardiology availability ive are no different than ive were in Our Lady's in 
Cashel (Cashel Patient-carer (2) post-merger). 
I suppose it seems longer than six months in some ways and yet it is kind 
of hard to believe it is that length of time. Ifeel it has achieved a lot oil a 
lot of levels but I think there is more work to be done. I think there is 
plans in place to befinished off and it was a very stressful time, it didn't 
turn out to be as smooth as I expected. Ifeel anyway (Clownel Patient- 
carer (5) post-merger). 
Reflecting on the data collected through the interviews and the conversations on 
the ground between the hospital team and the staff, the hospital management in 
October 2007 concluded that the post-merger phase of the amalgamation had 
been completed. Unresolved issues remained around staffing and resources but 
these where issues that are normal parts of the hospital operations. The 
accreditation process was still moving apace and a date for the review had been 
set for December 2007. This review would establish a new chapter in the life 
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history of the hospital and it was appropriate that any residue of the 
amalgamation process did not carry forward into that chapter. A clear target for 
performance in the accreditation process had been established by management (a 
target above the performance level of many other hospitals) and all the focus of 
staff was clearly directed at achieving this outcome. 50 
The final reflections on the amalgamation led management to nominate the 
transfer teams for a national health sector service award for change management. 
The management team was eager to codify the learning from the process and to 
share it widely. A large representative group came together to agree the 
presentation for the assessment review, and discussed the practice of what they 
had done and the critical successes that they had achieved. There was strong 
recognition of the leadership shown in the hospital and the resilience to maintain 
focus in the light of the challenges to the merger. The importance of the action 
research cycles was acknowledged and the need to be able to act and reflect in 
cycles seen as a key means of responding to the complex and ever-changing 
environment that they encountered. The presentation the team made emphasized 
the history of the transfer and the perceived impossibility of the task; it spoke 
about the task challenges and the involvement of all the staff in the process. The 
Hospital Manager emphasized the role of trust and trust building as a critical 
component in the engagement of the staff. Finally, it recognized the need for a 
clear change model, the value that the action research cycles provided and above 
all the importance of strong leadership. The presentation was made by a strong 
cross-sectional group from the hospital. In the competition, the hospital was 
50 The review took place on the week commencing 4 th December 2007 and the hospital achieved 
its targeted level of accrediation 
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awarded a special merit award for its achievements. This was final recognition of 
the success that had been achieved in a complex amalgamation process. 
Z6.5 Working ivith Co-researchers in Cycle 4 
The final cycle of action was designed to embed the gains achieved in the 
amalgamation. The executive team was disbanded and the reflection and 
discussion among the researcher/co-researcher group moved to trying and 
explain what had happened. These reflections were more to do with the academic 
research that with merger integration action. We had discussed what success 
meant and how we would measure it and had lengthy debates about the risks 
associated with formally assessing the outcomes (see section 7.7). 1 produced a 
draft of this dissertation and presented it to my co-researchers and we spend three 
meetings and approximately three hours discussing our reflections on the 
process. These reflections represent the discussion presented in chapters 9 and 
10. 
7.7 Challenges in the Role of Action Researcher 
Section 3.6.1 outlined the challenges that exist for action researchers in 
determining the role they play within the research collaboration and in 
recognizing the dilemmas that might arise in the course of the research. The 
principal role being promoted was that of process facilitator aiming to develop 
relationships that helped the hospital to make informed decisions. The design 
hoped to deal with issues of ethics and politics and role definition through the 
early codi f ication of roles and processes of engagement (see appendix 2 for the 
letter of engagement) that fostered dialogue between me as action researcher and 
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my co-researchers. 51 This section sets how the relationship between us worked 
and how we engaged the challenges that emerged in the process based on the 
research design. 
The letter of engagement clearly laid out the expected roles of the action research 
project. I was engaged in research, pursuing a doctorate, as the primary aim of 
the work and undertaking to adhere to best practice in the execution of that 
research. In contrast STGH viewed the research as a bi-directional activity that 
would 'improve practice' at the hospital. I would become a member of the 
executive transfer team and through that team foster learning about change 
generally. In practice the execution of the research took a slightly different 
direction. The initial hope that the executive team might be a reflection group 
shifted as the pattern of meetings and engagements took shape over time. From 
early in the amalgamation process I started to meet with key hospital staff, both 
individually and collectively. Of particular importance were the Hospital 
Manager, who was the strategic driver of the process and the Integration 
Manager who was the operational driver of change. These two people became 
my close working colleagues for the amalgamation and the reflections on it. 
They were the key decision makers. Given that these two managers worked 
closely together, we quickly fell into a pattern of an independent tri-party 
relationship in which we meet more often as a pair that as a triad. In total I noted 
20 individual meetings with the Integration Manager, 13 individual meetings 
with the Hospital Manager and 9 collective sessions were we met as a group. 
Where significant reflection and decision making was needed we tended to meet 
" Co-researchers is used as a collective term to mean, the Hospital Manager and the Integration 
Manager 
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as a group, for instance the final planning stage for the amalgamation or the final 
reflection session to complete the action research. This network of relationships 
worked well as there was an open and fluid approach to communication. Possibly 
a help to this working relationship was that I often wrote text around our 
endeavors, particularly conference papers, and shared them with both parties. 
Similarly, the Hospital Manager wrote specific articles and by nominating the 
hospital transfer groups for service awards (which involved the full transfer team 
preparing for the award) opened up our practice to both ourselves and to others. 
The processes were not however without dilemmas, as might be expected. The 
early stage of collecting data on the context of the merger engaged me with a 
diversity of staff and allowed early relationships to be developed with key 
players especially the Integration Manger. The executive transfer group was 
established in June 2008, six months after I had commenced engaging the 
hospital. Throughout the early period of diagnosing, I increasingly engaged with 
the Integration Manager and Hospital Manager; they were the key decision 
makers and the key people who were seeking support in relation to merger 
activities. For instance, early discussions on communications highlighted the 
need for an integration newsletter to be published. I was asked to help and advise 
on the content and style of the newsletter. This was not strictly within the remit 
of the research agenda, but there was a clear need for a helping intervention. This 
was not totally a process consultation intervention but more like expert advice. 
Conscious of my role to help foster individual and organisational learning I 
provided samples of previous merger integration newsletters as practical 
guidance and offered to review and edit as appropriate. In this way I became both 
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a sounding board, for questions such as is it a good idea to include this item, and 
also a resource, for instance in writing or editing some of the text. Here was a 
clear dilemma that moved me beyond the stated role of researcher to be more 
prescriptive with my co-researchers. This dilemma arose several times 
throughout the research when the hospital management requested that I conduct 
activity outside of the core remit of the amalgamation process. Other examples 
include the development of the mission statement and the accreditation process 
where I crossed over from researcher to expert. Part of this crossing-over was 
related to legitimacy. The hospital wanted to ensure processes stood up to 
external evaluation and accordingly needed 'expert' input. By co-opting me, a 
local academic, to certain committees these legitimacy needs were met. I was 
conscious of this and recognized the dilemma of the shift in status but this was 
juxtaposed against the additional information and relational access that emerged 
from engaging the additional assignments. I attempted to mediate the dilemma 
by clearly defining the roles as separate, usually through re-negotiating my 
relationship with the hospital for that activity. For instance I mediated the 
mission statement development by engaging another person to physically 
conduct the focus groups and this person received pay directly from the hospital. 
Similarly for the accreditation process I became entitled to expenses for 
attending meetings. In this way I separated the research activities and how they 
were discussed from additional activities. 
Another dilemma arose from the data collection stages and the potential conflict 
of seeking data for research purposes and the potential for that data to be misused 
to the detriment of the hospital. Of particular concern was evaluating how the 
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merger was perceived by staff. I wanted to know whether staff felt that the 
merger process was effective and whether the post-merger hospital represented 
an improvement over the pre-merger state (we all agreed this would be worthy 
data for planning purposes). Furthermore there was a need from the hospitals 
perspective of assessing the level of staff satisfaction about the hospital merger. I 
felt that the data were important both from the hospital and research perspective 
but I was aware that it satisfied my needs to a greater extent than the hospital 
needs. I was also acutely aware, however, of the political macro-environment of 
the health services and the potential for this data to be used as political means to 
undermine the hospital's progress. I decided that the dilemma might be resolved 
through open dialogue with the Integration and Hospital Managers. We discussed 
the benefits of including direct questions on success in the questionnaire data 
collection and the downside of receiving negative sentiment. 52 1 was somewhat 
surprised that my concerns were not as strongly held by my co-researchers who 
recognized the need to create an evidenced based conclusion to the 
amalgamation process. They acknowledged that if our perceptions of success 
were in error then we would have to resolve issues either now (through this cycle 
of data collection) or in the future as problems arose. In the end the data pointed 
to a successful outcome. 
A final issue that arose within the action research related to the trust and support 
that I had with the co-researchers and the implications that that had for 
publication and dissertation writing. Given the extensive nature of the working 
relationship strong mutual support existed throughout the research team. The 
52 Le at meetings on I gth April 2007; 3d May 2007 and II th June 2007. 
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research spanned over 4 years of cooperation and through that time we, as a 
group and between us as individuals, built a practice and history of mutual 
support. It was this relationship that helped in what the Hospital Manager 
referred to as 'our brainstorming' where we openly discussed issues in radical 
and open ended ways so that we could explore new spaces in a comfortable 
environment and generate new avenues for testing our understanding. This 
building of trust and comfortable context however also creates potential 
dilemmas. As trust and openness builds, the divide between private comment and 
reportable reflection becomes bluffed and a risk that we become comfortable in 
our own engagement and less aware of the wider political implications of our 
statements can emerge. This came to light in one episode when I had written an 
article for a conference (O'Byrne et al, 2005) and presented it to my co- 
researchers for comment, which they duly did. It was only sometime afterwards 
that the Hospital Manager commented to me that she had not given enough 
thought to the perceptions of others to what had been written, especially others in 
the hospital. While there was no issues in what was written the insight is 
important in its own right. Linked to this was my own problem in ensuring I did 
not mix private and public comment. The main mechanism through which this 
was achieved was involving my co-researchers in the writing review processes. 
All writing was presented to them and I ensured that writing occurred throughout 
the project so that regular updates were available. 
7.8 Conclusion 
This chapter has set out the story of the hospital merger describing the tensions 
that emerged as the drive to merge the hospital ebbed and flowed between 
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success and failure. Strong forces of resistance legitimized the need for 
separation at key junctures while supporters of change concentrated on the 
clinical and risk necessity of merging. The narrations show how the action 
research approach facilitated learning with interventions changing as 
assumptions were challenged by unexpected outcomes. The next chapter will 
develop the study by analyzing the boundaries that existed in the hospital and by 
comparing those to the financial study. Replicating the same boundary types 
gives strength to the theory developed. The story of the hospital shows the value 
of the framework for designing and implementing interventions to support new 
boundary formation. 
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8 The Analysis of Boundaries in the Hospital Study 
8.1 Introduction 
This chapter and the following chapter address the third pillar of the research 
design by developing theory in practice. It explores the boundaries that existed in 
the hospital and how they changed during the course of the merger. The chapter 
has the following objectives: 
1. establish the boundaries that potentially existed in the case with particular 
reference to the boundary model developed in the financial studies case; 
2. explore similarities and dissimilarities between the financial studies and 
hospital studies. 
The chapter draws on data collected through 38 structured interviews to provide 
additional data on the boundaries identified in tables 6.4 to 6.6. Using the 
framework (table 6.8) in practice allowed the infon-nants to be asked more 
directly about each boundary and to explain potential differences more directly. 
This is consistent with the purpose and objectives of this phase of the research 
which is to test the relevance of the categories rather than expand on them. Data 
was collected on other boundaries but no additional ones emerged from the 
interviews. The chapter also reports perceptions of staff both pre- and post- 
merger. 
The hospital closely mirrored the financial study in the types of differences 
between the two groups. Some variations existed in respect of the types of work 
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that characterise a hospital and a financial services firm, for example a nurse and 
a financial clerk will interact with technology and computer systems in very 
different ways but nonetheless the analysis shows that the boundary categories 
have relevance even if slight variations in their work application exist. 
The output from this chapter will provide support to the framework developed in 
chapter 6 and will give context to the issues of boundary change within the 
hospital as a prelude to a discussion on boundary salience. The following chapter 
can then address the issue of boundary salience. 
The chapter is written as a data chapter laying out the data and opening up the 
data to allow the reader to see how the findings of the case have emerged. The 
discussion and analysis of the findings will be presented in the next chapter. 
8.2 The Profile of Boundaries in the Study 
The following sections will explore the boundaries that existed in the hospital 
study discussing the pre- and post-perceptions of each group. 
8.2.1 Physical Boundaries 
Physical boundaries are tangible differences that have a physical manifestation. 
As in the financial services study, these accounted for the largest number of 
identifiable boundaries and the category that staff most often cited as differences 
between the two hospitals. The financial services study identified seven possible 
physical boundary categories. 
1. Job description 
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2. Product /services set 
3. Location 
4. Colleagues 
5. Owners 
6. IT system 
7. Branch manager 
One of these categories, owners, had no impact in the hospital study as there was 
no change expected in the ownership of the hospitals (all staff were employed by 
the state and they enjoyed status of public servant). The consistency of public 
ownership negates the use of the boundary category and as a result the category 
was not used in the coding. Similarly, there was no change to the overall 
management of the hospital. The existing Hospital Manager had authority over 
both sites and would continue as leader post-amalgamation. However, the line 
management in some areas was expected to change and given the increased size 
of the hospital, reporting structures were also affected. This category was 
accordingly changed to reflect changes in leadership within the individual unit or 
area. This is consistent with the financial study as the branch manager was also 
the direct line manager of the staff. 
8.2.1.1 Job Description 
Job description was defined as differences in the terms and conditions of 
employment for each group. There was substantial difference in the two 
hospitals' terms and conditions notwithstanding that each group had the same 
employment contract with the HSE. These differences concerned customs and 
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practices that had developed over the years in each hospital, for instance, major 
issues included starting times, requirement to do on-call duty and job 
flexibilities. In addition there were a number of general routines and artefacts 
that also created potential problems, such as uniform policy, secure car parking 
and canteen facilities. Some perks also existed, particularly in Cashel, such as 
free brown bread with morning coffee. The potential problems in working 
conditions were explored early in the amalgamation process with the Integration 
Manager discussing the issues with staff and creating a list of 'issues of concem' 
53 which subsequently formed the basis for the work schedules for the 
partnership working groups. Even though many of these issues were resolved as 
the amalgamation progressed, there still existed some concerns and potential for 
boundary conflicts to develop. 
The most obvious concern emerged from feared changes in the work practices of 
staff. For instance, the multi-tasking that occurred in Cashel because of the lower 
numbers of staff (everyone had to multi-task) was being replaced with a more 
formal system of job specifications and defined specialism. There was also a fear 
that the work would be more directed than in Cashel. The view from Clonmel 
pre-merger was similar. There was acknowledgment of the differences in the 
working environment that would impact on the working conditions of staff. 
Well any of my inates moving are absolutely dreading it. There is one guy 
who would be younger than me and he hates the thought of it. You see it's 
a differentjob over there now. Whereas the men [porters etc] do actually 
look after the patients here the men will be doing the cleaning over in 
Clonmel. In Clonmel it's the carers who will be looking after the patients 
but we are looking after patients here for years and we were never called 
carers (Cashel Support-service pre-inerger). 
53 Document presented to me by Integration Manager December 2003 
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I think their patient case-load is a lot harder, medical patients are sicker 
and need a lot more care than surgical patients do (Cashel Patient-carer 
(4) pre-merger). 
They start their week on a Monday but we start on a Sunday but we are 
hoping to start our week on a Monday. There will be talks about that 
shortly. In some places over there they do not start until 8.30am, we start 
here at 7.45am, they will have to adjust to that (Clonmel Support-services 
(3) pre-merger). 
Again as in the financial services firm it was many of the smaller aspects of the 
work environment that created concern in both Cashel and Clonmel. 
I think all the things I said [earlier]. All the traveling, getting up earlier, 
the unifonn issue, car-parking, things like that. You literally call park 
your car right outside the door here and ivalk in. Things like the canteen 
as well and having different management is a huge thing (Cashel Patient- 
carer (3) pre-inerger). 
We will have to sort out an off-duty rota and a uniforin policy (Clonmel 
Patient-carer (3) pre-inerger). 
At another level however the similarity of the core job of a hospital professional 
was expressed. 
I iniagine ive are sindlar enough really. (Cashel Patient-carer (3) pre- 
inerger). 
I think the changes here wilIjust be more people around. I can't see a 
whole lot of changesfrom an operational point of view ........ I know there 
may be issues around theatre and theatre time but I think that is a 
problem in every hospital (Clownel Patient-carer (2) pre-merger). 
There was also some recognition by the Clonmel staff that the transfer of 
services would be problematic for Cashel and a great deal of sympathy was 
expressed that their terms might change as a result of transferring. 
They are more vulnerable than its. It is a big changefor them because it 
is a different working environment (Clonmel Patient-carer (1) pre- 
merger). 
They [Cashel] are leaving their own working environment to come work 
someplace totally different. The little perks that they have up there like 
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coffee momings, scones oil a payday etc., ive used to have that but it has 
slowly disappearedfrom here. They would have a lot to give lip. I think 
that is a lot of theirfears as ivell (Clonmel Patient-carer (3) pre-merger). 
Overall however the major work change perceived pre-amalgamation was the 
need to be more flexible post-merger. 
Management may have to get a bit moreflexible. They have different 
working tittles in Cashel so there may be different shift tittles. It is all lip 
for discussion at the moment. I think the management structure is 
changing anyway so ive are going to have a medical and a surgical 
director. We are not sure what is going to happen (Clownel Patient-carer 
(2) pre-merger). 
These comments suggest the unfamiliar nature of the new work structures hence 
the Clonmel group's recognition of a need to be more 'flexible' and Cashel 
staff's fear of 'more control' are expressed as unknown quantities. These work 
boundaries were the primary basis for potential disputes pre-merger as union and 
staff tried to negotiate agreements. 
Post-merger, differences in the job description came increasingly into focus, 
primarily due to the busyness of the hospital post-merger and the reduced 
staffing levels. There were clear examples of the struggle of staff with the 
unfamiliar. 
One day I had to go overfor an emergency and even just knowing the 
codes to get in to the theatre in an emergency and then when I ivent in to 
the theatre where the c-section should have been it wasn't in there it was 
in a different theatre. Because ive ivere used to having one theatre as 
opposed to three and then everybody dressed the same so you didn't 
know the difference between the doctors and porters (Clownel Patient- 
care (4) post-merger). 
We still basically do the same thing. Now the only worry is if surgical run 
out you will be getting medical patients. So sometimes you will have 
patients that you never would have had in Cashel (Cashel Care-assistant 
(2) post-merger). 
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There was also the clear view that services were improving and that while the 
transition was difficult it had been achieved. Issues such as holiday leave and the 
starting times and hours worked were still being debated. 
Organising rosters and ditties and everythingfor tivo sets ofpeoplefor 
both to amalgamate and getting skill mix together is a huge thing because 
at the end of the day it is an area that needs to be staffed appropriately, 
properly and with high-skilled people so it wasn't about what really 
people wanted it was about the service needed. And it was a huge 
transfonnation. But it is there and it is working very ivell now (Clonniel 
Patient-carer (3) post-merger). 
We work by best practice and by policies and guidelines and a lot of 
those ivere drawn tip while ive ivere in Cashel so ive brought them with 
its. ... there is nobody standing over its telling its "this is the way ive do it in Clownel ", not once has that been said to me since I cante no matter 
what [the issue] was. Obviously there ivere differences with household 
type issues and ordering andphannacy and all those kind of things and 
yeah they have a different way of doing it but they are good ways and 
they are very streamlined and they work- very ivell. ... No it's intenzational best practice all around (Cashel Patient-carer (2) post- 
merger). 
The job description boundary discussed above has strong similarities to the 
financial studies case and many of the same issues were relevant'in both cases. 
The voice of the staff clearly points to uncertainty and tensions around the 
unfamiliar structures, such as starting hours, on-call duty or levels of flexibility, 
that would be created in the new hospital. 
8.2.1.2 Service set 
The service set is the range of services that are offered in each of the merging 
units. In the financial services study this was initially called product set to reflect 
the tangible nature of their outputs. In a hospital it is more accurate to refer to the 
outputs as services. 
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There was substantial difference between the two hospitals in terms of service 
delivery. Broadly, the Cashel hospital was a surgical facility combining planned 
surgical operations with an accident and emergency service. In contrast Clonmel 
provided medical facilities dealing with longer-term medical issues. It had 
limited surgical capacity and a minor accident and emergency unit. These 
differences in service provision were well understood by all staff on both sites 
and had for a long time demarcated the provision of services in South Tipperary. 
Well they are inedical and ive are surgical (Cashel Patient-carer (4) pre- 
inerger). 
Services are different. Surgery is different to inedicine (Cloninel Patient- 
Carer (5) pre-inerger). 
These differences translated into a set of concerns about the level of skills and 
awareness each had of the other's services and a fear that they would have to 
engage with this unfamiliar service. 
I suppose obviously in Clownel; there is a lot more in it. We centre 
around surgery. They have coronary care and cardiac department etc. 
We just concentrate on the onefacet of care. There is more in Clonmel 
even though it's a strictly medical hospital there are more departments in 
it, it's bigger as well (Cashel Patient-carer (3) pre-inerger). 
We are very medically orientated and work at a certain pace all the tittle 
whereas in surgery it is slightly different even though they are busy 
(Clontnel Patient-carer (2) pre-merger). 
The driving force for the amalgamation and the logic for the change was the 
improvement in services and the reduced clinical risk that would exist through 
the location of both services on the one site. Not all the staff in Cashel agreed 
with this however and some support for the separation of services existed. 
Particularly important was that because Cashel was a stand-alone surgical 
hospital there was no pressure on the hospital from medical patients. Medical 
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patients tend to be sicker and in need of a longer-term stay and less predictable in 
terms of care needs. Thus they tied up beds. By protecting surgical beds from the 
medical patients, surgeons faced an easier planning process and could ensure 
waiting lists were kept to a minimum. Furthermore, Cashel staff also believed 
that there may be issues that would emerge because the difficulty in bring the 
two sites together had been underestimated. 
Over there, there is going to be less beds. So where are these people 
going to go? At the moment in Cashel there is not much of a waiting list. 
Ifyou tvant surgery, you will have it done in 4-6 weeks but I know when 
ive go to Clownel there will probably be big waiting lists (Cashel Patient- 
carer (7) pre-merger). 
I think that South Tipperary General has no idea how many RTA's54 
come in here, on a regular basis and when there's major crisis in the 
A&E. They have a medical emergencefacility; they have never 
experiencedmajor tratunas with 5-6 serious injuries, theirfandlies and 
all the other people that go svith it such as the Guards. To deal with that 
many people in an emergency room that is actually smaller than the one 
that is here. .... I think it will be very dif . 
ficidtfor the A &E staff (Cashel 
Patient-carer (7) pre-inerger). 
The differences in the services set were compounded by the range of services 
that would remain in the Cashel hospital once the new development had taken 
place. These services would be completely different to those that traditionally 
exist on the Cashel campus and would include geriatric and disability care role. 
In Cashel there will be a huge sense of bereavement which is the word ive 
often usefor it because a lot of the staff that are staying have been here a 
long time, somefor 20-30 years who have worked in surgery all their 
careers, their colleagues are moving and then there is a hilge change of 
servicefor our site to a completely communit- based elderly care. A 
differentfocus of care altogether to what ive have been used to (Cashel 
Care-management pre-inerger). 
People whojoined the surgical area to be surgical staff, what's going to 
be here is the likes of the geriatrics unit and that is a totally different 
career. It's not a career of choice maybefor a lot ofpeople (Cashel 
Administrator pre-merger). 
54 Road Traffic Accidents 
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The perception of the transfer of service in Clonmel was that a bigger and better 
hospital was being created (in terms of its service delivery). 
The service is going to improvefrom the patient1client point of view. The 
service has got to improve dramatically. Having both medical and 
surgical services under one roof has got to be of a huge benefit (Clonmel 
Patient-Carer (4) pre-merger). 
Another positive thing is that the services in Cashel have not been able to 
develop properly before because they are waitingfor the transfer of 
services (Clonmel Clinical-care (3) pre-merger). 
Post-merger the services set difference was more evident to staff as they were 
faced with a busier hospital. Staff generally favoured the new services set and the 
additional benefits or challenges they presented. Issues of learning and personal 
development were strong themes in the descriptions presented by staff. The 
hospital management invested heavily to ensure training and support facilities 
were available to staff so that work related training could be delivered as needed. 
Of course the staff here were more or less medical orientated but they 
have adapted to its and ive have adapted to them. It's a matter of mutual 
cooperation which Ifind in abundance here (Cashel Clinical-care post- 
merger). 
Ifeel everybody wanted to try hard to make it very good and that might 
have been harder to achieve then we thought. I'm not talking about the 
staff, again I am talking about the services. All the staff that were coming 
over were coming into a completely different area. They were very 
unfamiliar with medical, obs and gyny, things that they knew nothing 
about. You would have tojeel synipathyfor them too (Clonmel Patient- 
carer (5) post-inerger). 
In addition a positive attitude to the new fully integrated services had developed 
among staff. The logic of improving services was seen and clearly visible. This 
positive attitude was also a strong theme in the staff questionnaire. Over 77% of 
the respondents (n=364) reported some level of agreement with the statement 
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"The Hospital provides better services now than when the services ivere on 
separate sites" and 74% reporting some level of agreement with the statement 
"Our service continues to improve all of the thne. " Some inter-group differences 
did exist in these levels of agreements with Cashel staff reporting a lower mean 
score (3.91 and 4.29 versus 6.19 and 5.40 respectively) and higher standard 
deviation (1.93 and 2.03 versus 1.24 and 1.57 respectively). The stronger belief 
that services had improved among Clonmel staff was reflected in far greater 
frequency of positive comments among them than among Cashel staff. 
There is a huge difference in services because you have got everything in 
the one place now. When ive worked in Cashel in the A &E if you had a 
inedical you might have to send them here and then they conte back. Now 
you don't have to do that (Cashel Care-assistant (2) post-merger). 
It is good really because everything is under the one roof. A&E is here 
and surgical. You don't have to transfer over to Cashel and back. It is 
good. We are all combined now. I know it was a big move, everyone was 
just dreading the big move and would it ever happen, but it has happened 
now and I think it is good to have everything here (Clonmel 
Administrator (3) post-nierger). 
The services set boundary shows strong identifiable differences between the two 
services and the concerns of the staff, particularly in Cashel, about dealing with 
the unfamiliar demands of the other hospital's patients. There were several 
potential conflicts that might have emerged especially in relation to staff being 
unwilling to engage any additional services, such as the call from Cashel that 
their staff would remain in surgical areas. However the coming together of the 
two hospitals alleviated many of the fears and the unfamiliarity. The teams 
worked together in an understanding way and learned about the other's activities 
in a constructive environment. It is also possible that the demands of the work 
coupled with the shortages in staffing drove the teams together in the interest of 
patient care. 
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8.2.1.3 Location 
In the financial services study, location boundaries related to the physical 
location and layout of the branches. Again a similar issue arose in the Hospital 
study with the staff strongly identifying with the actual physical characteristics of 
the hospital. The state of repair of the two separate hospitals was also a 
distinguishing factor. The 'old' Cashel hospital was suffering from a 'lack of 
investinent' and increasingly failing into disrepair. Indeed in some ways the 
motivation to move was stimulated by a fear that services could not continue in 
the old hospital. It nevertheless was 'hoine' for many of the staff and evoked 
strong emotions when departing. I think it'sjust the dread of leaving here and 
inoving. That ive have to inove and anialgantate ivith them. (Cashel Patient-carer 
(7) pre-nierger). In contrast the Clonmel hospital had many newly built sections 
and provided state of the art in hospital facilities. This gave a strong incentive for 
staff transferring as they were improving their working conditions. 
Nurses and staff will hopefully have a better environment to work in, like 
the walls won't be cracked andfalling, the windows will work, there will 
be piped oxygen and suction, and systems in place to support what's 
going on. At the moment you can't get curtains changed here as no one 
has been identified as the person who is going to change curtains. There 
are systems and processes in place over there that will support the work 
that we do (Cashel Patient-carerpre-nzerger). 
The walls are peeling andthere has been no money spent on it in years 
purely because they are moving. They are moving into a better building 
and betterfacilities. It is going to be a big benefit (Clonmel Patient-carer 
(2) pre-inerger). 
Notwithstanding the positive feeling about the new move Cashel staff felt some 
sense of unease that they were moving to Clonmel and into 'their space. ' 
And thefact of moving in on someone else's territory, I think that had the 
services merged on a completely new building and that both sides are 
going in as equals. There is a little bit of afeeling of Clownel having the 
upper hand because Clownel aren't moving and we are going in not 
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necessarily as the underdogs, but ive are going in as the neiv people and 
ive have heard reports that there isn't actually enough roomfor all the 
people going over there that ive will be squashing in on people (Cashel 
Administratorpre-merger) 
Even in the departments, I ant going over to the day ward and they have 
already taken ownership of the space, they have been using itfor the last 
six months so you dofeel that it's a "them and us " situation. We are 
going to have tofight to keep our ground. However, it shouldn't be that 
way, ive know that (Cashel Patient-carer pre-merger). 
There will be a certain amount offear, that ive mightfeel that Cashel will 
be in against its and that maybe they will be taking our space (Clonmel 
Patient-carer (1) pre-merger). 
Clonmel staff sympathized with the Cashel group and understood the difficulties 
that moving to Clonmel might bring. 
I do think that moving here will have a negative impact coming to smaller 
beds [munbers]. It was planned years ago when the service over there 
was much less. The resources herefor them are probably not enough 
than they actually need so ...... I can definitely see the advantages of 
staying in Cashel butfrom a patient point of view it is not safe (Clonmel 
Patient-carer (2) pre-nierger). 
I k-now everybody is worried about Cashel and how they are going tofit 
in but I am sure people herefeel threatened and vublerable as well. It is 
going to be differentfor everybody. There will be newfaces around and it 
is not going to be easy. You have to make the effort to make theinfeel 
welcome but I think ive need to be as well. We can feel vithierable as well. 
Where is my desk going to be etc? It isjust going to be a little bit 
awkward (Clownel Administrator (2) pre-inerger). 
Again a clear feeling among the Clonmel staff was the improvement in the 
building that had been achieved in planning for the amalgamation. 
I think it is a good thingfor the hospital, all the new equipment. Evenjust 
to svalk- along the corridor now and see all the machines with plastic bags 
over them. By the time they come they svill have new machines and new 
equipment (Clownel Administrator (1) pre-merger). 
Post-merger the Cashel staff had mixed feelings about the new premises and the 
facilities on offer. Conflict in the financial services study was expressed in terms 
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of new location not being up to the standards of the other facility. Similarly, 
hospital staff considered location as being 'laid out incorrectly' or because they 
were deficient in some respects, such as space or facilities. In addition the Cashel 
group often drew comparisons between the older part of the Clonmel building 
and the newer part suggesting that part of the building wasn't at all up to 
standard. 
You do a lot of walking here in this place. It's badly designed I think. 
From a walking point of view it's too spread out. You have got stores at 
one end and stores at the other end. You could be working in the middle 
and get back to the room realising that you haveforgotten a dressing and 
you have to ivalk- all the way back. There is nothing on hand, you have 
got to walk. Plus, not like in Cashel where there was a couple of main 
wards that you could ivalk- through, the wards, here, you have to keep 
going out to get to the next one. Youfelt thatfor thefirst couple of weeks. 
I was wrecked compared to in Cashel because of the walking (Cashel 
Care-assistant (2) post-inerger). 
The older part of the hospital is very badly in need of refurbishment 
(Cashel Patient-carer (5) post-merger). 
The hospital isn't big enough for the volume of numbers passing 
through ....... the corridors are so narrow in the old building, you are hopping beds off the wall you know, you can't pass people on the 
corridor with patients in beds. Like in Cashel the corridors could have 
passed two beds no problem (Cashel Care-assistant (3) post-merger). 
Clonmel staff was also cognisant of the space issue and that the hospital was 
cramped but tended to be more accepting of the problem and possibly more 
anticipatory of solutions. It is possible that their greater familiarity with the 
building and its history of development made them view the problem as part of 
the longer-term ongoing changes within the hospital's physical environment. 
There was a lot going on, no space over in A &E, but it is notjust A &E it 
is surgical as ivell. As in A &E is where most of it happens but there is no 
space over there: the staff are on top of each other and that impacts on 
everybody because there is bad morale, staff are not happy (ClonInel 
Administrator (3) post-merger). 
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I suppose the conflict was that although they came to a new premises it 
wasn't big enough with regard to storage and it caused a lot ofproblems 
in ICU in particular. They had massive problems with storage and 
equipment. .... The same on the surgical ward (Clownel Patient-carer (2) 
post-merger). 
Once again the Clonmel group also had a positive outlook on the better services 
and facilities that the merger had brought to the hospital. 
Where Cashel were the building was older and didn't have great 
facilitiesfor the patients whereas now on the surgical ward they have a 
brand new modem building with loads offacilities, en-suite toilets, 
showers, so it is a lot more comfortable than what it was in Cashel 
(Clonmel Clinical-care post-inerger). 
Betty55 , the girl with me, was like a duck out of water when she arrived. She didn't know where to sit, it is hard but now she will tell you she 
wouldn't go back- to Cashel. She is happy here (Clownel Administrator 
(3) post-merger). 
The suitability of the location was also raised by staff and the discussion on 
whether the hospital should have been on a new site and build from scratch as a 
totally new hospital was also common. However, when this was linked to the 
location, post-merger, it was proffered as a solution to the problems that existed 
insofar as it might have prevented the space and other problems emerging. 
Get a big green field somewhere with a state-of-the-art hospital would 
probably have been the ansiver and wouldprobably have cost less in the 
long run (Cashel Care-assistant (3) post-merger). 
I think the decision to utilise this building was a bad idea. We have been 
stuck with it and ive have problems now even trying to man it because 
sonze parts are so old. It is hard to reconfigure it to today's standards. 
That is a big negative issite here that ive are stuck to the confines of this 
front visage. The development now is really ad hoc. I do think it would 
have been better if it was a Greenfield site (Clonmel Patient-carer (2) 
pre-inerger). 
55 Betty is a pseudonym 
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The tension created by the move to a new building was clearly evident in the 
Cashel group but the uncertainty that his transfer created was mitigated to a large 
degree by the state of the old Cashel building and the modernness of the new 
building. Nonetheless the potential for conflict was again clear as the building in 
Clonmel failed to suit all of the staff's needs. A similar discourse of the 'building 
isn't suitable' was evident in both the hospital study and the financial services 
study. 
8.2.1.4 Colleagues 
Colleagues refer to the make-up of the work team and the make-up of the 
relationships within and across work teams. Again consistent with the financial 
services study the primary perceived change to the colleagues was the increasing 
size of the work-unit. However unlike the financial services study the work 
group changed from time to time as a result of work-practices (i. e. shifts and on- 
call duty). The result was that different people constituted the work teams from 
time to time. Notwithstanding these practices the increasing size of the hospital 
was of concern to both hospitals and often resulted in fears over 'not knowing 
people. ' 
Here ive know everyone, when ive go there you may not know the others 
on the other wards. Ifeel that ive are going over and theyfeel that ive are 
just nursesfrom Cashel and they don't have very much respectfor us that 
ive arejust another number (Cashel Patient-carer (4) pre-merger). 
In a small place each person is a bigfish in a small pond and suddenly 
they are going to be smallfish in a bigger pond (Cashel Care- 
management pre-merger). 
The pre-merger Clonmel interviews painted a very similar picture with concerns 
over the increasing size of the hospital and the impacts that might have on the 
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team interactions. The perspective of the team changes however often tended to 
focus more on how Cashel staff would 'slot-in 569 rather than the impact it would 
have on the Clonmel team. Part of this might have been the assumption that the 
two hospitals would remain largely separated and be largely self-contained. In 
addition Clonmel, in line with larger hospitals generally, had a larger turnover of 
staff so that incoming and outgoing staff were just part of the daily fabric of 
operations. 
From a staffperspective, there are so many staff here that we do not 
know each other any more. It is one of the big drawbacks that when 
Cashel coine here there will befar more staff here. You will know less 
and less staff. There was a time when someone new came you would 
know straight away that they were new. That is gone already though and 
it is notjust because Cashel will be coming over. I met a man last week 
and he has been working in the labfor two years and I had never seen 
him be re (Clonmel Support-services (3) pre-inerger). : fo 
Once again the Clonmel staff appeared to sense that the transfer would have 
greater impacts on the Cashel group than on the Clonmel group and that the 
transition would be more problematic for them given the changes to their team 
structure (staff were being left behind so their team would be broken-up). 
It is going to be harderfor the Cashel staff because they mayfeel it is 
"them " and "its" but ive will not allow that to happen. That is everyone's 
aini. They will be integrating with our own staff. They will not be working 
separately. We will make sure that once they come here they will be 
shown everything (Clownel Support-services (3) pre-merger). 
There were some cases where the potential impact on the Clonmel team and the 
changes to its constitution was seen as a potential problem. 
It is going to be differentfor everybody. There will be newfaces around 
and it is not going to be easy. You have to make the effort to make them 
feel welcome but I think we need to be as well (Clonmel Administrator (2) 
pre-merger). 
56 Clonmel Administrator (1) pre-merger 
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I hope our staff and emergency room stay the same. Medical wards will 
stay the same but I think overall everything else will change. Of course 
there will be different personalities and different people coming into the 
department, especially the amalgamating departments. ... I suppose 
peoplefearfor their work- in the department (Clownel Patient-carer (3) 
pre-merger). 
Many of the fears about the increasing size of the hospital did in fact materialise. 
The overriding themes post-merger was the scale of the hospital, how busy it had 
become and how so many more people were in the hospital. 
It's bigger so you have the bigger hospital ethos. It's kind of like moving 
from a little old country cottage to an apartment in the city. It's that kind 
of a thing. No I dont think that it can be compared. It's not worse, it's 
not better, it's just different. And I'm sure the people in Clonmelfeel the 
same way since ive have invaded their space. Their space has changed 
you know (Cashel Patient-carer (2) post-inerger). 
Well I suppose the biggest thing you notice is that you don't know 
everybody. Whereas you did before. There are new doctors that You 
couldn't keep tip with. There are new nurses and care attendants that 
kind of thing (Clownel Patient-carer (4) post-merger) 
There were clear examples of boundary problems that did emerge within various 
teams. Personality clashes were reported as were issues of unfamiliarity because 
of the sheer increase in numbers of people. The individual team member did not 
quite know how to deal with the consequences of all these new people. Over time 
this problem dissipated as familiarity with people and their actions developed. 
For example in the [department], as in the secretary ill the [department] 
and the girl that came over didn't get oil at all. Like a personality clash, 
made it hard oil everybody over there. I don't know if the girl here thinks 
that the other girl was invading her space or what but that had to be 
sorted out and now it seems to be okay. That'sjust a small example. I do 
think it is getting better and easierfor the people here and the people 
who came over (Clonmel Administrator (3) post-inerger). 
Another thing is the noise level, I know you are probably thinking that 
this person can't cope with a bit of noiseR But goingfrom working in an 
environment where there isfive people to suddenly there are 11 and you 
can imagine the noise, increased noise now. The phones, ive had two 
lines now ive have six, they are hopping all the time, it can be quite 
difficult at times to concentrate on what you are doing yourseýf with all 
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the noise around you and people shouting, who is doing this or who is 
doing that. It is quite difficult (Clownel Administrator (2) post-merger). 
There were also some positive comments on how the difficulties resolved 
themselves. Issues were dealt with as they emerged and when clashes arose they 
were faced head-on and resolved. Over time the groups appeared to resolve the 
issues. 
We know more about them [Cashel Stafj7 now. Some of them you would 
have known vaguely. We know more about them. They are very nice girls. 
Ifind the girls very easy to work- with. It's like they ivere here all their 
lives. They settled in quite well and they are all quite happy (Clownel 
Support-services (2) post-merger). 
As regards the area that I work- in changed it seems to have evolved quite 
sinoothly, the new staff that came oil board gelled in with us, ive didn't 
have any problems, they are a nice bunch of girls. We are getting oil well 
and ive are having no problems (Cloninel Patient-carer (5) post-inerger). 
The changes to colleagues caused clear difficulties for the staff. A very evident 
sense of concern over the increases in team size existed in both Cashel and 
Clonmel pre-merger. These concerns translated in practice to an uncertain and 
unfamiliar environment post-merger. They did, in some instance, translate into 
conflicts. Indeed the post-merger executive transfer meetings identified a number 
of small problems that related to team behaviour, such as interactions between 
units and personality clashes. They were accepted as emerging from the 
frustration of staff rather than workflow issues. As conflicts emerged, established 
resolution mechanisms, such as line management intervention or referral to the 
operational transfer or partnership groups, ensured that the problem was 
addressed. The results evidently show that six months post-merger the conflicts 
had dissipated and were, on the whole resolved. 
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8.2.1.5 Owners 
Owners as a potential for difference was not relevant in the hospital study. The 
ownership structure of the hospital was not changing and the governance and 
management structure remained the same pre and post-merger. This is one 
primary difference between a public sector study and a private sector study. In 
the former amalgamations can occur without ownership changes. 
8.2.1.6 IT Systems 
In the financial services study the IT systems were an interface for staff to access 
their work and to perform their duties. This in turn created a strong association 
between the IT interface and the daily activities of the staff and provided a sense 
of familiarity of routines for staff. Hospitals are faced towards patient care rather 
than transaction processing and are accordingly not as dependent on IT as a 
financial services firm. Furthermore the IT systems within the HSE acted to 
homogenized IT where direct interfaces did occurred, as in for instance the 
administration areas. IT was not therefore a key element in the differences 
between the two hospitals. Nonetheless, the technical environment of the 
hospital, including communications, did have technical interfaces and in a few 
instances these were identified as potentially conflict-creating. 
Pre-merger, the impacts of technology on the merger were not at all evident in 
the minds of staff. Only two references to technology was made in the pre- 
merger interviews and one of those related to 'keeping tip ivith technology 57' The 
57 Clonmel Patient-carer (1) pre-merger 
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Cashel reference was a hope that the technical environment would improve once 
the transfer to Clonmel occurred. 
The potential for conflicts to occur was more evident post-merger but did not 
appear to be a substantial issue in the minds of staff. References were made to 
improvements in the technology environment of the hospital. 
Everything now driven through enzail I have no problem with it but 
sometimes it's a bit impersonal. You could nearly ineet solneone ill the 
corridor and they won't tell you but you go back and you find all email 
from thein you know that kind of way (Cashel Patient-carer (2) post- 
inerger). 
The IT boundary was not significant for any of the staff in the two hospitals. 
There were differences in technology usage and practice between the hospitals 
but these differences were not of sufficient importance to develop any problems 
post-merger. 
8.2.1.7 Leadership 
A strong physical manifestation of the branch and its boundary with others 
within the financial services study was the branch manager. The branch manager 
represented a strong symbol of leadership and the person behind which the 
branch could unite. In the hospital study, the Hospital Manager was responsible 
for both sites. She was accordingly well known in both hospitals. Furthermore, 
the administrative management team (including the Integration Manager) worked 
across both hospital sites. However, while all of the staff knew the Hospital 
Manager, for most individuals, their more immediate leader would have been the 
unit or services manager in their area (i. e. Director of Nursing) to whom they 
would have looked for work-related matters and leadership. The leadership was 
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further complicated because staff had both line reporting based on professional 
issues, for example nursing, and a clinical reporting line based on the clinical 
practice (i. e. to a doctor or ward). 
The leadership boundary offered potential for staff problems to emerge post- 
merger. The letters of comfort, giving staff in Cashel the decision whether to 
move or not, were in the most part held by the staff with long service histories 
and with seniority (formal and informal). If the senior staff were not going to 
transfer over, there would be a resulting loss of leadership (and skills and 
knowledge). As a result transferring staff were likely to have new team leaders 
and managers once they transferred to Clonmel. In this respect there is a 
similarity with the financial study, in that one group was set to loss its 
management team. 
There was a strong acceptance in Cashel that their management structures were 
more flexible and less hierarchical that the larger Clonmel hospital and that this 
was part of the 'family' approach to operations that symbolised Cashel. 
You work- so closely with everyone here and there is not so many lines 
drawn or levels. Levels of employment don't really come into it here. I 
think in Clownel that people are made aware of who is superior, - I think 
that attitude is there. And it's not disrespectful the manner in the way 
they work it's just the atmosphere (Cashel Administrator pre-merger). 
Here we have very approachable management. We all kind ofpull 
together. I imaginefrom what I have heard of management over there 
that things are different and you know we are going to see huge changes 
(Cashel Patient-carer (3) pre-inerger). 
We have staff whofor different reasons can't work certain days due to 
family commitments and everyone knows it so there is no issue with it. 
But when you amalgamate them into a huge place where maybe their 
problem isn't known or they might not want to make their problem 
known, and yet the minute you ask them there's going to be a blank wall. 
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Where do you go? But it's a small place and you can do that. I have 
worked in huge places way bigger than here and you have to be totally 
across the board whereas in a small place you can be a little bit more 
personalised and because everybody in the place possibly knows why x 
can't do whatever but in a bigger place it might be seen that x is getting 
preferential treatment (Cashel Care-management pre-nierger). 
A fear for Cashel staff, leading up to the merger, was the potential loss of their 
management structures. There were two dimensions to this fear. Firstly, senior 
staff may not transfer and secondly, Clonmel may not recognise the informal 
position of long-service staff given that they would all be subject to the more 
formal Clonmel authority structure. Typically, there was a fear that long-service 
would not be recognised and that the history built up in an area would be lost. 
The other thing in this hospital is that people have beet? herefor up to 30 
years and that is no exaggeration, they might not have the rank but 
because they have been herefor so long they have the seniority which 
automatically gives thenz that position, and people look up to them. .... Even if someone has been herefor 30 years and they go to Clownel and 
they try and tell someone, even if that person has only been therefor two 
years it's not going to have that same effect because they have been in 
Clontnel all the tinze (Cashel Care-assistant pre-merger). 
Actually the main problem we have here is that no senior management 
froin here are going over to Cloninel so we will have no senior 
management to represent its: we have to amalgamate in with their senior 
management and do what they want. We have no voice really at senior 
management level ...... they should have been somebody who is 
transferring that we have soinebodyfroin here on our side in the senior 
management (Cashel Patient-carer (7) pre-merger). 
There was also an acceptance that the management in Clonmel was effective and 
was motivated to complete the amalgamation in a positive and professional 
manner. It also recognised that there would be a more formalised regime but that 
this was not necessarily a negative outcome. 
... it'sjust going to come to thefact that management, to do theirjob 
properly, ivilljust have to put theirfoot down. They need to do thatfrOm 
the beginning. Asfar as I know the management there is very good and 
they seent willing to compromise to start off with and that's what they 
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must do. I know ive had a meeting last week with the [manager] and ive 
got onfine, they understood where ive were comingfrom and they are 
asking its to conte up with what rosters ive wanted and said that if there's 
a problem ive will sort it out and that's the way to goforivard. They 
didn't come in and say that 'this is what ive ivant' because that is going 
down the wrong road (Cashel Care-assistant pre-merger). 
There will be more layers of management. .... access to the people who 
can make decisions will be more difficult. That can actually be a positive 
thing as well because you can identify issues and pass them onto someone 
more senior (Cashel Patien t-carer pre -merger). 
In contrast Clonmel were not focused on the leadership issue. They acknowledge 
that their management structures would remain largely intact. Their concern, 
once again, was more with the perceived threat to Cashel staff of having to deal 
with a new management set-up. 
At the moment they may be wondering what it is like. They have a 
different director of nursing and they will probably be worried they might 
not be able to get their night off work or whom do I go through if the 
CNM goes through them (Clonmel Patient-carer (1) pre-merger). 
I think the perception in Cashel is that they are going to come here and it 
is going to be harder to deal with the fline manager]. Ifindpersonally 
that both sides are quite amenable as well. Ifind in both sides there are 
issues but both of them are quite approachable when it comes down to it 
(Clownel Patient-carer (2) pre-merger). 
Post-merger, the staff appeared to have a positive outlook toward the leadership 
position. The questionnaire data shows that 53% of staff agreed with the 
statement "When problems or issites arise they are dealt 1vith effectively. " This 
compared to only 30% who disagreed. Examining the means of Cashel and 
Clonmel staff shows some minor differences (mean of 3.58 as against 4.38 
overall) but the former has a higher standard deviation (2.01 as against 1.87) 
suggesting a more diverse opinion set. Similarly, the staff reported positive 
sentiment toward the level of communication and that their views and opinions 
were taken into account by management (mean 4.54). Most importantly, 
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however, 65% of staff agreed that "my manager is responding to the issites of 
most importance to ine" compared to 25% who disagreed. Examining the 
differences between the Cashel group and others suggest a positive attitude from 
the Cashel group. Their mean was 4.27 compared to the overall average of 4.8 1. 
Clonmel staff did not appear to consider that the leadership was a substantial 
issue in the merger. Some comments about lines of accountability being pretty 
nutch the saine (Clonmel Patient-carer (2) post-merger) were coupled 1vith 
feeling I have an input (Clonmel Support-services (2) post-merger). Some 
comparatives were made between Cashel and Clonmel drawing conclusions that 
the Cashel group did not have the saine supervision as over in [Clownell 
(Clonmel Support-services (2) post-merger) and that this would mean they may 
be perceived less favorably. 
The Cashel group seemed to feel that the new structures had worked well for 
them and they were very positive about the new management structures. 
It's a lot better and everything is dealt with. If I have an issite I know I 
am going to talkto someone who will handle the issue (Cashel Care- 
assistant (2) post-merger). 
Our [unit leader] became [unit inanager] and she had already moved 
over here so we had good communication channels, we knew what was 
going on and because she had comefrom the unit she knew exactly what 
was needed (Cashel Patient-care manager (2) post-merger). 
The positive comments from the Cashel staff were occasionally contrasted with 
negative sentiments. These sentiments reflected a sense of isolation from the 
leaders and that the individual staff was not adequately engaged with the 
manager in the same familiar way of Cashel. 
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You have to make an appointment to go down ifyou wanted to ineet 
management you just can't walk- down and go into the office like you 
could in Cashel. Plits thefact I suppose that when ive came here ivejelt 
isolated because our own, the management was totally different and once 
you got here it was you are here and that's it. Our own managers here oil 
thisfloor were so busy organising the whole lot that nobody came to see 
what our needs svere; do you know what I mean ? Nobody seemed to be 
interested (Cashel Care-assistant (1) post-merger). 
If you have any problems you can always go up into [management 
office]. But I mean our [manager] was a female in Cashel and she 
worked svith the [Stafj7 as well, they all workedfroin the same rooln and 
they did come around to the wards quite a bit but [new manager], I 
haven't seen coming around that much but maybe because it's a bigger 
hospital maybe he hasn't the time or whatever (Cashel Patient-carer (6) 
post-merger). 
The analysis of the leadership boundary in the hospital highlights the same trend 
as the previous boundaries. Strong and potentially problematic divides existed 
between Cashel and Clonmel and a strong sense of uncertainty existed about the 
new leader. Some residue of perceived differences existed post-merger but the 
boundary differences had not become salient or created any lasting difference 
that separated the two units. 
8.2.2 Behavioural Boundaries 
The definition of behavioural boundaries adopted in the financial services study 
was acts or actions that are acceptable or expected within a given context. Four 
behavioural categories were identified. 
1. Personal Investment 
2. Work Processes. 
3. Team Behaviour 
4. Customer Service 
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8.2.2.1 Personal Investment 
The financial study developed the concept of a personal investment boundary 
that relates to the commitment a member of staff is willing to invest in their 
work. This was considered in terms of references to the amount of time they are 
willing to spend over and above their standard day, their commitment to making 
the branch work effectively, the extra volume of work they were willing to take 
on and the belief that an input/reward process exists that specifies the level of 
investment that is appropriate for a given position/task. A primary difference 
between the financial services study and the hospital study is the difference 
between private industry and public service. The public service has more tightly 
defined roles, responsibilities and career structures. Public service is also more 
time-flexible and family friendly than most non-public sector industries. An 
important characteristic of the public sector is its strong unionisation and 
collective action that serves to homogenise rules for promotion, overtime 
opportunities and management-staff interaction. In this respect the ability of staff 
to 'contribute over and above their standard day' is different from the financial 
services study. Overtime, for instance, is paid and structured according to 
defined agreed guidelines. Performing overtime duties is actually seen as 
generating additional income for the individual and is accordingly a benefit 
rather than a commitment. Indeed, particularly within the build-up to merger day 
substantial overtime was being worked across the hospital and calls for 
additional resources to be put in place often came through at the executive 
transfer meetings. Given that a common union represented staff in each of the 
two hospitals, any overtime or activities outside of the norm were treated in 
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exactly the same way in both sites. Unsurprisingly, neither group saw the 
overtime issue as a critical indicator of commitment. 
A second factor in determining the level of personal investment is the size of the 
hospital and how it relates to the distribution of tasks and responsibilities. In 
many instances the responsibility for any activity rested in a group of people 
rather than a single individual. So, for instance, if a need to do a particularjob 
was identified there was often a pool of people from which to draw and the 
manager of the area would be assigned responsibility for allocating the task. In 
this respect it was less clear who was or was not investing heavily in the job. 
The concept of personal investment however did emerge in the hospital study. 
Similar to the notion of 'no slackers' that was described in the financial study, 
staff members were strongly committed to delivering on patient care and 
ensuring that the operating procedures in the hospital delivered the best care 
possible. There was a unified assumption in both hospitals that everyone 
delivered the best care possible and that this assumption should not be 
questioned. That is not to say that procedures could not be improved, quite the 
contrary, but that the motivation of staff was evident and established. Where 
improvements were needed these were operating and pathway problems. 
Ijust think that everybody here gives 100% and they are appreciatedfor 
it and the management are appreciative and they know how much work 
you do (Cashel Patient-carer (7) pre-merger). 
Personal commitment everyone gives 100% the patient is number I 
(Clownel Patient-carer (3) post-merger). 
Willingness on the part of the staff to make it work [is why it has worked 
ivell]. Despite the reluctance initially and the movement of the service 
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from Cashel I think people wanted it to work to provide a better service 
for people in the commun ity (Clownel clinical-care post-merger). 
Another dimension was the visibility of staff commitment. This was somewhat 
different to the financial study. The departments within the hospital were largely 
'loosely coupled' with workflow and personal interdependence at reasonably low 
levels. Hence, the day ward seldom interacted with the emergency department or 
surgical seldom interacted with pediatrics and so on. It was therefore harder for 
staff to assess personal levels of commitment and often assumed theirs was the 
benchmark for the entire hospital. 
In many cases a strong feeling existed that staff contributes above and beyond 
the call of duty. 
I suppose there is inore conindtinent expected because we are so short 
staffed (Cashel Patient-carer (2) post-inerger). 
.. so much 
busier sometimes yolifeel if there is anything thought of yolifor 
doing all this extra work That is sometimes a bit disheartening (Clonniel 
Administrator (3) post-merger). 
.. wards have their own little idea that they are the busiest in the place 
and no one else is busy (Clownel Patient-carer (2) pre-merger). 
There were examples however of where perceived levels of commitment 
between the groups were viewed as different. 
I am just speaking personally, I would give a big commitment to my work 
as would the people that worked here before. I'm not trying to be boasýfill 
or bragging but we would have been we are very committed to our work. 
... Ijust 
don't know if the others are as committed (Clonmel 
Administrator (2) post-inerger). 
I think its very importantfor people to pull their own weight and I know 
this is not going to be repeated back but there is a few staff that don't pull 
their own weight in their areas .... you know it leads to low morale as well 
(anon). 
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Finally, the level of personal investment was sometimes related to the deal that 
was agreed with the Cashel staff. Payments were made to all transferring staff 
from Cashel but staff in Clonmel received nothing. They perceived however that 
their commitment and disturbance should have been recognised. 
Itsfitst go go go all the time. It is hard because everyone was involved in 
Cashel and sorting them out and helping them out as regards how they 
were going tofeel whereas vve were just told to pitt up with it, you know 
that kind of way. And take on all this extra work, there was no dealfor its 
(Clownel Administrator (3) post-inerger). 
Differences in the perceived level of commitment appeared to stem from the 
individual rather than the hospital, with individual traits, management and locum 
cover being blamed for commitment variations. This boundary does not appear 
to create any significant conflict within the case, for the reasons discussed above. 
Notwithstanding the apparent lack of conflict the confusion that is caused over 
the expected commitment level is evident. 
8.2.2.2 Work Processes 
Work processes relate to the ways in which the tasks and responsibilities of the 
groups are discharged. Work processes differ from job description in that the 
latter bounds what must be done while the former bounds how it must be done. 
Patient pathways and workflow issues were probably one of the most spoken 
about issues at the transfer meetings, next only to the physical and facilities 
development. These discussions typically centred on how to best achieve a 
particular task or activity. For instance, several of the executive transfer meetings 
leading up to the transfer spent significant time discussing the 'book. ' The book 
was a diary held by the surgical secretariat and which was used to book patients 
into each surgeon's schedule. The surgeons were committed to this book and 
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insisted that no other system could be applied, even though their system was not 
compatible with Clonmel practices and substantial duplication and process 
problems would emerge if it were retained. Finally, the 'book' got accepted into 
the admissions systems and the work process of secretaries managing the 
appointments through the book continued. 
The potential for work practice problems was identified from early in the 
amalgamation process. The partnership structure facilitated groups to share 
practice and design new agreed structures. This was always a key component of 
the amalgamation plan. By getting staff working together and moving to best 
practice, work processes would be homogenised. The partnership structure 
worked extremely well and all of the major patient pathways (work processes) 
were agreed pre-merger. Notwithstanding this success there was clear evidence 
that differences were substantial and that they provided the potential for conflict 
to occur. 
The first area of difference related to the flexibility in the tasks completed by 
staff. In particular, given the smaller size of Cashel there was much more 
variation in the job and a staff member could be asked to work in a number of 
different areas. The formalisation of process and the larger size in Clonmel 
increased the level of specialism and accordingly reduced the ability to 
interchange staff. 
But you see it's going to be really different over there whereas over here 
casualty and clinic nurses change around, over there if you're a casualty 
nurse you're a casualty nurse and vice versa. There is no goingfrom one 
place to another unless you put in for a transfer (Cashel Support-service 
pre-merger). 
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When I was there you ivere always just a number and you ivere sent to a 
ivardandyou wouldjust have yourpatients to look after (Cashel Patient- 
carer (4) pre-inerger). 
Both Clonmel and Cashel staff also feared that the operating procedures would 
make the new hospital more inflexible and that it would be increasing difficult to 
have the same level of work interaction as in Cashel, particularly in respect of 
access to management and a voice in decision making. 
Our [manager] here has an open door policy, you don't have to make all 
appointment if I have a bunting issue I go and see her but if I need to see 
a [manager] in Clonmel.. what I hear is that you make all appointment 
through the secretary, you can't pick tip the phone and talk to [manager] 
but maybe you can, maybe I'm being misinfonned (Cashel Patient-carer 
pre-merger). 
If ivefeel that they are encroaching on our spacefor any servicefor 
example if ive needed a baby to have a CT scan but surgery had a patient 
lined upfor that and if ive had to ivait until the next day we mightfeel 
angry. That might never happen but there might be a bit of animosity 
between the two (Clownel Patient-carer (1) pre-merger). 
Post-merger the attempts to homogenize work processes paid off as the workflow 
operated effectively and few significant issues emerged. Where issues did 
emerge they related to aspects of the workflow such as not getting stores or 
medical records in a desired time frame rather than significant patient-care 
problems. Overall the outcomes suggested that while potential difference existed 
they were not significant. Staff members were willing to acknowledge the 
difference and to move forward to resolve them. Consistently, staff referred to a 
time dimension in resolving any problems that emerge. 
Yeah, there are two different [admission] processes in place, there were 
tsvo different processes in place. And there is almost a third process now 
since the two have coine in, we really haven't settled in yet properly 
because there's still mistakes and errors happening, patients aren't 
getting appointments and stuff like that. I think it's becallse the systems 
aren't robust enough yet and they will have to emerge and evolve a bit 
better you know (Cashel Patient-carer (1) post-merger). 
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I do (think working relationships have changed) because I think there is a 
lot more tolerance and a lot more changing over of different services 
from surgical to the medical. There are referrals now goingfroln medical 
into surgical and surgical going tip to the medicalfloors. Andfor the 
most part I think it is working quite well between the two services 
(Clownel clinical-care post-merger). 
The general positive feeling was on occasion punctuated by negative comments 
or a sense that the hospital was not operating effectively. 
It's a longer and more confusing processfor both medical staff and the 
patients because you don't know where their charts are and you lookfor 
the chart and somebody else has gone off with it. It'sjust all over the 
place (Cashel Patient-carer (5) post-merger). 
You see size and everything seemed more organised in Cashel. I suppose 
it was because the surgical and the medical was separated. Like here 
everythingjust seents to be so disjointed at the nzinute (Cashel Patient- 
carer (6) post-inerger). 
The analysis of the work processes boundary shows that potential differences 
might have arisen post-merger. Two very different systems operated and there 
was potential that staff would reject the changes to their way of doing things. 
Where conflict did emerge, as in the case of 'the book', the integration groups 
worked around the issues to develop an understanding and facilitate change. 
Another interesting aspect about this boundary is that while there was substantial 
activity focused on the work processes pre-merger, it was infrequently referred to 
in the pre-merger interviews. In contrast post-merger the boundary was more 
identifiable and frequently noted. Perhaps this confirms the point that 
behavioural boundaries become sharper in the minds of staff when they are 
58 
experienced. Once again however a level of confusion with different work 
58 Perhaps identification of physical boundaries are more frequent because they are more visibly 
evident, you see a building, but in behavioural boundaries you must experience the behaviour 
before you understand the difference. 
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practices was possible although the management interventions tended to reduce 
their impacts. 
8.2.2.3 Team Behaviour 
The team behaviour boundary is differences in staff interactions which occur 
within their team structure. Behaviour involves the way staff relate, 
communicate and work together. 
Similar to the financial services study, the two hospitals each conceived a clear 
'family environment' with family supporting relationships. 
In Cashel there was substantial concern pre-merger about the protection of these 
family behaviours (and values). 
Well it's a small hospital so everyone kind of knows you, people know ine 
for years coming in and out of here. It's a nicefriendly place, everyone in 
the hospital knows each other and we know each other'sfOrm, who we 
can blaggard59 with and who we can't! (Cashel Support-service pre- 
inerger). 
We work- here very much like a sinallfandly, ive have the arguments and 
the hassles but ive are very united to the point that ive have our meetings 
nearly casually and infornially. We have a very infonnal setup in Inany 
ways but it has always worked well (Cashel Care-nianagententpre- 
merger). 
The Cashel staff contrasted this atmosphere of family and friendliness with a 
sense of the impersonal in Clonmel. Confusion over what this would mean to the 
work interaction and the relationships between staff was present. These fears 
were evidenced by references to 'being detached' and to 'the individual. ' 
59 local term to mean engaging in joking and sarcastic behaviour 
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The whole part of being in a bigger organisation, could thatfriendly 
atmosphere be totally sustained? I don't know. It's not that lve know 
people on a personal level over here but I think that it's going to be more 
detached..... It's de dtelyfriendlier here. I've heard and I'm only going : f1, 
on what I'm hearing but I thinkyou could be hard-pressed to find a smile 
over there (Cashel Administrator pre-merger). 
It really is like a smallfandly here and everyone knows each other but 
when ive go over to the larger hospital we won't have that. We mightn't 
know the staff working in the other wards (Cashel Care-assistantpre- 
inerger). 
Clonmel were less concerned about losing existing relationships within their 
team structures. Once again however there was. substantial concern over the 
need to integrate activities and the potential trauma that would be inflicted on the 
Cashel staff arising out of the integration into a larger and more formalised 
hospital. 
Here is bigger, so that definitely does impact compared to Cashel. The 
perception would be that Cashel is a lotfriendlier. It is purely because it 
is a lot smaller but you get to meet people nzore together there whereas 
here it is spread out a bit more. People are probably asfriendly here but 
you don't see them as often. It isjust the size (Clonmel Patient-carer (2) 
pre-inerger). 
In Clonmel the phrase family was often used to describe the Clonmel hospital 
with the term 'homely' referring to Cashel. The connotations of these words 
place an interesting juxtaposition of values and strongly underpin the confusion 
that exists. Clonmel view themselves as the correct size to be a functioning 
modern 'family' unit and that Cashel had not made the transition to a functioning 
family size (being 'cosy'). Cashel however also saw their size as the correct 
family unit and that the Clonmel hospital has grown too big (being 'impersonal 
and uncaring'). This is a relative argument; any size could be perceived to be too 
large or too small relative to any other size. The point is further relevant to the 
financial services study where a similarly divergent view of family existed. 
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Branches of widely differing size felt any size larger that theirs diluted the family 
atmosphere. Another juxtaposition of ideas between the hospitals was the 
impression of size. Clonmel staff often referred to their hospital as 'not big' as 
opposed to Cashel which was small. In contrast, Cashel referred to Clonmel as 
large. The continuum of large to small and the relative positions of the hospitals 
on it provide a means of codifying, in the minds of each group, an implicit value 
set that locates both their hospital and the other hospital in favourable and 
unfavourable terms. 
Justfroin hearsay there seems to be a very good atmosphere in Cashel. It 
is smaller andmore intintate whereas here it is bigger. I would think that 
the service here might be a bit more efficient ......... it is obviously going 
to be bigger so you are going to have to make a better effort to get to 
know people and to welcome everybody. It won't be as homely maybe as 
it has been [in Cashel] (Clownel Administrator (2) pre-nierger). 
I have not worked in Cashel, but I would think this hospital is bigger. It is 
not as close-knit as Cashel would be. We would certainly have expanded 
a lot here over the years. Cashel was the hospital that was going to close 
. 
finitelyfrom hearsay that Cashel so it did not expand. I would say de 
would be smaller, friendlier, and more homely but when you expand you 
are going to have to accept that you are going to get bigger (Clonmel 
Patient-carer (4) pre-merger). 
Post-merger diverging views on whether the relationships between team 
members had developed in a positive light existed. Some Cashel Staff consider 
coming to work a drudger)P compared to the great atmosphere that previously 
existed in Cashel. 
I work as [job] so I go throughout the hospital and already this moming, 
what time is it? I have witnessed tivo rows, a nurse crying, a doctor and 
relative having a row and I have only been herefour hours .......... I 
wouldfind, now maybe I shouldn't be saying this but "that's not your 
job ". You help somebody and you could get ate 61 for it because that's not 
yourjob. You do something that's not on your [renlit] and it's "what did 
you do thatfor, that's not yourjob " and it's very hard because ive 
60 Cashel Patient-carer (5) post-merger 
61 Meaning 'get given out to. ' 
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weren't used to that you know ........ the unfriendliness, just removed. 
Everybody seems reinovedfrom each other. I'm sure oil the wards where 
people are working closer together they have theirfriendships or 
whatever but you don't see it (Cashel Patient-carer (5) post-inerger). 
It's the work-load, ive are more cut off because vve are so busy ivejust 
don't get time to see our colleagues in other parts of the hospital. 
Whereas before during the day you might have hadfive or ten minutes to 
just catch up with people. It'sjust so busy now. There isn't that same 
sort of ..... and its 
bigger now. It has gonefront maybe 4 or 5 to II in nzy 
department so you don't have that same camaraderie maybe that you 
would have with a smaller number (Clownel Administrator (2) post- 
merger). 
These negative comments however contrasted strongly with a more positive 
outlook from some staff. 
I suppose ive have integrated very well. The staff here welcomed us and 
they were very cooperative, very helpful (Cashel Clinical-care post- 
inerger). 
We have had several team building sessions. We would have had courses 
and everyone mixes, get on well with one another. Even if we are having 
a night out every one turns up (Clonmel Patient-carer (3) post-inerger). 
A clear distinguishing factor in the discourse of those who felt more positive 
about the extent of team relations was the responsibility they accepted for trying 
to get involved in activities and relationships. 
.. we had a 
dinner the other night, - it was a hen [party] crossed with 
something else. Anyway I rang up tofind out if any of the other men were 
going because Iput my name down because this was to do with [unit] 
and I'm the only man exceptfor the doctors that works there and as one 
of the girls, the secretary said when I asked her was the doctor going, 
41 what are you worried about, you are nearly a nurse anyway". So that 
goes to show you that you can either get involved or not. You call mix in 
and get on well with them or you can stay out (Cashel Care-assistant (2) 
post-inerger) 
The team behaviour boundary is consistent with the financial study and confirms 
the boundary type provides potential for conflict. Some examples of conflict did 
in fact emerge and not all members of staff post-merger were satisfied with the 
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new working relationships. However, once again the boundary did not become 
sufficiently problematic as to cause problems within the amalgamation. 
8.2.2.4 Customer Service 
Customer service is the relationship that each unit has with the client. In the 
hospital study it is probably more relevant to refer to this boundary as patient 
care and consider it in terms of how they interacted with the patient and provided 
the appropriate patient welfare. 
Cashel considered their pre-merger patient care to be of the highest standards. 
They did not however perceive any difference in how either hospital would 
behave towards a patient except in so far as Clonmel might consider the patient 
'just a number. 62 
I don't know until I get there but I would hope that ive couldjust slot in, 
work- together, respect each other and at the end of the day strive to have 
patient care number one (Cashel Care-assistant (3) pre-merger). 
Care ivise both hospitals are excellent having had experience withfamily 
members as patients and I have never heard them complain and they 
would, I'd be thefirst to hear it. They both have a good ethic of care 
really (Cashel Care-t? iatiagei? ieiitpre-itierger). 
Cashel staff felt they went that bit further for patient care and often quoted as an 
example the flexibility their canteen facilities provide in dealing with patients 
and providing them with food or drinks. 
I will give you one example of Cashel hospital the amount of sandwiches 
and teas that ive hand out in casualty alone. hi most hospitals this 
wouldn't happen because the catering system wouldn't be able to do it 
but if ive have a patient who has been herefor hours ive will give them 
tea and sandsviches. You would be surprised at some of the patients, it 
62 Cashel Patient-carer (4) pre-merger 
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was only the other day that a patient came up and said that they had to 
ivaitfor a taxi and could they have a cup of tea. It's ahnost expected now. 
I think there is that bit extra and go a bitfitrther here (Cashel Care- 
assistant pre-merger). 
We also like to make sure that theJandly of long-tenn care patients are 
looked after as well. An example of this would be that two weeks ago lve 
arranged a small birthday party on the ivardfor a tenninally ill patient 
and herfandly and kids came in and she wasjust delighted with it. She 
died thefollowing Monday. I hope that ive get the time to do that over in 
the Clonniel hospital but I would worry that it's going to be too busyfor 
it (Cashel Care-assistantpre-merger). 
Clonmel staff emphasised the patient care value that the two hospitals coming 
together would create, it will be goodfor the patient (Clonmel Patient-carer (1) 
pre-merger). Clonmel's perception of quality in patient care was similarly high 
for both hospitals. 
[Cashel] very mitch have theirpatientfocus at heart. Very sindlarfrom 
my point of view. They give an excellent service and ive do too. There are 
things that ive can work with in tandem. The same ethos across the board 
and when they realise we have the same it might be easierfor them 
(Clonmel Patient-Carer (5) pre-merger). 
At the end of the day the patient is the main focits. I would say patient 
care is 100% on both sides (Clownel Support-services (3) pre-merger). 
When the two sides came together the patient care boundaries did not provide 
any significant conflict. The ethos of both hospitals to patient care was clear. 
I suppose in [this department] I think people have come to understand its 
and they have had patients come into its who have been sick and these 
patients have gone back out again and I think that builds up a topicfor 
integration and communication if nothing else you know when you have 
patient care threaded through the whole hospital. I think it may have 
helped its integrate more than other departments (Cashel Patient-carer 
(2) post-inerger). 
Really it isfor the patient, it is a good movefor the patient. .... 
Everything is centred around the patient (Clonmel Support-services (2) 
post-inerger). 
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However, the canteen provision was held up as an example of a reduction in 
patient care. Staff of Clonmel origin continued to articulate the improvement in 
service provision and the benefits to the patient. 
I mean the menu is the menit here whereas ive had the nin of the kitchen 
if somebody didn't want something or if they wanted something different 
if they didn'tfeel like it, we could get them anything they wanted. That 
doesn't happen here (Cashel Care-assistant (1) post-merger). 
There was a sense of loss in Cashel about the patient care that was provided and 
the affinity with the ethos that prevailed in the smaller hospital set-up. 
There was a huge affinity by patients with Cashel; I know that going back 
the years. They had a huge love for the place and you know without 
casting any aspersions on anyone, they loved to be in Cashel. The 
patients loved the atmosphere; theyfelt caredfor, theyfelt well looked 
after. It was a closer k-nit community, you got to see the doctors more 
often, the relatives got to see the doctors as they passed in and ow. It was 
a smaller, closer, more comforting environinentfor the relatives and 
patients (Cashel Patient-carer (2) post-inerger). 
Both hospitals had a clear focus on patient care and this should be expected for a 
health care environment. The boundary did have some significant differences and 
concerns about the maintenance of patient care post-merger but these did seem, 
on the whole to dissipate quickly, post-merger. It is important to note that the 
logic of the merger was to reduce clinical risk associated with separate services 
and to improvement patient care and patient outcomes. It would therefore be 
expected that patient care would be seen as a common bond that ties together 
both organisations as well as the vision for the new hospital. The converse of this 
is that if a boundary did emerge and become problematic it would undermine the 
entire logic of the amalgamation. The perception of staff that patient care had 
improved was strongly evident in the questionnaire data with 77% of staff 
agreeing with the statement "The Hospital provides better services now than 
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ivhýn the services ivere on separate sites" compared to only 13% who disagreed. 
The Cashel group did however report a lower average mean (3.91) that the group 
as a whole (5.66) and a larger standard deviation (1.93 as opposed to 1.71). This 
variation in results arises as the Cashel group had a greater variation in response 
rates with a more equal distribution around the mid-point. Similar scores were 
reported for agreement with the statement "Our service continues to improve all 
of the time" with 74% agreeing to some degree with the statement and only 16% 
disagreeing. Again the Cashel group scores reported a lower than average mean 
(4.29 against an average of 5.24) and a higher standard deviation (2.03 as 
opposed to 1.73). Finally, support was also given to the statement that "We have 
achieved a high standard of service since the ainalgamation" with 71% of staff 
reporting agreement. 
8.2.3 Cognitive Boundaries 
Cognitive boundaries were described as the ways in which people think about 
things and make sense of events and actions in their work. The financial services 
study uncovered two cognitive boundaries: 
1. Work beliefs, 
2. Belonging. 
8.2.3.1 Work Beliefs 
Work beliefs are the underlying assumptions about how the work environment 
operates and the value sets that underpin action and understanding. The financial 
study showed strong differences in the beliefs and values held by each side for 
similar concepts, such as the definition of good service. A strong unifying value 
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system existed in the hospital study. From early in data collection a strong focus 
on the patient was evident. The work of the executive transfer team regularly 
addressed patient-care issues and the hospital was consistently investing in 
patient quality improvement, i. e. new staff appointments in clinical risk, 
implementing the accreditation review etc. The development of a mission 
statement within the hospital which involved data collected from a staff 
questionnaire and from two separate focus groups clearly showed the consistency 
of values between the two hospitals. A questionnaire applied in the summer of 
2005 63 asked respondents to list the values that they felt were important for the 
new hospital. The top values that emerged were quality of service (64%64) , high 
morale, (45.3%), empathy with others (41.3%), equity and access (30.7% rated), 
and promote learning (28.3%). Strong consistency was also evident in the 
preferred mission statements. 80% of all respondents rated the statement "The 
hospital places the patient at the centre of all its activities and ivill ensure a 
quality care environnientfor the patient". Focus group 65 data confirmed the 
importance of patient care and the quality of the environment as key values 
across both hospitals. The key values for each hospital that emerged from the 
focus group discussion are given in Table 8.1. 
63 Note the comments in the methodology in respect of the low response rates to this 
2 uestionnaire. 
The percentage refers to the number of times the category received a preference vote (I 
through 5) 
65 The hospital commissioned two focus groups which were implemented under my direction and 
supervision but which did not form part of the thesis design. 
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Table 8.1: Kev values identified in focus 2rouns 
Cl Cashel 
Care and patient focus 
onmel 
Patient centred 
Dignity and respect Dignity and respect applied to patients and 
staff 
Best practice and quality Quality of service 
Inclusiveness Open and participative 
Sensitivity to individual needs Equality 
Recognise the role of staff Appropriate hospital environment to develop 
services and staff 
Recognise multiple users Education for all 
Table 8.1 clearly shows that there was a high degree of value congruity that 
existed and that the questionnaire data collected was consistent with the opinions 
of the staff (this gives added reliability to the outcomes of the questionnaire 
especially given the low response rate of the questionnaire). The importance of 
patient care was also evident in the interview data and this cut across both 
hospitals. 
We are all here to work-for the one cause which is the patient regardless 
of what your profession is: ive are all equals in that sense (Cashel 
Administrator pre-merger). 
I have worked on wards and seen nurses and doctors; they are passionate 
about what they do. They would not be there if they were not. They 1vant 
to save lives (Clonmel Administrator (1) pre-merger). 
We are all herefor the bettennent ofpatient care, for the good of the 
service (Cashel Patient-carerpre-merger). 
The job is very satisfying because you are helping people at all times. 
That's the most challenging thing. Seeing patients improving and going 
home and all that, knowing you are playing some part in it (Clonmel 
Support-services pre-merger). 
Tensions were however evident, particularly in Cashel. There was a fear that the 
amalgamation would have an impact on the values set. The fear was that certain 
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characteristics of the new hospital would make it difficult to maintain the values. 
This was often difficult for the staff to express, pre-merger, and a clear sense of 
confusion existed. 
I'm hoping the standard of care won't change, if anything it will go up. 
No I don't think there will be an [pause]. The patient will experience the 
same thing. I inean obviously patient care, because you are going into a 
bigger set-up there might be less of the personal touch than what you get 
here but asfar as standards of care everything should be the same 
(Cashel Care-assistantpre-merger). 
I believe that the people within the organisation expect us to change to 
deal with the systems that exist, they don't expect the systems to support 
the patient services. At the end of the day it's the patient services that's 
important and an example of that would be the potato shed66 and the 
medical records. We are not to askfor those charts because they are out 
there and they are not accessible so we shouldn't askfor them. Thefact 
that we might need thenz and the patient's safety might be at risk you 
know. So I think certain people have their eye on the wrong ball (Cashel 
Patient-carer (1) post-merger). 
In addition to the patient care the Cashel hospital linked their level of service to 
the size of the hospital and assumed that the level of care is better in smaller 
hospitals. 
I think here that ive have like a holistic approach. We provide special 
care and attention here because ive are a smaller hospital. It's like 
everything you know, patients would tunt around and say 'God you 
would never get this in a bigger hospital'. You could be sitting there oil a 
trolley, like I have seen it ntyseýrrecently when I ivent to a much larger 
regional hospital and Ijust thought to myseýf there's a huge difference 
between what patients can expect and get in the likes of a smaller 
hospital than a larger one (Cashel Patient-carer (3) pre-inerger). 
Another dimension to Cashel's beliefs was the notion of what a family meant in 
the context of work. The notion of family was related to 'looking out for each 
other' and providing a 'supporting' environment. 
66 The 'potato stied' was a term for a building that existed on the Clonmel campus and which had 
been converted to hold medical records. 
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What I k-now myself and I am talking about nurses now more than any 
other group but here there is a team spirit and ive look outfor each other. 
We have a lot of maybe older staff; they wouldn't be the sante clawing at 
the ladderfor ambition, as in clawing over each other (Cashel Care- 
management pre-merger). 
Post-merger the Clonmel group espoused the continued focus on patient care and 
emphasized the similarities between the two groups that have allowed them to 
come together successfully. 
As in every hospital everything done here isfor the patients. You have all 
the clinical specialists under one roof. We have a great service. The best 
care, the cardiac disease all them people that are under the one roof. 
Oncology and everything is herefor them. It is great to have everything 
here (Cloninel Administrator (3) post-merger). 
The staff have made the effort to try and make it work both sides, us and 
them. And it is not an us and them anymore it is all of us together. We 
work well together. I think that is why it has worked. We had to do it, it 
had to be done and we all knew thatfor the greater good (Clonmel 
Patient-carer (5) post-inerger). 
Driving against these ideals of 'patient care' and the 'greater good' was a theme 
of 'busy' and 'lack of staff' which reduces the potential to deliver the patient 
care and impacts on the family values that existed in the hospital as it stretches 
people and resources. 
It'sjust very very busy, if you walk there is loads ofpeople around. It's 
just very busy. The volume of work has increased, the clinics going on. 
It's a busy hospital now (Clownel Administrator (2) post-merger). 
Cashel staff reported similar issues with the impacts of size and professional 
structures impacting positively on their perceptions of what could be possible. 
The size of the new hospital and its busyness also had negative consequences for 
the patient care side. 
I suppose it was one unique thing that sve had in Our Lady's Cashel that 
patients always got very good patient care and I think that's one thing 
that Our Lady's Hospital Cashel staff get veryfrustrated about. You can't 
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give that care when you don't have the staffing levels and you're not 
providing that care you know (Cashel Patient-carer (6) post-merger). 
It'sjust so slow to get things done you know and that'sfrustrating. Like 
the patient has always been the priority in Cashel, it's the system here - if 
it's OK on paper sure ive will get it right eventually. You can't take that 
at all and I know that paper has to be right as well but the papenvork can 
ivait a little bit longer than the patient svho needs your help there and 
then (Cashel Care-assistant (3) post-merger). 
Finally, the commitment of staff to maintaining their values was noted in a 
number of interviews. 
I ha ve purposelyforaged out stores, purchasers and phannacy and got to 
meet the people face toface because I couldn't be doing vvith just a name 
on an email orjust a name at the other end of the phones. That would be 
just too cold (Cashel Patient-carer (2) post-merger). 
But still I suppose if ive didn't try and make the effort and have the 
positive outlook in the early days ive would never have achieved 
anything. Like I mean if ive svere standing with our arnisfolded glaring at 
new people coming down the corridor you can't be like that, you have to 
be there svith smiles on ourfaces telling everyone they ivere welcome. 
And ive wanted to be like that (Clonmel Patient-carer (5) post-merger). 
As in the financial studies case identifying values and the potential differences 
between the espoused value sets of two different groups is complex. Often, the 
differences are not really understood until they come into stark focus. In the 
hospitals there was some tensions pre-merger concerned with the fear of values 
changing in the new hospital set-up. These fears did not appear to occur in 
practice. This could reflect either the closeness of the values that existed or that 
any issues that emerged (or could have emerged) as problematic were quickly 
resolved and never got the opportunity to develop. The relationship between the 
physical, behavioural and cognitive boundaries may also be relevant in this 
respect. It is clear from some of the behavioural boundaries that they only 
became evident when the groups were exposed to a particular behaviour. Even 
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though the two groups espoused strong support for the same value set, the 
translation of those values into practice might be different in the two hospitals. 
This was evidenced by regular comments such as 'medical and surgical patients 
are different' or that there is always a tension between 'surgical and medical. ' 
This suggests that there may be some underlying differences in the belief 
systems, for example a sick patient will be handled differently from a person 
attending for a routine operation. However, differences in values did not emerge 
in the post-merger hospital. 
8.2.3.2 Belonging 
Belonging is the sense of identity organisational members get from their 
association with the particular organisation. Hospitals have unique characteristics 
in this regard. As public and national organisations, hospitals are staffed by 
professional categories of people, such as doctors, nurses or clinical specialists. 
These categories create professional identities as well as organisational identities 
and increase the opportunity for mobility while maintaining identity. However, 
this is not uncommon in commercial organisations as well, for instance 
accounting or legal professions. 
The belonging category was very evident in the processes that built up to the 
amalgamation at both the organisational and professional levels. The staff relied 
heavily on staff associations and unions to support their positions in the lead-up 
to merger day. The Cashel hospital named 'Our Lady's' was honoured by 
naming one of the wards in the new STGH (staffed by transferees from Cashel) 
after it. The staff questionnaire applied in 2005 showed extremely strong 
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identification of Cashel staff with the hospital. 67 Similarly that questionnaire 
showed strong identification existed in the Clonmel group to South Tipperary 
General. 
It was clear from Clonmel staff that membership of the hospital created pride for 
them. 
I am proud to work here, I ain proud of nzy achievements. There is a 
certain amount of recognition with being a CNM 2froln those senior to 
you. They could come to youfor advice (Clonmel Patient-carer (1) pre- 
merger). 
I would like to think that I am contributing something. I take pride in my 
work. I would like to think that I am part of a unit that is providing a 
good service to south Tipperary (Clonmel Administrator (2) pre-merger). 
It is my work-place; it is a place I am very happy to be. I enjoy working 
here. It means a lot to me, it is a place I spend a lot of time. It has always 
been a pleasant place to be (Clonmel Patient-carer (4) pre-merger). 
The hospital was also seen as a second home (Clonmel Support-services (3) pre- 
merger) where people watch outfor each other (Clonmel Patient-carer (5) pre- 
inerger) and where the focus is on developing both the hospital and the person 
(everybody is studying Clonmel Patient-carer (5) pre-merger). 
The same theme of pride was also strongly evident in the pre-merger Cashel 
interviews. 
There is a sense ofpride because people know you when you go out on 
the streets. I had a case the other day, someone died 4 years ago and this 
woman met me on the street and she said she remembered inefrom 4 
years ago when her husband died . ...... You could sit down the pub and 
all of a sudden get a drink infront of you and it's the thought that there 
are people who remember because obviously they were very ill and even 
close to dying or even for those that you helped to die, There is a great 
67 Response rates for this survey were low at 10% so these statistics must be taken with some 
reservations. 
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sense ofpride when you work-for a hospital (Cashel Care-assistant pre- 
merger). 
I'm proud to say that I work in Cashel, Ifeel I'm part of a team that 
delivers a good service (Cashel Patient-carerpre-merger). 
I have always been very proud to say where I ivork-, what I did. I have 
enjoyed working with all my colleagues (Cashel Care-assistant (3) pre- 
inerger). 
In addition to pride, two other themes strongly emerged from the Cashel data. 
The first of these was the sense of family ties linked by references to 
camaraderie, home and family. 
Cashel really is like a homefrom home, it's like a sinallfamily. 
Everybody knows each otherfrom the kitchen staff to the consultants 
(Cashel Care-assistantpre-merger). 
There is a very goodfeeling at work, a very good camaraderie and 
working together and getting things done (Cashel Patient-carerpre- 
inerger). 
The second theme was the sense of ownership or community that the staff in 
Cashel felt. This linked the hospital to the external community, its heritage and 
its people. 
I remember when I started the matron asked ine what age I was when I 
camefor the interview and she said thanks be to God you wont run away 
from me. Nonnally it would be only schoolboys who would be here today 
and gone tomorrow. You see I was actually bonz here in the hospital and 
I only live 200 yards awayfrom the hospital (Cashel Support-service pre- 
inerger). 
Most of the staff live within the catchment area of the patients so there is 
a real sense of ownership and care that they know the people that are 
coming in, some of them not all of thein of course. But there is a local 
feeling to it as much as, there is a personalfeeling to it because of 
knowing so many of the clients. Men you are in a small place everyone 
knows each otherfor good or bad (Cashel Care-management pre- 
merger). 
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The Cashel group also showed concerns about losing their identity and the 
potential loss of respect for the person fearing that they would become a 'Inunber 
rather than a person. ' 68 
Ifeel that we are going over and theyfeel that we arejust nursesfrom 
Cashel and they don't have very much respectfor us, that ive arejust 
another number (Cashel Patient-carer (4) pre-nierger). 
I mean it's a small close-knit hospital here where everybody knows 
everybody and now ive have thefeeling that ive are going into a space 
where ive are never going to see one another again (Cashel Patient-carer 
(3) pre-merger). 
Pre- and post-merger identification measures were collected at the end of cycle 2 
and cycle 4. The identification scores, pre-merger, indicated that the levels of 
identification differed in each hospital. There was a strong affinity to each 
hospital of heritage. The Clonmel group also identified strongly with STGH 
while in contrast the Cashel group reported very low scores for identification 
with STGH (see table 8.2). The methods chapter indicates that the responses to 
this questionnaire was poor and its ability to draw statistically relevant 
conclusions is limited, it none the less does provide a feeling for the perceptions 
on the ground. Feedback to the staff and the discussions with management also 
gave support to the sense that the data is valuable and reflective of the position in 
practice. 
68 Cashel Care-assistant (3) pre-merger 
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Table 8.2: Mean scores on identification pre-merger 
S 69 STGH"' C h l t, 11t atenie 
I see myself as being from (named hospital of heritage) 5.18 
as e 
6.35 
1 am pleased to be a member (named hospital of heritage) 5.83 6.82 
1 feel strong ties with (named hospital of heritage) 5.19 6.47 
I identify with other members of (named hospital of heritage) 5.53 6.59 
Being a member of (named hospital of heritage)is important to me 5.42 6.11 
1 see myself as being from South Tipperary General Hospital 5.74 2.76 
1 am pleased to be a member of South Tipperary General Hospital 6.10 3.00 
1 feel strong ties with South Tipperary General Hospital 5.40 2.82 
I identify with other members of South Tipperary General Hospital 5.98 3.61 
Being a member of South Tipperary General Hospital is important to 
me 
5.98 3.11 
Post-merger the conditions changed somewhat and both groups began to identify 
with the STGH. Table 8.3 gives the corresponding scores for 6 months pre- 
merger. 
Table 8.3: Mean scores on identification post-merger 
STG H 71 C l l Statement 
I see myself as being from South Tipperary General Hospital 5.63 t)o 
Ie [S 
4.57 'I01 
I am pleased to be a member of South Tipperary General Hospital 5.75 4.76 
1 feel strong ties with South Tipperary General Hospital 5.25 4.02 
1 identify with other members of South Tipperary General Hospital 5.50 4.45 
Being a member of South Tipperary General Hospital is important to 
me 
5.47 4.51 
The comparison of table 8.2 and table 8.3 show that the level of identification 
among STGH staff dipped marginally but is still very strong post-merger. The 
Cashel group's level of identification however did increase and a negative pre- 
merger sentiment shifted to a positive sentiment post-merger. Again it is 
important to note the validity of the pre-merger scores given the response size. A 
key point however is that the level of identification with the hospital appears to 
have developed positively among the Cashel staff. Table 8.4 brings compares the 
69 Based on a7 point scale 
70 For table 8.2 STGH represents all staff who were not located in Cashel. 
71 For table 8.3 STGH represents all staff who described themselves as not originating a contract 
of employment in Cashel. 
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findings across the two time frames (note however the difference in populations) 
which shows the improvements in identification post-merger. 
- Table 8.4: Mean scores on identification for Cashel pre- and post-merger 
Statement 
I see myself as be ng rom out iT pperary General Hosp tal 
Cashel 
Pre 
2.7 
Caslicl 
Post 
I am pleased to be a member of South Tipperary General Hospital 3.00 4.76 
I feel strong ties with South Tipperary General Hospital 2.82 4.02 
I identify with other members of South Tipperary General Hospital 3.61 4.45 
Being a member of STGH is important to me 3.11 4.51 
In support of this finding the interviews with staff suggests that their fears did 
not materialise post-merger. Although short staffing and the pressures of setting 
up the new hospital did create a number of problems. For example, some staff 
was transferred over to Clonmel on a temporary basis and as jobs opened up in 
Cashel, with the development of services there, they had the opportunity to 
return. Many did take this opportunity and returned. 
I think if you look at the new part open tip in Cashel, the interviews that 
havejust happened, I think out o 15 carers that have come here, I think !f 
there are only 4 or 5 are definitely going back. Now that says in itself that 
people are happy here. I know that afew that didn't want to come I don't 
think there is any way they would go back [now] . ....... I know that people 
still aren't happy. And at this stage they are not going to be happy. If they 
haven't settled in now they never will settle in. Some people just haven't 
bothered and they are too ...... whats the word thay are too 
Cashel .... they 
have always supported Cashel and they always will support Cashel so 
they are going to have a problem adjusting in that case. They will be 
lookingfor any small thing that might go wrong (Cashel Care-assistant 
(2) post-inerger). 
The feeling of belonging to STGH and being part of the hospital developed in the 
Cashel group although it, in many instances, took time. The focus on patient care 
appeared to have a direct link to the staff's sense of belonging. Pride in the 
hospital and its communities came from the delivery of a patient centered 
service. Individuals were proud to deliver on the care element although the 
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Cashel staff maintained artefacts of the old hospital, (e. g. they named one ward 
Our Lady's). Notwithstanding the strong sense of pride, there was evidence that 
the transition to belonging had been traumatic even for those who had made a 
successful transition. The personal contribution that each individual undertook to 
be part of the new hospital was clearly evident. 
Really the pride isfor what you are doing and how you are doing it. I do 
the same job here as I would have done in Cashel: it doesn't matter 
where I am that patient still wants the same. I didn't go into Cashel 
because I liked the building (Cashel Care-assistant (2) post-merger). 
Well I make myseýf be a part of it [STGH]. Nobody has been rude to me 
in any way but I am here to do mYjob and I take my work- seriously and I 
give it my best and I go home when I have my day's work- done. I'm 
assertive, I can stand upfor mysetf ...... I'm still part of a team in a 
caring profession (Cashel Care-assistant (3) post-merger). 
I haven't reached that stage yet [belonging to STGH]. I don't have the 
same dread I had walking in the door as I had say up to the end of 
I, ebritary. Where Ijust thought there ivere so many things to befixed and 
so many issues to be solved that Ijust wanted tojust run away. I don't 
have thatfeeling anymore I'm OK coming in in the momings (Cashel 
Patient-carer (2) post-inerger). 
The move, once completed also opened up the vista of new opportunities and it 
took time for this realisation to emerge. 
I believe that conzing here has been betterfor me. I mean through the 
people I know and that, there will be more opportunities ahead. And the 
thing about it also is that ifyou want to include yoursetf and get ill volved, 
that if things do come up that you are not aware of they will be mentioned 
to you. They will realise that you want to and then they will include you 
into it, if anything comes up they will think ofyou (Cashel Care-assistant 
(2) post-merger). 
As with other boundaries there were examples of staff from Cashel who did not 
identify with the new hospital or its work. These staff used physical or 
behavioural boundary types, for example the team members, or the work 
relationships to justify that their work environment had changed and that they 
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could not identify with the new regime. These staff held onto old artefacts and 
beliefs. 
Well I used to love going to work- in Cashel and it was great and 
everybody knew everybody and everybody helped everybody. I have to 
say coming in here is drudgery ........ Ijust come in and do my work- and 
go home. I don't think about it really as being a part of STG or that I 
even ivant to be a part of it. I don'tfeel a need to be a part of it. I don't 
necessarily need to be a part of it; Ijust come in and do my work- (Cashel 
Patient-carer (5) post-merger). 
A lot of the staff were lovely but I suppose you have maybe the Cashel 
staff and the Clonmel staff in the beginning but people like we weren't 
long being told you're not in Cashel anymore. The only good thing is that 
it's nice that our ivard is called Our Lady's ward, it'sjust something that 
we still havefrom OurLady's in Cashel ....... I suppose my heart is still in Cashel and I suppose it's like everything I'm counting the weeks now to 
going back I'm part of this ward you could say but I can't say I'm part of 
STG because I could go into another ward and nobody would know who I 
am (Cashel Care-assistant (1) post-merger). 
Clonmel staff post-merger continued to affirm their identity as part of STGH 
using similar themes of pride and engagement to support their perceptions. 
I was involved in the amalgamation of the emergency units so I would 
have been involved with the staff and bringing areas together with the 
A &E consultant. So I suppose that transition was hugefor me and it 
amalgantated very ivelL So I dofeel part of it (Clonmel Patient-carer (3) 
post-merger). 
It is the same as when I worked in St. Josephs. You always take pride in 
yourjob, and make sure that your work- is done to the best of your ability 
(Clomnel Support-services (2) post-merger). 
There was more of a sense of continuity among the Clonmel staff and that while 
the hospital had developed it was fundamentally the same hospital. This is again 
consistent with the strong sense that the merger was about improving the patient 
care through the provision of additional services in Clonmel. 
No I don't think so (identity changes as part of merger). Because I don't 
think let's say, I ant still doing the same job that I was doing prior to the 
amalgamation so that would not have changed nzy identity. I would still 
have been treating patients over in Cashel and that has now kind of 
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transferred to here. I would think that I am still the same..... It means that 
I am part of a new service, a better service hopefully that provides better 
patient care and try and help develop services fitrtherfrom here on in 
(Clonmel clinical-care post-merger). 
I suppose really I don'tfeel any different to what I did before ive 
ainalgainated. I was in the hicky position that I knew a lot of the key staff 
that ivere coming over so my position really had not changed at all 
(Clownel Patient-carer (2) post-inerger). 
Some Clonmel staff also had difficulties with the amalgamation and felt their 
sense of belonging had been damaged as a result. 
Ifelt a bit like a ver smallfish in a very big pond. And I think seen as I Y 
have been working here a long time and I have been very loyal member 
to the institution Ifelt really a bit miffed.. It wasn't the comfort zone I 
expected, it wasn't as buffered as I thought it would be. I was very 
optimistic about it and I was a bit disillusioned when ive ivere going 
through it then to see how it ended up being very stressful. I would have 
listened to the news years back and hearing about the big hospitals in 
Dublin doing it so I knew the stafffound it very difficult and they were 
very disgruntled and upset and I kind of thought it wouldn't happen here 
because it is a smaller level but sure I wasfooling nlyseýf really you 
know. As I said hindsight is a great thing (Clonmel Patient-carer (5) 
post-merger). 
The sense of belonging was strong in both hospitals. The capacity for conflicts to 
emerge from this boundary is evident. If cognitively, groups cannot create a 
common sense of being then they will have difficulty relating to one another. 
The data shows however that this did not occur and that a sense of belonging to 
the new hospital did develop, even though it was at times problematic. Not 
everyone could make the belonging transition and some staff either returned to 
Cashel, left the hospital all together or showed levels of disillusionment. The 
identification scores from the questionnaires give weight to this transition. There 
was clearly a challenge to the identity of staff and a tension created that 
challenged existing identity. The vision of the hospital, its commitment to 
professionalism and the patient, assisted staff to overcome the identification with 
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the hospital of heritage and to concentrate on the professional values important to 
a healthcare professional. 
8.2.4 Conclusions on Application of Boundary Framework to the Hospital 
Study 
Strong commonality between the boundaries in the financial study and the 
hospital study can be seen to exist. Similar potential for salient differences to 
develop clearly exist in the hospital study. In many cases however they did not 
actually create conflict. What is more important about the hospital study is that, 
while some boundary types did not exist in the case new types were not present. 
In that respect the framework developed in the financial study provided a robust 
way of examining the potential differences and planning actions to avoid 
conflict. The support provided in the hospital study for the boundary types 
identified increases confidence in the framework. 
8.3 Comparing boundaries across the financial services and hospital 
studies 
The preceding discussion on the boundaries in the hospital study confirms the 
potential for each type of boundary to create tensions within the amalgamation. 
Tables 8.5 to 8.9 relate the boundaries developed in the financial study to the 
experiences in the Hospital study. With the exception of the ownership boundary, 
which is not relevant because of the state ownership of both hospitals, all of the 
boundaries identified in the financial services study have parallel categories in 
the hospital study. It therefore gives strong support to the theoretical position 
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that boundaries can be categorised and considered in terms of a defined type of 
tension that each category creates. 
Table 8.5: Comparison of physical boundaries in the financial and hospital 
studies 
PC of 
Boundary 
Job description 
Cause of 
Boundary 
Differences in the 
1'ension Created 
by Boundao 
Unfamiliar 
Example from the 
financial services 
Study 
References to the 
Examples froin 
tile Hospitals 
Study 
References to 
context of work Structures: What rota-day versus on-call duty and 
i. e. terms and are the structures to overtime for working start-times 
conditions which staff are late on Thursday. 
working 
Product Set Differences in the Unfamiliar References to the References to the 
range of product Products: 'skills gap' in product type of care 
and services Understanding the knowledge between needed by each 
offered new products or the two organisations patient type 
services 
Location New premises or Unfamiliar References to not References to the 
altered premises Location: New or knowing the layout of hospital building 
(comparison of different building the building or the age and layout 
old versus new) unsuitability of the and suitability 
building 
Colleagues Alteration to the Unfamiliar People: References to the References to the 
existing team Need to get to know concerns of the team concerns of the 
structure through new people size and getting to team size and 
the addition of a know the new getting to know 
number of new members. the new 
members members 
Owners New ownership Unfamiliar References to Not applicable as 
structure Demands: what is shareholder the hospitals are 
required by new objectives state owned 
owners 
IT System Selection of one Unfamiliar Tools: References to References to 
IT system over Need to get to know difficulty in adapting difficulty in 
other how systems to new IT systems adopting to new 
operate IT systems 
although less 
significant in the 
study 
Manager New manager, Unfamiliar References to References to the 
which represents Direction: personal loss over the leadership 
loss of gatekeeper What does the new departure of the support of line 
and symbol of manager value and manager and to the management and 
leadership and how do they operate need to get to know to the loss of 
power for one within the new how the new manager seniority 
group. power structure. operates 
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Table 8.6 Comparison of behavioural boundaries in the financial and hospital 
studies 
Type of 
Boundary 
Personal 
Cause of 
Boundary 
Level of personal 
Tension Created 
by Boundary 
Commitment 
Example from the 
financial services 
Study 
Working 'unrealistic' 
Examples front 
the Hospitals 
Study 
Staff required to 
Investment commitment that Confusion times and working 'pull their 
an individual is Creating balance extra to facilitate group weight' and give 
willing to invest in between self and cohesion 100% 
the work/group work 
Work Differences in how Task Confusion Servicing versus selling The roles of 
Processes work is performed Matching tasks to the customer team members 
and tasks and the way they and their 
completed are performed to flexibility in 
meet new job doing tasks and 
description the level of 
formality of task 
design 
Team Expectations of Social Confusion Importance of being a Family style 
Behaviour behaviour within Operating in new team player and the interactions or 
the team emergent social desire to have good professional 
order and social relations in the impersonal 
determining the new branch interactions 
position within notwithstanding 'being 
that social order wary' of each other 
Customer Changing Translation The queue management Doing what is 
Service customer Confusion emphasis in each best for the 
requirements and Translating the organisation. patient 
interactions products and 
procedures into 
meaningful 
customer 
interactions 
Table 8.7 Comparison of cognitive boundaries in the financial and hospital 
studies 
T. ý pe of 
Boundary 
Work Beliefs 
Cause of 
Boundary 
Differences in the 
Tension Created 
b) Boundary 
Sense Challenge: 
Example from the 
financial serýices 
sludy 
The need to accept 
Examples from 
file Hospitals 
sfudý 
'Me difference 
underlying logic of Understand the that 'being busy' between surgical 
why the work is validity of the included sales and and medical care 
performed in a other's way of service. 
given manner conducting 'T'he Retail v the 
activities Capital way. 
Belonging Importance of Identity Challenge: Sense of pride felt in Sense of pride 
group membership Motivation to feel the branch and felt and the 
and identity partofthe organisation importance of 
combined achievements being a health 
organisation/ let go professional 
of the old and 
accept the partner 
organisation 
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8.4 Conclusions 
This chapter laid out the data collected through interview data collected in the 
hospital pre and post-merger. The aim of the chapter is to examine the 
boundaries within the hospital and to examine whether similar boundary types 
existed as in the financial study. The hospital study reported very similar 
boundaries, with one notable exception which could be readily explained in 
terms of public-private ownership. The data suggests that the same types of 
boundaries occurred in each study. This finding supports the trustworthiness of 
the theorised categories and individual boundaries for each case group. 
To develop the framework the next chapter will address the final part of the third 
pillar; how boundary salience occurs. It will do this by exploring how within the 
hospital study groups ebbed and flowed from separation to integration (drawing 
on the data from this and the previous chapters). 
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Discussion on the Hospital Study 
9.1 Introduction 
The final pillar of the research design is developing theory from the application 
of the framework developed in chapters 2 and 6. The contribution that this 
chapter will make is to explore the tensions that existed in the hospital study and 
explain how the boundaries translated into salient differences that created 
conflict within tile hospital. From this analysis it will be possible in the final 
discussion chapter to bring together theoretical insights that will explain how 
boundaries can be changed during an M&A integration. To deliver this 
contribution the chapter will: 
1. explore how boundaries were drawn and re-drawn within the hospitals; 
2. theorise how boundary salience emerged and what strategies existed to 
manage boundaries within the study. 
The outputs of this chapter will form part of the final discussion chapter which 
will bring together the three pillars of the research design. 
9.2 Drawing Boundaries 
From early in the amalgamation process the majority of management time and 
the focus of the executive team were strongly directed toward the creation of 
common operating frameworks and on the creation of an appropriate physical 
environment. These two factors (both physical boundaries) were the key artefacts 
that staff in both hospitals looked to in determining the progress of the 
amalgamation. Hence from an early stage in the amalgamation process a long list 
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of 'issues to be resolved' had been created and this list almost entirely related to 
physical (such as parking, workspace or lockers) and operational terms and 
conditions (such as on-call duty, uniforms, starting times and patient pathways). 
Working groups were created to deal with these and resolve any difficulties. The 
aim was to give ownership of problems and the capacity to resolve them to those 
who were directly affected by the problem. In this way any issues that emerged 
had a clear resolution mechanism. This in some part explains the general feeling 
post-amalgamation that the merger had been successful and that the hospitals had 
merged and integrated successfully. 
Mapping the pre- and post-merger positions, however, shows that success is not 
as clear-cut as the survey results might indicate. Pre-merger, the Cashel group 
expressed numerous fears about the size of the new hospital, the loss of identity 
and the fear that the family values and interaction that underpins that identity 
would be lost. The relationship between the fears, which are all behavioural and 
cognitive boundaries, and the actions, which were the focus of the executive 
transfer teams, mostly physical boundaries, is interesting. Both the staff and 
management teams expressed issues in physical terms and related them to 
tangible aspects of the hospital while in contrast they expressed fears in the 
context of emotions and identity. This implies a tendency to diagnose problems 
in a way that allows a gap to develop between the problem and the emotional 
stresses that may underpin those problems. In the hospital case the management 
directly addresses the cognition of staff by focusing on values and culture. The 
creation of a mission statement for the new hospital was a clear example of this 
process. However it was difficult for managers who are primarily task-focused to 
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deal with these issues. In general discussions on values and cultures were largely 
omitted from the executive transfer team's formal agenda. 
In exploring explanations for the success of the merger we drew on the field of 
organisational discourse (Hardy et al, 2005; Heracleous and Barrett, 2001; 
Fairclough, 1992, and Keenoy et al 1997). Paasi (1999) defined national borders 
in terms of social practice and discourse and shows how discourses at multiple 
levels influenced senses of regional identity. At the organisational level, 
discourse draws on the use of language and communicative practices that exist 
and which can be directed toward collective action (Hardy 2005). Organisational 
discourse has been shown to shape change processes (Heracleous and Barrett, 
2001; Grant et al 1998). For instance, building on existing streams of discourse 
research Heracleous and Barrett (2001) develop a 'structurational' view of 
discourse which sees discourse as a duality constituted by two dynamically 
interrelated levels: the surface level of communicative actions and the deeper 
level of discursive structures, which in turn are recursively linked through the 
modality of actors' interpretive schemes (p. 755). They found that organisations 
consisted of 'fragmented, competing and less often complementary discourses' 
(p. 774). 
Of particular use to the analysis of the hospital data is Hardy et al's (2005) work 
on discourse and collaboration. They describe organisational discourse as 
consisting of three interrelated concepts, discourse, text and conversation. 
Drawing on the work of Fairclough (1992), Parker (1992) and Philips and Hardy 
(1997) they define discourse as a set of interrelated texts that, along with the 
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related practices of text production, dissemination, and reception bring an object 
or idea into being (p. 60). Texts are symbolic representations that give reality to 
discourse patterns and include speech acts, written documents, artefacts and 
symbols. Drawing on Ford and Ford (1995), Hardy et al, (2005) define 
conversations as a set of texts that are produced as part of an interaction between 
two or more people and that are linked together both temporarily and 
rhetorically. The hospital had substantial numbers of arenas for conversation to 
occur across many levels of the organisation, these included the individual level 
as people interacted in their daily duties, the group level particularly the 
partnership groups, the management-staff interface (represented in most cases by 
union interactions), external stakeholders such as the Cashel Action Group and 
local politicians and govern ment-hospi tal relations (represented by the funding 
and resourcing issues). These conversation spaces produced multiple 
opportunities for text production and for linking existing texts into symbolic 
meaning. Based on these text and conversations it is possible to look at the 
success of the merger in terms of two interwoven themes that permeated the 
discourses that dominated the process. On the one side the, 'change' discourse 
emphasising the need for the merger to occur because of the improvements in 
patient care that it would bring and because a modem health system could not 
support the separation of services in South Tipperary. The clinical risk arising 
from the separated services was high. This discourse dominated the thinking 
throughout Clonmel and was evident but less vocal in the Cashel cohort. The 
second discourse stream, the 'it won't happen' discourse, expressed concern 
about the state of preparedness for the transfer and that several outstanding 
issued need to be resolved before the transfer would deliver any additional value 
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to the patient. It was unfair to staff (and patients) if these issues (such as the 
remaining services in Cashel) were not resolved. The discourse structure also 
supported a belief that the transfer could not be achieved until these problems, 
which were difficult to resolve, were adequately resolved and that consequently 
the transfer was not really going to take place at all (or at least not in the work- 
life-span of the existing staff). The surgical services were effective and patients 
received a good service in Cashel, for example there were no waiting lists. This 
discourse was common in Cashel but not present at all in Clonmel. Even though 
this discourse stream dominated in Cashel it was not uniform and a significant 
sized group believed that the transfer was essential in terms of patient care and 
hospital survival. Anecdotally, the main source of this discourse was the staff 
with letters of support and who did not have to (or in many cases want to) 
transfer. It is not surprising that these letters of support become known, by others 
in Cashel, as the 'golden letters' and staff were "the girls with the golden letters. " 
These two discourse streams ebbed and flowed throughout the case and the two 
competed for dominance of the overall hospital and especially within the Cashel 
group. For instance, the cycle of action to create a belief that the merger would 
happen strengthened the logic that the merger was both needed and was good for 
the hospital and the staff (the change agenda). The domination of the 'it won't 
happen' group ebbed and began to lose ground. The 'it won't happen' group 
subsequently extended the debate into an industrial relations conflict on the 
grounds that human resource issues were not being resolved, thus restarting the 
flow of 'it won't happen' and ebbing the tide for change. Similar patterns of 
competition for the dominant position are evident elsewhere. For instance, the 
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medical consultants threatened to withdraw their services because of the medical 
risks associated with the separated services. The result of the action would have 
been to effectively leave no medical cover in South Tipperary, closing both 
hospitals (Cashel needed medical cover for patients even if it was only a transfer 
arrangement). This again helped swing the dominant discourse to the change 
agenda. The interventions of the Cashel hospital action group and the 
compensation claims made by the Cashel unions were also tactics used to create 
legitimacy for the 'it won't happen' discourse. The interventions of the 
management, and particularly, the Hospital Manager also impacted on this ebb 
and flow of the dominant discourses. She systematically addressed each 
argument of the 'it won't happen' discourse and led the management team in 
bringing problem discourses into the open where they could be codified and 
resolved. Her interventions were also designed to ebb and flow the discourses, 
for instance the announcement by the HSE of the amalgamation date gave 
authority and permanency to the date of transfer, as did the involvement of the 
most senior IR teams within the HSE in the compensation negotiations. She 
lobbied, cajoled and coerced to maintain a change discussion as the major theme. 
The participative style helped bring forward the arguments and debate them. The 
openness provided the opportunity to challenge assumptions of both camps 
systematically and it served to reduce the currency of the 'it won't happen' 
argument. 
Post-merger the two themes of discourse still existed. It is clear from the 
interview data that the same beliefs, that the merger has not improved the 
position of the hospital, that it was not the right time and Clonmel was not a 
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good place to work, still existed. Additionally, the post-merger questionnaire 
indicated that the Cashel cohort had lower average scores than other groups on 
all the assessment of the merger outcomes. This lower average arose because a 
significant percentage of the cohort consistently responded negatively to each 
question. These were however a small minority. The questionnaire data and the 
interviews clearly point to a conclusion that six months post-merger the 
dominant discourse was that the change was in the interest of the patients and 
that the hospital had to get on with theirjob and deliver the best services within 
the context of their resources. While the discourse of 'in won't happen' still 
existed its currency had dropped and its flow had ebbed. Given the existence of 
the discourse however this is not to say that it had been eliminated. 
The flow and ebb of the discourses were directly related to the issues of 
boundaries. The differences that were identified formed a set of potential 
boundaries that could be used to differentiate the groups. For instance, the terms 
and conditions of employment for Cashel staff, including custom and practice, 
were different than Clonmel. Asking people to change to do on-call or different 
start times represented an opportunity to develop the 'it won't happen' discourse. 
A humorous example of this was the call from Cashel staff that they must 
continue to enjoy their free brown bread. This traditionally had been baked in the 
kitchen each morning and was made freely available to all staff. The 
management team costed this proposal and calculated that it would cost E30,000 
p. a. 72 Only when it was put into these terms did the request become illegitimate. 
All the challenges to the transfer of services related to the set of boundaries. 
72 This would be equivalent to the average industrial wage. 
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9.3 Theorizing Boundary Salience 
The experience in the hospital study allows us to develop theoretical insights on 
how boundaries become salient. While the hospitals appear to have merged 
successfully the divergent discourses, pro- and anti-change, continue to be 
present six months post-merger. The legitimacy of the two discourses however 
had changed radically, and the domination of a positive outlook on the merger 
was evident. However, differences between Cashel and Clonmel staff still 
existed and these still had the potential to create salient boundaries. Furthermore, 
these boundaries (i. e. on-call issues and changing areas) did differentiate the 
groups pre-merger, creating delays and resistance in the merger process. While 
we might have anticipated variations in perceived outcomes among staff pre and 
post-merger there still remains a major disconnect in that boundaries used to 
delay the process (i. e. the union withdrawal because the terms and conditions 
were not agreed) and their associated discourses remain post-merger but do not 
appear to create conflict or problems. 
The theory of boundaries developed in the initial study makes a number of 
assumptions: 
" Boundaries are the tangible and intangible facets of the social fabric of 
any organisation. 
" Boundaries allow an organisation differentiate itself from others. 
" All differences between groups provide the potential for boundaries. 
" Boundaries exist in a latent state. 
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The hospital study extends these assumptions. The evidence suggests boundaries 
are a dynamic capacity for groups to differentiate themselves by actively 
managing boundaries in a legitimising process. This ties to the notions of social 
identity theory (SIT). That theory suggests that identity is managed by reference 
to in-group out-group processes. SIT suggest that groups will increase their 
social standing by selecting factors of difference that allow them increase their 
status by giving preference to certain factors over others, for example customer 
care over profit. These factors become salient because they can be meaningfully 
used to differentiate and allow value judgements (one group is better than 
another) to be supported. However, boundaries were used in a much more active 
manner in the hospital study. They were used to prevent merger progress by 
6giving legithnacy' to being different groups rather than just assigning values to 
the difference. SIT takes the formation of groups as a given, Boundaries within 
the study were actively managed to create the group by highlighting differences 
that would separate the two merging hospitals and sustain the discourse of 'it 
won't happen. ' SIT considers salience as arising from identity accessibility and 
identity fit (see section 2.2.3). Drawing on this idea, the boundary types represent 
the potential boundaries that are available and accessible. Fit, however, which 
Hogg and Terry (2001) describe as matching an accessible category to the social 
context, was more complex. Boundaries were used to define the social context 
and maintain separation between the Cashel and Clonmel groups by matching 
contextual factors and perceived differences. For example, lack of funding for 
Cashel was related to terms and conditions of employment and used to trigger 
industrial relations procedures. From the data four strategies were evident in 
how the boundaries were made into salient differences by giving legitimacy to 
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group differences and these are summarised in Table 9.1. These strategies are 
independent of each other and can occur concurrently. The four strategies can be 
defined as: 
1. Creating group cohesion: Establishing and enforcing group norms to 
create a common unified opinion and reduce the legitimacy of any within 
group dissent. 
2. Validation by the powerful: Giving support to a position by formal and 
informal leaders to strengthen the discourse. 
3. Sustaining discourse: Selecting differences to recognise boundaries that 
are relevant to the group and which can be legitimised as important 
dimensions of difference so that they are enduring and more difficult to 
resolve. 
4. External validation: Using external constraints or bodies to escalate the 
importance of a particular boundary and extend the debate beyond the 
existing discussion forum by linking responsibility for action to others. 
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9.3.1 Creating Group Cohesion 
Group cohesion arises when a group share common understandings and have 
established norms of acceptable behaviour and values that serve to bind together 
the group in common action. Cashel showed strong unity at many stages in the 
merger. For instance in initiating industrial action or in defining themselves as a 
fandly that 'looked outfor each other. ' The ebb and flow of the "change" versus 
"it won't happen" debate in Cashel was mediated to a large extent by this sense 
of group cohesion. The family atmosphere at Cashel tacitly obliged others to 
support them. While it became clear that two sub-groups existed in Cashel, one 
supporting and one rejecting the change, the cohesiveness of the overall group 
meant that it spoke with one voice and engaged the merger process as one entity. 
. Cashel succeeded 
for large parts of the amalgamation process in actively 
separating the hospital from STGH by enacting differences that were supported 
by the Cashel group collectively and cohesively. There were two sets of actions 
that created group cohesion: 
1. maintaining a view that the merger could not happen without group 
consensus (i. e. maintain group norms given the 'family' atmosphere); 
2. enforcing the sense of cohesion through informal and formal 
structures (i. e. must adhere to union guidelines and support 
colleagues). 
There was strong evidence that the Cashel group had established local routines to 
support and enforce cohesion by providing an on-going repertoire of group 
beliefs that were plausible and internalised by the group. Since the 
announcement of the merger in 1995 a set of reasons why the merger could never 
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happen emerged. A repertoire of legitimising beliefs had been developed to 
justify the impossibility of the transfer including, 
" critical issues could not be addressed; 
" key people were opposed; 
" it was a political decision and the politicians in Cashel would never let it 
happen. The local people would never allow it, the consultants were 
opposed and the problems within the hospital could never be resolved. 
These were further supported by on-going resistance to the change evidenced 
in statements such as the last three Christmas dinners have been our last or 
ive never believed it would happen. This underpinned a social discourse and 
belief that the merger would continue to be delayed. The consistent 
reinforcement of this message allowed the view to persist and become 
ingrained into the psyche of the hospital so much so that to question it would 
be inconceivable. 
The level of cohesion that existed in Cashel was further evident in the results of 
the action cycle. The results suggested poor communication penetration and 
engagement had been achieved relative to those achieved in Clonmel. While 
many of the staff in Cashel engaged the change intervention, many others did not 
engage it. Similarly, while significant time and resources had gone into 
communicating with the Cashel staff and many opportunities had been given to 
staff to meet with management, it became evident that the messages had not been 
fully received or at least not fully accepted. Cashel's collective belief that the 
merger could not happen acted as a filter that reduced the effectiveness of the 
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communication by defining communication needs in terms of what would 
happen to Cashel post-merger (i. e. to the group) rather than what would happen 
as the combined STGH. Communication delivered by STGH management was 
therefore set-aside, even though it did address the communication needs of the 
ma . ority of staff, because it failed to address what was seen as the collective J 
concern. Credence was given to the argument that Cashel was being dismantled. 
What was promised in the high court agreement was not in place and the work 
terms and conditions for those with letters of comfort and who legitimately 
wished to stay in Cashel was not agreed. This phenomenon is well established in 
SIT as a group referent information influence (Haslem. 2001). Broadly, 
information that comes from a referent group (Cashel in this instance) is more 
likely to be believed and its contents more likely to be engaged than a message 
arising from outside the group (van Kippenberg et al 1994). The first action cycle 
was a major learning experience for management (and for the research). The 
questionnaire administered at the end of this cycle indicated that Clonmel felt 
very well informed and Cashel felt very poorly informed 73 . Given that both had 
exactly the same communications the only difference could lie in the context of 
the hospitals. Cashel wanted information on what services would remain in 
Cashel and the impacts on them personally; they were less concerned with 
information on the broader amalgamation issues. Although in practice a 
substantial number of staff did not have letters of comfort and were motivated to 
make the transfer happen (as were many with letters of support), the 
cohesiveness of the group, meant that group norms required support to be given 
to the Cashel issue of what services would remain. This was further highlighted 
73 This questionnaire had a poor response rate and can only be taken as indicative. 
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at the end of the first action cycle when the belief that the merger would in fact 
happen began to gain credence. Cashel reinforced cohesion by focusing on the 
Cashel hospital post-merger and on the unfairness of not knowing what was 
going to happen to the hospital post-amalgamation. The involvement of the 
union also acted as a cohesive force as staff members were unable to act counter 
to the official union position. This reinforced legitimacy of the 'it won't happen' 
group's position. 
A strategy of group cohesion is therefore created when groups internalising a 
plausible set of group beliefs that alienate other views and which reinforces 
through group norms a dominant view that the group should act in unison against 
change. This strategy was build on a view that together the hospital's family 
culture could work to support the staff against being mistreated (sense of justice), 
becoming worse off in terms of employment contracts or become subsumed into 
the larger STGH. The ability to relate issues to all staff (even if they only 
affected some) through mechanisms such as union policy or through fear of not 
supporting colleagues (group behaviour norms) ensured group cohesion. 
The impact of this strategy on boundaries is that it heightens the impact of a 
particular boundary because it becomes a unified group issue affecting all staff, 
even if in reality it only impacts on some of the staff. This was particularly 
evident in a number of boundary conflicts. For instance, the decision to 
implement industrial action over the non-funding of Cashel (only a small number 
of staff would be remaining) garnished full Cashel support and resulted in a 
substantial delay in the merger. Similarly, on-call duty became a major 
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contention for all staff notwithstanding that it only impacted on some 
individuals. In this way creating group cohesion provides a stronger voice about 
the importance of a particular issue and strengthens the negotiating position 
against the change increasing the relative importance of the boundary difference. 
As the strength of opposition grows the discretion management have to resolve 
the issue may be reduced. The more successful the cohesion strategy, the 
stronger the pressure on management to resolve the issue as the opposing group 
demand. 
9.3.2 Validation by the Poiverfid 
A second process of creating legitimacy for the salience of a boundary was 
through the opinion leaders in the hospital. Leaders validate actions by giving 
weight to certain types of actions over others. Leaders often have the right of 
sanction (formal or informal) and the ability to exercise power in obtrusive and 
unobtrusive ways. In this respect the importance of the leaders in setting the 
context of the merger was visible. Many of the staff members with letters of 
comfort were more senior members of staff, both in the formal hierarchal sense 
and in terms of the informal sources of power such as stature. They were 
therefore in a stronger position to express the importance of a particular position 
and to achieve buy-in to it. It was the issues of staff remaining in Cashel that 
created significant problems and resulted in the withdrawal of staff from 
negotiations. It should be noted however that many of the leaders understood the 
importance of the amalgamation and actively worked toward achieving it. 
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The powerful validated the discourse of separation in a number of ways 
1. Keeping their issues at the forefront of discussion through their control 
of communication and management channels; 
2. their engagement (or lack of engagement) with particular issues; 
3. their ability to directly interpret and filter communication to staff in a 
way that supported their view. 
The issues that created substantial difficulties often related to the post-merger 
position in Cashel. These issues related to the letters of comfort held by the 
longer serving staff. The weight of their voice in keeping the issue at the 
forefront of discussions was evident. As more senior staff members, they 
attended the management meetings, acted on many of the integration partnership 
committees and were often, the conduits through which information flowed. 
Their experience and opinion was respected. Staff would listen strongly to them. 
And accordingly they held strong influence over how information might be 
interpreted consistently with their worldview. There were several statements of 
the type 'four leaders] have told us this will impact on us' Similarly, the 
surgeon's opinions were held in very high regard and some of their comments in 
terms of 'it wont happen until [this issue] is sorted' was often quoted as a reason 
the merger could not happen. There was a strong expectation, among staff and 
management that until the consultants agreed to transfer no merger could take 
place. 
Similarly leadership direction was also evident in the visibleness of buy-in to the 
transfer. The surgeons, in particularly, did not engage the transfer process and 
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generally did not participate in the partnership groups. Staff could not picture the 
transfer occurring without their input. Surgeons controlled the workflow in the 
hospital through the clinic structure and their support for the move and the 
operational necessities to achieve it, for instance scaling down surgery for a 
period in anticipation of the move, was absolutely necessary for success. The 
merger could only be realised when these surgeons were fully supportive of the 
move. Their involvement became strong as failing equipment and facilities in 
Cashel (and the pending accreditation review) began to threaten the sustainability 
of the surgical services in Cashel. 
The third example of validation by the powerful, ties back to group cohesion, and 
the ability of the more powerful staff to set the agenda for discussion and to 
provide interpretations of events that have greater strength of persuasion that 
other interpretations. Management statements and interactions with staff were in 
many cases channelled through the leaders and the formal communication 
interpreted through more informal conversation that occured in the daily 
activities of the hospital. This is consistent with SIT discussed earlier. It is clear 
that the discussion in Cashel most frequently revolved about the unfair treatment 
of the Cashel group and the general loss of the Cashel family; these were issues 
of greater importance to staff with letters of comfort. In was notable that their 
ability to sustain this validation role weakened considerably once their issues 
were being addressed. 
Validation by the powerful has a direct impact on boundaries. By maintaining a 
difference at the forefront of discussion, the powerful can provide leadership to 
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the salience of that difference enforcing both the existence and importance of the 
difference. Hence the Cashel staff took industrial action because of the lack of 
agreement on issues that substantively affected the more powerful group in the 
hospital. Leadership to the issue is given through active interpretation of events 
that keep the issue in focus and through active participation with or 
disengagement from selected issues to symbolically reinforce the boundary 
difference. 
Powerful groups set the context of the merger by helping staff interpret the 
complex and uncertain events that were occurring. Staff looked to opinion 
leaders for cues about the merger. This allowed powerful groups, tacitly and 
deliberately, to influence outcomes. They led the discourse of separation, they 
supported industrial action and they discounted the change discourse. Only when 
the powerful groups (particularly the surgeons) supported the transfer did the 
amalgamation actually occur. 
9.3.3 Creating a Sustaining Discourse 
A third process of creating legitimacy was the selection of appropriate boundary 
types as the focal point of the discussion so that it would allow a sustainable 
discourse. Sections 8.2.1 to 8.2.4 on boundaries in the hospital demonstrated a 
range of boundaries that presented potential to differentiate the hospitals. 
However, boundaries have different impacts in different domains of influence, 
for example the loss of the family atmosphere in Cashel is unlikely to create 
sympathy for the Cashel staff in external domains but be highly relevant in 
internal discussions. Not all boundaries therefore have the same impact on how a 
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particular group will see them. A strategy of maintaining separation can only be 
achieved if appropriate boundaries that are meaningful to the group can be 
highlighted and engaged (with some of the other strategies identified). This 
strategy was implemented in the hospital in a number of ways. 
1. personalise issues so that they are of more concern to the individual (i. e. 
create fear or generate expectations); 
2. interprete selected differences which are plausible within the context of 
the situation as important and significant (i. e. tell people what is 
important and why). 
The boundaries that continued to separate the hospitals until the merger were all 
concerned with the treatment of staff in Cashel and the work environments that 
they experienced. In many ways this was creating a discourse of fear. The move 
would result in changes to work practices that would impact badly on 
individuals, on-call duties and additional travel and so on. There was also a 
discourse on staff receiving compensation for the move and a general feeling 
among Cashel staff that the HSE must provide compensation, otherwise staff 
should not move. What is most interesting however is considering the 
conversations that did not emerge. Most notable, is the issue of patient care and 
services. Some months after the amalgamation of STGH, a set of maternity 
hospitals in a large city planned to merge. Ultimately, on the day of the merger, a 
dispute arose over the service provision levels and the need for additional 
staffing. The hospital staff refused to transfer and the amalgamation was put on 
hold for a number of weeks as a result. Exactly the same problem emerged in 
South Tipperary, staffing levels were always going to be sub-optimum on 
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amalgamation day. This resulted in a number of beds not being opened. The 
issue however did not create any problems. At no stage in the study did these 
service levels become a contentious issue. When we consider the logic of the 
amalgamation that the services could not continue on two sites because of the 
clinical risk issues then the capacity to sustain a discourse about service levels is 
limited even though the issue is real. 
Sustainable discourses were evident around issues of treatment of staff, both 
those remaining in Cashel (the structure of services they would provide there) 
and the changes in the treatment of staff transferring to Clonmel. The link 
between group cohesion and sustaining discourse is also evident in that many of 
the issues revolved around the fair treatment of the group as a whole (i. e. union 
action) and the need to retain the sense of family that existed. There were also 
examples of how the discourse when faltering was supported by external 
validation (see next section). For instance when the legitimacy of Cashel being 
broken-up as a result of the merger was accepted internally, the Hospital Action 
Committee engaged the debate externally. 
Sustaining a discourse about particular boundaries has the effect of giving more 
weight to one boundary type over another. Particular boundaries therefore 
become more of the focal point of debate and gain greater importance over 
others. Within the hospital the treatment of staff and the changes in work 
practices gained greater weight that staffing levels because that boundary had 
more resonance with the concerns of staff. More debate about that boundary was 
therefore evident and more managerial time and effort was necessary in 
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addressing and resolving it. Much of the transfer team's time was taken up with a 
limited number of physical boundaries around terms and conditions of 
employment such as on-call, roster time and support structures. The extent of the 
conversations around these boundaries gives the need to resolve them huge 
significance. A second impact of this strategy on boundaries is that the selected 
boundaries became more linked to the values of the staff and their assessment of 
fairness and justice. For instance, changes in on-call responsibilities were 
conceived as impacting life-work balance. Similarly, changes in reporting 
structures were seen as impacting on levels of seniority. 
Sustaining the discourse is a strategy of selecting legitimate causes that would be 
considered by protagonists as relevant and concentrating the debate on these 
boundaries to sustain the difference. By concentrating the discourse on particular 
boundaries the significance of those boundaries is increased in the minds of staff 
and management and the importance and legitimacy of resolving them is greater. 
9.3.4 Extenial Validation 
External validation is a process of escalating the boundary difference by 
involving other formal groups in the discussion. The principal example of this is 
the engagement of industrial relations processes. External validation shifts the 
boundary difference from an inter-group difference to a third party debate. There 
are two potential outcomes of this strategy, firstly it delays the resolution by 
lengthening the timeline of resolution and secondly, it may make the resolution 
potentially more problematic because of the involvement of third parties. The 
strategy can be implemented by: 
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1. legitimise the linking of a boundary issue to an external agency or body 
that has authority to intervene and act on behalf of some party (i. e. unions 
represented the staff, Consultant Association represented the surgeons 
and Cashel Action Group represented the patients) 
There were three example of the use of this strategy in the hospital merger. 
Firstly, the use of unions to justify a valid claim against management served on 
at least two occasions to hold up the merger. The first was at the end of cycle 1. 
The failure of the government to specify and fund the remaining services that 
would be developed in Cashel post-merger prompted nursing staff to engage the 
unions on the matter. The result was the withdrawal of all nursing staff from 
further discussions on the amalgamation. The invoking of industrial action 
required compliance from staff and gave strong legitimacy to the dispute. It 
created a complete blockage to the progress of the amalgamation. Even when the 
withdrawal was reversed due to the release of funding by central government, the 
union was in a position to give further legitimacy to delays through initiating a 
compensation claim for staff transferring and for inconvenience caused by the 
amalgamation. This claim was finally resolved by the State industrial relations 
bodies but only two weeks before the final amalgamation date. The threat of 
union action was a consistent threat leading up to the merger day. 
The impact of engaging the union was that the issue became officially supported 
by all nurses 74 in the hospital. This demanded cohesion behind the issue from all 
nurses in Cashel. So for instance, when Cashel shifted toward the change 
74 Interestingly the same union represented nurses in Clonmel who wanted the merger to occur. 
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discourse after the cycle I actions, union action forced staff back to the original 
status quo and there was no other legitimate choice for the nursing staff. 
Similarly, the Cashel Action Group served as a validating mechanism for 
maintaining services in Cashel as were other lobby groups and politicians. 
Indeed perhaps the most important restraining factor in the merger was the initial 
high-court agreement that was signed by the parties. That defined the exact terms 
of the transfer and afforded protection to staff and the community within Cashel. 
This group threatened to give voice to a different discourse, that the people of 
Cashel were suffering. In the end management action, in delivering the exact 
terms of the high court agreement, and in promoting the benefits of the new 
arrangements to the people of Cashel negated the strength of the action group. 
Finally, the surgeons attempted to use their representative association to escalate 
their dispute over the number of beds available for surgery. Their aim was to 
protect their bed numbers and maintain control over their wards. They would 
lose this in a full service hospital were emergencies could result in medical 
patents using surgical beds. The legitimacy of this argument however waned as 
the clinical risks associated with non-transfer were impossible for any group of 
medical practitioners to sustain. 
The impact of this strategy on the boundaries was that it served to shift the 
responsibility for boundary differences to other groups both problematising the 
boundary and elongating the time needed to resolve it. The involvement of a 
third party effectively removed the decision making responsibility from the 
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protagonists and often prevented their continued engagement with the issue. For 
instance differences between Cashel and Clonmel became impossible to resolve 
once industrial action was taken. Furthermore, management decision-making 
ability is curtailed when external involvement occurs because management must 
subsequently adhere precisely to the terms of any external agreement. A clear 
example of this was the need to deliver the exact terms of the high-court 
agreement even though medical best-practice had advanced and changed since 
the agreement was made. 
External validation is a strategy designed to support internal positions by 
referring problems to higher-authority external groups such as unions, pressure 
groups or professional associations. It limits the ability of internal parties to 
agree to or participate in agreement processes which can result in an elongated 
decision process or more problematic resolution pathway. 
9.3.5 'Voice' 
Having considered the processes by which boundaries became salient it is 
important to examine how those strategies were applied. The assumption that 
boundaries are actively manipulated to create salience for a particular purpose 
suggests that some 'voice' is represented by the desire to select and make a 
particular boundary salient. The four processes discussed above, however, are 
strategies for creating power and influence. In this respect they represent not so 
much the single voice of a dominant group but the struggle to exert influence and 
control by individuals or groups. The dominant position in the hospital 
represented the struggle between the 'change' discourse and the 'it won't 
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happen' discourse and the ebbs and flows of their interactions. Hence, at times 
the 'it won't happen' discourse dominated and controlled while at other times 
(for instance the final merger) the 'change discourse' dominated. This 
explanation for the voice in Cashel also explains the continued existence of the 
'it won't happen' dialogue (now more 'it shouldn't have happened') in Clonmel 
post-merger. While the perception exists it has no way of being legitimised 
within the current environment because its position is weak (or has ebbed 
completely) and none of the four strategies identified above can be applied to it. 
The discourse now represents a small sub-group of a much bigger hospital that is 
now concerned with daily operations rather than going back to a completed 
merger. The powerful elite that existed in Cashel remained on that campus and 
the new leaders are focused on new challenges. Similarly, there is little chance of 
sustaining a dialogue on any issues that have an historic focus and there are no 
external ways of validating the position. How this voice emerges is not part of 
the research objectives within this research but would be an interesting avenue 
for future research. 
9.4 Reducing Boundary Salience 
As the various discourse ebbed and flowed, management acted in several ways to 
impact on the discourses. The adoption of the boundary framework allowed 
interventions to be targeted at the differences in boundaries and to homogenise 
those boundaries. In addition, however, the interventions had a secondary impact 
and one that only became evident as the tensions between the two discourses 
intensified. The actions of management directly contributed to the debate on the 
legitimacy of one discourse over another. In effect the interventions were often 
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designed (albeit unintentionally in some instances) to give authority (formally 
and structurally) to the change agenda and to reduce the authoritiveness of the 
other discourse. Reflecting on the actions post-merger, four separate strategies 
are identifiable from the actions taken (table 9.2) and these can be defined as 
follows: 
1. Resolving: Directly identifying and resolving any perceived differences 
so as to eliminate the potential for the boundary to be defined as a 
boundary 
2. Pre-resolving: Identifying and resolving potential perceived differences 
so as to eliminate the potential for the boundary to be defined as a 
boundary before it is recognised as a difference 
3. Isolating: Publicly recognising a particular problem requires a specific 
process to resolve it and separating that issue from other issues so that its 
impact on other boundaries is minimised 
4. Repopulating: Changing the staff profile to bring new ideas and practices 
into the organisation 
9.4.1 Resolving 
The simplest and most obvious strategy to deal with perceived differences is to 
resolve them by directly addressing the difference and aligning the boundaries to 
the satisfaction of the groups concerned. The study shows two ways through 
which this strategy was implemented. 
1. Providing forums for problems to be discussed and resolved: 
2. Communicating that the differences have been resolved. 
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From early in the amalgamation process the management team worked hard to 
identify the issues that would hold up the amalgamation in an effort to reduce the 
potential for the 'hospital within a hospital' to develop. They set about defining 
the issues of concern to both hospitals. They did this by conducting interviews 
with staff and from creating forums for issues to be raised, such as integration 
days and meetings with the Hospital Manager. Furthermore the partnership 
structures that the hospital developed provided a clear mechanism for issues to 
be raised and addressed. Every aspect of the amalgamation was considered and 
common work-pathways and procedures were developed. Similarly, the 
accreditation process was used as a direct means of resolving problems that had 
been identified. Throughout the process hospital wide groups took on boundary 
issues and attempted to resolve them. This dealt with the issues and served to 
enhance the perception that the post-merger position of the hospitals would be 
capable of delivering improved patient care and services. It also served to reduce 
the uncertainty levels as a clear and visible process to resolve issues was evident 
and widely communicated. The 'it won't happen' discourse lost legitimacy either 
through the resolution of issues or assignment of it to a working group. The 
working group structure gave authority to those influenced by the change to 
design that change and in this way gave control of the change to those influenced 
by it. This reduced the capacity for the 'it won't happen' discourse to justify 
continued separation on any of these grounds as the resolution or opportunity to 
resolve them existed. 
The hospital also communicated widely when issues were being resolved, for 
instance the monthly newsletter reported on amalgamation progress and featured 
examples of how the two hospitals were working to resolve issues. The 
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partnership structure also served as a communication channel with reports being 
fed back to staff through management and departmental meetings as well as 
through informal contacts. 
The impact of this strategy on the potential for boundaries to become salient is 
obvious. The attempt to resolve differences acknowledges the existence of the 
difference and provides a commitment to its resolution. By being able to define 
the resolution or even the path to resolution, the currency of the difference as a 
potential to maintain separation is reduced or eliminated. This impact was 
evident in many ways in the hospital study, for instance the accreditation process 
addressed work procedures and homogenised processes and prevented work 
process related boundaries emerging post merger. Similarly allocating car 
parking spaces, or agreeing to work practice changes reduced the potential for a 
conflict to arise. 
Of course, not all issues could be resolved, and some were outside the control of 
management (and it was these that were the cause of industrial relations actions). 
Furthermore, although it did not happen in this case it may not be desirable or 
acceptable for a particular issue to be resolved, for example pay issues. The 
hospital study had a number of issues outside of the control of management, 
notably the compensation claim, the services to remain in Cashel and other 
funding issues. Additionally, there were latent boundaries, such as beliefs, that 
had not been raised as an issue and therefore could not be directly addressed. 
This strategy of resolution cannot therefore be applied in all cases. 
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9.4.2 Pre-resolving 
A pre-resolving strategy is designed to prevent a potential boundary becoming 
salient before the boundary has the opportunity to create difficulties. In effect a 
pre-resolving strategy addresses the boundary difference between groups prior to 
the groups recognising that the difference is relevant. A pre-resolving strategy 
will seek to: 
1. Surface assumptions and pre-conceived ideas about each group so that 
groups understand each others perspectives concerning future potential 
problems; 
2. Provide leadership and direction to issues so that they are addressed by 
appropriate interventions; 
3. Define issues as resolved. 
There are a number of examples of how these strategies were implemented 
within the hospital. Firstly, there were several forums that allowed future issues 
to be identified and for interventions to be made prior to any conflict arising 
around the issue, particularly the integration days and indeed the wider 
participative integration team structure. A good example of how the strategy 
surfaced assumptions and understandings arises from the integration days which 
spent considerable time discussing what would happen on the day of 
amalgamation and what management and staff should do. The ideas of 
celebrating the day and of having a welcoming party arose from this forum as did 
the clear recognition that routine issues, such as car parking access needed to be 
clearly defined for the day. That forum also allowed staff from all groups to 
discuss in an open way the issues they felt were important to them. This helped 
building understanding between groups especially in terms of the traumatic 
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changes that the Cashel group were undergoing. This understanding was clearly 
evident in the sympathetic understanding of the Cashel position among Clonmel 
staff. For instance the previous chapter (chapter 8) showed how Clonmel staff 
expressed concern about Cashel's loss of identity, loss of bed spaces and the 
break-up of their team. 
Secondly, there were examples of how leadership was given to particular issues. 
A particular good example of this leadership was the development of the mission 
statement. The mission statement development process established a dialogue on 
the values and beliefs of both hospitals and directly addressed cognitive 
boundaries prior to any debate on differences emerging or indeed any contact 
around values actually occurring. The development process was focused on 
creating a common agreed mission statement underpinned by research and 
dialogue in each hospital. While the discussion did not take place in a common 
forum, the research conducted did created a common agreement about what 
should be included in the statement and what was the key values of the combined 
hospital. Codifying the dialogue in each hospital facilitated the linking of 
common values and beliefs and helped to uncover and express similarities which 
directly removed the opportunity for boundaries based around values to emerge. 
By achieving a high level of agreement on core values the hospital management 
were able to state with authority that the hospitals shared common value systems 
and were able to define the culture of the hospitals as the same. The mission 
statement was highly publicised with management-staff meetings occurring in 
each hospital and with several articles over a protracted period of time being 
published in the staff newsletter. The accreditation process had a similar pre- 
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resolving effect. Many of the issues that were related to the amalgamation of 
services, such as common patient pathways or common quality procedures, 
became part of the accreditation process and were resolved in that process. This 
prevented staff from linking them to the amalgamation as they were or had been 
resolved in a different forum. 
Finally, another dimension to pre-resolving boundaries is giving legitimacy to a 
particular issue in a way that constrains the ability of others to debate the issues. 
The best example of this is the setting of the amalgamation date. The hospital 
management set amalgamation dates on two occasions but could not deliver on 
these dates. However the final date was established by reference to a higher 
authority level - the HSE's CEO. In so doing the date as a means of discussing 
boundary differences (i. e. cannot merge on that date because something is not 
done) was eliminated as staff had to work to the defined date and the hospital 
management themselves had no discretion. This action allowed management to 
create a pre-defined response (it has to be that date) to the very vocal campaign 
that the lead time was 'too short' or that it was 'the wrong time of the year'. 
The impact of the pre-resolving strategy on the potential for boundaries to 
become salient is that it reduces the potential by removing the boundary as a 
potential source of difference because it has been resolved and therefore, in its 
ultimately successful state, no difference exists. This was evident in the values 
and mission of the hospitals. A second aspect of the pre-resolving strategy is that 
the strategy also provides an opportunity to take ownership and leadership on a 
particular issue. For instance the management intervention on values allowed the 
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management to lead the development of the mission statement proactively and to 
avoid any debate on the potential difference because of that leadership. While it 
did not occur in the case, management would be well position to rebuke any 
dialogue that substantial cognitive boundaries existed within the study. This 
could be rebuked on two grounds, firstly that the evidence to debate that issue 
was been collected and that the debate was not legitimate until that evidence was 
collected and secondly, that if differences did exist then it could be addressed 
through the groups that had been established. Pre-resolving issues removes the 
capacity of any group to use the issue to legitimise that a boundary operates 
around an issue. Furthermore, it gives management the capacity to help socially 
construct a common agreed reality. 
9.4.3 Isolating 
An isolating strategy is aimed at separating a particularly problematic issue from 
other issues and creating a specific process for attempting to resolve that issue. 
By recognising the special needs of a particular problem, the strategy 
acknowledges the problem exists and attempts to build trust in a process to 
resolve it. This strategy is particularly relevant when the problem being resolved 
is beyond the normal capacity or remit of existing resolution mechanisms. For 
instance, it is not possible for the management to sanction a resolution because of 
resource or legislative conditions. These exact circumstances existed in the 
hospital case, the resolution of the Cashel problem, what would remain post 
merger in Cashel and how it would be funded, was largely outside of the control 
of the STGH management, dependent on state funding and on agreement among 
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several political stakeholders. The hospital did implement a strategy to recognise 
the problem and isolate it from other boundary issues. This entailed: 
1. Recognising that the problem existed and that it requires a special task 
force or group to work toward a resolution; 
2. Isolating the particular issue by de-coupling the problem from other 
boundary issues. 
The principal mechanism through which this strategy was employed was the 
creation of a Cashel partnership group consisting of staff that might remain in 
Cashel. This new group was given the responsibility of planning for post-merger 
Cashel. This action separated the Cashel staff by creating two distinct groups, 
divided along the 'change' and 'it won't happen' discourses. Isolating the latter 
into one group concentrated and focused the discourse within the group and 
reduced the ability of the group to gain legitimacy for the 'it won't change' 
discourse within the wider hospital. The two groups could operate in separation 
and this reduced the frequency and impact of across group conversation. One 
group concentrated on Cashel post-merger and one group concentrated on the 
STGH amalgamation. It, accordingly, reduced the impact of the 'it won't 
change' discourse on the change agenda. The Cashel groups could pursue their 
individual discourses in isolation and both were validated and acknowledged but 
both were also separated. Other less dramatic examples of isolating issues are 
also evident in the study. For instance, the issue of compensation claims for the 
transfer was referred to the labour relations commission for resolution. It was 
agreed that the recommendation of the commission would be implemented and 
that while the resolution process was on-going the staff would continue to work 
on the amalgamation process and prepare to transfer on the agreed date. In this 
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way the boundary was isolated from others through it being recognised as 
important and through the creation of a separate resolution mechanism. 
Similarly, while outside of the particular remit of the management (and strictly 
speaking the boundary management approach) the high court agreement of 1996 
was a strategy of isolating. It resolved a particular aspect of the amalgamation 
process by codifying and defining future actions around an agreed process, 
removing the ability of that issue to resist the change agenda. 
An isolating strategy impacts on the potential for boundaries to become salient 
by recognising the problem and acting to resolve it. When a boundary difference 
is recognised it removes the ability of the group to argue that the boundary 
conflict is problematic because it is being addressed. This strategy is particularly 
important when the capacity to resolve the conflict is largely out of the control of 
management. In STGH there had been a realisation that the staff in Cashel had 
limited voice in determining the outcomes they would face, i. e. what would 
happen when they were left behind. Most of the attention was on Clonmel post- 
merger and the situation was exacerbated by the fact that reporting lines would 
change within Cashel post-merger with the existing hospital management having 
no inputs into the new Cashel set-up. Establishing the Cashel partnership group 
and bringing their new reporting line managers into that group gave some 
planning and authority to the Cashel group. 
An isolating strategy is effective when significant boundary problems exist that 
can not be readily addressed. It allows the problem to be distanced from other 
issues. Of course, the resolution of the problem still remains an issue and the 
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structures created must create the potential for a resolution otherwise the conflict 
will re-occur. The hospital study successfully managed to resolve the outstanding 
issues so the study cannot speak to what would occur if this strategy failed to 
produce results. 
9.4.4 Repopulating 
Repopulating is aimed at creating change through the infusing of new people, 
processes or ideas into the merging organisations so that existing boundaries are 
exposed to additional differences beyond the current inter-group experience. By 
adding new experiences into the organisation the importance of existing inter- 
group differences is reduced in two ways. Firstly, the existing differences are 
challenged because new differences emerge and secondly, a third group is 
created which does not identify with either side of the existing inter-group 
differences thus weakening the importance of those differences. A repopulation 
strategy can be implemented through: 
1. Bringing in new staff through external recruitment; 
2. The use of experts and change agents to challenge existing views; 
3. Adoption of best-practice models external to the existing organisation. 
These three activities were evident in the study. Staffing changes arose out of 
necessity as well as design. Nurse staffing levels post-merger were projected to 
be severely lower than operational needs. This occurred for a number of reasons, 
from skill shortages in certain fields because of staff not transferring from 
Cashel, to increases in staff on maternity leave and increases in sick leave. The 
net impact of the shortage was a dire need to bring new staff into STGH. New 
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nurses were recruited through transfers from other hospitals and from temporary 
agency staff. In this way a significant repopulation of some parts of the hospital 
nursing staff occurred. The impact of this repopulation was that any 'us versus 
them' discourse was substantially ameliorated by a large number of new staff 
who could not identify with either 'us' or 'them' but rather described themselves 
as nurses. Secondly, the Hospital Manager from early in the amalgamation 
process recognised the need to challenge existing processes and wished to build 
an improved operating and cultural system within the organisation. The 
development of an action research process was a part of this philosophy and my 
role within the hospital was clearly one of change agent designed to stimulate 
discussions on new ways of thinking about the change. The third example of 
repopulation links to this point. The operation of the accreditation process and a 
significant part of all the team-work structures that the hospital developed was 
concerned with developing best-practice. The hospital throughout the merger 
process totally redesigned most of its operating and clinical systems and moved 
to new organisational arrangements (i. e. clinical directorates). This move to best- 
practice served to repopulate and rejuvenate the organisation in terms of 
processes and ideas. 
The impact of a repopulating strategy on boundaries is that it reduces salience 
because it weakens the link between existing group boundaries and new 
organisational realities. By creating new systems and new ideas the existing 
processes are transcended and staff can jointly identify with newness rather than 
existing group boundaries. Similarly, bringing new staff into the organisation 
weakens the strength of group identity because existing loyalties are replaced by 
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new staff. In these ways repopulation creates the conditions and impetus for new 
boundary configurations. 
Repopulating is an appropriate strategy when the aim is to create new 
organisational configurations (in people, process or structures) that transcend 
existing boundary differences. It challenges the assumptions that one group's 
perspective is better than another because it mediates that debate by bringing 
forward an additional legitimate alternative while simultaneously providing new 
voices in support of change. Furthermore, grounding the changes in principles of 
best-practice shifts the debate from the relativity of existing group perceptions to 
an externally valid benchmark reducing the potential for either group to argue 
against it. This was particularly useful in the hospital because the best-practice 
model was an obligatory quality framework that the hospital staff had to adopt. 
9.5 Conclusion 
This chapter tracks the tensions that emerged between the pro- and anti-merger 
groups and shows how the discourse of the hospital translated potential 
boundaries into salient differences that either held-up or progressed the merger. 
The chapter answers the question from the third pillar of the research design by 
exploring how boundary salience occurs and how boundaries are changed. 
Identifiable strategies are uncovered that groups used to legitimise separation or 
integration respectively by creating meaningful contexts to support boundary 
formation. Strategies driving integration include: 
1. Resolving; Establishing and enforcing group norms to create a common 
unified opinion and reduce the legitimacy of any within group dissent. 
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2. Pre-resolving; Giving support to a position by formal and informal 
leaders to strengthen the discourse. 
3. Sustaining discourse: Selecting differences to recognise boundaries that 
are relevant to the group and which can be legitimised as important 
dimensions of difference so that they are enduring and more difficult to 
resolve. 
4. External validation: Using external constraints or bodies to escalate the 
importance of a particular boundary and extend the debate beyond the 
existing discussion forum by linking responsibility for action to others. 
While strategies supporting separation include: 
a. Creating group cohesion; Directly identifying and resolving any 
perceived differences so as to eliminate the potential for the boundary to 
be defined as a boundary 
b. Pre-resolving: Identifying and resolving potential perceived differences 
so as to eliminate the potential for the boundary to be defined as a 
boundary before it is recognised as a difference 
C. Isolating: Publicly recognising a particular problem requires a specific 
process to resolve it and separating that issue from other issues so that its 
impact of other boundaries is minimised 
d. Repopulating: Changing the staff profile to bring new ideas and practices 
into the organisation 
The chapter argues that boundary salience occurs from the interaction of these 
strategies and the dynamic capacity to create meaningful groups that facilitate 
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separation. The engagement of the two sets of strategies created a political arena 
in which the set of discourses for and against change competed for domination. 
The next chapter will bring together the three pillars of the research design and 
expand the discussions to date to address the main research question, how 
boundaries are changed in an M&A, and translate the findings for the research 
into a usable set of theoretical statements with implications for theory and 
practice. 
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10 Discussion: Bringing the three pillars together 
10.1 Introduction 
The thesis has drawn on three strands of theory development, existing theory (to 
build on existing knowledge), fieldwork (to develop theory by explaining 
practice) and practice (to develop theory in practice) to explore and build 
theoretical insights on boundaries. This chapter will integrate the three strands of 
the thesis to inform the management of boundaries in an M&A and to develop 
five theoretical insights to help explain and manage boundaries. 
The chapter further extends the understanding of boundary salience by 
examining how the strategies for driving integration and differentiation interact 
with both boundaries and management interventions. The chapter argues that two 
interrelated cycles exist, one concerned with managing the interventions to 
promote boundary homogeneity and the other concerned with creating a 
meaningful context for change. These two cycles must be managed if boundary 
conflicts are to be avoided. 
At the outset of the thesis the contributions required from this work were laid 
out. The chapter delivers on these contributions and indeed goes beyond them. 
Five theoretical insights into boundary management are developed which 
explain: 
1. how boundary salience occurs; 
2. what strategies can influence salience of boundaries; 
3. how boundaries can be classified; 
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4. how management interventions influence boundaries; 
5. how the level of integration achieved is impacted by the strategies 
adopted and the management interventions. 
Taken together these five insights represent a framework that explains how 
management can attempt to change boundaries during a merger and a six-stage 
practitioner guide is presented to translate the theoretical insights into practice. 
10.2 Achieving successful outcomes 
The cornerstone of action orientated methodologies is to achieve successful 
outcomes in practical terms. Chapter 2 defined success as the achievement of 
stated objectives. The clearlY stated objective of the hospital management in the 
amalgamation of services was to avoid a 'hospital within a hospital' arising post- 
merger, as had happened in previous hospital mergers. Their aim was to create a 
unified and well integrated hospital. Merger results suggest that the staff 
identified with the new hospital post-merger and that staff perceptions 
considered the hospital amalgamation successful. Moreover, management 
reflections suggested that the hospital was unified and that their fear of the 
hospital within the hospital had not transpired. The objectives of the hospital 
management were therefore delivered and the hospital merger was successful. 
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10.3 Boundary Management in M&A Integration 
This thesis has developed theory from three main pillars as outlined in Chapter 1. 
Each of these pillars has contributed to a deeper understanding of boundaries in 
M&A integration. Table 10.1 sets out the main contributions for each pillar. 
The findings from these three pillars allow a number of theoretical statements to 
be made about boundary management in M&As and facilitates the development 
of a framework for assisting managers to change boundaries. The theory is based 
on the triangulation of all three sources of data. 
10.3.1 Theoretical Insight 1: Boundary salience occurs through a dynamic 
political process 
A boundary becomes salient when it is activated as a means of differentiating 
and separating groups. The hospital study demonstrated that at different times 
differences served to separate and bound the two hospitals (e. g. location, terms of 
employment etc). The importance of these differences ebbed and flowed 
throughout the study, moving between conflict and resolution. At times, the force 
for differentiation and separate boundaries was strongly legitimized and the 
groups enacted difference and separation, such as when the Cashel group 
declared an industrial dispute and withdrew from the amalgamation process. In 
contrast, the force for changing boundaries and uniting also dominated the 
discourse from time to time (for example the clinical risk associated with 
separation). The ebbing and flowing drew on physical, behavioural and cognitive 
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dimension of the organisation often in an arbitrary manner to select potential 
boundaries that could be used to support a particular position. Similar to Cohen 
et al's (1972) garbage-can model of decision making, coalitions sought out ways 
to legitimize their positions by selecting appropriate boundaries from those that 
were available to justify their position. Hence, issues like on-call duty and space 
allocation became problematic because they were seen as feared changes in the 
new hospital structures, while other issues like staffing levels (this halted another 
merger in the health sector) were largely ignored as a basis of action. While the 
financial services study does not have the same strength of data on boundary 
salience (it was not an objective of the data collection), some similarities with the 
hospital study are evident. In the more successful branch mergers the managers 
often created legitimate reasons why unified boundaries were required, for 
example through the designation of head office as a common enemy that had to 
be overcome. In less integrated branches a greater weight was often put on 
internal differences and greater conflict existed over the 'right way' to do 
business. Less integrated branches had much more disagreement on the value of 
the merger and discourses questioning the merger had stronger weight. This is 
very similar to the debates in the hospital study. However, it is also worth 
recognising that the hospital study represents an extreme case of merger 
integration difficulties. In the hospital the staff had more say in terms of whether 
the merger would happen, because the hospital was strongly unionized and 
because external factors (the letters of comfort) gave a level of control to staff. 
The study represents an extreme case of building up to a merger, taking twelve 
years to realize. The situation was accordingly more politicized. In this regard 
the hospital study offers a unique insight into the phenomenon. 
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The finding that boundary salience occurs through a dynamic political process of 
meaning creation is supported by theoretical insights arising outside of the M&A 
field. Political views of organisation have always emphasised the role of 
dominant coalitions and the fight for meaning creation as an exercise of power 
(Pfeffer 1981). Similarly, boundaries have been shown to be arbitrary in nature 
and socially enacted (Ashford et al 2000) mental fences (Zerubavel 1991) created 
by individuals. Multiple functions of boundaries, as interfaces (contact and 
leaming about each other through the meaning creation process) and as 
perimeters and protection Oustifying separation based on differences) are also 
evident in the process that creates boundary salience. Furthermore, social identity 
theory suggests that individuals are motivated to seek out differentiating facets of 
social groups as a means of managing status differentials and improving self- 
image. More directly in the M&A field, acculturation theory has been used to 
show how political interaction between merging units can build awareness and 
coalitions that support new boundary formation. 
These theoretical insights strongly support the interpretation of the case data but 
it is worth noting, however, that the process uncovered in the hospital study 
differs from these theoretical models in one important way. Drawing from the 
work of Miles and Snow (1990) these models could be considered in terms of 
'fit, ' the alignment of strategy, structure and processes. Miles and Snow point out 
that fit is not a static concept but rather a dynamic process. Organisations strive 
to achieve fit through a continual process of alignment and realignment 
consistent with political views of change. This notion of fit is consistent with the 
assumption that all systems stand in a constant state of dynamic equilibrium: 
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constant forces for change and for stability converge to create a steady state. In 
this way, political views, social identity theory and the emerging boundary 
literature conceive meaning creation as a fight for hegemony between distinct 
perspectives. In contrast the fight for meaning creation within the hospital was 
motivated not just by the desire to create hegemony for one group's preferred 
ways but also a fight to justify continued separation and self-survival (as defined 
by the group). The dynamic search for difference was motivated partly by the 
desire to present an alternative fit rather than to determine the nature of the 
strategy, structure and process alignment. While the data exploration does not 
allow an assessment of the strength of this motivation, it is very clearly evident 
within the actions taken (e. g. strikes) by some staff. Nahavandi and 
Malekzadeh's (1988) exploration of acculturation suggests that when the culture 
of the acquired company is strongly valued by the staff and that the culture of the 
acquiring is not valued then the preferred mode of integration of the acquired 
will be separation. While this possibly explains why in some cases a group may 
not wish to merge with another, this was not evident in the hospital study. The 
two organisations reported very similar cultural values and shared senior 
management giving them consistent management philosophies. The dynamic 
process of finding boundaries to be salient was therefore a wider process than 
evidenced elsewhere in the literature. 
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10.3.2 Theoretical Insight 2: Strategies exist to legitimise and de-legitimise 
boundary salience in an M&A integration 
The data shows a number of strategies that were used in the study to legitimize 
and to de-legitimize boundary salience. Two separate and distinctive sets of 
strategies were applied. One set served to support boundary integration and one 
set served to support boundary differentiation. These strategies are the techniques 
through which the battle for legitimacy played out in the study. Table 10.2 lists 
the strategies identified. 
Table 10.2 Strategies used to legitimise and de-legitimise boundary salience 
S i i gh d i i oun trateg es support n ary ntegrat on 
Resolving the issues 
Strategies supporting boundary differentiation 
Creating group cohesion (a belief against 
change) 
Pre-resolving issues before they become 
problematic 
Validation by opinion leaders (giving powerful 
support to the case) 
Isolating problems and containing them Sustaining the discourse (highlighting 
boundaries to support case) 
Repopulating groups to reduce strength of 
existing dogma 
I 
External validation (shifting resistance to 
additional levels) 
10.3.2.1 Strategies Supporting Boundary Differentiation 
The strategies legitimizing boundary salience supported boundary differentiation. 
Broadly, they created social structures that either bound the group together 
through established beliefs (group cohesion), reinforcement (validation) or 
creating new fears either through internal dialogue (sustaining a discourse of 
separation) or from external groups such as unions (external validation). These 
strategies often operated as an interlocking set of activities reinforcing one 
another. Uncovering this set of strategies is an important element of this work as Cý 
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it identifies boundary forming activities and allows predictions to suggest how 
groups might act. Groups motivated to maintain separation will attempt to 
establish and maintain a dominant ideology by legitimizing particular 
boundaries. These boundaries will be based on a political choice model, with 
selection based on the ability to prove the strongest support to the dominant 
ideology. There is a resonance of this phenomenon with social identity theory 
and the motivation of people to select differentiating factors between groups in 
order to creating a meaningful self-image. Tajfel and Turner (1986) suggest that 
individuals are motivated to select criteria that allow them value their group over 
others, for instance in the financial services study groups polarized on the basis 
of customer service versus target achievement, with each group feeling the other 
did not understand the new context of the organisation. In this way each group 
created a positive self-image at the expense of the other, through the selection of 
an appropriate difference that gave value to their ideology. Similarly, social 
identity theory suggests that information flows from within the group are likely 
to have greater weight that those emulating from without. The strategies 
identified here provide an additional dimension to that view, not alone was there 
greater impact from communications emerging from within (for example the 
poor communication penetration achieved in Cashel cycle I of the hospital 
study) but strategies were targeted at enhancing the value of internal 
communications over external. The social structure had established an embedded 
discourse that the merger could not happen, any questioning of this assumption 
could be immediately challenged with a myriad of pre-established dogma as to 
why it would not happen. The closely knit nature of the 'family' environment 
further served to drive unity and consistency. Even when the internal structures 
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began to breakdown attempts to reinstate control by engaging strong external 
parties (the unions or political interest groups) to shore up the dogma occurred. It Cý 
should be noted however that the hospital study represents a unique case of pre- 
merger process given the length of time it took to affect the merger. In that C, r. ý 
respect a large part of the history of the hospital involved the resistance of the 
merger and building dogma and defence routines to oppose it. The extreme 
nature of this case may have influenced the predominance and strength of the 
strategies. 
Another aspect to the strategies used to sustain differentiation is the extent to 
which they were consciously developed. The data do not explicitly address this 
issue but they do shed some understanding on whether boundary salience 
emerges consciously from a motivation to maintain separation or from the social 
reproduction of the structure and culture of the organisation. The hospital study 
has examples of social reproduction particularly in the cultural values (i. e. family 
and size) embedded in the hospital. These served to create cohesion around the 
anti-change agenda. The study however commenced several years after the 
creation of these structures so it cannot speak to whether or not they were 
deliberately and consciously created. The financial services study in contrast had 
less embedded resistance to the merging of the branches but in conditions where 
lower levels of integration were achieved they did demonstrate a reluctance of 
staff to 'let go' of their original routines and culture. This is consistent with the 
M&A literature on stress and uncertainty in M&As (Marks and Mirvis, 1997a, 
1997b, ). Uncertainty and stress lead individuals to seek certainty in the 'known'; 
the routines and structures that have served them well and with which they are 
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comfortable. Individuals may therefore return to original routines and reproduce 
them as a means of reasserting control and certainty. This is evident in the 
hospital study as staff concentrated on the daily imperatives of running a 
hospital. Interestingly, it might be argued that without the belief that the hospital 
would continue, the very processes of maintaining and building service provision 
in Cashel could have become problematic. The need to keep patient care on- 
going and to respond to the immediate needs of the work-flow may have 
necessitated the belief that the merger could never happen. For these reasons the 
identification of strategies to foster differentiation may be either consciously 
enacted or structurally reproduced. Clearly the question of who initiates strategy 
is a potential fertile ground for future research. 
10.3.2.2 Strategies Supporting Boundary Integration 
Strategies designed to foster integration stemmed from the realisation that 
boundary differences had to be resolved if integration was to be achieved. The 
strategies were not initially developed as a distinct set of boundary salience 
interventions but rather emerged as the events of the merger unfolded and 
intervention outcomes became clear. The four strategies identified in table 10.2 
represent a significant contribution to understanding how managers might act to 
reduce the salience of differences in a merger. All of the strategies involve 
reducing perceived differences. The easiest way of reducing a perceived 
difference is to align the two perceptions (resolving). This is of itself an intuitive 
finding as well as an empirical finding. It was done in many ways in the hospital, 
(for example, empowering the staff to resolve issues, training, pre-merger 0 tD 
discussion days) and in the financial services study where branches that tended to 
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have better integration outcomes had managers that tackled issues head-on. At its Z: - 
simplest this strategy involves directly identifying and addressing boundary tP 0 
conflicts by dealing with them o enly as they arise. Coupled strongly to this p 
strategy are processes that are designed to uncover potential differences and to 
design actions to align them before they become problematic (pre-resolving). 75 
This was quite evident in the partnership groups in the hospital study and the pre- 
merger integration work-streams that were used in the financial services study. 
The M&A literature, while not addressing the issues of pre-resolving, has 
emphasised the importance of organisations building pre-merger understanding 
(Haspeslagh and Jernison, 1991). The third strategy adopted was to isolate 
problem issues and to separate those issues from the wider context of the merger. 
This strategy emerged out of a realisation that the Cashel hospital consisted of 
multiple groups and that interactions with the group as a whole were less 
productive than interacting with separate and distinctive groups. The multiple 
group approach facilitated more directed communication and by addressing their 
unique problems more directly (the resolving strategy) their control over the 
broader group was diminished. Within the study the group that became separated 
consisted of a number of opinion leaders and by recognizing their claims, their 
voice within the wider discourse of the hospital lessened. This is a related but 
slightly different strategy to the resolving strategy. Here there are two processes 
at stake, the resolving strategy and secondly a disaggregating of different groups' 
claims that differences exist. Dealing with them separately (and particularly 
isolating problematic claims) lessens the impact of one on the other. Perhaps a 
similar phenomenon is evidenced in survivor syndrome (Marks and Mirvis, 
75 Arising from the application of the boundary model. 
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1992, Brocknar, 1992), were feelings of guilt, stress and a sense of disconnection 0 ID 
can often occur among staff that remain after colleagues have been made 
redundant. The assessment by staff about how fairly others are treated will 
directly impact on their actions. Hubbard (2001) also supports this position by 
linking work group concerns and organisational justice to merger outcomes. She 
suggests that where justice is seen to prevail greater engagement will be evident. Z; ' 
Reducing the boundary salience for the remaining Cashel group and providing 
them with the necessary tools to design their new work environment served to 
bound that group from the wider community and allow management to resolve 
the group's concerns in isolation of the wider debate. The final strategy, 
repopulation, was consciously adopted as a means of renewing the whole 
organisation. By bringing new staff into the organisation, new work practices and 
cultural awareness would be fostered. In addition any boundary divide would be 
harder to sustain if new organisational members supported an external best 
practice model and could not identify with either of the existing groups. 
10.3.3 Theoretical Insight 3: A theory of boundaries can classify boundaries as 
physical, behavioural and cognitive 
The thesis has cumulatively built an understanding of boundaries and the impact 
of management interventions upon them. Starting with the chapter on building 
theory from theory a three-by-three matrix (Table 2.4) was proposed that related 
concepts of boundaries as emerging from physical, behavioural and cognitive 
dimensions to three types of management interventions, contact and awareness 
building, training and development and building vision. This matrix was t') 0 tP 
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expanded upon in the fieldwork chapter in a number of ways. Firstly the 
framework, was extended by codifying types of boundaries that existed in each C) 
boundary category and describing how each category created tensions that had to 
be overcome to resolve any potential conflict arising from that boundary. These 
findings were tabulated in tables 5.4 to 5.6 and are summarized in table 10.3 
below. 
Table 10.3 Types of 
1111% sical 
Boundaries 
Job description 
boundaries evidenced in each boundary cate 
Beh. nioural Boundaries Cognitive Boundaries 
Personal Investment Work Beliefs 
Productset Work Processes Belongi g 
Location Team Behaviour 
Colleagues Customer Service 
Owners 
IT system 
[-Branch manager 
ory 
The types of boundaries identified for each category were consistent across both 
studies and the hospital study confirmed the same set of potential boundaries 
with the exception of 'owners' which is accounted for in terms of the public - 
private sector orientation of the studies. It is important to note that this set of 
boundary types represent the differences that may exist between the merging 
organisations and that inay have the potential to create conflicts. It is not to 
suggest that they will exist or indeed where they do exist that they will create 
conflict. For instance it was evident in the financial study that an issue created 
conflict in one branch but not in another. The boundary types should therefore be 
considered as a guide to identifying where boundary conflicts may be possible. 
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The terminology of the boundaries as physical, behavioural and cognitive was 
derived from the literature on boundaries. However, an ongoing challenge 
throughout the work and in the presentation and peer-discussion of the research 
concerned the division of categories at the margins of the boundaries. The 
division between physical and behavioural labels was most problematic with the 
point of transition sometimes unclear, for example an original category 'team 
constitution' was developed to represent the people in the org'anisation who made 
up the physical team. However the team also has behavioural. connotations 
(evidenced by the category team behaviour) and it is often difficult to separate 
the behaviour of the individual from the individual as a member of the team. This 
debate helped substantially in the refinement of the categories and their 
constituent boundaries (and their labels); for instance the team constitution 
boundary was relabeled 'colleague' to represent the more tangible and individual 
person rather than their underlying behaviour. The data however clearly pointed 
to a division between the behavioural aspects of work and the artefacts, spatial 
and environmental aspects. The decision to remain with the term 'physical' to 
describe these boundaries was taken to emphasise the sense of presence this 
categories of boundaries represent. Of course, it should be of no surprise that 
tensions exist between the boundary categories. By creating this framework the 
boundaries have themselves been bounded by the categories. If we accept the 
underlying assumption that boundaries are socially constructed and arbitrarily 
located then these categories, of themselves, are a construction of this work. As 
such they should create tensions at their edges. However, it should be restated 
that the purpose of the thesis is to generate insights that help management to 
intervene successfully in an M&A. The insights do not posit a singularly 
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replicable model of change but is an invitation to conceive boundary changes as 
a fundamental issue in M&A integration and to initiate a wider discourse on 
boundary change given the paucity of existing work. 
10.3.4 Theoretical Insight 4: At least three management intervention types can 
be related to impacts on boundaries 
The second dimension to the boundary model identified in Table 2.4 was the 
management interventions that may impact on the boundaries to reduce their 
likelihood of creating conflicts. Three interventions were identified from the 
literature, contact and awareness building, training and development and building 
vision. 
Developing the framework from the financial services study suggested a 
relationship between the interventions and the boundaries and that the 
interventions had impacts on particular boundary categories. There is a strong 
case that the interventions can have meaningful impacts on the incidence of 
boundary conflicts as varying outcomes were evident in individual branches 
within the study and that these varied in line with the range of interventions 
adopted by the branch managers. While the intention is not to suggest causal 
linkages, nonetheless branches that undertook particular intervention actions did 
have greater levels of task and human integration post-merger. The framework Z;, 
for understanding boundaries arising from the fieldwork is replicated in table 
10.4. 
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This framework was used to develop insights about the challenges faced in the 
action research study and informed management decisions and actions in that 
study. Both studies reported similar types of boundaries and tensions. Moreover, 
the interventions of management were perceived as important and valuable in 
determining the final merger outcomes by both management and stafe 6 in the 
second study. Validating the work in practice gives strong weight to the theory. 
Table 10A A framework for mana--in2 boundaries in an M&A 
Type of Tension created 
Physical 
Boundaries 
From 
Behavioural 
Boundaries 
From 
Cognitive Boundaries 
From 
by Boundary Surroundirips Interaction Affective attachments 
Potential For Boundary Boundary arises about Boundaries arise ivith an Boundaries arise 
Conflict where an issue due to action that creates because of a challenge 
boundary becomes 'tatfamiliarity' confusion over its to the value set or 
salient appropriateness identity 
Effect of Management 
Interventions on each 
Boundary 
Contact and A wareness Builds awareness and Staff are aware of Staff are aware of 
Building familiarity surroundings but surroundings but not 
confused on how to how it relates to their 
interact within the new values 
surroundings 
Positive Effect on Limited Effect on Limited Effect on 
Boundary Boundarv Boundarv 
Training and New repertoire of Builds repertoire of New repertoire of 
Behaviour Support actions but unfan-dliarity actions that can reduce actions but not how they 
remains as to how they confusion. relate to values 
link to the surroundings 
Limited Effect on Positive Effect on Limited Effect on 
Boundarv Bounda Boundarv 
Building of a Vision New vision but New vision but Builds vision that 
unfamiliarity remains confusion in translating allows a new identity 
regarding changes in the vision into actions and value set to be 
surroundings accepted 
Limited Effect on Limited Effect on Positive Effect on 
Boundarv Boundarv Boundary 
The framework represents a contribution to understanding boundaries in an 
M&A and provides useful insights for managers in practice. The theory explains 
the relationship between boundaries and impacts on people's actions through the 
76 The framework was used as one explanation for the success of the study by hospital 
management in their application to the Health Authority for a service award. 
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idea of tensions. Tensions are associated with uncertainty. The phenomenon of 
uncertainty occurring in M&As is well reported (Marks and Mirvis, 1998,1997a, 
1997b; Hubbard, 2001; Hogan and Overmyer-Day, 1994). This uncertainty 
bring boundaries into focus as differences between merging units become 
evident and changes in the physical, behavioural and cognitive structure of the 
organisations occurs. Tensions manifest as individuals and groups grapple with 
the new arrangements and try to cope with them. The research shows that three 
separate tensions will occur: 
1. Arising from physical changes, the operating environment will change 
and individuals will struggle to regain a sense of familiarity with their 
new surroundings. 
2. As new behaviours are required, intra-organisational relationships and 
routines will change and individuals will struggle to establish appropriate 
ways of interacting within the new arrangements 
3. As values and culture changes, organisational identity will change and 
individuals will struggle to re-identify with the new organisation 
The potential for these tensions to create salient boundaries can be mediated by 
appropriate management interventions: 
1. Contact and awareness building interventions will help to reduce tensions 
arising from unfamiliar settings by exposing individuals to the new 
surroundings. These interventions will have limited impact at the level of 
behaviour or cognitive boundaries. 
2. Training and behaviour support interventions will impact on interaction 
tension by supporting new routines and explicit links between tasks, 
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actions and relationships. These interventions will have limited impact at 
the level of physical or cognitive boundaries. 0 
3. Building a vision will impact on the cognitions of staff and their 
association with the organisation by fostering a new identity for the 
organisation and making explicit their values. These interventions will 
have limited impact at the level of physical or behavioural boundaries. 
4. All three intervention types are necessary to ensure that the boundary 
salience does not occur. When one or more intervention is missing that 
boundary category is likely to generate conflict and result in boundary 
salience reducing integration outcomes. 
The framework developed here represents a contribution to knowledge about 
boundaries and their importance in managing M&As. These statements are 
translated into a practical guide for managers in section 10.4. 
10.3.5 Theoretical Insight 5: The level of integration achieved will depend on 
the interplay between the management interventions and the strength of 
the strategies driving integration or differentiation 
The link between the strategies for managing salience (section 10.2.2) and the 
boundary categories and interventions (section 10.2.3) also needs exploring. The 
interventions designed to facilitate boundary change, contact and awareness 
building, training and development and the building of vision, are actions that 
create awareness, understanding and formation of new boundaries. In contrast 
the strategies to legitimize or de-legitimize boundary salience utilize the Cý 
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outcomes of the interventions to create a meaningful context for individuals and 
, groups to justify a social order. This relationship is shown in Figure 10.1. 
Figure 10.1 Link between strategies, interventions and boundaries 
Strategies driving 
differentiation 
V ---k 
Management 
Interventions 
A 
Boundary 
Differences 
Strategies driving 
integration 
.................................................................................................................................. 
Level of 
Integration 
A 
When boundary differences become salient the overall level of integration 
achieved will be lower. This has been evidenced throughout the discussion on ID I 
merger integration (Haspeslagh and Jemison, 199 1; Shrivastava, 1986; 
Nahavandi and Malekzadeh, 1988) and in the financial services study, where 
boundary differences were evidenced in the less integrated branches. The two 
studies however show that salience will be a function of two processes: 
1. The first process involves management interventions that attempt to align 
the physical, behavioural and cognitive systems by recognising and 
reconfiguring the operating environments for the combining organisations 
including impacting on the cognitive and cultural understandings of 
people within the organisation. The process aligns boundaries and 
removes the tensions from the uncertain surroundings, interactions and 
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affective attachments as indicated in table 10.4. This is represented by the 
black lines in figure 10.1. 
2. The second process involves managing the context of the organisations. 
Competing claims to legitimacy are possible within the uncertain 
environment of a merger and as the hospital study has shown (table 10.2) 
competing strategies to support the logic of separation or integration are 
possible. This second process therefore involves generating a meaningful 
context for the merger by promoting systemic understanding that 
legitimises the merger and which allows staff to accept that 'legitimacy' 
over other competing realities. These processes are represented by the red 
dotted lines in figure 10.1. 
These two processes are separate and distinctive (although related) and impact on 
the final level of integration in different ways. The first cycle will impact on the 
range and extent of boundary differences. By adopting the intervention types 
identified in table 10.4, greater homogeneity between merging groups will be 
created for each boundary category. Boundaries will have less potential to 
become salient and the final level of integration can be improved because 
boundaries will be perceived as similar for each group. A similar process has 
been reported in social identity theory and identity impacts post-merger. For 
instance, Van Kippenberg and Van Leeuwen (2001) have related continuity of 
identity as a factor that improves post-merger identification. The financial 
services study demonstrated how the building of common boundaries served to 
improve the post-merger integration levels. Similarly, within the financial study, 
branches with high levels of integration had formed common boundaries and had 00 
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removed the tensions associated with the three boundary types. In contrast where 
branches achieved less integration, there was also less agreement on the 
similarity of boundaries between the two groups. 
The reduction of boundary differences is of itself however not sufficient to create 
boundary integration post-merger. This was very evident in the hospital study 
where the same process of boundary management was applied in the two 
hospitals to varying effect. What was evident in the hospital study is that a 
second process of context creation was also operating. Not all staff wanted the 
merger to happen and there is evidence that a strategy to maintain differentiation 
existed. The strategies driving integration and separation are set out in table 10.2. 
These strategies competed for dominance throughout the hospital merger. As the 
dominance of each ebbed and flowed so did the impact of the management Zý 
interventions. When integration was the accepted norm then the acceptance of 
boundary similarities was achieved, for example the post-merger position in the 
hospital. In contrast (as at the end of cycle I in the hospital study) where 
differentiation was the dominant norm for one group, the focus was maintained 
on strategically selected differences (often outside management control) to 
reduce the currency and relevance of boundaries that were similar. The strategies 
to drive integration or differentiation therefore impacted directly on the boundary 
interventions to give relevance to what was being defined as similar and to the 
level of integration achieved by helping define the context that allowed groups 
understand what boundary differences are important. 
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As a result of these two processes boundary problems can emerge from two Zý 
independent sources. Problems may emerge from 
1. 'boundary conflicts' that arise from the failure to gýnerate common 
boundaries through effective management interventions and 
2. 'reality conflicts' that are generated because the conflicting strategies of Zý D 
integration and differentiation create alternative realities of what is 
important to the organisation. When boundary differentiation becomes 
the dominant reality then conflicts about the relative importance of 
different boundaries will occur. 
A relationship between the two dimensions can be proposed (table 10.5). 
Table 10.5: Sources of boundarv salience 
I tegration 
H 
High 
Low 
LENSIMEEM 
Differentiation 
High levels of integration C, 
Integration problematic 
because of boundary 
conflicts 
Boundary salience related 
to conflicts over work 
related vractices and beliefs 
Integration problematic because 
of reality conflicts 
Boundary salience related to 
strategically chosen differences 
that support reality of 
serwation 
Reality and boundary conflicts 
occur. 
Multiple causes of boundary 
salience 
Table 10.5 suggests that only one quadrant supports a high level of integration, 
where both an appropriate legitimizing reality is created and interventions to 
reduce existing differences and foster new boundaries have been implemented 
(as happened at the conclusion of the hospital merger). Integration problems will 
manifest in all other quadrants. The data collected supports the problems 
encountered in the differentiation-high quadrant (phase I of the hospital study) 
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and integration-low (financial services study) and quadrant 4 is a combination of 
these two problems. While this table demonstrates the interaction between the 
two processes as a two by two matrix, in fact both axes represent a continuum 
and the outcomes presented in the table represent the extreme ends of those 
continua. Furthermore, as demonstrated in the cases studied, movement along the IP 
continuum is also possible (this is another differential between the boundary 
theory and acculturation models which tend to suggest that cultural preferences 
remain static). The challenge for managers is to shift both context and boundaries 
toward quadrant 1. 
10.4 Practical Application of the Theory 
In line with action research methodologies generally, the aim of the research is to 
make a contribution to practice. This contribution arises at two levels. On one 
level, action research is about making a contribution through the resolution of a 
substantial organisational problem. The thesis has clearly delivered this in terms 
of the successful merger of the hospital. On another level, the meta-level, 
learning should occur that translates the outcomes into useable knowledge. Meta- 
level learning occurs from self-reflection (and this will be dealt with in section 
11.2.5) and from generating theory. The theory discussed above is easily 
translated into a practical guide for managers of M&As. A six-stage process is 
proposed. This approach is relevant when high levels of human and task 
integration are necessary to achieve the objectives of the merger. While the 
actions suggested are present in sequence there is no attempt to suggest that they 
are in effect sequential activities. Rather, in line with action orientated research 
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philosophies, these steps should be seen as a cyclical reflective process of 
analysis and reflection. 
1. Codify the boundaries that may have thepotential to beconie salient 
The boundaries identified in table 10.3 provide the template for uncovering the 
range of boundary possibilities and exploring with the combining organisations 
what differences are present and might hinder integration. Appendix II (table 1) 
provides a suitable template for the work. This process itself is an intervention of 
contact and awareness building. Many practitioner models (e. g. Pritchett, 1997) 
propose initial pre-merger sessions to explore and build understanding. Using the 
boundary model as a template a detailed analysis of differences and similarities 
can be used as a frame to build initial awareness of potential problems and build 
a forum for these differences to be explored. Action research and participative 
teams would provide a suitable process for these initial sessions. 
2. Develop an intervention plan 
The development of an action plan involves agreeing the activities that will be 
undertaken under each of the three headings of contact and awareness building, 
training and development and building a vision. A template in Appendix 11 
(table 2) is presented. The purpose of this template is to ensure that the ranges of 
interventions adequately address the potential boundary differences and that each 
boundary class has appropriate interventions. The action plan for boundary 
management needs to be considered within the wider context of the overall 
objectives of the merger and the particular activities or units that are merging. 
The plan should support the merger objectives. 
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3. Develop an understanding of the group dynamics atplay 
This research has indicated the critical need to understand the groups that exist 
within the merging organisations and how they interact with each other. The 
realisation that the merger between the hospitals actually consisted of three and 
not two groups, as previously thought, was a turning point in driving the merger. 
Management must be attuned to the variety of groups and to codify for each one 
how their particular concerns might translate into boundary issues. What 'voice' 
has authority to shape meaning and define critical issues will be important in 
determining what issues are likely to be considered as legitimate. 
4. Contextualise and legithnize 
Uncovering and codifying boundaries and acting to resolve them may be 
insufficient actions in their own rights and must be supported by a clear shift in 
the underlying systemic logic of the newly merged organisation. This involves 
creating a new legitimate social structure and order which supports the changes 
and serves to de-legitimize boundary salience and reduce conflict. Strategies in 
increasing order of complexity involve, resolving boundary differences as they 
emerge, pre-resolving boundary salience by tackling issues before they emerge, 
isolating particular issues and resolving as a unique case separate from the 
broader merger issues and finally, repopulating the organisation with new staff 
who do not share the same boundaries constructs as existing staff. 
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5. Provide oivnership through participation 
It has been shown that boundaries are constructed by people and groups. They 
become salient and create differentiation when individuals or groups are 
motivated to create and maintain those differences as a means of separating 
themselves from others. People are therefore central to boundary management 
and their involvement is critical in enacting new boundaries. A central part of the 
application of the boundary model within the study was the sharing of problems 
through participative group structures. In line with Lewin (1948,195 1) the 
underlying philosophy of change through out this work has been the participation 
and involvement of people in deciding their own outcomes. The theory 
developed here has been developed in this mode and accordingly its application 
should be related to a similar philosophy and tradition. There are also practical 
reasons why this philosophy should be adopted. The link between boundary and 
identity is well established as is the link between identity and choice (Tajfel and 
Turner, 1986). Similarly, authors such as Marks and Mirvis (1998), emphasise 
the need to provide staff with a means of reasserting their sense of control. Often 
a merger reduces an individual's perception of choice (i. e. the company the 
individual is working for) and creates a sense that decision are being force upon 
them. By incorporating people in decision making and allowing them to resolve 
problems that are real to them, control is reasserted. Moreover, providing a truly 
participative structure will, as in the hospital study, provided for more diversity 
in the decision-making structures and improve commitment, ownership and can 
ultimately foster learning. 
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6. Reflection as an ongoing process 
Tile process described in figure 10.1 is an active process of meaning creation 
with countervailing forces driving and restraining choice, actions and structures. 
Management interventions must be taken within this political and dynamic 
context. It is therefore imperative that on-going assessment and reflection are an 
integral part of any boundary change programme. The objectives established in 
terms of both tile boundary interventions and the more macro meaning creation 
strategies are constantly reviewed against targets and adjusted as appropriate. 
10.5 Conclusion 
This chapter has integrated the three pillars of the research and generated five 
theoretical insights to inform practice in M&A integration. Adopting a boundary 
approach is appropriate because it attunes managers to potential areas of conflict 
and allows them to anticipate and manage those potential conflicts. Boundaries 
are central to integration and merger outcomes can be improved if boundaries are 
attended to. The five theoretical insights are: 
1. Boundary salience occurs through a dynamic political process; 
2. Strategies exist to legitimise and de-legitimise boundary salience in an 
M&A integration; 
3. A theory of boundaries can classify boundaries as physical, behavioural 
and cognitive; 
4. At least three management intervention types (contact and awareness 
building, training and development and building vision) can be related to 
impacts on boundaries; 
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5. The level of integration achieved will depend on the interplay between 
the management interventions and the strength of the strategies driving 
integration or differentiation. 
Arising from these insights it was shown that merger outcomes will be improved 
when management interventions reduce perceptions of boundary differences 
across all three boundary categories and when the strategies legitimizing 
organisational integration dominate over strategies supporting differentiation. 
These insights can be applied in practice and a six-stage method for applying the 
insights in practice is presented. 
The next chapter will reflect on these insights and consider the overall 
contribution of the thesis. It will assess the research against the criteria 
established at the outset to evaluate whether the work has delivered on the targets 
set and consider tile implication of the work for future research and practice. 
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11 Conclusions 
11.1 Introduction 
Evaluating the thesis is a process of assessing whether the work has delivered on 
the objectives set at the beginning and whether the methodology and method 
follows an appropriate implementation and analysis framework to ensure quality, 
trustworthiness and validity, as defined by Herr and Anderson (2005), in the 
outcomes and outputs of the work. This chapter will review the contribution that 
has been made by the research. It will address the limitations of the study and 
describe how the quality indicators discussed in Chapter 4 were achieved. 
Finally, the implications of the work for theory, practice and future research are 
discussed. 
A fundamental part of any action orientated methodology is reflection. It is 
therefore fitting that this concluding chapter should contain a section reflecting 
on the work, its value and its impact on lived experience. Good research should 
act as an agent for change, no more so than for the individual. This work has 
resulted in sustainable learning for the action research partner, it has helped the 
co-researchers learn about their practice and it has enlightened and enriched my 
own practice in many ways. 
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11.2 The Contribution of the Work 
The introduction chapter laid out the expected contribution from the research 
(section 1.5). It identified four areas in which the work would contribute. These 
were 
I. generate new knowledge through developing theoretical insights into 
boundaries in M&As, and how they should be managed to maximize the 
level of post-merger integration; 
2. triangulate three stands of knowledge creation to develop theory on 
boundaries in an M&A; 
3. generate new understandings from the exploration of change in a M&A 
through longitudinal study and through action research; 
4. create i-neaningful impacts within the action research project that result in 
the delivery of the action research objectives and which fosters double- 
loop learning. 
11.2.1 Generation of New Knowledge 
The obvious and most significant contribution of the work is that it addresses the 
research objectives. The overall research objective set was to determine how can 
we change boundaries during an M&A integration to improve the potential for 
success post-mcrger and within that question additional sub-questions were 
identified including what boundaries have the potential to exist during an M&A 
integration, how do boundaries become salient during an M&A integration, and 
how can management support changes that create new boundary configurations 
in line with the objectives of the M&A. The research design and analysis has 
systematically addressed these questions and has delivered answers to all of 
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them. Table 10.1 in the previous chapter identified the boundaries that have the 
possibilities to create boundary salience. Figure 10.1 shows how preventing 
boundary salience is a function of two separate and distinct processes of reducing 
boundary differences and creating a supporting dominant reality and finally, 
table 10.2 describes how management interventions can influence boundary 
formation. Overall, the conclusions have developed theoretical insights about 
boundaries and their management which will allow management to address 
boundary issues. 
It has been shown that understanding about boundaries in M&A is 
underdeveloped and the insights generated by the work represent a new 
contribution to the debate. The value of the theoretical insights is evidenced by 
the success of the action research study and the stated value derived by the 
management team. 
The work addresses two distinct fields of research, boundaries and M&As. The 
theory is developed in the context of M&A integration and specifically 
contributes to the understanding of that area. A boundary management approach 
offers a new perspective and lens through which the task of integration can be 
viewed and managed, drawing attention to the importance of identifying and 
addressing differences across a wide spectrum of organisational facets. By 
addressing differences through appropriate interventions conflicts can be 
predicted and resolved. Codifying the strategies for avoiding boundary salience 
offers practicing managers practical tools as well as theoretical insights. In 
summary the outputs of the research for M&A scholars include: 
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1. a contribution to the debates on M&A integration approaches by offering 
a new lens through which to view the task; 
2. theoretical insights that can explain M&A behaviour; 
3. theoretical insights that can help managers in practice to understand and 
act upon the M&A integration tasks and improve merger outcomes. 
In addition the work also contributes to the understanding of boundaries more 
widely, especially within the field of organisational theory and addresses the call 
for further research to explore boundaries empirically through more inductive 
and grounded approaches (Heracleous, 2004). The work shows that boundaries 
are a complex phenomenon and one that has often been overlooked in 
organisational analysis. The recent attention to boundaries (Paulsen 2003) is an 
indication that this field is growing in importance as an area of study in its own 
right. This work contributes to the emerging theory of boundaries by 
1. creating a boundary construct that contributes to the debates on the 
identification, purpose and operation of boundaries in organisational 
settings; 
2. codifying the assumptions that underpin the development of theory on 
boundaries; 
3. reporting unique studies and examples of boundary change that help to 
understand and explain boundaries and how they impact on individuals 
and groups; 
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11.2.2 Theor), Det, eloplnent Process Adopted 
A second major contribution achieved by the work is the approach adopted in the 
theory building process. The three pillar approach of building theory from 
theory, fieldwork and application in practice represents a unique approach. The 
integration of theory building from both inductive and deductive processes has 
been commonly reported in the study of applied disciplines (Lynham, 2002) but 
usually as an iterative process of moving between theory and practice. The 
advantage of an action research approach is that it allows research to take place 
in action rernoving the distinction between theory and practice. The third pillar of 
the research design extends the method and provides for a unique triangulation of 
results. 
There are also no readily published studies within the M&A field that have 
adopted an action research approach. The current work therefore represents an 
addition to the body of literature in this field and extends on our current 
understandings of M&As from this perspective and methodology. The value of 
action research approaches are set out in the methodology section and this work 
might serve to contribute to future exploration of the approach to both theory 
development and practice. The benerit of the action research approach is 
evidenced in the reflections on the first intervention cycle when it was realized 
that our understanding of the social structure within the Cashel hospital was 
different to what we had conceived. This realisation arose out of variations 
between the expected and actual outcomes of the cycle, leading us to reflect on 
and change our approach for the next cycle. The problem, that the same structure 
and content of communication in each hospital created variation in results, stands 
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in marked contrast to the conventional wisdom. Shield (2002) for instance, 
writing specifically about hospital mergers suggests that communication 
"focusing on the themes, progress and problems of the merger should be shared 
widely" (p. 36 1). The actions of management in the study did just that but failed 
to connect with one of the groups. Traditional case study or quantitative 
approaches may not have uncovered this phenomenon as staff feedback 
suggested they felt excluded from communications. In this respect the hospital 
study, by mapping actions and outcomes, adds additionality to our understanding 
of the phenomenon. The methodology therefore contributes to knowledge by 
1. developing theory from theory, fieldwork and in practice providing a 
triangulated study; 
2. applying an action research methodology to the field of M&A study and 
contributing to the development of action based approaches to M&A 
research. 
11.2.3 UniqueandExemplarStudy 
Quite apart from the contribution of the action research approach adopted, the 
longitudinal nature of the studies also contributes to the uniqueness of the work 
and to the understanding of M&A and boundary phenomenon. The hospital 
study in particular affords a unique explanation of a pre-merger interaction. 
Many integration guides advise that the speed of integration is important 
(Angwin, 2000; Askenas et al, 1998) and urge that integration actions occur 
rapidly. Usually, once regulatory hurdles are completed organisations are keen to 
realize value: this is an imperative in most commercial organisations. Rarely 
therefore is a study capable of exploring a protracted period of pre-merger 
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activity, in which management interventions, protracted periods of conflict and 
final integration success are capable of being studied. In the hospital study, the 
total pre-merger period was 12 years and the actual study recounts the lived 
experiences within the last four years of that process and almost one year post 
amalgamation. Reporting of the case and the data captured represents a 
significant record of a unique case of complexity and change at depth. Further 
contributions of the study are therefore 
1. reporting of a unique case study that represents an extreme exemplar of 
M&A integration and 
2. capturing data in a longitudinal study which enhances understanding of 
complexity. 
11.2.4 Pr(ictic(ilatidMeaiiitigfitlIiitpacts 
Action research approaches, because they are research in action, must also be 
concerned with the resolution of real problems. The hospital case contained a 
significant problem. The application of the theory developed in the financial 
study to the hospital was designed not only to develop theory but to deliver 
sustainable change within the hospital. As indicated at the outset of the thesis, 
two forms of impacts are possible from the thesis. The first are outputs which 
consist of tangible artefacts of the work, such as theories or defined actions. The 
second impact arises from outcomes, which are sustainable changes that have 
occurred in behaviour or cognition. The thesis set as a goal to contribute both 
outputs and outcomes. Sections 11.2.1 to 11.2.3 represent outputs that have been 
achieved at the academic level. Significant outputs and outcomes have however 
been achieved at the practice level. 
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The most significant practical output from the work was assisting in the 
amalgamation of the hospitals (see appendix 12 for acknowledgement letter). 
The cycles of actions and reflections contributed to the ultimate achievement of 
the hospital goals and provided a structured method to deliver on the goals. In 
this respect the overall imperative of action research methods, delivering on 
change within a reflective and participative environment, has been achieved and 
this of itself represents a contribution to practice. However in addition to the 
output achieved, sustainable outcomes are also evident in the AR work. It was 
noted in section 3.5 that reflection is the process by which learning occurs 
(Meizirow, 199 1). Learning arises from content reflection; understanding of what 
has happened, process reflection; how the research was conducted and premise 
reflection; questioning underlying assumptions. The outcomes achieved in terms 
of the understanding of M&A integration (figure 10.1) represented an example of 
content learning and the changes to actions as the cycles unfolded represented a 
constant evaluation of the process adopted. Of particular note, in terms of 
premise reflection is the assertion of the hospital management that substantial 
changes in hospital practice are now evident. 77 The emphasis on team-building, 
participant-designed solutions, openness and the creation of meaningful dialogue 
between management and staff has resulted in new behaviours. Meetings have 
shifted from being places where agendas are played out to become the space 
where solutions to problems emerge. This represents a shift in cognition as well 
as behaviour. It would appear that greater awareness of different perspectives, 
more openness to diverse opinions and an acceptance that compromise is needed 
77 Based on final reflection meeting with hospital manager and Integration Manager 
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if hospital-wide outcomes are to be improved upon, now exist. Building trust was 
a central pillar of the action research work which allowed issues to be brought to 
the forefront in a constructive manner. This was also strongly evident in the self- 
assessment accreditation review conducted in the hospital, post-merger. Staff 
related their own activities to the broader hospital and understood their 
relationships to others within the totality of the hospital. Since (and as part of) 
the merger, the hospital has created new committee structures, new decision 
making bodies and restructured its clinical operations devolving greater levels of 
autonomy and control. Early evidence from these actions suggests that the new 
understandings developed by staff throughout the amalgamation period will 
translate into long-term changes. These changes represent not just improvements 
in individual practice (double-loop learning) arising from new understandings 
but deeper systemic change within the hospital structures. 
11.2.5 Reflection on the Action Research Process 
This work can also make a contribution to the practice of action research. The 
work extended for a period of over four years and throughout that time the 
relationship between me and my co-researchers matured and developed. We 
developed from a tentative understanding of how we should work together to a 
clear co-researching partnership that helped deliver the merger outcome. It is 
worth therefore reflecting on how my role as an action researcher changed during 
that period and whether there are lessons for action researchers that can be 
proposed as a result. Three issues are particularly relevant in how practice of my 
action research developed. 
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Firstly, the original letter of engagement was drafted with the intention of 
working through the executive team. However, my role grew and evolved in 
ways that could not have been anticipated. Fairly quickly the 'team relationship' 
became secondary to tile relationship that was developing between the key 
decision-makers and me. These decision-makers sought support in the processes 
issues that they were dealing with and my role quickly became a sounding board 
for them to discuss and plan actions. I was happy with this role as it engaged the 
process consultation model (Schein, 1999) and allowed me to help with but not 
direct change. Central to these relationships developing was the range of 
activities that I became involved with. As noted in section 7.7 1 received many 
requests for support across a range of activities that were not directly associated 
with my role as an action researcher. These included writing text for newsletters, 
being a committee member for the accreditation review and helping develop a 
mission statement. Many of these activities shifted my role from process 
consultant to expert consultant. I had therefore to manage multiple roles 
particularly when engaging staff more widely (although the majority of my work 
was with a limited number of staff such as the co-researchers and executive 
team) and be conscious of their perceptions and expectation of the intervention. 
However, engaging these additional roles helped substantially in understanding 
the organisation and in developing trusting and productive working relationships 
with key people. They provided additional insights because they opened up the 
wider organisational systems, processes and cultures and allowed me see the 
organisation in new perspectives (i. e. the consistency in professional values or 
the team spirit in the accreditation process) and while these were not central to 
the amalgamation process they nonetheless were hugely helpful in framing issues 
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and building relationships. A lesson from this is that whatever the planned design 
of the action research there will be additional relationships that will develop 
around activities and tasks. The action researcher must be cognizant that these 
are additional and possibly conflicting tasks however there is also potential gain 
if they are engaged. A key reflection for action researchers is therefore that: 
The action researcher should be ready to engage multiple activities as 
an aid to contextualizing the research and building meaningful 
relationshil) but must do so in the recognition of the dileminas that 
inevitably arisesfroin engaging different helping modes. 
A second learning for me was the extent to which multiple modes of reflection 
were used to support the case decision-making and thesis development. Section 
3.6.1 and 7.7 outline the decisions made to incorporate writing and feedback as 
reflection modes in order to ensure that the academic study directly engaged the 
co-rescarchers. Reflection also developed, organically, in other ways, for 
instance the proposal to apply for a service award resulted in a wide cross 
functional team coming together to discuss the merger outcomes. Over the life 
of the project reflection occurred through, individual discussions with the co- 
researchers, discussions with the co-researchers as a team, discussions with 
wider groups such as the executive team and through writing text (academic 
articles and general observations) for review. Similarly, feedback sessions with 
staff when data was being reported also served to provide reflection. These 
multiple modes of reflection helped to form an overall picture and generated 
multiple means of understanding phenomena. Action researchers may therefore 
be advised that 
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The action researcher should be aware of the multiple ways in which 
refleclion can be enhanced by engaging groups or individuals and should 
seek to improve practice by engaging as many methods of reflection as 
possible. 
Finally, the delivery of this action research could not have occurred had the 
strength of the relationship that was built between the research team not been 
developed. I believe two factors created the high level of trust. Firstly, both the 
co-rescarchers were extremely open and learning orientated people (incidentally 
both engaged and obtained advanced academic awards during the merger) which 
made the development of trusting relationships easier. Indeed, the Hospital 
Manager actively sought to build a climate of trust within the hospital and 
accredited much of the success of the merger to this strategy. The second issue 
for trust development was the manner in which we confronted issues head-on. 
For instance, section 7.7 identified some of the dilemmas that we faced as a co- 
researching team. The resolution of these dilemmas involved willingness for us 
to acknowledge them and discuss them. Furthermore this willingness was all the 
more important because the issues emerged from the activities and events and as 
such occurred in an unstructured and unanticipated manner. Even with the 
greatest of hindsight all the dilemmas and issues we faced as a co-researching 
team could not have been legislated for in advance. Hence it is important that the 
action researchers acknowledge that: 
Strong action researcherlco-researcher relationships require an open 
and trusting environnient in which dilenimas orproblenis can be surfaced 
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and discussed because it is impossible to legislate in advancefor all 
eventualities. 
11.2.6 Personal Reflection and Developnient 
It is worth noting that as an action researcher the process of reflection impacts on 
my own understanding both of the phenomenon under investigation (reflected in 
my interpretation of the case and the data) and on my practice and assumptions. 
This latter issue is not a core objective of the thesis and as such is secondary to 
the main theme of understanding how boundaries change. However, my own 
practice and understanding have changed over the period of study. Noteworthy 
reflections include my understanding of the relationship between progression and 
resistance to change. Like many people I sometimes find it frustrating when 
others fail to engage change processes or flatly reject change for the apparent 
sake of being opposed to it. I always assumed such resistance as being anti- 
progression. The rejection of change was evident in the action research study. 
Initially, I found it hard to reconcile the supportive caring environment of the 
hospital and its health professionals with a position that rejected improvements to 
patient care and overall services. It is easy to assume that resistance is due to 
personally motivated factors unrelated (or at least loosely coupled) to 'corporate 
objectives. ' As the study unfolded, deeper understandings of the context of 
people emerged and a deeper questioning of my own assumptions and beliefs 
occurred. Discussions with the Hospital Manager and the Integration Manager 
often took the form of questioning why people were acting in particular ways and 
why they resisted change. We explored rationale for the positions taken by a 
group or individual trying to uncover tactical positions underpinning a particular 
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agenda. We talked a lot about control, identity and relative power, recognising 
the disruption that the merger would cause to existing relationships and work 
processes and outcomes. As the discussions unfolded I began to question my 
own assumption about progression. Our discussions were not about resistance to 
progression but represented an alternative philosophy about who had the rights to 
define tile progression agenda. I realised that I had implicitly made a value 
judgement, viewing as dysfunctional anybody opposed to the merger. I began to 
fear that my assumptions on progression were hegemonic. By defining the 
change agenda, by mapping the route by which progression might be measured, I 
was imposing a dominant perspective of what reality should exist. These 
realisations had an impact on my behaviours. Most evidently in a renewed 
determination that I must ensure I do not make implicit value judgements in my 
interactions or imply them in my comments. 
Another issue of reflection and personal insight involved the issue of control. 
Perhaps as part of my management training and background experiences, I like to 
lead and maintain control of the environment, as a researcher and a collaborator 
maintaining that control is problematic. In recognising the need for control, I 
became minutely conscious of the relationship between control, power and 
manipulation. As researchers we must control our research but we must not 
manipulate our co-researchers or participants. This had significant implications 
in terms of relationships with the executive transfer management team as I 
played the dual roles of researcher and executive team member. One instance, 
shortly after the team had been established made me realise the impacts that I 
might have on them. During an executive transfer team discussion on 
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communication and engagement in the transfer process, I commented that best 
practice on communicating on an M&A usually recommends strong and 
continual organisation wide communication and that if they followed (as they 
were) that model of communicating then they could expect good communication 
outcomes especially given the myriad of channels they were using. The 
subsequent minutes of the meeting recorded "Mr Derek O'Byrne said that the 
methods of communication that are in place in South Tipperary are second to 
,, 78 none. I got the minute corrected the following week to read 'in line with best 
practice' rather than second to none but the ease of unintentionally influencing 
behaviour or outcomes became very clear to me. I had intended my comments to 
stimulate a discussion on the range of communication channels not as a 
validation of other people's action. As a result I resolved to be conscious of 
behaviour in a number of ways: 
a. I became more explicit about my roles and relationship and their 
boundaries as part of interactions. 
b. I began to listen more and say less taking ownership of an issue only if 
the roles and relationships around it were negotiated and agreed. 
C. I began to question assumptions more explicitly about what others are 
thinking or want by asking them directly. It improved my practice of 
relating proposed actions to objectives by asking people, why are you 
doing this? 
d. Arising from the anecdote quoted above I realised the potential in my 
own practice to lay claim to a position of authority in interactions and this 
awareness has reduced the potential for that to occur. 
78 Minutes of Executive Team - Amalgamation of Acute Services South Tipperary, 6th May 
2005 (South Tipperary General Hospital, Clonmel). 
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I was lucky to have experienced the level of cooperation within the hospital 
study which was a very open place and in which discussing everything was 
possible. I learned a lot from the interaction with the Hospital Manager whose 
openness afforded me great comfort and support in pursuing an open 
participative agenda and indeed she taught me a lot about real collaboration. My 
relationship with the hospital management team has developed and matured over 
time and our engagements have developed a strong bound of trust which I hope 
will have enduring strength to foster ongoing action research. Indeed trust 
building was a cornerstone of the approach the Hospital Manager and her team 
adopted in managing within the hospital. Within our reflection she accredits 
much of the change success to trust and perhaps this represents a significant issue 
for future exploration in our actions and research. 
My personal interest in the research question was noted in the introduction 
chapter. In my own practice I have regularly experienced boundary problems in 
leading change and I have struggled to understand how boundaries emerge and 
can be managed. This research has helped my practice and understanding of 
boundaries. I realise that the application of 'sound logic' to change is insufficient 
in its own right to motivate, in all instances, individuals to accept new 
boundaries. I am now more aware of the role boundaries will play in protecting a 
meaningful context for individuals or groups and that resistance is not 
necessarily aimed at preventing change but at preserving a social order. Logic for 
change must be viewed from the perspective of multiple social orders and to give 
hegemony to one perspective is to deny the legitimacy of others. Yet as 
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managers of social systems it is our role to direct those systems, whether 
commercial or public service, to a given output. We must meet profit targets, 
service levels and respond to superior instruction. Within this, as managers, we 
must recognise conflicting obligations, ensuring that we do not deny the 
legitimacy of others' views while often, simultaneously, dominating those 
others' views to achieve a prcdefined outcome. I now believe this is an issue of 
means and outcomes. Sometimes we have no choice in the outcomes, the 
hospital had to merge, but we do not need to specify the means. Adopting a 
democratic method that allows alternative perspectives to engage clearly offers 
the opportunity of agreeing a new social order. However, not everyone can 
always engage a new social order. Perhaps the most traumatic issue for me 
within the research was listening to one individual express, in very emotional 
terms, how she could neither transfer to the new hospital because of family 
commitments nor face changing the job she had done for many decades to work 
in an area of care (elderly or palliative) that terrified her. This was an individual 
who faced an extremely difficult personal choice that had no apparent up-side. It 
was inevitable that the merger would result in a distressing outcome for her. The 
reality of work organisation is that we are often dominated by external demands 
and we have limited capacity to choose our own course (unless exit is an option). 
Perhaps I have not always considered the damage that organisations can do to 
individuals or recognise my duty of care to people who, for many reasons, may 
be unable (rather than unwilling) to transcend existing boundaries and accept 
change. 
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11.3 Implications of the Research 
The contributions of (lie research to the development of theory in the fields of 
M&A and boundary management as well as the methodological contributions 
have been laid out in sections 11.2.1 to 11.2.3. These contributions have 
implications for academics and managers and suggest directions for possible 
future research directions. This section will explore these implications. 
11.3.1 ImI)actsfor Theory and Practice 
M&A scholars have traditionally downplayed the impacts of boundaries on 
merger outcomes conceiving them as part of organisational design rather than 
active components of the merger integration process (e. g. Haspeslagh and 
Jemison 199 1; Hubbard 200 1; Kapoor and Lim, 2007; Capron; 1999 and Lars 
1999). This research clearly shows the complexity of the boundary task. 
Conceiving boundaries as not-problematic is oversimplifying the role of 
boundaries in achieving merger outcomes. This work points to the dynamic 
nature of boundaries and their capacity to be used as a strategic weapon, either 
supporting or resisting change. Theorists and practitioners within the M&A field 
need to be far more cognisant of the boundaries that might exist and more 
importantly how those differences might be used by interest groups to further 
their aims. 
Theory on boundaries is at a nascent stage of development and few systematic 
attempts have been made to codify a theory of boundaries or of boundary 
management. This thesis takes a step in that direction and demonstrates how 
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boundary theory might be developed and applied. Boundaries are pervasive and 
complex and as demonstrated in the research influenced by contextual and 
political forces through a dynamic interplay of social interaction. This work has 
however been able to create a useful framework for application of a boundary 
approach that can help managers identify differences within the context of an 
M&A and to apply that framework to productive effect. Despite their complexity 
boundary analyses can have positive outcomes. Two issues stem from this. 
Firstly, should we be seeking a grand theory of boundaries, are all boundary 
situations the same and can management of boundaries be universally applied 
across social structures? This work has identified the set of assumptions that 
underpin the development of theory in boundary management (section 2.3) but 
these represent assumptions about the nature of boundaries rather than how they 
change. A clear implication of this research is by focusing on specific change 
events that arc rich in boundary change, theory on boundaries, more generally, 
can be constructed. For example the finding that boundary salience can be 
managed by particular strategies could be generalised to other situations as a 
means of understanding boundary conflicts. By exploring boundary change in 
multiple contexts perhaps a more general theory of boundaries can be built. 
Several contexts come to mind, including organisational downsizing, changing 
work patterns (i. e. part-time working), privatisation of public organisations and 
the influx of migrant workers into traditional nationally dominated organisations. 
The more contexts that are examined the greater the accumulation of practice 
from which to build boundary theory. 
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11.3.2 Future Research 
Given the exploratory nature of this research and its focus on theory building, it 
is not surprising that the research poses perhaps more questions than it answers. 
The work offers numerous research opportunities to extend the existing work and 
to develop additional streams of thought and research. 
The two studies reported here are unique in their own right and accordingly there 
are a number of ways in which the work could be extended: 
1. The model adopted in the research will be more robust by extension in 
new action orientated M&A contexts. By further replication the strength 
of the theory can be enhanced and new insights emerged from the 
particular unique contexts of each M&A. 
2. It would also be interesting to apply the boundary construct to different 
change contexts, such as restructuring or growth. This would provide 
contrasting contexts and possibly uncover differing importance within 
boundary categories and boundary types for differing change 
environments. For example perhaps the cognitive boundaries during a 
restructuring are quite different from a merger as the challenge will be to 
organisation position rather than organisational identity. 
3. A significant area for future research is exploring the boundaries of the 
boundary categories. As indicated earlier the division of boundaries into 
physical, behavioural and cognitive is of itself a process of bounding. 
This work does not address what happens at the point of intersection that 
defines each category or how issues might (or whether they can) 
transition from being one type of boundary to another. It might be a 
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fruitful exercise to study the genesis and pathology of boundary conflicts 
against the theoretical framework of boundaries developed in this study. 
The study also suggests a number of new areas for potential study that might 
enhance our understanding of M&As and boundaries. 
Firstly, the reflections with the hospital management team placed great emphasis 
on the development of trust, particularly between the leader and the hospital 
staff. Trust provided a potential bridge that allowed diversity to be expressed and 
explored. The relationship between leader-trust and M&As has not been explored 
(al though justice theory and trust more generally has been applied to M&A 
analysis, e. g. Hubbard, 2001; Stahl 2005). This would represent an interesting 
avenue for developing boundary theory; lack of trust clearly creates conflict and 
may foster boundary salience between individuals and groups but does trust 
reduce the potential for boundary salience? 
Secondly, the thesis has identified strategies used to foster boundary separation 
(and build integration). However, it does not answer the question of how these 
strategies are initiated or by whom. A number of explanations are possible. For 
instance, strategies may emerge from the social structures; part of the process of 
social reproduction. A threat to the social order might initiate an organisation- 
wide defence routine to protect and repel that threat. They may also stem from 
the particularistic concerns of a dominant group or individual manoeuvring to 
protect the current power or social structure or from the threat to identity. 
Exploring the origins of strategies would contribute to the understanding of the 
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motivation to resist change. It would also enhance understanding of how 
boundaries become salient and perhaps how earlier management interventions 
might reduce the perceived need to resist change. 
11.4 Limitations of the Study 
As with all research projects there are a number of strengths and limitations that 
the research design creates. Section 4.5 has already discussed the limitations 
arising from the method choices. These included the 
1. trade-off between depth and breadth in the study; 
2. pragmatic choices made in respect of the numbers of participants 
engaged in the cycles of action and reflection; 
3. problems arising from the use of questionnaires as an instrument of data 
collection in a constructivist epistemology; 
4. low response rates to the initial questionnaire data and problems 
emerging from availability of staff to re-interview as part of the 
longitudinal design. 
At a broader level the thesis also has limitations in the extent to which the 
knowledge claims can be generalised beyond the data and cases studied. The 
purpose of the study is to build understanding about boundaries in M&A and to 
develop a set of theoretical insights. These findings help us to understand how 
boundaries operate within the contexts of the studies. They do not purport to 
have a wider generalisability in that they do not define causal relationships 
between variables. This is a distinction to be made between generating theory, 
understanding how something operates, and building a model, defining cause- 
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effect actions. A limitation, therefore, of this work is that it does not create a 
model for boundary management. Instead it has generated a set of theoretical 
insights that explain certain aspects of boundary behaviours and how actions 
might influence events. While the framework developed does not specify causal 
relations it is nonetheless valuable as a means of understanding events and 
guiding behaviour. It is for that reason the thesis proposes a practical guide from 
the theory developed rather than a model of management. 
A further potential limitation of the work is the degree of complexity that it 
incorporates. While in many ways the in-depth longitudinal nature of the studies 
is a strong characteristic of the work it also serves to extend the work beyond the 
normal parameters of a thesis. This weakness occurred out of the elongated 
merger process in the hospital that took three years longer than the research 
design anticipated. This is a problem in any longitudinal research design that 
cannot control the exact timing of the phenomenon under investigation. 
Finally, a potentially weakness is that the study crosses private and public sector 
applying theory developed in one to the other. This is a weakness insofar as the 
contexts are separate and distinct and the operating and regulatory environment 
is different (La Piana and Hayes, 2005). Contrasting between the two is therefore 
problematic. However, the study is about inter-group actions and differences 
within context rather than across contexts. Context differences exist between the 
public environment of a hospital and a commercial organisation, such as the 
strong unionisation, vocational identity and dependence on state funding, but 
these are context factors within the study and do not impact on the analysis of 
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how the application of the theory developed in the financial study influenced 
outcomes in the hospital at the intergroup level. 
11.5 Evaluating the Thesis 
The challenges in managing merger integration are substantial. Poor integration 
management is increasingly recognised as a cause of poor merger results. If 
appropriate levels of integration are not achieved, corporate objectives cannot be 
delivered. Exploring integration from a boundary perspective opens up new and 
exciting prospects for uncovering potential conflicts, for explaining resistance 
and for making focused and effective interventions. By codifying the differences 
that create boundaries, management can design early interventions to prevent 
boundaries becoming salient. Furthermore, through understanding the dynamics 
that foster and reduce boundary salience greater attention can be focused on 
creating an appropriate environment to deal with resulting conflict or resistance. 
The work has clearly produced a number of contributions to practice and to the 
participants within the action research project. These include: 
1. The merger of Cashel and Clonmel hospitals to create a new South 
Tipperary General Hospital was achieved. 
2. Double- loop learning emerged within the hospital community. 
3. My own practices and awareness were impacted by the research and I 
learned to change behaviours in significant ways. 
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This research makes a contribution to the fields of M&A and boundary theory 
and has resulted in the development of new theoretical insights into M&As and 
boundary management. The approach of mixing action orientated with inductive 
and deductive approaches has extended the range of the work giving greater 
confidence in the 'trustworthiness' of the findings. As indicated in section 3.8 
trustworthy involves the demonstration that the researcher's interpretation of the 
data are credible or 'ring true' to those who provide the data (Lincoln and Guba 
2000). 
Herr and Anderson (2005) develop five criteria for ensuring quality as indicated 
in table 3.3 and how this was used to ensure quality within the action research 
design was shown in table 4.4. Table 11.1 relates these quality measures to the 
outputs and outcomes achieved in the dissertation. From these in can be seen that 
the work achieves a high standard of quality delivering on each of the quality 
measures. 
The financial services study was conducted as a standardised case study inquiry. 
The quality assurance measures associated with the execution of that study 
included the development of a case protocol, formal transcription of all 
interviews and the development of a coding analysis guide, which allowed 
coding confirmation through re-coding of the data. Subsequent publication of the 
article on the study and the analysis was offered to senior management in the 
study for comment but no comments were received. Finally, the study was 
published as an academic article (O'Byrne and Angwin, 2003) and as a book 
chapter (O'Byrne, 2007). 
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Table I I. I: QUality criteria achieved in action research stud 
K i Qualit% Criteria 
Outcome validity 
DellilitiO11,11 MC. 1SUre 
Resolution of the p enomenon 
ey ach evements in studies 
osp ta successfully merged 
under study 
Cycles of objective setting, action and 
reflection implemented 
Hospital won service award for implementing 
the change 
Process validity Process supported meaningful Sustainable learning evident in case study 
outcomes for participants Positive learning for researcher leading to 
changed practices (double-loop learning) 
Multiple sources of data used including 
questionnaires, narratives, reflective sessions 
Inclusion of multiple perspectives and interview collection 
through triangulation 
Co-produced papers with co-researchers. 
Final feedback session to 'confirm' accounts 
rang true 
Meaningful accounts produced 
Democratic Involvement of problem owners Management team acted as action research co- 
validity researchers. 
Participative structure created in hospital 
through which all change was achieved 
Calliklytic Validity 11calise value of AR approach Participative structures and AR process have 
been institutionalised in the hospital 
New work patterns developed and deep 
Deepen knowledge of the social learning about hospital operations evidence 
reality and move people to action 
Dialogic vididity Evidence of peer review 2 academic conference papers produced 
(O'Byme, Kavanagh and Angwin, 2005 & 
O'Byme, Angwin and Kavanagh, 2006) 
Sharing of results with participants 
and dialogue on meanings with All data collection cycles involved feeding 
community and with peers back results to hospital executive and all staff 
Discussion of study at international action 
research workshop (AOM Atlanta 2006) 
11.6 Concluding Comments 
Boundaries are an integral part of our lives yet only recently are researchers 
focusing on how they shape and impact in organisational settings. This thesis 
contributes to this emerging debate. By codifying the boundaries that exist and 
classifying them into categories and codifying the management interventions that 
can address these boundaries, M&A Integration Managers have a new tool for 
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identifying and resolving potential post-merger conflicts. I have argued that the 
value of any theory lies in its usefulness in practice and have shown how the use 
of boundary theory has helped merge a complex organisation in practice by 
helping managers codify and design interventions to address potential boundary 
differences. In this way the work has succeeded in its aims of contributing to new 
knowledge and effecting sustainable organisational change. It has established 
theoretical insights about boundary change in M&As and has facilitated the 
development of practical advice to managers of M&As. Its contribution is to a 
new area of study and hopefully marks the start of a new debate on boundaries in 
M&A. 
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Appendix 1: Interview Schedule: Financial Services Study 
Backuound Interviews 
I lit D. He Informant Position Purpose 
No. 
14/8/01 
04/10/01 
8/11/01 
18/4/02 
Integmtion Manager 
Integration Manager 
Integration Manager 
Discussion with regional 
manager 
Initial Meeting 
Discussion and data collection examination 
of internal documents 
Update and final agreement on research 
design 
Email and phone exchange as context for 
research 
Branch I 
fill. Imle 
No. 
5 11/4/02 
lifforniant Position 
Manager 
6 18/4/02 Off icer CAP 
7 18/4/02 Cashier CAP 
8 18/4/02 Ass Manager RTL 
9 1 18/4/02 1 Grade I (Cashier) RTL 
Branch 2: Pre Merger 
m 
10 23/4/r02 Manager 'r 1! 1 2/5/02 RTL Senior grade 
12 2/5/02 Ass Manager RTL 
13 10/05/02 Ass Manager CAP 
14 10/05/02 Staff CAP 
Branch 2 Post Merger 
lilt. Date 
No. 
Not available 
fifformant Position 
Manager 
Transferred Senior grade RTL 
15 31/07/02 Ass Manager RTL 
16 31/07/02 Ass Manager CAP 
Long term sick Staff CAP 
Branch 3 
1L 
17 
18 
19 
07/08/03 
07/08/03 
07/08/03 
IrTTksiiIDiHlurtrnh1 
I Manager 
Ass Manager (RTL) 
Staff (CAP) 
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Appendix 2: Interview Protocols - Financial Services Study 
Interview Protocol: BI Branch Integration - Managers 
Instructions: 
This research is concerned with exploring the responses of the individual branch 
to the integration. Specifically it is interested in 
I. Understanding the culture and identity of the pre: -combining branches 
& of the new firm 
2. Exploring the similarities and differences between the pre-combining 
branches 
3. Exploring the process by which branches have moved from their pre- 
combined state to the post combined state and the critical factors that 
have shaped that process 
The answers to questions should be givenfrom, yourperspective as a member of 
this branch1fortner member of the pre-merger company. Unless asked 
otherwise. 
Please be honest and open. This is a professional research project and is guided by 
the appropriate professional code of ethics. All interviews are being treated in 
accordance with a strict code of anonymity. All confidential material or comments 
will be treated in strict confidence. 
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Section 1: Process of Integration 
I. Maybe you could start by telling me about the integration process and how 
effective that process has been to-date. 
2. Are there niajor events or incidents that have been significant in the 
integration of the two branches to date? 
3. How successful do you think the process has been in terms of individuals/ 
branches and the company? Why? 
4. What impact has the integration had on the staff? 
5. To what extent do you feel part of a new company Merged Co., and the 
staff? 
6. Do you see this firm as a continuation of the former branch or as 
something new, why? 
7. Is the branch view of the merger the same as the centralised or head office 
functions or other parts of MERGED CO - explain. 
8. Is managing MERGED CO staff different from RETAIL CO, Why? 
Section 2: Culture and Identity of the Pre-Merged Company 
1. How would you describe the former pre-merger branch you worked for? 
a. Tasks/acti vi ties? 
b. Characteristics (personality, skills, background etc) of staff 
member 
c. Culture 
2. Was there anything that marked this branch as unique or different (from 
other branclies/banks)? 
3. Are there any aspects of the old pre-merger firm that you would least like 
to lose in the new firm? Explain. 
4. What would you like to acquire most from the new firm, if anything. Do 
you admire anything about the partner firm? 
5. How do you think staff in the partner branch see/saw this branch? Has that 
changed? 
6. How would you describe the partner branch you were merging with? 
Section 3: Similarities and Dissimilarities 
1. What is working for Merged Co, like and how is it similar/dissimilar from 
the previous branch 
2. In terms of the CAP CO & RETAIL CO pre merger, what were the main 
similarities and dissimilarities between the two branches, in your opinion? 
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Critical activities 
1. What impact has the following had on the process 
a. Time gap between the announcement Dec 00, completion Apr 01 
b. The company name 
C. The newsletter 
d. The road shows 
e. Training sessions 
f. The appointment of managers at MERGED CO & Branch levels 
g. Previous change initiatives 
11. The 'physical' move 
i. The branch lay-out and design 
j. Work practices 
Thank you for your time. 
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Interview Guide: BI Branch Integration - Staff 
Instructions: 
This research is concerned with exploring the responses of the individual branch 
to the integration. Specifically it is interested in 
4. Understanding the culture and identity of the pre-combining branches 
& of the new firm 
5. Exploring the similarities and differences between the pre-combining 
branches 
6. Exploring the process by which branches have moved from their pre- 
combined state to the post combined state and the critical factors that 
have shaped that process 
The answers to questions should be givenfrom yourperspective as a member of 
this branch1fornier member of the pre-merger company. Unless asked 
otherwise. 
Please be honest and open. This is a professional research project and is guided by 
the appropriate professional code of ethics. All interviews are being treated in 
accordance with a strict code of anonymity. All confidential material or comments 
will be treated in strict confidence. 
Ask permission to record 
Background Information 
Time with branch: 
Experience before then: 
Position: 
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Section 1: Process of Integration 
1. What does this merger mean to you? 
2. How successful do you think the process has been in terms of individuals/ 
branches? Wily? 
3. Are there major events or incidents that have been significant in how or 
why you form that opinion? 
4. If you had to suin up the merger by one event that has occurred what 
would it be? And why? 
5. To what extent do you feel part of a new company Merged Co.? Rate in on 
a scale I- 10. 
6. Do you see this firm as a continuation of the former branch or as 
something new? 
7. In what ways is the branch new / continuation? 
Section 2: Culture and Identity of the Pre-Merged Company 
1. How would you describe the former pre-merger branch (name) you 
worked for? 
a. Taskshictivities? Characteristics (personality, skills, background 
etc) of staff member & Culture 
2. Was there anything that marked this branch as unique or different (from 
other brancties/banks)? 
3. If you where asked to create a stereotype description of a member of your 
former branch - what would it be and why? 
a. What traits/behaviours/way of thinking 
b. What did it mean to be a staff member of this branch? 
4. How has that changed in the new MERGED CO? 
5. Why has that change occurred? 
6. How would you describe a stereotypical picture of your partner firm? 
7. Are there any aspects of the old pre-merger firm that you would least like 
to lose in the new firm? Explain. 
8. What would you like to acquire most from the new firm, if anything. Do 
you admire anything about the partner firm? 
9. How do you think staff in the partner branch see/saw this branch? Has that 
changed? 
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Section 3: Similarities and Dissimilarities 
1. What does it mean to be a staff member of MERGED CO? 
2. How is it siniflar/dissimilar from the previous branch? 
3. In terms of the CAP CO & RETAIL CO pre merger, what were the main 
similarities and dissimilarities between the two branches, in your opinion? 
4. To what extent has the best of both being achieved? What does the best of 
both mean to you? 
5. Do you prefer being part of MERGED CO or would you rather be still part 
of your former branch? 
Critical activities 
1. What impact has the following had on the process 
a. Time gap between the announcement Dec 00, completion Apr 01 
b. The company name 
C. The news letter 
d. The road shows 
C. Training sessions 
f. The appointment of managers at MERGED CO & Branch levels 
g. Previous change initiatives 
11. The 'physical' move 
i. The branch lay-out and design 
j. Work practices 
Thank you for your time. 
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Interview protocol - Financial services Study 
Longitudinal Studies -2 nd interview 
Section 1: The Process 
1. Perhaps you can start by telling me about the Amalgamation and how that 
has proceeded since the initial discussion. 
2. What has changed since the amalgamation date? What differences in 
proccdures/people have you witnessed since the amalgamation? 
3. What problems/issues arose on or immediately after the date? 
4. What problems/issues if any have been emerging over time since the 
amalgamation date? 
5. Has the integration proceeded as you expected. What unanticipated or 
unexpected events occurred? 
6. What effect did the integration team from HO have on the process? 
7. Where did people go for physical / emotional support? 
Section 2: Culture 
1. How would you describe the culture of the branch at this stage? 
2. How has it changed? 
3. Did any differences between the RETAIL CO and CAP CO emerge since 
the amalgamation? 
a. The way business is done 
b. The way staff approach work 
c. The attitude to customers and colleagues 
4. How does the current MERGED CO culture differ from your former 
branch? 
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Section 3: The level of Integration 
1. How well integrated are the two former branches at this stage, in terms of 
a. The extent to which the job processes of a former CAP CO can be 
performed by a former RETAIL CO and vice versa. (ie 
mortgage/cash)? 
b. The ability to use the software etc ? 
c. The level of social integration and teamwork between former 
groups? 
d. The team? 
2. Customer service was a major point in the last discussion. How has that 
fared? 
3. To what extent do you feel part of Merged co? 
4. Is MERGED CO what you expected? 
5. What has helped or hindered the level of integration? 
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Appendix 3: List ofineetings/events in hospital study 
A summary of meetings held with staff and their principal outcomes. 
5ate ormeciing Ventle Attendance Purpose 
17"' Nov 2003 Clonniel General Manager Discussion on the research 
29"' Nov 2003 Clonniel Assistant Gen Introduction & Tour of Clonmel 
Manager faculty 
5"' Dec 2003 WIT Assistant Gen Follow-up meeting to 
Manager background briefings 
2"d Dec 2003 Cashel Assistant Gen Tour of Cashel 
Manager 
22"d Dec 2003 Clonniel Integration Manager Discussion on the amalgamation 
process 
13"' May 2(X)4 Clonniel Assistant Gen General background to hospital 
Manager 
4'h June 2004 Clonniel Director of Nursing Discussion on issues from a 
nursing pers ective 
14"' June 2004 Clonniel Executive Committee Executive Committee Meeting 
9"' July 2004 Clonniel Executive Committee Executive Committee meeting 
20.. Aug 2004 Clonmel Integration Manager Discussion on the amalgamation 
progress and on newsletter 
production 
Th Sept 2004 Cloninel Integration Manager Discussions on partnership 
process and on newsletter 
contents 
22"d Oct 2(X)4 WIT General Manager Discussion on progress and 
setting targets & preparation for 
next steering meeting 
29"' Oct 2004 Clonniel General Manager & preparation for next steering 
Integration Manager meeting 
I" Nov 2004 SEHB General Manager Agreeing actions 
Kilkenny 
5'7' Nov 2! (X)4 Clonniel Executive Committee Executive Committee Meeting 
& private meeting 
with General 
Manager 
13"' Dec 2 Clonmel Integration Manager Discussions on partnership 
process and on communications 
6"' Jan 2005 Clonniel General Manager & Preparation for next Executive 
Integration Manager Committee and for detailing 
o completion 
12"' Jan 2005 Clonmel General Manager & Cancelled steering meeting and 
Integration Manager used time as means for 
discussing progress 
20"' Jan 2005 ClonmCl Executive Committee Managing progress 
7"' Feb 2005 Clonmel Integration Manager Progressing Questionnaire & 
update 
15'4 Feb 2003 St. Patrick's Partnership Facilitator Discussion on partnership 
Waterford process/ integration days 
feedback 
I" Mar 2005 Kilcoran Hotel Group of Staff, incl. Integration day - observational 
Partnership role only. 
Facilitator, General 
Manager and Union 
Rep 
30'h Mar 2005 I Clonmel Integration Manager Discussions on progress and the 
I I achievements to date 
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I" April 2005 Clonmel Executive Meeting 
_Managi_ng 
progress 
April 2005 Clonmel Integration Manager Discussions questionnaire data & 
their inter retations 
April 2005 Clonniel General Manager & Pre-exec meeting and discussion 
Integration Manager on the questionnaire 
April 2005 Clonmel Executive Meeting Managing progress 
June 2005 Clonmel Exec Meeting Managing progress 
July 8th Waterford Meeting with Strategy for newsletter 
Integration Manager 
18'h Sept 2005 Clonmel Integration Manager Review of presentation to staff 
(apologies General 
Manager but brief 
meeting and email 
subsequent) 
21 " Sept 2005 Clonmel Presentation to staff Feedback of questionnaires 
21 " Sept 2005 Cashel Presentation to staff Feedback of questionnaires 
22 nd Sept 2005 WIT General Manager Discussion on the paper and the 
ways forward. 
9'h Dec 2005 Clonmel Executive Meeting & Progress update 
pre meeting with 
Integration Manager 
19 Jan 2006 Clonmcl Meting with Discussion on the accreditation 
Integration Manager process and their request for me 
to participate as a member of the 
leadership group 
9'h February 2006 Clonmel Accreditation Accreditation Progress updates 
Meeting STGH 
Meeting with General 
Manager and 
Integration Manager 
overlunch 
I 01h February 2006 Clonmel Executive Meeting Review of progress and 
discussion on the mission 
statement for STGH. 
6 1h March 2006 Waterford Integration Manager Discussion on Focus Group and 
(rescheduled from objectives 
2 nd March) 
21 " March 2006 Waterford Integration Manager Discussion on Focus Group and 
operation 
I Ph April 2006 Cashel & Research Assistant Focus group 
Clonmel conducted focus 
groups (not present 
personally) 
13 1h April 2006 Clonmel General Manager Discussion on the progress to 
date, the proposed timing of the 
amalgamation and the 
conducting of interview based 
data collection. 
Also discussion on the AOM 
paper and its joint presentation 
291h April 2006 Clonmel General Manager Review of operations 
6" June 2006 Presentation to Delivery of results on mission 
Hospital Executive statement and suggestions for 
Management mission statements 
Oh June Clonmel Integration Manager Discussion on newsletter for 
mission statement 
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7"' July 2006 Cashel Executive Group Re-commencement of the 
executive group 
28"' July 2006 WIT General Manager Discussion on the paper and 
workshop series for Atlanta 
Agreement of objectives of cycle 
2. 
4'h August 2006 Cashel Executive Meeting to review progress on 
progression specifically INO and 
Cashel action group 
4 1h August 2006 Cashel General Manager Brief meeting on the forthcoming 
conference in Atlanta to finalise 
(incl SPARC issues) 
10"' August 2006 Atlanta General Manager & Presentation of paper and 
conference groups n of workshop 
26"' Sept 2006 Clonmel Meeting with General Review of the progress & brief 
Manager & discussion on conference 
Integration Manager outcomes 
9'h Oct 2006 Clonmel Meeting with General Discussed the key issues and the 
Manager & change targets. Pending target 
Integration Manager date to be announced by HSE as 
12 th Jan for the amalgamation & 
how do we ensure that is 
achieved 
12"' Oct 2006 Clonmel Executive meeting Discussed the pending 
announcement of the date and 
discussed the terms of reference 
of the grou 
17 1h Oct 2006 ------------ Phone conversation Announcements of amalgamation 
by HSE 
26" October 2006 Cloninel Executive Team Progress reports 
Meeting 
2 nd Nov 2006 Clonmel Executive Team Progress reports 
Meeting 
9" Nov 2006 Clonmel Executive Team Progress reports 
Meeting 
23 td Nov 2006 Clonmel Executive Team Progress reports 
Meeting 
7 th Dee 2006 Clonmel Executive Team Progress reports 
Meeting 
8 1h Dee 2006 WIT Meeting with Discuss newsletter and state of 
Integration Manager process. Also review of the 
interviews and the operation of 
that 
14'h Dec 2006 Clonmel Executive Team Progress reports 
Meeting 
21 " Dec 2006 Clonmel Executive Team Progress reports 
Meeting 
29th Dec 2006 Clonmel Executive Team Progress reports 
Meeting 
29 th Dec 2006 Clonmel Meeting with Review and broad discussion 
Integration Manager, 
& follow on with 
General Manager 
3 th Jan 2007 Clonmel Meeting with Completing newsletter to inform 
Integration Manager on transfer 
& Project Leader Finalise final transfer 
arrangements and agree schedule 
of events for day 
[77ýý007 Clonmel General Manager 1/2 hour meeting to discuss 
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preparation and next steps. Also 
discussed roles going forward 
4"' Jan 2007 Clonniel Executive Team Review of scheduled activities 
Meeting created on the 3rd. 
4"' Jan 2007 Clonniel Walk around site to See pre-merger state of hospital 
see wards I week pre 
merger 
I I"' Jan 2007 Clonniel Executive Team Progress -fi nal meeting pre 
merger 
12"' Jan 2007 Clonniel Site visit and walk Arrived at 2.30 toward the end of 
around to all wards/ the merger and saw the hospital 
areas. Walked around in action as (the immediately 
with Integration new) STGH 
Manager and with 
Director of Nursing 
I 8'h Jan 2007 Cloninel Executive Team I" Review after merger 
_ 23' Jan 2007 Waterford Meeting with General Meeting to reflect 
(office) Manager 
25"' Jan 2007 Clonniel Executive Team Ongoing Review after merger 
23'd March 2007 Waterford _ Integration Manager Update after several meetings 
had been cancelled 
5'h April 2007 Clonniel Meeting with the Preparation for the review of the 
accreditation team hospital 
18'h April 2007 Waterford Meeting with General Assess where we were 3 months 
(office) Manager post amalgamation 
3d May 2007 Waterford Meeting with Preparation for 
(Office) Integration Manager question naire/news letter 
I V" June 2007 Cloninel Meeting with General Agreeing 
Manager questionnaire/newsletter (short 
Meeting) 
3 Fd July 2007 Clonniel Meeting with General Finalising newsletter & launch of 
Manager & mission statement. 
Integration Manager 
18'h June 2007 Clonmel Launch of Mission Presentation to all Staff on 
Statement mission statement 
3'd October 2007 Clonniel Meeting with General Discussion on presentation to be 
Manager Integration made the awards committee for a 
Manager, and project service award based on the 
manager amalgamation 
4"' October 2007 Clonmel Exec & Transfer Drafting and discussing 
groups (selection of presentation to be made to the 
staff) awards committee for a service 
award based on the 
amalgamation 
12"' November Clonmel Presentations of Reporting of findings to Staff in 
2007 questionnaire data to two separate sessions 
Staff 
15 th January 2008 Clonmel Meeting with General Discussion on Final feedback 
Manager session (document presented) 
15'h January 2008 Clonmel Meeting with Discussion on Final feedback 
Integration Manager session (document pres nted) 
22nd January 2008 Waterford Reflection meeting Final discussion session 
with General 
Manager & 
Integration Manager 
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Appendix 4: Letter of Engagement for the Hospital Study 
Ms. Breda Kavanagh, 
South Tipperary General I lospital, 
Clonmcl, 
Co. Tipperary. 
12 January 2004 
RE: Amalgamation research project South Tipperary General - 
Dear Ms. Kavanagh, 
I am writing further to our recent correspondence and initial meeting of the 17 th 
November 2003. Based on these discussions I would like to set out a memorandum of 
understanding in relation to the above research project. The purpose of this letter is to 
establish the spirit of the agreement and to dcf me specific roles and responsibilities of the 
parties. 
Conleja ofNesearch 
As we discussed, the project is part of a doctoral research degree currently being taken at 
the University of Warwick. The doctorate examines how boundaries emerge and change 
during a merger and how they can be managed to maximise integration between the 
combining organisations. In relation to the work at South Tipperary General Hospital , the research will examine how boundaries emerge and change in the amalgamation of the 
Cashel and Clonmel hospitals as the amalgamation process develops. The timeframc for 
completion will be dependent on the timing of the amalgamation and is expected to be 
circa 6 months post the amalgamation date. 
Roles A Responsibilities of the Researcher 
As researcher I acknowledge my obligations to South Tipperary General, its staff, 
patients and stakeholders, to conduct the research in accordance with the appropriate 
standards orethics and within the accepted code of good research practice established 
individually by the University or Warwick, Waterford Institute of Technology and South 
Tipperary General Hospital. Specifically this includes; 
1. Ensuring the security of all information designated as confidential; 
2. Respecting privacy, confidentiality and anonymity of data sources as appropriate; 
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3. Affording the hospital the opportunity of reviewing the facts of the case and 
commenting or amending as appropriate, prior to any submission of the work for 
the award or for publication generally; 
4. Adhere to all codes of practice established by the hospital. 
5. Ensuring safe custody of all research materials collected as part of the research. 
Roles A Responsibilities ofSouth Tipperary General 
South Tipperary General Hospital (STGH) acknowledge the purpose of the research as an 
academic process and endeavour to afford the researcher access to relevant information, 
materials, processes and research subjects as appropriate to the research degree. STGH 
reserve the right to refuse any request for information and further reserve the right to 
designate any piece of information as conf idcntial where the release of that information 
into the public domain is deemed inappropriate by STGH. 
Agrted Conditions 
1. STGI I affirms its commitment to on-going learning and development and 
accordingly views research as a bi-directional activity that should improve 
practice at the hospital. In this respect a condition of agreeing to the research is 
that the Researcher serves as a member of the Executive Amalgamation 
Committee, in a non-cxecutivc advisory role, to advise on matters of 
amalgamation practice in line with existing and emerging theoretical frameworks. 
In addition it is expected that the researcher would conduct specific evaluations of 
the amalgamation on behalf of STGH. The researcher is entitled to expenses in 
respect of work conduced on behalf of STGH, as agreed from time to time. 
2. Where the research requires interviews with staff members the researcher is 
rcquircd to submit details of the proposed research design, including details of the 
interview questions and to obtain clearance from the STGH's Ethics Committee 
before the conducting of the research. 
3. STGII acknowledges that any intellectual property developed as part of the 
rcscarch process or analysis is the property of the researcher. 
4. It is acknowledged that the research work will be submitted for academic 
publication and in this respect it is agreed that: 
a. STGII will receive an advance copy of the publication, in so far as it 
relates to STGIL 
b. STGII will be afforded an appropriate opportunity to request the 
amendment of any issues of fact or to question the inclusion of any 
information designatable as confidential. The right to analysis and 
comment remains with the researcher at all times. 
c. STGH will have the right to anonymity and can demand that the work 
does not make reference to STGH and that STGH or any of its associates 
cannot be identifiable from the text of the publication. 
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S. STGH acknowledge that the work will be submitted for examination and viva- 
voicc and as such may require the Researcher to discuss STGH as part of this 
examination process. For this situation STGH does not require the researcher to 
obtain prior approval for the discussion of the case in the examination process so 
long as the discussion is covered by an appropriate code of research conduct and 
the Researcher adheres to the rules of anonymity or confidentiality for any 
individual who has so requested or been promised. 
I trust this memorandum of understanding reflects our discussions and would ask that you 
sight a copy of this letter and return it to me to formally record our agreement. 
Yours sincerely, 
'ell, 
F)ý - 
Derek O'Byme 
Researcher 
b- 16., j C-V L, - ly I Breda Kavanagh 
General Manager, South Tipperary General Hospital. 
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Appendix 5: Ethical Clearance Application to HSE 
Title: Longitudinal study of staff perceptions during the amalgamation of 
South Tipperary General 
The Research Project Team 
1. Lead researcher: Mr. Derek O'Byrne, Head of Strategic Planning, 
Waterford Institute of Technology 
2. Two limited term research assistants (to be appointed) 
The Hospital Contact Team 
1. Ms. Breda Kavanagh, Gercral Manager, STGH. 
2. Ms. Mary Burke, Integration Manager, STGH. 
Statement of Research Objectives 
This research project is part of a wider research programme being conducted at 
South Tipperary General exploring how organisational boundaries change during 
a merger and how the management of boundaries can improve post-amalgamation 
integration. 
The study aims to track the perceptions of staff about the boundaries that 
differentiate the two combining hospitals at two points in time approximately 2-3 
months pre amalgamation and 2-3 months post amalgamation. The specific 
objectives are to identify 
a. How staff construct boundaries between the two units; 
b. How boundaries become salient in differentiating between hospital 
units; 
C. How perceived boundary conflicts are resolved; 
d. I-low boundaries change or shift over time. 
The value of this research 
This is an important piece of work in the development of a boundary management 
model for organisational amalgamations. The conflict arising from a 'them' v 'us' 
attitude is a commonly recognised problem for merging organisations which often 
results in poor integration (physically, socially and culturally) of the merging 
organisations. Research further indicates that approximately 2/3rds of all mergers 
fail to achieve their objectives with poor integration being cited as a major cause 
of this failure'. Failure brings with it a number of negative consequences both in 
human and financial terms including the increase in associated work stress and 
increases in inefficient utilisation of organisational resource. To date however 
little focus has been paid to how merging units construct 'them' and 'us' and more 
importantly how that construction might be managed in practice. A number of 
theoretical perspectives shed some light on the types of issues that might be 
1 For example, KPNIG (2006) The Morning After: Driving for Post Deal Success. KPMG: Dublin 
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relevant and principle among these include a newly emerging field in boundary 
theory 2 34 and the application of social identi tY5 approaches to organisational 
studies. 6 
The proposed researcli will directly address how boundaries divide 'them' from 
'us' and accordingly the value of this research will be its contributions through; 
a. Increasing the understanding of how boundaries become salient in 
an amalgamation and how they create 'them' versus 'us' climates 
b. Creating a framework for managing boundaries in an 
amalgamation that will improve integration and accordingly reduce 
the negative consequences of integration problems 
C. Directly impacting the amalgamation of South Tipperary General 
Hospital through the creation of a cycle of reflection on the 
amalgamation process. 
d. Being the first longitudinal study in this specific discipline sub- 
field. 
Outputs of the Research 
The primary use to which the research output will be put is to present the work for 
a PhD award at the University of Warwick. This thesis will generate a model for 
the management of boundaries in a merger. The contribution of this particular part 
of the research is to generalise to theory, developing and strengthening the 
emerging model. 7 
Consistent with academic scholarship it is anticipated that this will research will 
lead to formal academic publication in leadingjournals and conferences. 
A final application of the research will be the benefit gained by South Tipperary 
General Hospital in applying and reflecting on the research model developed. The 
O'Byrne 8 model has already been used by the hospital in profiling the range of 
actions required and on-going reflection will improve practice in the long term. 
Outline of the methods to be used 
The principal method of investigation will be the case study method9 applied 
through structured interviews. Interviews will be conducted at two points in time 
approximately 3 months pre-amalgamation and 3 months post amalgamation. Ten 
staff from each of the Cashel and Clonmel sites (20 staff in total) will be 
2, O'Byrne, D. and D. Angwin. (2003). "Changing Sub-Unit Boundaries during a Merger. " The Irish Journal 
ofManagenient. Vol. 24 No. L. 
3 Paulsen, N., and T. Ilemes, (2003). Managing Boundaries in Organzsations: Multiple Perspectives. 
Hampshire, UK: Palgrave. 
4 O'Byrne, D. (2006-inpress). "M&A as Boundary Management. " In Angwin, D. N. (ed) Images of Mergers 
andAcquisitions. Oxford: Blackwell Publications. 
5 Tajfel, H&J. C. Turner (I 986)"The Social Identity Theory of Intergroup Behaviour" In Worchel, S. & 
W. G. Austin. The Psychology of Intergroup Relations. Nelson Hall; Chicago 
6 cf. Hogg, M. A. and D. J. Terry (2001) Social Identity Processes in Organizational Contexts. Philadelphia; 
Psychology Press. 
7 O'Byrne (2006) & Angwin and O'Byrne (2003) op cit 
8 O'Byrne (2006) op cit 
9 Yin, R. K. (2003). Case Study Research: Design and Method. Sage Publications. Thousand Oaks: California. 
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interviewed at each time interval (each participant will therefore be interviewed 
twice). This gives a total of 40 interviews. Interviews will be scheduled to last a 
duration of approximately I hour and will be conducted by the contract research 
assistants under the direction of the lead researcher. 
A case study protocol has been constructed (attached) and this identifies the 
approach that each interviewer will adopt and the exact questions that will be 
asked. All interviews will be taped and transcribed by the interviewer. The lead 
researcher will conduct the analysis of the data using Nvivo data analysis 
software. 
Risks analysis 
The research is concerned with the opinions and perceptions of the participants in 
relation to their experiences in the amalgamation of South Tipperary General. No 
questions are being asked of a sensitive nature that might endanger, physically or 
emotionally, any participant nor is there any direct impact on the participant or 
their work. In this respect the research has low risks attached. However, the 
research design must consider the following as potential areas of risk to 
stakeholders in the research project: 
" Ensuring valid informed consent from subjects; 
" Potential ethical considerations or conflicts in respect of the role of the 
lead researcher as a non voting member of the executive amalgamation 
group; 
" Ensuring confidentiality & anonymity for subjects; 
" Management of the research assistants and the effective conduct of the 
research process; 
" Maintaining data storage and security; 
" Providing the subject with the right of comment or correction on facts 
recorded. 
Informed consent 
Informed consent requires the subject to understand fully the process of the 
interview and the uses to which the data will be put. It is necessary for the 
interviewee to be fully informed and be capable of assessing the impact of the 
research on them. To ensure this occurs all potential subjects will be presented 
with a written outline of the research process explaining the research and their role 
in it. It will be clearly explained that they have the choice not to participate. All 
subjects will be asked to sign a declaration that they are giving an informed 
consent for their participation in the research. In addition prior to the 
commencement of the interview the interviewer will verbally reiterate the purpose 
of the research and indicate the position of the participant in it. The participant at 
that point will again be asked to consent and will be further advised that they can 
decide not to answer any question should they so wish or may withdraw form the 
interview at any point. 
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Role of the lead researcher 
The lead researcher is also part of the executive amalgamation committee (in an 
advisory capacity only) and in this respect it is important that no conflict of 
interest, real or perceived, emerges in the research process. This will be achieved 
through the distancing of the lead researcher from the interviewees. Trained 
research assistants will conduct all of the interviews using a predefined research 
protocol instrument. Names of interviewees will not be included on the recording 
or transcripts of interviews and all subjects will only be identified through 
anonymous codes. 
The purpose of the research is to generate new theory that can be applied in 
practice. A condition of the research is that the Hospital benefits from this theory 
and that the hospital can enhance its amalgamation process as a result. A 
necessary condition of the research is therefore feeding back results of the theory 
development into the Hospital amalgamation process. This involves discussion at 
the theoretical level only and the Hospital management will not receive any direct 
feedback on the content of the interviews. 
Confidentiality & anonymity 
All subjects will be offer the option of defining any comments as confidential in 
which case the data will not be quoted or used external to the interview in any 
way. It is not anticipated that the discussions should include any information that 
would require confidentiality. 
To ensure anonymity the names of all subjects will be removed form the data 
records and all interviewees will be given as anonymous code names. The 
reporting of data will make no specific reference to any identifiable individual 
either directly or indirectly. 
Managing Research Assistants 
Responsibility of the acts of research assistants lie with the lead researcher and the 
lead researcher must ensure that research assistants abide by the appropriate codes 
of conduct and codes of ethics. This will be achieved in a number of ways. 
" All research assistants will be required to sign a non-disclosure agreement. 
"A research protocol instrument will be used to define the exact conduct of 
the interview, the questions that will be asked and the assurances that must 
be given to the subjects. 
All research assistants will be trained in the application of the research 
protocol and will be instructed in the ethical behaviour required for good 
research practice. 
The research assistant will not be permitted to hold the data except under 
the supervision of the lead researcher and only then for the purposes of 
transcription. 
The lead researcher will constantly monitor the performance of the 
research assistants. 
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Data storage and security 
Data includes the recordings of the interviews, the transcripts (physical and 
electronic) of those interviews and the electronic means by which those interviews 
are analysed. All data will be maintained by the lead research in a secure 
environment that is not openly accessible by other people. All electronic copies 
will be maintained on a personal computer of the lead researcher and where 
possible all files will be password protected. 
All files, paper and electronic, will be recorded in a way that ensures the 
anonymity of the respondents and this provides an additional level of security that 
personal interviews will not be identifiable. 
Right to comment 
In line with good research practice, copies of the individual's interview transcripts 
will be offered to that interviewee to afford them an opportunity of correcting or 
clarifying any factual inaccuracies, requesting the deletion of any point or the 
addition of subsequent clarifications. 
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Appendix 6: Ethical Approval Letter of Grant 
reidhmeannadd na SeirNdse Sliinte 
licaltli Senice FL\Ccuti%u 
Telephone 051848000 
Fax 051 848572 
Name & Address of applicant: Name of REC: 
Mr. Derek O'Byrne Regional Research Ethics 
Head of Strategic Planning Committee 
Waterford Institute of Technology Waterford Regional Hospital 
Waterford 
Title of Application: 
'Longitudinal study of staff perceptions during the amalgamation of South Tipperary General" 
Date: 14' June 2006 
Dear Mr. O'Byrne, 
The Ethics Coordinator for the Research Ethics Committee, HSE, South Eastern Area has 
reviewed the above application and can grant expedited approval for this study. 
The expedited approval has been given following review of: 
Application Form 
Research Proposal 
Literature Review 
Questionnaire/ Interview Schedule 
Other supporting documentation 
0 
The above application will also be reviewed by the Research Ethics Committee, HSE, South 
Eastern Area at their next meeting on 19' June 2006. Any comments made at this meeting 
shall be communicated to you In writing. 
Yours sincerely 
Caroline Lamb, Ethics Coordinator 
Research Ethics Committee, Old School of Nursing, Waterford Regional Hospital 
Tel: 051842026 E-Mail: Caroline. LambUiDmaila. hse. le 
Appendix 7: Schedule of Interviews Hospital Study 
Waterford Regional Hospital, 
Dunmore Road, 
Waterford, 
Ireland. 
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Schedule or Interviews for Cashel based staff 
Informant Number"' Area Pre- Post- 
merger merger 
I t i I i 
Cashel #1 post - Patient Care 
n erv ew nterv ew 
merger Manag ment (2) 
Cashel #2 pre-merger Patient Care 
Management (1) 
Cashel #3 pre-merger Care Assistant 
(1) 
Cashel #3 post-inerger 
Cashel #4 post - Patient Care (2) 
merger 
Cashel #5 post-merger Clinical Care 
Cashel #6 pre-merger Care Assistant 
(2) 
Cashel #6 post-nierger 
Cashel #7 pre-merger Patient Care (3) 
Cashel #8 pre-nierger Patient Care (4) 
Cashel #9 pre-merger Administration 
Cashel #10 pre-merger Support 
Cashel #11 pre-merger Care Assistant 
(3) 
Cashel #11 post- j 
merger 
Cashel #12 pre-merger Patient Care (1) 
Cashel # 12 post- j 
merger 
Cashel #13 post - Patient Care (5) j 
merger 
Cashel #14 post - Patient Care (6) j 
merger ' 
I Cashel #15 pre-merger Patient Care (7) 
10 These numbers are assigned in random order so as to protect the identity of informants. 
" Dates of interviews are not provided because they would facilitate identification of informants. 
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6cneume oi imerviews 
Name 
ior uionmel Das 
Grade 
ea staii 
Reference Reference 
'l 
Clonmel It I pre-merger Support (1) 
Pre-merger 
Interview 
j 
I ost-merger 
Interview 
Clonmel #I post-merger 
Clonmel #2 pre-merger Patient Care (1) j 
Clonmel #3 pre-merger Administrator 
(1) 
j 
Clonmel #4 pre-merger Patient Care (2) j 
Clonmel #2 post-merger 
Clonmel #5 pre-nierger Administrator j 
(2) 
Clonniel #3 post-merger 
Clonmel #6 pre-merger Patient Care (3) j 
Clonmel #4 post-merger 
Clonmel #7 pre-merger Patient Care (4) j 
Clonmel #5 post-merger 
Clonmel #6 post-merger Support (2) 
Clonmel #8 pre-merger Support (3) j 
Clonmel #9 pre-merger Clinical Care j 
Clonmel #7 post-merger 
Clonmel #8 post-merger Administrator 
(3) 
Clonmcl # 10 pre-merger Patient Care (5) 
Clonmel #9 post-merger 
I 1' T ýI I . 
Pý 
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Appendix 8: Interview Protocol 12 for South Tipperary General Hospital 
Longitudinal study of staff perceptions during the amalgamation of South 
Tipperary General - protocol for research assistants 
Preliminary Matters 
Commence the interview by welcoming the interviewee to the discussion. 
Introduce yourself as (name) from the Centre for Management Research in 
Healthcare at Waterford Institute of Technology. 
Provide the participant with a copy of the participation information sheet and state 
the purpose of the research as per the sheet. 
Advise the participant that the interview will be recorded to allow for analysis. 
Any comments made however will remain strictly anonymous and the interviewee 
will not be identified in any analysis or on the transcript of the interview. 
Advise the participant that the interview is not intended to seek any information of 
a confidential nature but if there are any comments that they would like to remain 
confidential they should advise you and that request will be honoured. 
Advise the participant that they may request that the discussion ends at any time. 
Ask the participant to confirm that they consent to continue. 
Ask to commence recording. Show the recording off button to the participant and 
advise them that if they wish to turn off the recorder at any stage, that they may 
feel free to do so. 
Tell the interviewee that the interview should last approx. 1 hour 
Tell them that if they wish they will be sent a copy of the transcript and they will 
have an opportunity to comment, amend change or clarify any points they make. 
12 0 Derek O'Byrne May 2006 
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Stage 1: Pre-amalgamation Interviews 
Questions for the pre-amalgamation Interviews 
Interviewer to state name, interview code and welcome individual. 
1. Opening question 
a. What is your opinion on this amalgamation? 
2. Perceived differences between Cashel/Clonmel 
a. What is it like to work for this hospital? 
b. What things distinguish or identify this hospital? 
C. What do you think ? 
1. will change as a result of the amalgamation? 
2. might change as a result of the amalgamation? 
3. wont change as a result of this amalgamation? 
d. What do you know about the (other hospital) and how they 
operate? 
e. If you where to compare the two hospitals what would you say are 
the 
1. main differences? 
2. similarities? 
2. Identity 
a. What does being a member of this hospital actually mean to you? 
b. Are there characteristics that make this hospital unique? 
c. What do you think being a member of the new combined hospital 
will be like? 
3. Perceptions of the process 
a. How much contact have you had with (the other hospital)? 
i. (prompt for People/organisation/patients/services etc) 
b. How well informed do you feel about the amalgamation? 
c. How much do you know about the (other hospital)? 
4. Process to date 
a. What do you think has worked well, if anything, in preparing for 
this amalgamation? 
5. Model of differences 
a. Have a look at this list of areas of potential differences. How many 
do you think might actually exist between your hospital and (the 
other hospital)? 
b. Are there any differences omitted from this list? 
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List of Potential Differences 
The following is a list of potential areas where differences might exist between 
Our Lady's Hospital Cashel and St. Joseph's Clonmel. To what extent do you feel 
these differences might create conflict when the hospitals merge? 
Differences in 
" the context of work i. e. terms and conditions of employment such as work 
times, holiday leave etc. 
" the range of services offered by each hospital 
" the layout and standard of premises and buildings 
" the team structure arising from alteration to the existing team structure 
(e. g. addition of a number of new staff into your work team) 
" computer systems or the introduction of new technology 
" the introduction of a new management team 
" the perceived level of personal commitment that an individual in each 
hospital gives to their work 
" how work is performed and tasks completed in each hospital 
" the way staff behave with and relate to one another in each hospital 
" the expectations of the patient in each hospital 
what each hospital defines as important in running and managing a 
hospital effectively 
the extent to which each group wants to accept the new group (Strong 
sense of affinity with the existing hospital and a strong desire to maintain 
that hospital) 
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Stage 2: Post Amalgamation Interviews 
Questionnaire Set 2- post amalgamation 
1. Opening question 
a. We are now 3 months after the amalgamation what is your opinion 
now on this amalgamation? 
2. Perceived differences between Cashel/Clonmel 
a. What is it like to work for this newly amalgamated hospital? 
b. What has changed as a result of the amalgamation? 
C. What is changing as a result of this amalgamation? 
d. Do you anticipate anything else changing in the future? 
e. What do you know about the (other hospital) now in the light of the 
last number of months post amalgamation? 
f. How different is it here to (original hospital of heritage)? 
3. Identity 
a. Do you feel part of the new STGH hospital? 
b. What does being a member of this new STG hospital actually mean 
to you? 
C. How do you think the new STGH compares to the old (hospital of 
heritage) ? 
d. Are there characteristics that make this new amalgamated hospital 
unique? 
4. Perceptions of the process 
a. Is the amalgamation running smoothly and what do you feel has 
worked well or worked poorly in the transfer of services? 
b. Broadly, to date has the amalgamation worked? 
C. How well integrated do you think the two hospitals are now? 
i. Are there examples you can give to demonstrate that point? 
d. Are there issues that need to be addressed and if so what are they? 
5. Model of differences 
a. We showed you this list of areas of potential differences at the last 
interview. How many do you think might actually have created 
issues for the amalgamation? 
b. Are there any issues omitted from this list? 
C. Is this a useful way of seeing where problems existed when the two 
hospitals came together? 
d. What would you do differently? 
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List or Potential Differences 
The following is a list of potential areas where differences might exist between 
Our Lady's Hospital Cashel and St. Joseph's Clonmel. To what extent do you feel 
these differences might created conflict when the hospitals merged? 
Differences in 
" the context of work i. e. terms and conditions of employment such as work 
times, holiday leave etc. 
" the range of services offered by each hospital 
" the layout and standard of premises and buildings 
" the team structure arising from alteration to the existing team structure 
(e. g. addition of a number of new staff into your work team) 
" computer systems or the introduction of new technology 
" the introduction of a new management team 
" the perceived level of personal commitment that an individual in each 
hospital gives to their work 
" how work is performed and tasks completed in each hospital 
" the way staff behave with and relate to one another in each hospital 
" the expectations of the patient in each hospital 
what each hospital defines as important in running and managing a 
hospital effectively 
the extent to which each group wants to accept the new group (Strong 
sense of affinity with the existing hospital and a strong desire to maintain 
that hospital) 
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Appendix 9: Questionnaire - Hospital Study administered in March 2005 
Questionnaire 
Information on the Questionnaire 
Please answer all the questions as indicated. 
This questionnaire is designed to gather feedback from staff on the progress of the 
amalgamation and the level of awareness and preparedness for the amalgamation. 
It seeks your ojfinions on a range of matters including communications, work 
values and the climate for change. There are no right or wrong answers. 
The Centrefor Management Research in Healthcare and Health Economics at 
Waterford Institute of Technology is administering the questionnaire. All 
responses will be treated with strict anonymity. 
For further information or clarification of any issue please contact 
Derek O'Byrne at 051-302746 or email dobyrne @ wit. ie 
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Section I 
This section is to assess the level of awareness about the amalgamation 
Please state your opinion (by marking a circle around the appropriate number) as 
to whether you agree or disagree with each of the following statements. 
A score of I means that you completely disagree and a score of 7 means that you 
completely agree. The mid point (4) represents no opinion one way or the other. 
Statement 
I am up to date on how t ie trans er of services is 
Exteut to which ' voit cigi-ee I= Completely disagme 
7= Completely aigree 
progressing 1234567 
There is a general information overload with either too 
much information available or not enough time to 1234567 
understand it 
The information I have received about tile transfer of 
services is relevant to me 1234567 
1 would like to receive more information on the transfer of 
services 1234567 
1 am happy with tile progress being made to date on the 
transfer of services 1234567 
1 have contributed to the groups or partnership committees 
working on the transfer of services 1234567 
I would like to contribute to tile groups or partnership 
committees working on the transfer of services 1234567 
1 believe tile partnership process is working well 
1234567 
1 understand the logic behind the transfer of services 
1234567 
1 think progress on the transfer of services is too slow 
1234567 
1 think the transfer of services will improve the services to 
patients 1234567 
Yes, I am in favour of the transfer of services 
1234567 
1 have accessed the information about the transfer of 
services that is available on the intranet 1234567 
1 am able to access the intranet on a regular basis to access 
the information available 1234567 
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Section 2 
This section asks for your opinion on the quality of the information you have 
received to date. 
The following statements concern the quality of information that you have 
received on the amalgamation. Please circle the number that most closely 
represents the quality of the information that in your opinion you have received to 
date. 
The informat 
Timely 
ion I have 
12 
recei 
3 
ved h 
4 
as be 
-3 
en 
-2 -1 Untimely 
Credible 12 3 4 -3 -2 -1 Not Credible 
Accurate 12 3 4 -3 -2 -1 Not accurate 
Adequate 12 3 4 -3 -2 -1 Inadequate 
Complete 1 12 3 4 -3 -2 -1 1 Incomplete 
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Section 3 
This section asks for your opinion on the values that should be important for 
South Tipperary General. 
The following table includes statement that might be included in the mission 
statement of South Tipperary General. From the list of the statements chose 5 
statements that you opinion are the five most important statements to include in 
the mission statement and rank them in order, from I to 5, where I is the most 
important. 
Statement Rate the top 5 
from I to 5 in 
order of 
importance 
The hospital places the patient at the centre of all its 
activities and always ensure a quality care environment for 
the patient 
The hospital will ensure a quality work environment for the 
staff 
The hospital operates on the principle of partnership with 
key stakeholders including staff, patients and care 
organisations 
The hospital offers the widest range of patient care services 
to the South Tipperary region 
The hospital will provide an environment to enable all staff 
develop to the highest professional level and will provide a 
quality training environment for all staff 
The culture will be open and participative and will 
emphasises the contribution of the individual to the 
development of the hospital 
The hospital will use its resources in the most efficient and 
effective manner possible 
The hospital will provide a holistic, multi-discipline, 
evidence based approach to patient care 
The hospital provides a range of integrated services which 
lead to modem dynamic medical and surgical provision 
The hospital will provide equity and adequacy of access to 
all 
The hospital will maintain the dignity and respect of its 
patients, staff and stakeholders at all times 
Please include any statement you feel should be 
incorporated (if any) 
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Section 4 
The following table lists values that might be important to a hospital. Please identify the 5 
most important values for the your current hospital, and identify the values that in your 
opinion are the 5 most important that should be adopted for South Tipperary General. 
Rank the 5 valuesin each case from I to 5, where a ranking of I indicates the most 
important. 
Values 
Proressionalisin: Behaving in a professional manner 
To South 
Tipperary 
Geiieral 
To St. 
Josephs, 
C1011111el 
Hospital Individuality: [Icing regarded as unique 
Ethics: Concern for honesty and integrity of all employees in conducting company 
matters 
Creativity: licing imaginative and innovative in development of services 
Efficiency; Operating without wasting resources. 
Service Leadership: 11cing considered a leader in (he field 
Quality of Service: Mecting patient needs quickly, friendly and without delay 
Stability: Maintaining the existing services over time 
Service to the Community: Concern for community at large 
Growth: Increase the size of the hospital and its range of services 
Low Staff Turnover: Low number of staff who leave the hospital 
Iligh Morale: A positive feeling for all staff about hospital 
Employee Satisfaction: Happy to work in the hospital 
Survival: Staying in operation & maintaining the services that are currently provided 
Promote Learning: Encouraging professional development and education at all levels 
Reduce Costs: Maintain low ovcrheads 
Open Communication: Ease or giving and getting information in the hospital. The 
importance of informal cornmunication 
Wide service provision: Spreading operations as wide as possible. 
Equity: Equal access to services for all 
Scicntific Principles: Applying modern scientific principles to work practice 
Hospital Profile: Successful public image of hospital. 
Empathy: Understanding others and dealing with patients and staff in a compassionate 
manner 
Improving Procedures: Looking for better ways of doing things. 
Team Orientation: Creating and fostering team work. 
Value for Moncy: Providing value in services. 
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Section 5 
This section is to assess the level to which you feel part of the hospital 
community 
Please state your opinion (by marking a circle around the appropriate number) on 
whether you agree or disagree with each of the following statements. A score of I 
means that you completely disagree and a score of 7 means that you completely 
agree. The mid point (4) represents no opinion one way or the other. 
Statement Ext 
I 
ent to 
Com 
it, hic 
pletel 
h voit a 
y disa 
gree 
gree 
7 = Co mple tely a gree 
I see myself as being from St Joseph's Hospital, 
Clonmel 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
1 am pleased to be a member of St Joseph's 
Hospital, Clonmcl 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
1 feel strong ties with St Joseph's Hospital, 
Clonmel 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
1 identify with other members of St Joseph's 
Hospital, Clonmel 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Being a member of St Joseph's Hospital is 
important to me 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
1 see myself as being from South Tipperary 
General Hospital 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
1 am pleased to be a member of South Tipperary 
General Hospital 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
1 feel strong ties with South Tipperary General 
Hospital 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
1 identify with other members of South Tipperary 
General Hospital 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Being a member of South Tipperary General 
Hospital is important to me 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
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Section 6 
This section asks about the work of St Josephs Hospital Clonmel and Our 
Lady's Hospital Cashel. 
Please state your opinion (by marking a circle around the appropriate number) on 
whether you agree or disagree with each of the following statements. A score of I 
means that you completely disagree and a score of 7 means that you completely 
agree. The mid point (4) represents no opinion one way or the other. 
Statement 
There is little difference between the work 
Eutent to which. voit agree 
I Completely disagree 
7= ComPletely agree 
done in Our Lady's Hospital, Cashel and 1234567 
St Joseph's Hospital, Clonmel 
I don't know what they do in Our Lady's 
Hospital, Cashel 1234567 
People are friendly in Our Lady's 
Hospital, Cashel and are easy to work with 1234567 
People are friendly in St Joseph's 
Hospital, Clonmel and are easy to work 1234567 
with 
I know people in Our Lady's Hospital, 
Cashel 1234567 
The culture in Our Lady's Hospital, 
Cashel and St Joseph's Hospital Clonmel 1234567 
is similar 
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Section 7 
This section is for your general opinion on the transfer of services 
Please answer the questions 
My biggest fear with the transfer of services is 
If I was managing the transfer of services I would 
0 
I have the following suggestions 
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General Information 
This section asks general information about the respondent. Please tick the 
appropriate box. 
Please indicate your area of work 
Consultant Fý 
NCHD 
Nurse 
Nurse Management 
F-1 
Administration 
Administration Management 
F-I 
11 
Allied Health Professional 
Allied Health Management 
Please inilicale 
your age group 
Under 25 
Between 25 and 35 
Between 36 and 50 
Between 51 and 60 
Over 60 
Support Staff 
Technical Services 
F-I 
Fj 
F-I 
Fý 
El 
F-I 
F-1 
F-I 
F-1 
El 
your length of service 
Less than I year 
Between I year and 3 years 
Between 3 year and 7 years 
More than 7 years 
F-1 
El 
F-1 
F-I 
Ho w far do yo it live (approxim ately) front 
Cashel 
Under 10 miles 
Between 10 - 24 miles 
Between 25 - 40 miles 
Over 40 miles F-1 
Clonmel 
Under 10 miles 
Between 10 - 24 miles 
Between 25 - 40 miles 
Over 40 miles 
Fý 
F-1 
Fý 
F-1 
If you wish to enter the draw for the holiday voucher please include your 
employee number 
Thank you for your time in filling out this questionnaire. The results of the 
questionnaire will help to ensure that the amalgamation of services is as 
effective as possible. 
Please place the completed form in the boxes provide in the Hospital. 
Appendix 10: Questionnaire Hospital Study administered in May 2007 
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Annual questionnaire on the development of hospital 
services 
Instructions 
Please answer all the questions as indicated. 
This questionnaire is designed to gather feedback from staff on the progress of the hospital and its 
activities. It seeks your opi . /it . ons on a range of matters including communications, work values and 
the climate of the Hospital. There are no right or wrong answers. 
All responses will be entered into a draw for a 'week-end away' voucher 
The Centrejor Management Research in Healthcare and Health Economics at Waterford 
Institute of Technology is administering the questionnaire. All responses will be treated with 
strict anonymity. 
For further information or clarification of any issue please contact 
Derek O'Byrne at 051-302746 or email dobyrne@wit. ic 
General information 
This section asks general information about the respondent. Please tick the 
appropriate box. 
Please indicate your area of work 
Consultant 11 Administration 
NCHD r-1 Administration Management EJ 
Nurse r-l Support Staff r-l 
Nurse Management Technical Services 1: 1 
Allied Health Professional 
Allied Health Management 
F-1 
0 
Please indicate I was initially employed by 
your length of service 
Less than I year Our Lady's 
Between I year and 3 years St Joseph's 
Between 3 year and 7 years South Tipp General El 
More than 7 years F-I St Michael's 1: 1 
If you wish to enter the draw for the week-end away voucher please include your name and 
work location 
Thank you for your time in filling out this questionnaire. The results of the questionnaire will 
help to ensure that hospital service are as effective as possible. 
Please place the completed form in the boxes provide in the Hospital. 
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Section I 
This section is to assess the success of the amalgamation of services 
Please state your opinion (by marking a circle around the appropriate number) as 
to whether you agree or disagree with each of the following statements. 
A score of I means that you completely disagree and a score of 7 means that you 
completely agree. The mid point (4) represents no opinion one-way or the other. 
Statement Extent to which yolt agree 
I= Completely disagree 
7= Completely agree 
Disagree Agree 
Tile amalgamation of services at South Tipperary General 
has been successful 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
The transfer of services is now complete 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
1 was well informed about tile transfer of services and knew 
what to expect 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
The Hospital provides better services now than when the 
services were on separate sites 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
I am happy with the progress being made to date after the 
transfer of services 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
I feel I contributed to creating tile new hospital 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
We operate as one hospital now rather titan two separate 
hospitals 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
The staff front St Joseph's and Our Lady's Hospitals work 
together as a team 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Our service continues to improve all of the time 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
We have achieved a high standard of service since the 
amalgamation 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
When problems or issues arise they are dealt with 
effectively 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
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I 
Section 2 
This section asks for your opinion on the quality of the information you 
received. 
The following statement concerns the quality of information that you received 
about the hospital. Please circle the number that most closely represents the 
quality of the information that in your opinion you have received to date. 
Information I receive is: 
Timely 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Untimely 
Credible 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Not Credible 
Accurate 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Not accurate 
Adequate 1 2 3 4 5 6 7_ Inadequate 
Complete 1 2 3 4 5 6 7_ Incomplete 
Section 3 
This section is to assess the level to which you feel part of the hospital 
community 
Please state your opinion (by marking a circle around the appropriate number) on 
whether you agree or disagree with each of the following statements. A score of I 
means that you completely disagree and a score of 7 means that you completely 
agree. The mid point (4) represents no opinion one way or the other. 
Statement Extent to which you agree 
1= Completely disagree 
7= Completely agree 
I see myself as being from South Tipperary General 
Hospital 12345 6 7 
1 am pleased to be a member of South Tipperary General 
Hospital 12345 6 7 
1 feel strong ties with South Tipperary General Hospital 
12345 6 7 
1 identify with other members of South Tipperary General 
Hospital 1 12345 6 7 
Being a member of South Tipperary General Hospital is 1 - ---] 
important tome 6 7 
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Section 4 
This section assesses the work climate 
Please state your opinion (by marking a circle around the appropriate number) on 
whether you agree or disagree with each of the following statements. A score of I 
means that you completely disagree and a score of 7 means that you completely 
agree. The mid point (4) represents no opinion one way or the other. 
Statement Extent to which you agree 
1 Completely disagree 
7= Completely agree 
I eRjoy my work 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
1 feel appreciated in my. job 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
My views and my participation are valued 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Morale is high in South Tipperary 
General Hospital (STGH) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Overall I am happy working at STGH 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
My manager is responding to the issues of 
most importance to me 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
STGH is a good place to work 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
STGH is a friendly place to work 1 2 3 4 5 6 
J7 
Section 5 
This section is for your general opinion on how services are developing 
I would have the following comments and suggestions to enhance the quality 
improvement process in the hospital (if any) 
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Appendix 11: Templates for application of a boundary approach to merger 
integration 
Table 1: Classifvinv- Boundary Differences 
Boundary 
Class/type 
Physical 
Boundaries 
Description 
Organisation I 
Description 
Organisation 2 
Differences and 
Comments 
Work 
requirements 
Product set 
Location 
Team constitution 
Owners 
IT system 
Branch manager 
Behavioural 
Boundaries 
Organisation I Organisation 2 
Personal 
Investment 
Work Processes 
Team Behaviour 
Customer Service 
Cognitive 
Boundaries 
Organisation 1 Organisation 2 
Work Beliefs 
Belonging 
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111DIC Z: ACH0111 pi an tenipiýut sa mpie oata irom nosp itai Study 
Phinned Actions I'llysic. 11 Behavioral Cognitive 
Boundaries Boundaries Boundaries 
Conlacl&, Awa"ness 
Building Staff exchanges 
Staff open days 
Integration Newsletter 
Partnership groups 
Staff briefing 
Manager led Information 
booth 
Integration manager 
appointed 
Training & Behavior 
Support Staff s%ýap daýs 
Integration training days 
Task groups to determine 
work practices (partnership) 
>< 
On-going training 
Building of a Vision Leader involvement at all 
levels 
Clear vision ' expressed 
Partnership Groups working 
on values 
>< X 
Feedback mechanisms 
n communication 
channels and dialogue 
Redrafting of Mission 
S(atement 
-. 1 I. 
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Appendix 12: Letter of Acknowledgement from STGH 
H"- HSE South, South Tipperary General Hospital, 
Clonmel, 
Co. Tipperary. 
Telephone 052 77000 
Fddhmeannada na SeirbhIse SlInte General Office Fax 052 77196 
lk-afth Servke FAmuthv Personnel Fax 052 77161 
Mr Derck O'Brync 
Strategic Planning 
Waterford Institute of Technology 
Cork Road 
Watcrrord 
IP February 2007 
Re Amalgamation of Acute Services, South Tipperary 
Dear Mr O'Byrne 
In relation to the amalgamation of acute services on January 12 th 2007,1 wish to express 
my gratitude to you for the role you played in preparation for the amalgamation, and the 
follow up post transfer. 
Your work has contributed to the success of the amalgamation, benefiting the people of 
the South Tipperary catchmcnt area. I look forward to working with you in the future to 
build on the success of the amalgamation. 
Yours sincerely 
Breda Kavanagh 
General Manager 
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